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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1

This Draft Environmental Statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commyssion, Office of Nuclear. Reactor Regulation (the staff).

k

1. This action is administrative.

2. The proposed action is the issuance of an operating license to the Washing-
ton Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) for the startup and operation of
the Washington Nuclear Project Number 2 (WNP-2) located on the Columbia
River in Benton County, about 19 km (12 mi) north of Richland, Washington.

The facility will employ a boiling water reactor to produce 3323 megawatts
thermal (MWt). A steam turbine-generator will use this heat to provide a
nominal net electrical output of 1100 megawatts (MWe). The maximum
design thermal output of the unit is 3458 MWt. The exhaust steam will be
condensed by cooled water from six circular mechanical-draft cooling
towers with water taken from and returned to the Columbia River.

3. The information in this statement represents the second assessment of the
environmental impact associated with the WNP-2 pursuant to the guidelines
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Part 51
of the Commission s Regulations. After receiving an application in
August 1971 to construct this plant, the staff carried out a review of
impacts that would occur during its construction and operation. That
evaluation was issued as a Final Environmental Statement (construction
phase) in December 1972. After this environmental review, a safety
review, an evaluation by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards,
and public hearings in Richland, Washington (in January 1973), the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission (now U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) issued
construction permit No. CPPR-93/3-19-73 on March 19, 1973, for the construc-
tion of WNP-2. As of May 1981, the construction of Unit 2 was about 85X
complete. The staff estimates a fuel-loading date of July 1983. In
March 1977, the applicant applied for an oper ating license for the unit
and submitted the required safety and environmental reports in support of
the application.

"Throughout the text of this document most values are presented in both metric
and English units. For the most part, measurements and calculations were
originally made in English units and subsequently converted to metric. The
number of significant figures given in a metric conversion is not meant to
imply greater or lesser accuracy 'than that implied in the original English
value.



4. The staff has reviewed the activities associated with the proposed opera-
tion of the plant and the potential impacts, both beneficial and adverse,
which are summarized as follows:

aO

co

d.

e.

g,

The generating capacity provided by operation of MNP-2 will help
support the increasing load demand of'he Pacific Northwest region
and will result in increased system and regional reliability of the
West Group System (Sec. 2.2.4). Electric energy production from
MNP-2 will be less expensive than any other viable generation alter-
native, will reduce MPPSS'ependence on weather-dependent hydro-
electric generation, and will promote fuel diversification by reducing
dependence on purchased electricity generated by fossil-fueled units
(Sec. 2.3).

Alteration of 441 ha (1089 acres) of land for the plant, has been
necessary. Of this, about 12 ha (30 acres) will be used for the
plant structures. The area affected is totally within the boundaries
of the Hanford Reservation, a Federal reservation principally dedi-
cated to nuclear energy facilities (Sec. 4.3.1).

1

The average consumptive water use (by losses from the cooling towers)
will be 0.8 ms/sec (12,500 gpm), which is less than 0.1X of the
lowest regulated river flow in the Hanford Reach of the Columbia
River; therefore, no impacts to water use are expected (Sec. 4.2.2).

The objective of Executive Order 11988 Floodplain Management is:
"...to avoid to the extent possible the long- and short"term adverse
impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains
and to avoid direct and indirect support of floodplain development
wherever there is a practicable alternative..." The major plant
facilities at the WNP-2 site are not located in the 100-year
floodplain. The other facilities occupying the floodplain are, by
inspection, very small in sectional area compared to the total area
available during a 100-year flood. We conclude that the MNP-2 plant
does not conflict with the objective of E.O. 11988 (Sec. 5.3.2).

Thermal and chemical wastes discharged into the Columbia River will
be rapidly assimilated; thus, no adverse impacts on downstream water
users or aquatic biota are expected (Secs. 5.3 and 5.5). The staff
expects that the provisions of the NPOES Permit (Appendix F) and
other applicable standards will be met (Sec. 5.3).

Atmospheric impacts from cooling-tower operation will include fogg-
ing and icing. These minor impacts will be limited to areas less
than 1 km (0.5 mi) from the towers (Sec. 5.4).

The impacts of cooling-tower operation on the terrestrial ecosystem
of the natural preserve areas of the Hanford Reservation are expected
to be acceptable since only small amounts of c'ooling tower drift
deposition are expected (Sec. 5.5.1).



h. The expected effects of impingement and entrainment on the fish
population in the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River will be low
because of the design and location of the intake structures
(Sec. 5.5.2).

The operation of the plant will not result in any significant impact
to known historic or archeological resources either on or off the
site (Sec. 5.6).

j. Plant operation and employment is not expected to cause appreciable
social or- economic impacts on nearby communities because plant
operation will create only a small number of new jobs (Sec. 5.7).

k. No measurable radiological impact on man or on biota other than man
is expected to result from routine operation of the plant (Sec. 5.8).

1. The risk associated with accidental radiation exposure is very low
(Sec. 5.8.2).

5.

s.

This draft statement was made available to the public, to the Environ'-
mental Protection Agency, and to other specified agencies in August 1981.

On the basis of the analyses and evaluations set forth in this statement,
and after weighing the environmental, economic, technical, and other
benefits against environmental and economic costs and after considering
available alternatives at the operating-license stage, the staff concludes
that the action called for under NEPA and 10 CFR Part 51 is the issuance
of an operating license for WNP-2, subject to the following conditions
for the protection of the environment:

ao

b.

Before engaging in additional construction or operational activities
that may result in a significant adverse environmental impact that
was not evaluated or that is significantly greater than that evalu"
ated in this statement, the applicant shall provide written noti-
fication of such activities to the Director of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation and shall receive written approval from that
office before proceeding with such activities.

The applicant shall carry out the environmental monitoring programs
outlined in Section 5 of this statement, as modified and approved by
the 'staff, and implemented in the Environmental and Radiological
Technical Specifications that will be incorporated in the operating
license for WNP-2.

C. If adverse environmental effects or evidence of irreversible envi-
ronmental damage occurs during the operating life of the plant, the
applicant shall provide the staff with an analysis of the problem
and a proposed course of action to alleviate it.
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FOREMORD

This environmental statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the staff), in accor-
dance with the Commission's regulation, 10 CFR Part 51, which implements the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

This environmental review deals with the impacts of operation of the Washington
Public Power Supply System's Nuclear Project Unit 2 (WNP-2). Assessments
relating to operation that are presented in this statement augment and update
those described in the Final Environmental Statement-Construction Phase

(FES-CP) that was issued in December 1972 in support of issuance of a con-
struction permit for WNP-2.

The information to be found in the various sections of this statement updates
the FES-CP in four ways: (1) by evaluating changes to facility design and
operation that will result in different environmental effects of operation
(including those which would enhance as well as degrade the environment) than
those projected during the preconstruction review; (2) by reporting the results
of relevant new information that has become available subsequent to the
issuance of the FES-CP; (3) by factoring into the statement new environmental
policies and statutes that have a bearing on the licensing action; and (4) by
identifying unresolved environmental issues or surveillance needs which are to
be resolved by means of license conditions. (No unresolved environmental
issues or surveillance needs have been identified in this statement for the
case of MNP-2.)

The staff recognizes the difficulty a reader would encounter in trying to
establish the conformance of this review with the requirements of NEPA with
only updating information. Consequently, a copy of the FES-CP is reproduced
in Appendix J of this statement. In addition, introductions (resumes) in
appropriate sections of this statement summarize both the extent of updating
and the degree to which the staff considers the subject to be adquately
reviewed.

Copies of this statement are available for inspection at the Commission's
Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW, Washington, DC, and at the Richland
City Library, Swift and Northgate Streets, Richland, Mashington, 99352.
Single copies may be obtained by writing to:

Director, Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mashington, DC 20555

Dr. Ra)ender Auluck is the NRC Licensing Project Manager for this project. He

may be contacted at the above address or at 301/492-7702.



l. INTRODUCTION

The proposed actidn is the issuance of an operating license to the Washington
Stafe-owned and -operated Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) for
sta0tup and operat'ion of the Washington Nuclear Project Number 2 (WNP-2) in
Benton County near Richland, Washington.

The g'gnerating unit consists of one boiling-water reactor, a steam turbine-
gener4tor, a heat-dissipation system, and associated auxiliary facilities and
engine'pred safeguards. Waste heat will be dissipated to the atmosphere from
six cidcular mechanical-draft cooling towers. Makeup water will come from the
Columbia River.

Design Power levels of'he reactor are 3323 MWt and 1150 MWe; inplant consump-
tion of electric power will be about 50'We, yielding a nominal electrical
output df 1100 MWe. 'the stretch (maximum-design) power level is 3458 MWt
(FES-CP, $ec. III-B, anV ER-OL, Sec. 3.2).~

1. 1 ADMIA/STRATIVE HISTORY

On August 1$ , 1971, WPPSS (the applicant) filed an application with the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), now Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), for a permit
to construct WNP-2. The gonclusions resulting from the. staff's environmental
review were issued as a F(nal Environ'mental Statement - Construction Phase in
December 1972. Following peviews by the AEC regulatory staff and its Advisory
Committee pn Reactor Safeguards, public hearings were held before an Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board in January 1973. Construction Permit No.
CPPR-93/)"19-73 was issue'd on March 19, 1973.

In March 1977, WPPSS submitted an application, including a Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR) and Environmental Report (ER-OL), requesting issuance of an
operating license for WNP-2. These documents were docketed on June 22, 1978,
and April 20, 1977, respectively. Operational safety and environmental
reviews were then initiated.

As of May 1981", construction of WNP-2 was about 85K complete,,and the staff
estimates that the reactor will be ready for fuel loading in July 1983.

""WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2 Environmental Report, Op'crating Li'cense Stage,"
issued by Washington Public Power Supply System in March 1977. Her'einafter
this document is cited in the body of the text as ER-OL, usually followed by
a specific section, page, figure, or table'number. The Final Environmental
Statement - Construction Phase, published in December 1972, is referred to as
the FES-CP and is reproduced in Appendix J of this document.
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1.2 PERMITS AND LICENSES

~

~

The applicant has provided in Section 12 of the ER-OL a status listing, as of
March 1977, of environmentally related permits, approvals, and licenses required
from Federal and state agencies in connection with the proposed project. Thestaff has reviewed the listing and is not aware of any potential non-NRC
licensing difficulties that would significantly delay or preclude the proposed
operation of the plant.

The issuance of a water-quality certificate pursuant to Section 401 of the
Clean Water Act of 1977 by the State of Washington is a necessary prerequisitefor the issuance of an operating license by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
On January 28, 1971, the applicant filed a site certification application
(Application No. 71-1) for WNP-2 with the Washington State Thermal Power Plant
Site Evaluation Council (changed to Energy Facilities Site Evaluation Council
(EFSEC) in 1976). Site-certification hearings were held by the state council
early in 1972, and the site .certification was issued by the Governor of the
State of Washington on May 17, 1972. Amendment 1 to the certification, includ-
ing the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination, System (NPDES) Permit, was
issued on September 25, 1975. The NPDES Permit is reproduced in Appendix F ofthis environmental statement.



2. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

2.1 RESUME

When the FES-CP was issued in December 1972, the staff concluded that MNP-2,

nominally rated at 1100 HWe, should be allowed to operate to supply the power
needs of the Pacific Northwest region. At that time, WNP-2 was scheduled to
begin commercial operation in September 1977. The operation date was projected
on the basis of an expected 5.3X annual growth rate in electrical energy usage

among Mest Group System (MGS) utilities (of which WPPSS is a member) of the
Northwest Power Pool between the years 1970 'and 1990. However, the,.actual
growth rate from 1970 to 1980 was only 3.9X per year. This decline in the
expected growth rate of electrical energy usage is not unique to Mest Group
utilities; rather, it is representative of a national trend, attributable in
part to higher prices for. electricity, to conservation, and to an overall
slowdown in economic growth.

One response by utilities has been to adjust the projected expansion of capacity
by delaying planned additions to their systems. It is in this context that
the applicant has delayed the commercial availability of MNP-2. The applicant
estimates that „the reactor will be ready for fuel'loading in December 1982 and

commercial operation in 1983.

In this document, the staff evaluates the purpose and need for operation of
WNP-2 within the context of (j.) overall system production costs for generating
electricity, (2) diversity of energy supply, and (3) reliability of the power
supply for the Pacific Northwest region.

2.2, PRODUCTION COSTS

MNP-2 was constructed to provide an economical source of baseload energy.
Because most of the substantial capital and environmental costs associated
with construction have already been incurred, the only economic factors now

relevant for consideration are the costs of fuel and of operation and
maintenance (OLN) (these expenses will be affected by whether or'ot the unit
operates). A comparison of system production costs with and without MNP-2

available shows strong economic reasons why an operating license should be

issued, and operating plans should proceed as scheduled.

The Mest Group System is heavily dependent upon hydroelectric units to generate
electricity. In 1979, 82.5X of MGS'esource capacity consisted of hydro-
electric units; the remaining 17. 5X consisted of nuclear (3.3X), coal (4.9X),
combustion turbine and old thermal units (4.3X), and.import (5X). Existing
hydroelectric projects in the Mest Group area have nearly exhausted the sites
that can be developed on an economical and environmentally acceptable basis
for supplying the baseload needs of the region. The remaining hydroelectric
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projects to be developed will be essentially for peaking power rather than for
baseload. Thermally generated power must provide an increasing portion of the
baseload resources in the future (ER-OL, pp. l. 1-1 and l. 1-3).

The applicant projects, based on potential adverse hydroelectric generating
conditions, that if WNP-2 were not put in operation, the replacement for
energy not produced by WNP-2 would have to come from utilities outside the
Pacific Northwest. The cost of replacement electricity to the applicant would
depend upon the type of units used by the supplying utility. In 1978, the
applicant estimated the cost difference between replacement energy and energy
produced by WNP-2 to be $99.6 million per year (in 1978 dollars), assuming
that WNP-2 operates at 63K capacity factor (Applicant's Response to NRC
guestion 1.5, g/R A9, p. 3, September 6, 1977)." The operation cost differ-
ences estimated in that year (savings in fuel and OLM costs) amounted to
16.6 mills/kWh. This estimate of savings was based on the cost of fuel in
1978.„ Based on the staff's current estimate of incremental costs of replace-
ment electricity, the applicant s projections of savings in fuel and operation
and maintenance costs are low, as discussed below.

The applicant's current estimates of the potential sources of replacement
power do,not contemplate the use of WGS'xisting units in production of

'eplacementenergy if WNP-2 does not operate. According to the applicant,
there is a possibility of buying the replacement ener gy from Southern California
Edison Company, Pacific Power and Light Company Wyoming Division, and utilities
in British Columbia, Canada. The applicant projects the replacement cost of
energy from these sources to be in the range of 50 to 70 mills/kWh in 1980
dollars; the cost range is due to the use of different fuels (but primarily
oil) by the supplier utilities in providing the replacement energy. The
applicant claimed that the difference in the replacement cost as reported by
the applicant in 1978 and now is due to the rapid increase in the price of
oils The staff agrees with this possibility—between 1978 and 1980, the price
of oil to electric utilities of the Pacific region increased from $2.6 to
$4.7 per million Btu (Table A-42 of Ref. 1).

The applicant's conclusion that replacement energy for WNP-2 would come from
oil-,fired generation on neighboring systems has been examined by the staff.
The staff has reviewed the applicant's energy requirements and available
internal resources under adverse and normal water conditions and concurs with
the applicant's conclusion that WNP-2 will ultimately displace oil-fired
generation. There is, however, an important distinction to be made. The
applicant's analysis assumes adverse hydro conditions under which the Northwest
will be energy 'deficient and the unavailability of WNP-2 will require increased
oi 1 generation on neighboring systems to support WGS'nergy requirements.
However, under normal water conditions, and thus the more 'likely cost scenario,
the Northwest will have a substantial energy surplus. The existence of a
surplus should not alter .the final impact, however, as the excess energy
should be exported to California to permit the displacement of oil which would
otherwise be needed to help meet California's electrical energy requirements.
Thus, in either case the final result is the same in terms of displacement of
oil, but in the latter case, the benefits are of a more regional nature.

"In this analysis it has been assumed that the demand for electricity would
remain the same regardless of whether WNP-2 is operated.
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On the basis of an energy model developed by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) (Ref. 1),
the staff estimates that the cost of fuel for generating electricity fn the
Pacific region in 1982 will be 59 mills/kWh higher fiom oil-fired units than
from nuclear-fueled units. Based on the applicant's use of a 63K capacity
factor for operation of WNP-2, this would amount to'avings of $375 million in
the first year of WNP-2 operation. However, the applicant's assumption as to
capacity factor of WNP-2 during its initial years of operation is probably
high (based on the experience of nuclear units in general). If a lower capacity
factor were assumed"-e.g., 50K to 55K-the savings would be about $284 million
to $313 million. At a capacity factor of 60X over the life of the plant,
assuming constant 1982 dollars, the operation of WNP-2 would result in savings
of $341 million a year (Ref. 2). In actuality, however, one would expect the
annual savings to increase in subsequent'ears because oil prices are expected
to increase at rates in excess of general inflation and the cost of nuclear
fuel.

A production-cost analysis should also include the differential in variable
0&M costs between WNP-2 and the units that would be used to provide the replace"
ment energy. However, these cost items are quite small in relation to the
fuel-cost differential and would not alter the ultimate cost differential to
any meaningful degree.

A decision to operate WNP-2 will necessitate a decommissioning expense once
the unit is retired from service. In Section 8. 4. 3 of the FES-CP and Section 5. 14
of this document, the staff discusses the different decommissioning methods
available. For 1arge BWR units (such as WNP-2), the decommissioning cost per
unft is estimated to range from about $35 million to $60 million (1978 dollars)
(Ref. 3). Even the upper cost is less than 25K of the cost savings that would
be achieved during the first year of operation of WNP-2 (operating at a capacity
factor of 60K).

The operation of WNP-2 also will result in environmental impacts. These have
been thoroughly evaluated by the staff, and the findings are presented in
Section 5 of this environmental statement. These impacts are assessed as
ranging from small to moderate (Table 6.1).

In conclusion, the staff vins the applicant's assessment of potential savings
as reasonable. The results would not be significantly altered if the demand
for electricity grows at, a lower rate than assumed; this fs because WGS's

marginal energy source would continue to be ofl. The staff has estimated the
savings fn the initial year of operation at the yearly average 'capacity factor
of 60X; however, fuel-cost savings actually would continue as long as WNP-2

was capable of operating, a period of about 30 years.

2.3 DIVERSITY OF ENERGY SUPPLY
II

Regardless of the relative economics of nuclear'nergy versus energy from
other sources, it is to the advantage of a public, utility t'o have diverse
sources of power available. Any number of problems could arise regarding the
availability of any particular source of electricity. If 'imported oil were
not available, if further limits were placed on the use of natural gas as a
boiler fuel, if coal piles were to freeze or there were mining labor strikes,
ff low-water-flow conditions occurred, or if shortages of uranium-enrichment
facilities were to develop, too much reliance on one or two energy sources--
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especially for baseload operation —could necessitate cutbacks in power,to the
power-supply grid. In 1979, 82.5X of WGS'apacity was hydroelectric. Mith
WNP-,2 in operation in 1983 (staff estimate), this dependence on hydroelectric
units would be reduced, to 79X, and MGS would be somewhat better prepared to
meet unexpected changes in the supply of hydro-generated electricity. The
fact that operation of MNP=2 will improve the diversity of generation supply
for the Pacific Northwest region is a relevant consideration in support of
issuing an operating license.

2. 4 RELIABILITYANALYSIS

Between 1967 and 1973, MGS'lectrical energy output and peakload demand grew
at average annual rates of 5X and 5.8X, respectively. In the years 1973
through 1980, WGS's growth slowed considerably, and now it is about the same
as the growth experienced in the United States as a whole. For example,
between 1973 and 1979, peakload and energy demand within the WGS supply system
gr ew at average annual rates of 3.5X and 3.6X, respectively. Current pro-
jections for the West Group System are for average annual rates of increase of
3.5X for peakload demand and 3.4X for ener'gy demand from 1979 to 1989 (ER-OL,
Amendment 1, Table 1. 1-3, May 1978).

West Group System's reserve margins through 1989, with and without WNP-2 in
operation, are shown in Table 2.1. The peakload-responsibility values shown
in the table reflect WGS'orecast for system maximum hourly load. The net
resource capacity represents capacity available to MGS to meet the energy
needs of the area.

WGS has indicated that a 20X reserve margin is necessary to maintain minimum
acceptable reliability (ER-OL, Amendment 1, Table 1. 1-3, May 1978). This
standard is consistent with the 15K to 25K reserve margin guideline of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.. Thus, based on MGS'oad forecast and
capacity plans (as shown in Table 2.1), if WNP-2 is not added within the
proposed time frame, WGS reserve margins will be borderline in the years 1982
through 1985.

In general, the staff concurs with the applicant's finding that WNP-2 will be
needed'to maintain'minimum reliability levels. A regional econometric forecast-
ing model developed by DRI (Ref. 1, p. 162) suggests that the growth of demand
for electrical energy in the states of California, Oregon, and Mashington
probably will be slightly less than the growth projected by WGS; the model
results project an average annual rate of growth of 3.1X for the period 1980
through 1990, compared to the 3.4X projected by WGS. In another state-level
econometric forecasting model developed for NRC by Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, the demand for electricity in the region is projected to grow at an
annual rate of 4X in the period 1974 through 1990 (Ref. 4). Review of these
two forecasts, indicates that WGS'rojections for electricity demand are
reasonable. To proper ly assess the need for WNP-2, consideration must be
given to the unique features of the power supply in the Pacific Northwest.
Although hydroelectric capability in the area is abundant, firm energy and
dependable peaking capacity produced from existing regional hydroelectric
resources are limited not only by installed machine capacity, but also by
availability of usable water storage volume which co'uld be affected by drought
conditions when they occur.
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Both the staff and applicant's reliability assessments assume that about
11,500 MMe of new capacity other than 'WP-2 will be added to the Mest Group
System in the period 1981 through 1989 as scheduled. These analyses also
assume that about 1700 HMe of purchased power will be available in the peak-
use,season each year. Thus, the reliability consideration could be a more
serious issue if unavoidable slippages in, or decisions to delay, any of these
subsequent additions occur, or if anticipated outside purchases are not forth-
coming.

Finally, it must be stressed that because the DRI and Oak Ridge econometric
models are aggregated at the regional level and because the Mest Group System
utilities serve only parts of the states within the region, findings based on
either the DRI or Oak Ridge model are valid only if the growth rate in each of
the service areas is the same a's the growth rate for the region as a whole.

The staff concludes that if WP-2 is not .in operation there may be a reliability
problem by about 1984; however, because of uncertainties in the forecast of
demand for electricity and in availability of hydroelectric units (because of
potential for changes in weather conditions), this c'ould change. Reliability
is not found to be a primary consideration in the timing of the initial opera-
tion of this unit.

2. 5 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the staff's assessment of purpose and need for MNP-2 support a
decision to issue the operating license for MNP-2 in the time frame proposed
by the applicant. The fact of over riding importance is that the timely addition
of MNP-2 to the MGS system is expected to result in significant savings in
system and/or regional ~roduction costs. Furthermore, the operation of this
unit will decrease MGS heavy dependence on hydroelectric units and will
increase system reliability.
The operation of MNP-2 will be attended by environmental costs. However,
these issues have been addressed in this document, and the staff has con-
sistently found the costs and risk to be small to moderate (Table 6.1).

'oreover, if WP.-2 does not operate, replacement energy will have to be gener-
ated.'his increased use of other power-generation facilities will resu1t in
associated environmental costs and risks.

Finally, although decommissioning (Appendix E) is identified as an incremental
cost of operating MNP-2, decommissioning cost represents less than 25K of the
pro)ected production-cost savings resulting from MNP-2 operation for a single
year.
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Table 2.1. West Group System's Projection of Winter
Peak Ioads, Resource Capacity, and Reserve Margins'f

Peak
Load

Year (MWe)

Total
Resources

with
WNP-2
(MWe)

Resource
Capacity

Adjus tmentfs
(MWe)

With
WNP-2

Without
WNP-2

Net Resources
(MWe)

With
WNP-2

Without
WNP-2

Reserve Margin
(MWe)

With
WNP-2

Without
WNP-2

Reserve Margin
( ercenta e)

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

26>764

27,961

29,336

30)300

31,589

32,541

337802

35,076

35)842

367543

37,846

33,839

35,825

36,636

36,986

38,749

40,882

43,381

45,873

47,058

48,341

48,264

1,013

1,091

1,093

1,091

1,102

1,118

1,122

1,124

1,100

1,078

1,078

32,826

34,734

35,543

35,895

37,647

39,764

42,259

44,749

45,958

477263

47,186

32,826

34,734

35,543

35,895

36,547

38,664

41,159

43,649

44,858

46,163'6,086

67062

6,773

6,207

5,595

6,058

77223

8,457

9,673

10,116

10,720

9,340

6,062

6,773

6,207

5,595

4,958

6,123

7,357

8,573

97016

9,620

8,240

22.6 22.6

24.2

21.1

24.2

21.1

18.5 18.5

19.2 15.7

25.0

27.8

28.2

29.3

24.7

21. 8-

24.4

:25.1

26.3

21.8

22.2 . 18.8

Source: ER-OL, Table 1.1-3, Amendment 2, October 1978.

P Assuming WNP-2 is available for operation in 1983.

Sum of adjustment factor applied to Federal hydro peaking capacity and Bonneville Power Admin-
istration's NW-SW Intertie losses.



3. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

3.j. RESUME

During'he construction-permit stage of the licensing process, the staff
analyzed a wide range of alternatives, including the alternative of, not adding
new production capacity. The staff concluded based on its analysis of these
alternatives, as well as on a cost-benefit analysis, that additional capacity
was needed, that nuclear would be an environmentally acceptable means of
providing the capacity, and that MNP-2, at a specified site and of a specified
design, was acceptable from an environmental perspective. Since that time,
the plant has been substantially constructed. The economic and environmental
costs associated with the construction of the plant that have been incurred
must be viewed as "sunk costs" in any prospective assessment.

3.2 ALTERNATIVES

At the operating-license stage it is not rational to consider dramatic plant
modifications or the construction of new and different energy sources as
alternatives to the existing nuclear facility, absent the discovery of a
compelling safety or environmental concern that was not evident during the
construction permit review. No such co'mpelling consideration has emerged.

The environmental costs associated with any of these alternatives that were
considered and foreclosed at the construction-permit review stage would now be
prohibitive when compared to the incremental costs of operating the completed
plant. These alternatives would require significant environmental and capital
commitments, in addition to their costs of operation. Further, the delays
caused by any proposed change in plans would necessitate an assessment of the
cost of providing the energy that could have been produced by the plant versus
the cost of energy from replacement energy sources during the delay period.

Therefore, it is the NRC staff's view that at this time, the only practical
alternative to operation of the plant is to deny its operation. Absent any
significant environmental or safety objection, the decision is an economic
one. If operation is denied, the most conservative assumption (i.e., least
costly) is that existing capacity on the applicants'ystem is available to
replace the energy that could have been provided by the plant. If, under this
scenario, it can be demonstrated that significant production cost savings are
available from operation of the plant vis-a-vis non-operation, then the operating
alternative is preferable. The NRC staff has evaluated this cost differential
in Section 2. 2 of this statement and finds 'that savings on the order of
$341 million per year would be realized during the proposed initial years of
operation of MNP-2. Comparable savings would be expected for subsequent years.

3-1



4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

4. 1 RESUME

Several changes in plant operating characteristics and design since the FES-CP

was issued are described in this section: plant water use will decrease
(Sec. 4.2.2. 1); the cooling-water intake structure will be a perforated-pipe
system rather than a filter-bed system (Sec. 4. 2. 2. 2); cooling will be provided
by six circular mechanical-draft cooling towers rather than by linear towers
(Sec. 4. 2. 2. 3); and the blowdown-discharge structure will terminate with a
rectangular slot orifice rather than a round orifice (Sec. 4.2.2.4). New or
updated information relevant to the operational phase of WNP-2 is also provided
in this section: there is a new plant layout to accommodate substitution of
the six circular cooling towers (Sec. 4.2. 1); emissions from standby generators
and an auxiliary boiler are described (Sec. 4.2.4.5); new local meteorology
and air-quality information is provided (Sec. 4. 3. 3); a reevaluation of cultural
resources, based on new information, is provided (Sec. 4. 3. 5); and current
information is provided on the socioeconomic characteristics of Benton and
Franklin Counties, including new demographic projections (Sec. 4.3.6. 1) and
descriptions'of the local economy and labor market (Sec. 4.3.6.2), land use
(Sec. 4.3.6.3), and community services and institutions (Sec. 4.3.6.4), The
staff also has used new information and improved assessment methodology to
recalculate sulfuric acid and biocide concentrations that will be discharged
from the plant cooling system (Sec. 4.2.4).

4. 2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

4.2.1 External A earance and Plant La out

With the exception of the new layout of cooling towers shown in Figure 4. 1,
the external appearance and layout of WNP-2 (see ER-OL, Figs. 2. 1-1 through
2.1-4) are generally unchanged from what was described in the

FES-CP,'ectionIII-l.
4.2.2 Plant Coolin S stem

Detailed descriptions of waste heat flows are presented in the FES-CP
(Sec. III-C.1) and the ER-OL. Plant cooling-system parameters are'ummarized
as follows. At a nominal net output of 1100 MWe, about 8.3 x 10 MJ/hr
(7.9 x 109 Btu/hr) of waste heat will be produced by operation of WNP-2; this
will be transferred to about 36 ms/s (570,000 gpm) of cooling water. The
water will circulate from the plant cooling towers to the main condenser at a
rate of about 35 m /s (550,000 gpm). In addition, about 1.3 m /s (20,000 gpm)
will circulate to the plant service water system. The temperature'of the
cooling water will be increased by about 15.6 C'28 F'). Cooling system
makeup water will be obtained from and blowdown will be discharged to the
Hanford Reach of the Columbia River.
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4.2.2. 1 Water Use

Estimates of plant surface-water use have been changed since the issuance of
the FES-CP; the new values for rates of withdrawal and consumptive use are
given in Table 3.3-1 and Figure 3.3-12- of the ER-OL. The maximum value for
consumptive water use has been decreased from about 1 ms/s (16,500 gpm) to

~

about 0.8 ms/s (12,900 gpm).

Two onsite wells currently used to provide drinking water for construction
personnel (Table 5.4a) will be retained as a standby water source during
operation.

4.2.2.2 Intake System

The redesigned plant cooling system intake structure consists of three parts:
(1) two perforated pipe inlets in the Columbia River; (2) two 0. 9-m (36-in)
diameter lead-in pipes, about 275 m (900 ft} long; and (3) a pump structure at
the riverbank. Drawings of these features are presented in Figures 4.2 and
4.3.

The perforated pipes are supported offshore above the riverbed, parallel to
.the river flow. Each inlet (see Fig. 4.3) consists of an outer 1. 1-m (42-in)
diameter pipe with 1-cm (3/8-in) diameter holes covering about 40K of the
area, and of an inner 0. 9-m (36-in} diameter sleeve with 2-cm (3/4-in) holes
covering 7X of the area. The outer sleeve is designed to minimize the numbers
of fish and the amount of debris entering the system; the inner sleeve is
designed to distribute the inflow evenly along the surface of the outer sleeve
(ER-OL, Sec. 3.4.2. 1). The new intake is expected to increase the water
approach velocity relative to the design presented in the FES-CP. The staff
agrees with the applicant's estimate (ER-OL, Fig. 3.4-8) that at 8 mm (1/3 in)
from the outer pipe surface, the approach velocity, under maximum operating
conditions, will be less than 6 cm/s (0.2 fps).

4.2.2.3 Cooling Towers

Waste heat from the plant cooling water will be transferred to the atmosphere
via six circular mechanical-draft cooling towers, rather than the 20 linear
mechanical-draft towers described in the FES-CP. Each tower will rise about
18 m (60 ft) above the basin and will be 60 m (200 ft) in diameter at the
base. The general arrangement of the six towers is shown in Figure 4.1, and a
cross section of a tower center section through the fill is shown in the
ER-OL, Figure 3.4-2. Design parameters for each cooling tower are discussed
in Section 3.4. 1 of the ER-OL; the cooling-tower performance curve is shown in
Figure 3.4-3 of the ER-OL.

The cooling'ater will be pumped through the plant condensers and then to the
top of the cooling-tower heat-exchange section and allowed- to flow by gravity
through a fillmaterial; this will slow the falling water and break it into
small droplets, thus greatly increasing the time and area of contact of water
with air. Although most of the cooling will result from evaporation of a
small portion of the circulating water, sensible-heat transfer by conduction
to air also will contribute to the cooling process. The cooled water will
collect in concrete basins beneath each tower and from there will be pumped to
the condensers.
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Air will be circulated by six fans located at the top of each tower. Drift
eliminators inside'he tower will trap water droplets so that the volume 'of
liquid lost from the tower in the form of drift will be only about 0.05K of
the volume of the circulating water.

4.2.2.4 Discharge System

The discharge structure for release of blowdown water to the Columbia River is
now designed to terminate with' rectangular slot orifice instead of the
circular orifice described in the FES-CP. The structure will consist of a

buried pipe terminating on the riverbed about 53 m (175 ft) from the shoreline
(at low flow). The line, shown in Figure 4.4, will terminate as a rectangular
orifice, 0.2 m x 0. 8 m (8 in. x 32 in) emerging at a 15-degree angle with
respect to the riverbed. Riprap will be emplaced on the riverbed to reduce
erosion.

The 'ischarge line is designed for a maximum blowdown rate of 0. 41 ms/s
(6500 gpm), although normal flow is expected to be about 0. 16 ms/s'2585 gpm).
The discharge velocity at maximum flow will be about 2. 7 m/s (8. 8 ft/s). At
minimum water level, the top of "the discharge will be about 0.9 m (3 ft) below
the water surface.

4. 2. 3 Radioactive-Waste-Mana ement S stems
hl

Part 50.34a of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations 'requires an appli-
cation for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor to include a prelimi-
nary description of "the design of equipment to be installed f'r keeping levels
of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas as low as is
reasonably achievable. The term "as low as is reasonably achievable" means as
low as is reasonably achievable taking-into account the state of technology
and the economics of improvement in relation to benefits to the public health
and safety and other societal and socioeconomic considerations and in relation
to the utilization of atomic energy in the public interest. Appendix I to
10 CFR Part 50 provides numerical guidance on design objectives for light-'water-
cooled nuclear power reactors to meet the requirement that radioactive materials
in effluents released to unrestricted areas be kept as low as is reasonably
achievable. w

To meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.34a, the applicant has elected to
meet the requirements of the Annex to Appendix I, dated September 4, 1975, in
lieu of performing a cost-benefit analysis as required by Section II.D of
Appendix I. The applicant has provided final designs of radwaste systems and
effluent control measures for keeping levels of radioactive materials in
effluents to unrestricted areas as 'low as is reasonably achievable within the
requirements of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 and the requirements of the Annex
to Appendix I. In addition, the applicant has provided an estimate of the
quantity of each principal radionuclide expected to be released annually to
unrestricted areas in liquid and gaseous effluents produced from normal opera-
tion, including anticipated operational occurrences.

The staff's detailed evaluations of the radwaste system and the capability of
these systems to meet the requirements of Appendix I are presented in Chap-
ter 11 of the Safety Evaluation Report. The quantities of radioactive material
calculated by the staff to be released from the plant are also presented in



Chapter 11 of the Safety Evaluation Report and 'in Section 5.8 of this document
with the calculated doses to individuals, and the population that will result
from these effluent quantities.

At the issuance of the Operating License, the NRC will issue Technical
Specifications that establish release rates for radioactive material in
liquid and gaseous effluents and that provide for the routine monitoring and
measurement of all principal release points to ensure that the facility
operates in conformance with the requirements of Appendix I to 10 CFR
Part 50.

4. 2.4 Nonradioactive-Maste S stems

4.2.4.j. Cooling-System Chemicals

Sulfuric Acid Treatment for Scale Control

The principal chemical discharged will be sodium sulfate from the sulfuric
acid added to the circulating water for scale control. The sulfuric acid
requirement was evaluated in the FES-CP, but to more accurately estimate
discharge impacts, the staff has reevaluated this aspect using improved methods
(Ref. 1) developed since the issuance of the FES-CP. The staff's evaluation
indicates that somewhat greater quantities of sulfuric acid may be required
(850 to 4300 kg/day (1900 to 9500 lb/day) compared to the applicant's estimate
of 770 to 1540 kg/day (1700 to 3400 lb/day)). This will produce a somewhat
higher sulfate concentration (441 mg/L vs. 415 mg/L) than that evaluated fn
the FES-CP, and a correspondingly lower alkalinity (120 mg/L vs. 150 mg/L as
CaCOs) in the blowdown discharged to the river for the case of maximum makeup
impurities. Otherwise, the staff's evaluation generally confirms the appli-
cant's discharge estimates given in Table 3.6-1 of the ER-OL.

According to the proposed biocide treatment schedule described below, blowdown
discharge will be interrupted during, and following, each chlorination period,
but the plant will continue to operate. If this is not, compensated by changes
in makeup or blowdown rates, the daily average concentration factor will be
increased. The staff finds that although this will require a slightly higher
rate of sulfuric acid addition between chlorination periods, the total daily
sulfuric acid addition will not be significantly increased if the cumu'lative
interruption of blowdown will not exceed three hours per day (a value that the
staff considers reasonable from experience with similar cooling systems).

Biocide Treatment

The staff has reviewed details (ER-OL, Sec. 3.6.3) of the proposed cooling-
water chlorination procedure not available at the time of FES-CP publication.
Chlorine gas will be added intermittently to the circulating cooling water
upstream of the condenser to give a biocidal concentration of about 0.5 mg/L
of free chlorine at the condenser outlet. The applicant estimates the chlorine
usage as 109 kg (240 lb) per day (ER-OL, Sec. 3.6.3). The cumulative periods
of c)lorination will not exceed two hours per day. During and after each
chlorination period, the blowdown discharge will be interrupted and will not
be resumed until the residual chlorine has remained at or below 0.1 mg/L for a
period of 15 minutes. The effect of these interruptions of blowdown on con-

- .- centration factor (and consequently on sulfuric acid requirements) has been
discussed above.
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4. 2.4. 2 Condenser Corrosion

As a measure to minimize the release of toxic corrosion products (especially
cop'per), the applicant will use 70-30 copper-nickel alloy for the condenser
tubes which are subject to the most severe conditions (about 6X of the total
tubing) rather than the alloy originally planned (Applicant's Response to NRC

guestion 3.7, November 28, 1977, and ER-OL, Amendment 2, p. 3.6.2, October
1978). The remaining 94X of the tubing will be of admiralty metal, as origi-
nally specified. Although the copper content is similar in both, the copper-
nickel alloy is much more resistant to corrosion and contains no zinc. For
worst-case conditions (a concentration factor of 10), the applicant expects a

copper concentration of 35 to 110 pg/L in the blowdown because of condenser
corrosion and erosion. The staff believes these values to be reasonable.

4.2.4.3 Blowdown pH

The staff's calculation of blowdown composition discussed in Section 4.2.4.1
revealed that the plant blowdown will have a pH of about 7.6 for a range of
water-quality compositions, a narrower range than that calculated by the
applicant.

4.2.4.4 Other Nonradioactive Liquid-Waste Systems

The descriptions presented in Section III-C.3 of the FES-CP for the sanitary,
storm drainage, and raw-water treatment systems remain valid.

4. 2.4. 5 Combustion-Product Emissions

Principal sources of gaseous combustion-product emissions during'lant operation
will be three standby diesel generators and an auxiliary boiler. The duty
cycles and expected operating modes of these systems are described in Sec-
tion 3.7.4 of the ER-OL. Annual emissions from these two sources are expected
to .be 170 kg (374 lb) of particulates, 4900 kg (10,780 lb) of nitrogen oxides,
and 6840 kg (1500 lb) of sulfur dioxide (ER-OL, Sec. 3. 7.4).

4.2.5 Power-Transmission S stem

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) will prepare separate environmental
documentation under the National Environmental Policy Act to address the
impacts associated with. operation and maintenance of the Ashe substation and
transmission lines serving WNP-2 (ER-OL, Sec. 3.9).

4. 3 PROJECT-RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTIONS

4. 3. 1 Land

The land description of the WNP-2 site presented fn Sections II-C.2 and II-E.1
of the FES-CP remains valid. About 12 ha (30 acres) of the 441 ha (1089 acres)
of the site will be occupied by plant structures and support facilities at the
time operation begins; the applicant foresees the other 429 ha (1059 acres)
remaining in their natural state of shrub-steppe habitat (ER-OL, p. 2. 1-9
and 2.2-1). Since the FES-CP was published, all of the Hanford Reservation
except for a few hectares occupied by energy facilites has been designated as
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a National Environmental Research Park (Ref. 2), where the land has been set
aside as a natural reserve.

4.3.2 Water

4.3.2. 1 Hydrol ogy

Surface Water

The Columbia River is the dominant hydrologic feature in the vicinity of the
WNP-2 Site. Other more distant features are the Yakima River to the southwest
and Rattlesnake Creek to the'est.

The Columbia River is tide-affected from the mo'uth to Bonneville Dam at River
Mile (distance upstream from the mouth of the river) 146. The only other free
flowing stretch of the river is the 49-mile reach downstream from Priest
Rapids Oam (River Mile 397) to the head (approximately River Mile 348) of the
reservoir behind McNary Dam. The intake and discharge structures for WNP-2
are located on this stretch of the river at River Mile 351.75. The main 'plant
structures are located inland, approximately 5 kilometers west of the Columbia
River.

River flow rates are influenced by water usage and upstream reservoir projects.
The nearest, Priest Rapids Dam at river mile 397, contains about 5.55 x 10 m

(45,000 acre-feet) of the active storage. The average flow rate in the Hanford
reach is approximately 3256 ms/sec (115,000 cfs). The lowest mean monthly
flow is aout 1755 ms/sec (62,000 cfs), while regulated flows as low as
1019 ms/sec (36,000 cfs) (minimum licensed release for Priest Rapids Dam) may
be experienced for short intervals.

The Columbia River water temperatures in the vicinity of the Hanford reach
average from 3.9'C to 17.8'C with the low temperatures occurring in February
and March and the high in August. Impoundment by upstream dams, has created a
shift in the seasonal temperature cycle, as well as a reduction of the maximum
temperature during the summer and an elevation of the minimum temperature
during the winter, but it has not significantly changed the annual average
water temperature (Ref. 9). A diurnal variation in water temperature of about
1.2'C in the spring .and summer, and .6'C in'fall and winter, can be expected
to occur as a result of reservoir discharges.

Table 4. 1 lists the major chemical constituents in the river at a point upstream
of the Hanford Reservation. The dissolved oxygen concentrations range from
9.5 to 14.0 mg/1, with 11.8 mg/1 the average (Ref. 10}. The passage of water
over the spillways of upstream dams has caused nitrogen supersaturation in the
river water. Values of dissolved nitrogen in excess of 120X of saturation
have been observed below Priest Rapids Oam and in the Hanford reach of the
river.

The water in the Hanford reach of the Columbia River is of excellent quality
and is used for municipal drinking downstream at Richland and Pasco.
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Ground Mater

The Hanford Reservation lies in the Pasco Basin, a structural and topographic
low point of Eastern Mashington and the Columbia River Basalt Plateau.
Subsurface soil conditions, across the site, have been classified as follows:

a. Loose to medium dense, fine to coarse sand with scattered gravel
(glacfofluvial sediments).

b. Very dense, sandy, gravel with interbedded sandy and silty layers
(Ringold'ormation,

Middle Member).

c. Very dense, interbedded layers of sandy gravel, silt and soft sandstone
(Ringold Formation, Lower„Member).

d. Basalt which forms the bedrock beneath the area.

The lithologic character and water-bearing properties of the geologic units
occurring in the Hanford region are summarized in Table 4.2.

In general, groundwater in the surficial sediments occurs unconfined, although
locally confined zones exist. Mater in the basalt bedrock occurs mainly under
confined conditions. Occasionally, the lower zone of the Ringold Formation
occurs as a confined aquifer, separated from the overlying unconfined aquifer
by thick clay beds which possess'a distinct hydraulic potential.

The unconfined aquifer consists of both glaciofluvial sand and gravel deposits
and the Ringold silts, clays and gravels. Since these materials are very
heterogeneous, there are often greater lithologic differences within a given
bed and between beds. The unconfined aquifer bottom is the basalt bedrock in
some areas and silt/clay zones of the Ringold Formation in other areas.
Clearly the bottom of the unconfined aquifer is not a continuous lithologic
surface.

The principal direction of flow is eastward, discharging to the Columbia
River. The Columbia River is the sink for ground water discharge, The water
table for the glaciofluvial aquifer responds rapidly to river level changes.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the general elevation and configuration of the ground
water surface below the site, as well as the wells fn which the water table
was recorded. On site, three wells have been developed for both construction
and operation; one in the confined lower aquifer, and two in the unconfined
upper aquifer. The water table is generally considered below MNP-2 facilities.
Some 1500. wells exist on the Hanford Reservation, and are finished in both the
confined and unconfined aquifers.

Pl

4.3.2.2 Water Use

A list of water usage downstream of MNP-2, obtained by the applicant from
records of the Department of Ecology, State of Washington, for water rights as
of February 1980, .is presented in Table 4. 3.

Regional use of the unconfined aquifer is at three locations. The first is at
the DOE's Fast Flux Test Facility construction site, located about 4.8 kilometers
southwest of the WNP-2 site as shown in Figure 4.6. Ground water to this
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construction site is supplied from two wells and is used for sanitary and
operation purposes. The maximum expected usage rate is between 0.0029 and
0.0036 ms/sec. No data are available on drawdown tests performed on the FFTF
water supply wells 699-SO-7 and 50-8.

The second location of ground water use is the WNP-1/4 site about one mile
east of WNP-2. Water is drawn from two wells for construction, sanitary, and
potable water requirements. The usage rate is approximately 0.00037 ms/sec.

The third location is the WNP-2 site. The two wells which draw from the,
unconfined aquifer,(699-13-1A and 1B) are 71.3 and 74.4'eters deep. Drawdown
tests for each well showed 6.7 and 27.7, meters of drawdown respectively, at
pumping rates of 0.016 ms/sec and test durations of about 25 hours. The third
well (242 meters deep) is sealed from the unconfined aquifer and draws from
confined water in the basalt. Drawdown on this well was 57 meters at a pumping
rate of 0.017 ms/sec with a test duration of 25 hours.

Waste heat from WNP-2 will be dissipated to the atmosphere by means of an
evaporative-cooling tower system using water from the Columbia River. After,
startup, makeup water equivalent in volume to the combined evaporative and
drift losses will range from 0.44 ms/sec (7000 gpm, 15.6 cfs) to 1.04 mssec
(16,500 gpm, 36.7 cfs) with an average rate of about 0.81 ms/sec (12,900 gpm,
28.7 cfs) =the draft being about 0.02 ms/sec (285 gpm, 0.6 cfs). Blowdown will
average about 0. 16 m /sec (2590 gpm, 5. 7 cfs) with the maximum,.being 0.41 m /sec
(6500 gpm, 14.4 cfs). The minimum flow rate of the Columbia River in the
vicinity of WNP-2, determined by the minimum licensed release from the Priest
Rapids Dam, is 1019 ms/sec (36,000 cfs) and the average annual flow is 3256
ms/sec (115,000 cfs). Therefore, the maximum consumptive diversion of water
from the Columbia River is about 0.3X of the minimum flow or 0.032X of the
average annual flow.

The applicant states, "As of 1967, active water rights in the Upper Columbia
Subregion allow consumptive diversions of 180 ms/sec (6343 cfs) of surface
water and 52.9 ms/sec (1870 cfs) of ground water. Essentially all of these
diversions occur upstream of WNP-2" (Ref. 11). The staff'as concluded that
the additional depletion of 1.04 ms/sec (36.7 cfs) (maximum value) due to
consumptive use of Columbia River water for WNP-2 will have no effect on
present or currently pro)ected uses of the Columbia River water resource
downstream from the site.

4.3.3 Meteorolo and Air ualit
I

4.3.3. 1 Local Meteorology

In general, the description of the regional climate given= in the FES-CP,
Section II-E.4, is still valid. However, when the FES-CP was issued, there
was no onsite meteorological monitoring program; wind velocity and stability
data collected over eight years at the 125-m (410-ft) meteorological tower
located at the Hanford Meteorology Station (HMS) about 23 km (14 miles) north-
west of WNP-2 were used to compute dispersion parameters (FES-CP, Sec. II-E.4).
The applicant has since installed and operated an onsite meteorological monitor-

'ing system (Sec. 6. 1. 3 of the ER-OL and Sec. 5.4. 3 of this statement). Wind
" speed, wind direction, and stability class can be measured continuously by

means of sensors at various levels on a 75-m (246-ft) tower and on an auxiliary
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2.1-m (7-ft) instrument mast. The system was operated from April 1, 1974,
through May 31, 1976. Summaries of the data collected are presented in Sec-

tion 2.3 of both the ER-OL and the FSAR. Meteorological parameters related to
air dispersion are briefly summarized below.

Figure 4.7 is a wind rose for the WNP-2 site, based on data collected for
12 months at 10 m (33 ft) above grade. The figure shows a bimodal wind direc-
tion distribution, with one maximum from the northwest and the other from the
south. This wind rose is quite different from the one based on wind data at
the HMS (FES-CP, Fig. II-7). Data from the WNP-2 site show a much higher
frequency of winds from the south and east and a much lower frequency from the
northwest. The differences between the two flow patterns are mostly due to
local topography and local drainage winds at night (FES-CP, Sec. II-E.4).

<'tll

The frequency (1 hour in a 12-month perfod) of dead calms (defined as less
than 0. 1 m/s (0.22 mph) for the WNP-2 wind sensors) is very low compared with
the 1.75X reported at the HMS site (FES-CP, Fig. II-7); the primary reason for
the difference is the threshold limit of the wind sensors. There was a very
high frequency of light winds measured at the WNP-2 site; 23X of all winds
were 5 1. 6 m/s (3. 5 mph) and 62K were 5 3. 4 m/s (7.5 mph). Over a one-year
period, unstable conditions occurred at the WNP-2 site 18X of the time,
neutral 25X, and stable 57X (ER-OL, Tables 2.3-2a through 2.3-2f).

Th'e radiological dispersion calculations in the FES-CP were based on wind and

stability data collected at the HMS site (FES-CP, Table II-7 and Figure II-7).
The radiological calculations in this statement (Sec. 5.8) are based on data
collected on the site for two years (April 1, 1974, through March 31, 1976).
Since the wind distributions at the two sites are different, so are the cal-
culated doses.

4.3.3.2 Severe Weather

The information on strong winds and tornadoes in Section II-E.4 of the FES-CP

remains valid.

4.'3'.3.3 Air gual fty
Air-quality data collected in the Richland area since issuance of the FES-CP

indicate that the area is in compliance with National Ambient Afr gualfty
Standards (NAA(S) for nitrogen dioxide (N02) and sulfur dioxide (S02), but not
for total suspended particulates (TSP) (FSAR, Sec. 2. 3. 1. 2. 1. 5 and Refs. 3

and 4). TSP standards are exceeded because of the surface dust (primarily
from nearby cultivated fields) raised by strong winds (FSAR, Sec. 2.3. 1.2. 1.5).
No measurements of carbon monoxide and ozone (the other two regulated pollut-
ants) are made near the WNP-2 site.

4.3.4 ~Ecolo

4;3.4.1 .Terrestrial

The description„ of the terrestrial environment presented in the FES-CP

(Sec. II-F.1) remai'ns valid.
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4.3.4.2 Aquatic

A current review by the staff of preoperational monitoring data (ER-OL,
Sec. 2.2.2) indicates that there have been no substantive changes in the
aquatic ecosystem near the plant since publication of the FES-CP (FES-CP,
Sec.

II-F.3).'.3.4.3

Listed Species

In consideration of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958, as amended,
the NRC staff has consulted with the U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service (Appendix H). The staff has also consulted with the National
Marine Fisheries Service, the Washington Department of Fisheries, and the
Washington Department of Game. The Fish and Wildlife Service lists the bald
eagle as a threatened species that may occur at the WNP-2 site. The plant
Allium robinsonii, a member of the Allium family, is a candidate species that
~ f fthf th fth I f dt tl . I'l Ittd
aquatic species in the vicinity of the site. A letter from the Fish and
Wildlife Service concerning recommendations for mitigation and monitoring
measures is included in Appendix H.

4.3.5 Historic and Archeolo ical Sites

0

0
Since the FES-CP was issued, 12 local properties, sites, and districts have
been listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Those sites, 'listed
in Table 4.4, are principally resources of archeological importance. Six
National Registry properties are within the boundary of the Hanford Reservation.
The following discussion updates the information presented in the FES-CP and
is part of the basis for the staff analysis presented in Section 5.6.

Ethnographic settlements of the Wanapan Indians are reported to have persisted
in the area until the establishment of the Hanford Atomic Works in 1943
(Ref. 5).

In earlier eras, fur traders and wagon trains passed through the area that now
constitutes the Hanford Reservation, and several historic homesteads may have
been located th'ere (Ref. 5).

An archeologica1 survey was conducted on a portion of the 1700 km~ (650 mi2)
Hanford property by, foot and automobile (Ref. 5). In all, 26 archeological
sites and three resource localities were identified, including campsites,
flaking floors, fishing stations, and a historic site. Information available
in the National Register (see Table 4.4) indicates that several archeological
districts are located on the Hanford property near the plant site. The dis-trict closest to WNP-2, the Wooded Island Archeological District, is about
3 km (2 mi) south of the intake structure; the plant's pumphouse will be
visible from the north end of the-district.
On August 19, 1972, another survey was made of the area where the WNP-2 reactor
was to be constructed (Ref. 6). An exploratory trench was dug in the construc-
tion area, but no cultural-historical structures or featur'es were reported
(Ref. 6). However, evidence of prehistoric activities was found during archeo-
logical reconnaissance in the pumphouse construction area, and several'est
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trenches were excavated (Refs. 6 and 7). Cultural materials were encountered
in one trench, and these materials were interpreted as being the floor of "a
campsite used by small groups of prehistoric peoples over the last few hundred
years"„(Ref. 7). Archeological sites are known to be within 120 to 150 m (400
to 500 'ft) of the WNP-2 intake pumphouse (ER-OL, Sec. 2. 6). Following archeo-
logical investigations, the applicant's consultant recommended that no further
work be done at the pumphouse and water intake construction site (Ref. 7).

4.3. 6 Socioeconomics

Because the descriptions of general socioeconomic characteristics of the
Benton-Frankl.in bf-county area (including the tri-city area of Kennewick,
Pasco, and Richland) given in the FES-CP are too brief to provide the basis
for an evaluation of operational socioeconomic impacts, additional, updated
material is provided in this section. Since publication of the FES-CP, major
demographic and land-use changes have occurred in the bi-county area, especially
in,the vicinity of the tri-cities, as a result of rapid economic growth. The
new information presented below provides p'art of the basis of the socioeconomic
and radiological impact assessments in Sections 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.

4. 3. 6. 1 Demography~ ~

The staff has revised and updated information concerning population distri-
bution and projections for the WNP-2 site vicinity. In 1980, the population
within 80 km (50 mi) of the site was about 251,700; this was projected to
increase by about 52K, to 383,800, by the year 2030.

In the FES-CP (Sec. II-C), the 1980 population for the area within 16 km
(10 mi) of the site was reported as 520 people; that value was erroneous. The
staff has determined that the 1980 population out to 16 km (10 mi) was 1306.

Since the Hanford Reservation is expected to remain dedicated primarily to its
original use for energy facilities, and more recently as a natural reserve
{Sec. 4.3. 1), and because there will be no private residences built on the
reservation, no significant increase in residential population growth within
8 km {5 mi) of the'ite is expected during the operating lifetime of WNP-2.

The bi-county area of Franklin and Benton Counties experienced a 9X increase
in population, from 85,412 to 93,356, between 1960 and 1970; a 23% increase,
from 93,356 to 112,800, between 1970 and 1977 (ER-OL, Table 8.2-4); and, based
on 1980 U.S. Census figures, a 53K increase, from 93,356 to 143,287, between
1970 and 1980. The U. S. Censuh data indicate that the. 1980 populations of
Benton and Franklin Counties were 108,674 and 34,613, respectively (Ref. 8).

Between 1970 and 1980, the tri-city area population of Richland, Pasco and
Kennewick increased about 52K from 55,462 to 84,201 constituting, about 59X of
the 1980 bi-county population (Ref. 8). This population growth, attributable
to the increased agricultural, industrial, and energy development in the
bi-county area during the past decade, is expected to continue at least through
the beginning of WNP-2 operation.
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4.3.6.2 Local Economy and Labor Market

The economy of the bi-county area is. based primarily on agriculture and related
industries and on energy production. Between 1970 and 1980, the civilian
labor force in the bi-county area nearly doubled, from 37,800 to 73,800. The
staff believes that because of continuing development in the bi-county area
(see Sec. 5. 7. 1), the labor force will continue to increase up to and beyond
the time when WNP-2 operation begins, although the rate of increase cannot be
determined at this time.

U.S. Census data indicate that the general revenues for Benton and Franklin
Counties were $122.5 million and $25 million, respectively, for 1977, compared
with $29.8 million and $15.3 million in 1971-1972. WNP-2 is being constructed
in Benton County.

4.3.6.3 Land Use

Hanford Reservation

The land uses of the WNP-2 site and the immediate area are basically the same
as described in the FES-CP (Sec. II-.C. 2). Because the site is situated within
the Hanford Reservation, a Federal facility dedicated only to energy production
and research and as a natural reserve (Sec. 4.3. 1), there continues to be no
significant clusters of population within an 8-km (5-mi) radius, nor are there
any community facilities such as schools and hospitals, business facilities,
or primary transportation routes (ER-OL, Sec. 2.1.3. 1). The closest residents
to the project site live on farms east of the Columbia River. This land is
expected by the staff to remain in agricultural use.

Bi-Count Area

In contrast to the situation on Hanford Reservation itself, major land-use
changes have occurred in the bi-county area as a result of construction
activity at the Hartford Reservation; new industrial, commercial, and residential
development in the tri-city area; and expansion of irrigated agriculture in
the region (ER-OL, Sec. 2.1.4, p. 2. 1-9). The closest industrial development
to the WNP-2 site is in North Richland, about 14 km (9 mi) away.

4.3.6.4 Community Services and Institutions

Many community service systems, such as .schools, water supply,=-sewage treatment,
public parks, and police and fire protectioni are now experiencing problems
because of the rapid population growth in the bi-county, tri-city area.
Enrollment in most public schools is near or over capacity, resulting .in
intradistrict busing and construction of new educational facilities (ER-OL,

,

Sec. 8.2. 2. 1). Although Kennewick and Pasco appear to have adequate water
supply and sewage treatment capacity, in Richland both systems are nearing
maximum capacity during periods of peak use (ER-OL, Table 8.2-6). 'A study
conducted by the Benton-Franklin Governmental Conference found that although
there 'are many public parks and recreational facilities in the tri-city area,
there are local shortages of park land within certain parts of the communities
(Responses to NRC guestions, dated September 6, 1977, WPPSS, November 27,
1977, p. 88).
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Table 4.1 Chemical Characteristics of Columbia River Mater~

Constituent Average Maximum Minimum

Cations, ppm as CaCOq

++
Calciu~, Ca

++
Magnesium, Mg

Sodium', Na

Potassium, K

Iron, Fe

Copper, Cu

Total Cations

Anions, ppm as CaCoq

58

17 .

5 (2)

0. 07

0. 01

,
. so (3)

80

28

o (2)

0.4
0. 08

1os (3)

45

8

o (2)

53 (3)

Bicarbonate, HCOq-

Carbonate, C03--

Sulfate, S04-
Chloride, C1-

Nitrate, N03-

Phosphate, P04—

'59

4

16

0.5
0.2
0. 05

66'0

29

0.9
0.5
0.2

41

0

10

0.2
0

0

Total Anions

Other Anal ses

SO (3)
"

107 (3) 51 (3)

Total hardness as CaCOq

Alkalinity M.O.; as CaC03

Alkalinity P.; as CaCOq

pH

Silica, as Si02

Dissolved solids, ppm

Turbidity, APHA

74

63

2

8.7 (1)
6

87

10

88

76

5

9.1 (1)
9

115

170

64

41

0

s.o-s.5 (1)
3

72

2

. amp es were ta en tw ce mon y a em a r ge ups ream rom t e
Hanford Project) from July 8, 1969 to June 16, 1970. Forty-six samples
were analyzed. From Applicant's Environmental Report.

(1) Gal cul at ion.
(2)By di fference.
(3)By difference and rounded off.



Table 4.2 Najor Geologic Units in the Hanford Region and Their Mater-Bearing Properties

System 'eries Geologic Unit Material Mater-Bearing Properties

Fluviatile and
gl aci o f1 uviati Ie
sediments and the

n.Touchet formatio

(0-200 ft thick)

Pleistocene Palouse soil

Sands and gravels occurring
chiefly as glacial outwash.
Unconsolidated, tending
toward coarseness and
angularity of grains,
essentially free of fines.

Mind deposited silt

Mhere below the water table,
such deposits have very high
permeability and are capable of
storing vast amounts of water.
Highest permeability value
determined was 12,000 ft/day.

Occurs everywhere above the
water table.

quarternary

(0-40 ft thick)

Ringold formation

(200-1,200 ft thick)

Mell-bedded lacustrine silts
and sands and local beds of
clay and gravel. Poorly
sorted, locally semi-con-
solidated or cemented.
Generally divided into the
lower "blue clay" portion
which contains considerable
sand and gravel, the middle
conglomerate portion, and
the upper silts and fine
sand portion.

Has relatively low permeability;
values range from 1 to 200 ft/day.
Storage capacity correspondingly
low. Ih very minor part, a few
beds of gravel and sand are-suf-
ficiently clean that permeabi.lity
is moderately large; on the other
hand, some beds of silty clay or
clay are essentially impermeable.

Miocene and Columbia River basalt
Pliocene 'eries.

(10,000 ft thick)

Rocks of unknown age,
type, and structure

Basaltic lavas with inter-
bedded sedimentary'ocks,
considerably deformed.
Underlie the unconsolidated
sediments.

Probable metasedfments
and metavolcanic

Rocks are generally dense except
for numerous shrinkage cracks,
interflow scoria zones, and inter-
bedded sediments. Permeability
of rocks is small (e.g., 0.002 to
9 ft/day) but transmissivfty of a

-thick section may be considerable
(70 to 700 ft~/day).
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Table 4.3 Downstream Surface Water Users

Name
Location of Diversion Approximate guantity

Township Range Section Miles Downstream (cfs)
Type
Use*

Washington Public Power
Supply System
Peter Kewit and Sons
L. L. Bailey
H. D. Loyd
Central Premix Concrete
Company
Battelle Memorial Institute
University of Washington
City of Richland
City of Richland
City of Richland
City of Richland
City of Richland

C. Watts
S. Perry

. H. and M. E. Ketchersid
G. C. Walkley
R. T. Justesen, et al.
Central Premix Concrete
Company
City of Richland
Benton County
City of Kennewick
City of Pasco
F. J. Henckel
Allied Chemical
Chevron Chemical
Chevr'on Chemical
Phillips Pacific Chemical
Company
Phillips Pacific Chemical
Company
Boise Cascade Corp.
L. D. Hoyte, et al.
D. Howe
Crawford and Sons
Barbarosa Farms
Crawford and Sons
Rainier National Bank
Anderson and Coffin
Horse Heaven Farms
Horse Heaven Farms
Horse Heaven Farms

nderson and Coffin
D - Domestic or Municipal
I - Irrigation and Other

IN - Industrial
Includes onTy those water

28

11ll
11ll

28
28
28
28

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9
9
9

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

28
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30

7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5

Uses

31
31
31
30
30
30
30
29
29
29
29
29

Agricultural Uses

rights for which

2
24
24
27

14
23
24
25
25
25
35

1
1
1
I

12
12

13
28
31
31
14
14
23
23
24

10
14
23
27
27
27
27

5
6
6
6
6

a permit

8
9
9

12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
15
15

17
19
23
23
27
27
28
28
28

28

34
35
36
47
47
47
47
49
50
50
50
50

or certificate has

1
2
0. 99
2

4.4
1. 75
0. 67
31
23. 25
31
93
0. 31
0.48
1. 66
2. 32
2. 54
1. 10

2.0
1.0
55. 7
35. 0
. 015
3. 55
3. 77
40
82

20

24. 5
179. 8

I
I
D, I
IN

D, I
I
I
I
I
IN

D

I
IN
IN
IN
IN

IN

64 . I32.8, I
20 I
7.6
9.4
242
82
550
290
242

been issued.
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Table 4.4 Properties Listed in the National Register of Historic Places

Location Description

Benton Count

Paterson vicinity

Prosser vicinity

Prosser vicinity

Richland"vicinity

Richland vicinity

Richland vicinity

Richland vicinity

Richland vicinity

Richland 'vicinity

Richland vicinity

Richland vicinity

~FklI C
'

Lyons Ferry vicinity

Richland vicinity

Telegraph Island Petroglyphs: 2 mi SW of
Paterson on Telegraph Island

Benton County Courthouse: Dudley Avenue and
Market Street (12-12-76)

Glade Creek Site: SE of Prosser

Hanford Island Archaeological Site: 18 mi N of
Richland

Hanford Island Archaeological District: 22 mi N

of Richland

Locke Island Archaeological District: about
25 mi N of Richland

Rattlesnake Springs Sites: 25 mi NW of Richland

Ryegrass Archaeological District: in Hanford
,

Works Reservation along Columbia River

Snively Canyon Archaeological District: about
25 mi .NW of Richland '

Wooded Island Archaeological District: about .

7 mi N of Richland

Paris Archaeological Site, Hanford Works Reservation

Marmes Rockshelter: 1 mi N of Lyons Ferry on
W side of Palouse River, National Historic
Landmark

Savage Island Archaeological District: 15 mi N

of Richland

Pasco

Hoquiam

onvers on:

Moore, James House
t

Poison, F. Arnold House and Poison, Alex Grounds
l

one mile (mi) = 1.61 kilometers (km). From Federal Register,
Tuesday, March 18, 1980, Part II.



5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSE(UENCES AND MITIGATING ACTIONS

P

5. 1 RESUME

Secause of the availability of additional information, changes in design
parameters, changes in legal requirements, or the use of improved assessment
methodology, there have been several changes in the staff's evaluation of
environmental effects of plant operation since issuance of the FES"CP. However,
much of the staff assessment given in the FES-CP remains generally valid.
Land-use impacts on the Hanford Reservation have 'been reevaluated (Secs. 5.2
and 5.5.1) because much of the reservation is now dedicated as a natural
reserve (Sec. 4.3. 1). The effect of the plant on the Columbia River flood-
plain has been evaluated (Sec. 5.3.2) pursuant to Executive Order 11988

(promulgated since issuance of the FES-CP). Improved mathematical modeling
methodology not available when the FES-CP was prepared hys been used by the
staff to reevaluate the applicant's thermal plume analysis (Sec. 5. 3. 3). The

staff estimated higher requirements than did the applicant for sulfuric acid
additions to the cooling water (Sec. 5.3.4. 1). Air. quality impacts have been
addressed and the discussion includes the impact of effluents from auxiliary
combustion sources and dust from vehicle operation (Sec. 5.4.1). The change
in MNP-2 cooling-tower design and contemporary information on cooling-tower
impacts have been considered in a reanalysis of the air-quality impacts of the
operation of the MNP-2 towers (Sec. 5.4. 2). Changes in cooling-water intake
and discharge design provide the basis of a reanalysis of impacts on aquatic
biota (Sec. 5.5.2). The staff analysis has been upgraded to include a discus-
sion of socioeconomic impacts from plant operation (Sec. 5.7). The evaluation
of radiological impacts has been updated using new source-term calculations
and a comparison of plant radioactive emission levels with 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix I objectives; new generic material has been added concerning transpor-
tation of radioactive material and the environmental effects of the uranium
fuel cycle (Sec. 5.8).

Discussions of monitoring actions have been included as part of the appropriate
subsections, where relevant.

Since the staff foresees no impacts of a magnitude requ'iring mitigation measures
(Sec. 5.9), no discussion of mitigation action is included.

5.2 LAND USE

Since the MNP-2 site is part of the federally owned Hanford Reservation, which
is dedicated to use for nuclear energy facilities and, recently, as a natural
preserve (Sec. 4. 3. 1), operation of the plant and the use of about 12 ha
(30 acres) of the site for plant and auxiliary structures will'be compatible
with the land-use plans of the Hanford Reservation. Cooling-tower drift will
be deposited on the land during plant operation. Most of the deposition will
occur near the towers, but a small amount, as much as 2 kg/ha/yr (1.8 lb/ac/yr)

5-1



will be deposited 5.8 km (3.6 mi) away (Sec. 5.5. 1). Although such far-field
deposition is likely to occur on some Hanford land used as a natural preserve,
the staff doubts if the impact on vegetational communities will be sufficient
to affect this use of the land (see Sec. 5.5.1).

5.3 MATER USE AND HYDROLOGY

5.3. 1 Water Use Im acts

Mater use changes are expected to result from water use for service water,
condenser cooling makeup, and for potable and sanitary purposes. The primary
source of water for the closed cycle condenser cooling water system and for
service water is the Columbia River. In an emergency, service water required
to shut down and cool down the plant is to be taken from the spray ponds with
makeup from the river through the makeup water pump and pumphouse. Water for
potable and sanitary purposes is to be provided from the City of Richland.
When service from this, source is interrupted, or requires augmentation, onsite
wells are to be the water. source. The river withdrawal rate during normal
operation is expected to average about .98 ms/sec (15,500 gpm). Groundwater
withdrawals are expected to average .001 ms/sec (20 gpm) with peak rates of
.016 ms/sec (250 gpm). We conclude these rates are all small compared to the
available supply and should result in little or no impact.

The changes to local drainage patterns due to plant facilities are not expected
to increase the flood potential to any neighboring 'property owners.

Discharges from the plant wi'll take two routes. Cooling tower blowdown,,service
water and .radwaste system releases will be routed directly to the river via a
buried pipeline and riverbank discharge structure. Sanitary wastes, originally
thought to be routed to the City of Richland for treatment for both construc-
tion and operation during the CP review, are to'e treated in a three lagoon
treatment facility some 610 meters southeast of the reactor. The facility is
to be used for the 3 MNP reactors by a maximum population of 8,000 during
construction and 2500 during operation. Since no surface discharges from
the facility are contemplated during normal operation, the facility should
meet applicable state water quality standards. Only abnormal loadings or
heavy rains are expected to result in overflow. Seepage from the three
lagoons is expected to be less than .0016 ms/sec=(25 gpm) as the result of
the use of plastic liners. The impact of the low seepage rate on groundwater
levels is expected to be minimal. The quality of the seepate water when
filtered by the glacio-fluvial sediments and diluted by the existing ground
water is expected to produce no adverse impacts.

Construction flow rates from the two ground water wells proposed for construc-
tion was originally estimated not be exceed .032 ms/sec (500 gpm) from 2 onsite
wells. Three onsite wells were constructed with a maximum withdrawal rate of
about .63 ms/sec (10,000 gpm). During operation, the applicant proposes to
use the wells at a peak rate of . 013 ms/sec (200 gpm) and an average rate, of
about .001 ms/sec (20 gpm) for potable and service water purposes during
outages of supplies from the City of Richland. These use rates should not
adversely impact other groundwater users, nor deplete the'roundwater resources.

Three wells have been installed fn the northwest portion of the WNP-2 site,
two in the upper aquifer and one in the lower confined aquifer. The applicant
has indicated water from all three wells was used for a variety of construction
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purposes, including drinking through August 1978. Since August 1978, only
water from the deeper aquifer has been used. Background levels of tritium
have been found in the deeper well water, but levels as high as 905 pCi/ml
have been found in the upper well water through August 1978. The 905 pc/ml
concentration level is about a factor of three below 10 CFR Part 20 limits
for unrestricted drinking water. The source of the tritium is apparently the
DOE 200 area to the east of MNP 2. Pumping from the surficial aquifer could
result fn increased concentration levels of tritium from the 200 area and,
potentially other nuclfdes from the DOE MYE disposal site. Measurements to
indicate the presence of other nuclides have apparently not been made for well
water from the surficial aquifer. The staff concludes that some precautionary
measures are necessary to demonstrate that water taken from any of the three
wells cannot be contaminated, that the wells are frequently monitored for
radioactivity, or that the wells be precluded from use.-

5. 3. 2 Effects on the Flood lain

Hydrologic alterations are defined as those plant features occupying the flood-
plain as indicated in Executive Order 11988, changes in local drainage
characteristics resulting from increased runoff from plant facilities, and
water use from surface and groundwater sources.

Floodplain alterations consist of intake and discharge facilities, the Benton
switching yard, buried pipelines and transmission towers. The main plant
facilities, including the reactor, are located well above the Columbia River
100-year flood level referred to in the executive, order. The buried pipelines
are not considered flow impediments in the event of a flood. The other
facilities occupying the floodplain are, by inspection, very small in cross
sectional area compared to the total area available during a 100-year flood.
Further, the operating level of the intake, the level potentially vulnerable
in a flood, is above the 100-year level. Me conclude that there should be no
measurable impacts of MNP-2 faci]ities on flood conditions for events up to
the severity of a 100-year flood.

Figure j. shows the Columbia River 100-year flood high water line and the
relative location of the MNP-2 pumphouse and the main plant facilities.

5.3.3 Thermal Dischar e

Section III-C.1 of the FES-CP contains a description of the applicant's thermal
plume analysis. This analysis has,now been mathematically verified by the
staff using a contemporary model. " The results of the staff analysis have
been used below to evaluate compliance with applicable state standards, as
given in Reference 1 and Appendix I.

0
*Both the applicant and staff use the original discharge design, a round port
orifice, in their mathematical models. The plume resulting from the new
rectangular slot discharge has not been modeled. The staff believes that
definitive predictions for this new configuration can be obtained only from a
physical modeling study. However, in lieu of such a physical model, the staff
believes that the mathematical determination presented in this section can
provide a sufficient indication of potential impacts. It is the staff's
opinion that the impacts from the slot port are expected to be even smaller
than from the round port, and therefore the calculations based on the round
port are conservative.



The meteorological and hydrological parameters used in the staff's thermal
calculations are listed in Table 5. 1. Two conditions were considered for each
month of the year: (1) concurrence of maximum river temperature and maximum
blowdown temperature, and (2) concurrence of minimum river temperature and
maximum blowdown temperature, resulting in the maximum temperature difference
(hT) between the blowdown and the river water.

V

The staff's calculation (using the Shirazi and Davis model in Ref. 2) of the
thermal plume in February for extreme conditions (minimum river temperature,
maximum blowdown temperature) is graphically presented in Figure 5. 1. The
2.78 C (5 F ) isotherm (the bT permissible under state standards) is much
smaller than the permissible mixing zone. February was chosen since the
largest temperature difference occurs in that month (Appendix I, Table I. 1).

For August (maximum river temperature, maximum blowdown temperature), the
model used by the staff predicts that the 0.3 C (0.5 F ) isotherm (the allow-
able BT) could extend as much as 150 m (490 ft) downstream. Thus, according
to the model,,there could be times when this isotherm would not be within the
allowable mixing zone (91 m or 300 ft) (Fig. 5. 1). However, as previously
stated, it is important to note that the model used is very conservative
because. the initial dilution that would result from the submerged discharge is
not taken into consideration.

Taking the above into consideration, it is the opinion of the staff that the
actual isotherms will be much smaller than those calculated, and that the
thermal water-quality standards will actually be satisfied at all times.

5.3.4 Chemical Dischar e

The staff's evaluation of aquatic impacts of cooling-water blowdown discharge
constituents is given in the following sections.

5.3.4.1 Sul fates

The principal change in river water quality as a result of plant operation
will be the addition of sulfate ions from the sulfuric acid used to control
condenser scaling. As discussed in Section 4.2.4, the staff believes that
more sulfuric acid will be needed than has been predicted by the applicant.
However, even when considering the staff's maximum-calculated sulfuric acid
requirement of 4300 kg/day (9500 lb/day) and the minimum regulated river flow
of 1020 ms/s (36,000 cfs), the increase in sulfate concentration after complete
mixing would only be about 0.05 mg/L, compared with the average ambient river
sulfate concentration of 28 mg/L. The staff therefore concludes that there
will be negligible water-quality impacts from sulfuric acid additions.

5.3.4.2 Chlorine

Based on a comparison of the information given in Section 4.2.4 with EPA
guidelines (40 CFR Part 423), the Site Certification Agreement, and the NPDES
Permit (Appendix F), the staff concludes that chlorination will be in com-
pliance with the regulations and that there wi'll be negligible impact on water
quality from chlorine additions.



5.3.4.3 Corrosion Products
I tI

As water. is pumped through the condenser tubing, minute quantities of the
tubing material will be removed from the metal surface and dissolve in the
cooling water as a result of corrosion (Sec. 4.2.4). Since soluble 'copper
from the tubing could be toxic to aquatic biota or be produced fn concentra-
tions that violate water .quality standards, the corrosion potential of the-
tubing was evaluated. The staff used the Ryznar stability index (Ref. 3) as

an indicator of corrosion potential. The use of this index, originally based
on observations of corrosion in water-supply mains, is considered by the staff
to be a very conservative method of estimating corrosion of the more resistant
metals used in the WNP-2 condenser tubing. The staff found that with the

. change in condenser-tube material discussed in Section '4.2'.4, soluble copper
concentration in the blowdown would be diluted to a very low level in the
river--no more than 110 pg/L after mixing. For this reason, the staff concludes
that water quality will not be impacted.

5. 3.4. 4 pH

The staff's prediction of a blowdown pH of about 7.6 for a range of water-
quality compositions (Sec. 4.2.4) indicates that the applicant will'omply
with the pH limitation of 6.5 to 8.5 imposed in the NPDES Permit (Appendix F).

5.3.5 Nonradiolo ical Surface-Mater and Groundwater Monitorin

The applicant has identified no hydrologically related impacts that will
require nonradiological monitoring on hfs part except those related to water
quality. We concur. Intake and blowdown temperatures'will be continuously
monitored in the intake and discharge structures. Total residual chlorine
will be measured every 15 minutes during chlorination periods and for at least
two hours after blowdown has begun. Measurements are to cease after residual
chlorine levels become undetectable. The data are to be used to determine
minimum chlorine requirements for operation. The applicant has noted a number
of State and Federal water level, discharge and water qualfty monitoring pro-
grams related to both surface and groundwater of a continuing nature. These
data may be used in the future to identify unexpected operational impacts.
Aquatic radiological monitoring will be conducted, based on a need to deter-
mine the WNP-2 impact on the aquatic environs separately from 'other facilities
on the Hanford Reservation. The intake will be sampled to identify isotopes
and concentrations present prior to use by WNP-2. Similar samples will be
taken from the WNP-1/4 intake and discharge when those'units begin operation.
The water will also be sampled at the. first downstream user, Department of
Energy (DOE) 300 Area and at the City of Richland Municipal Water Treatment
Plant. The details of the radiological monitoring program are discussed in
Section 5.8. 1.4.

The applicant has not provided an assessment of the contamination potential to
onsite wells due to possible radionuclide migrations from the DOE WYE shallow
burial facility. The facility is less than a kilometer from three onsite wells
that are to be used as supplemental potable and service water supply during
operation.

I

The staff would accept documentation and assurances from the applicant that
the burial facility is adequately monitored to detect any release from the
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WYE facility, that monitoring will continue for the life of the WNP-2 plant and
that communications will,be established and maintained between the monitoring
organization and the Applicant. In lieu of the above we will require an
Environmental Technical Specification that will insure frequent monitoring of
all three wells to detect radiation associated with the material buried at
the WYE facility.
5.4 AIR EQUALITY

5.4.1 Emissions and Dust

As discussed in Section 4.2.4.5, there will be two principal sources of non-
radioactive gaseous. emissions during plant operation--the testing of three
standby diesel generators "and use of an auxiliary boiler., A staff comparison
between the quantities of pollutants expected to be emitted and applicable
regulations indicates that the emissions will conform with the Site Certifi-
cation Agreement (Ref. 4 and p. III-26 of the FES-CP).

Another source of air pollution during station operation will be emissions and
fugitive dust from vehicle. operation. Fugitive dust can be minimized by
paving or treating roads and parking lots and by minimizing vehicle traffic on
unpaved surfaces. Fugitive du'st emissions will be substantially less durin'g
plant operation than during the construction phase. Since fugitive dust
emissions have caused no discernible impact during the construction phase, the
staff expects no appreciable impact during operation.

5.4.2 Fo Ice and Drift

Although the effluents from the plant's cooling towers will have, impacts on
the air environment (fogging due to the visible plume, icing, and salt deposi-
tion due to'drift) the staff believes that the magnitude of these impacts will
be small. This conclusion is. based primarily on contemporary observations
made of atmospheric impacts at power plants with mechanical-draft cooling
towers (MDCTs). These observations show that fogging, icing, and drift effects
are limited to areas near (less than 1 km (0.5 mi)) from the towers (Refs. 5-8).

The primary offsite effects wi,ll be the esthetic impact of visible plumes.
Part of the moisture in the cooling-tower eff]uents will recondense to form a
visible plume except during extremely, hot and dry s'ummer days. Under most
meteorological conditions, this visible plume will rise above the cooling
tower and either evaporate or level off some distance above the ground. Hanna
(Ref. 5) reports that the median visible plume lengths from nuclear power
plants (with two units of the size of the WNP-2 reactor) are less than 500 m

(1640 ft) in summer and 1000 m (3280 ft) in winter., Under very cold, humid
winter conditions, plumes greater than 50 km (31 mi) long have been observed
(Ref. 5).

During periods of strong winds, aerodynamic downwash will bring the plume to
the ground quite close to the towers; due to their buoyancy, the plumes will
rise above the ground within a short distance (100 to 300 m (330-985 ft)) of
the towers (Refs. 5-8). The critical wind speed for the onset of aerodynamic
downwash at linear MDCTs is about 3 to 5 m/s (10 to 16 ft/s) measured perpen-
dicular to the long axis of the tower (Refs. 5-8). Limited 'field data from
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one operational circular mechanical-draft cooling tower (CMDCT) (Ref. 9) and

from water tunnel model studies (Refs. 10-11) show that the critical wind
speed for CMDCTs is much higher (the exact value is not known) than that for
linear MDCTs; the model studies further indicate that the plume rise from a

cluster. of round towers is greater than that from a single tower. 'ence, the
change in cooling tower design from linear to circular MDCTs will result in
significantly less fogging and icing near the towers and in greater plume rise
than would have been expected with the original design.

Drift studies at operating MDCTs show that almost all drift droplets that
reach the ground do so within a few hundred meters of the towers (Refs. 5-8,12).
Since the FES-CP was issued, the applicant has developed new mathematical
models to estimate plume and drift effects (Ref. 13 and the ER-OL). Using
these models, the applicant determined that the highest drift 'rate, as much as

450 kg/ha/yr (400 lb/ac/yr), will occur on the site, about 0.4 km (0.25 mi)
south of the towers, dropping to much lower levels offsite--up to 2 kg/ha/yr
(l. 8 lb/ac/yr) at 5. 8 km (3.6 mi) south of the towers and 1.8 kg/ha/yr
(1.6 lb/ac/yr) at 5.8 km (3.6 mf) to the northwest (ER-OL, Figs. 5.4-11 and
5. 4-12).

After reviewing these models and the predictions made using one year of onsite
meteorological data, and considering observations made at operating towers,
the staff concludes that the results of the models are somewhat conservative
but in general agreement with observations. The staff also concurs with the
applicant's conclusion that offsite effects will be very small. The applicant
has used a high value for the gross drift rate (0.05K of the circulating water
flow rate). Measured values for modern MDCTs with drift eliminators in good
repair are in the range of 0.005K to 0.01K; values as low as 0.002K are possible
(Refs. 5,8).

The staff concludes that most of the environmental impacts (fogging, icing,
and salt deposition due to drift) will occur onsite within 500 to 1000 m

(1640 to 3280 ft) of the towers (Refs. 5-8, 12). On cold winter days with
high humidity, long visible plumes which remain above the terrain will form.
Visible plumes carried towards the agricultural fields'ast of the Columbia
River will either evaporate or be lifted by the bluffs and will not produce
fogging. at ground level (the applicant's model does not include the effect of
uneven terrain on plume, motion). About the only offsite environmental effe'cts
of cooling tower operation expected by the staff, other than the visual or
esthetic impact of the visible plumes, will be a small increase (1X or 2X at
most) in surface relative humidity.

5.4.3 Meteorolo ical Monitorin

As discussed in Section 4.3.3. 1, there is now an inactive meteorological
measurement system on the WNP-2 site. The applicant plans to reactivate the
monitoring equipment when plant fuel is loaded (ER-OL, Sec. 2.3). The para-
meters to be measured and "the measurement levels on the .tower are listed in
Table 5.2. Information regarding maintenance, calibrations, quality assurance,
data handling, processing procedures, and the specific instrumentation used
for the onsite program is provided in Section 6. 1.3 of the ER-OL. This program
meets the regulatory position contained in NRC Regulatory Guide 1. 23, "Onsite
Meteorological Programs." Additional meteorological measurements will be
available from the Hanford main meteorological tower (located about 23 km

(14 mi) northwest of the WNP-2 site) and from a network of remote stations
around the Hanford Reservation (Ref. 14).
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Table 5.2. WNP-2 73-meter Meteorological
Tower Instrumentationt~

Parameter

Wind direction and speed
Dry-bulb temperature
Dry-bulb temperature gradient
Precipitation
Humidity (dew point)

Height Measured
(meters above ground)

10 and 75
10 and 75
75 and 10

0.9
10

Data from this tower were used to evaluate atmospheric
dispersion for the. WNP-2 site and will be available
during plant operation.

5.5 ECOLOGY

5.5. 1 Ter res trial

5.5.1.1 Impacts of Cooling-Tower Drift
It is now predicted.(Sec. 5.4 and ER-OL, Figs. 5.4-11 and 5.4-.12) that the
highest cooling tower drift deposition rate, as much as 450 kg/ha/yr (400 lb/
ac/yr), will occur on the site, about 0.4 km (0.25 mi) south of the towers.
Much less drift will be deposited offsite--up to 2 kg/ha/yr (1.8 lb/ac/yr) at
5.8 km (3.6 mi) south of the towers and 1.8 kg/ha/yr (1.6 lb/ac/yr) at 5.8 km
(3.6 mi) to the northwest. The offsite drift will be deposited on the shrub-
steppe vegetation of the Hanford Reservation, including portions set aside as
a natural preserve (Sec. 4.3. 1).

Although the staff believes that the drift-deposition rates predicted by the
applicant are, higher than will actually occur (Sec. 5.4) and does not have
evidence that even those rates will substantially affect Hanford vegetation,
there are uncertainties in predicting the impact on vegetation of drift from
freshwater cooling towers. Such impacts have generally not been noted at
other freshwater towers (Refs. 15 and 16); however, an unpredicted case of
rapid and acute vegetation damage has been documented at the Palisades fresh-
water cooling towers near Lake Michigan (Ref. 15). Although a combination of
unique, site-specific factors probably accounts for much of the Palisades
damage, the reasons remain unexplained. It is possible that such a set of
conditions could also occur at WNP-2. Thus, since there is some uncertainty
in predicting drift effects, and since at least one known case of unusual and
unpredicted impacts has occurred, the staff agrees with the applicant (Appli-
cant's Response to NRC guestions, December 8, 1978; and ER-OL, Amendment 1)
that monitoring of potential drift effects is )ustified. The staff believes
that the method discussed in Section 5.5.3. 1 will be capable of documenting
gross vegetation changes such as those that occurred at Palisades.
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5.5.1.2 Impacts on Listed Species

For reasons discussed above, the staff cannot predict if the candidate plant
species Allium robinsonii, if present, will be affected by cooling-tower
d ift, TG gh~li 1 fd t gg t th t It ~ l11. tf tM
species is present, it should be observed for damage as part of the monitoring
program discussed in Section 5.5.3. The staff believes that routine operation
of WNP-2 will not adversely affect any transient or resident bald eagles that
may occur at the site because the site does not contain suitable reproductive
habitat for this threatened species.

5.5.2 Aquatic

5.5.2. 1 . Cooling-Water Intake Impacts

A major change in intake structure design since publication of the FES-CP has
necessitated a staff reevaluation of'intake impacts to determine if the poten-
tial for impingement and entrainment'osses has changed.'he structure .has
been changed from an infiltration bed system (FES-CP, Sec. III-C.1) to a
perforated pipe system located in midstream above-the river bottom
(Sec. 4.2.2.2), which will offer small aquatic organisms an unimpeded route
into the cooling system.~lt
The applicant has calculated that under maximum operating conditions, water
velocity at the intake system/river interface will be 0. 15 m/s (0.5 fps) at
the 1-cm (3/8-'in) holes in the pipes and about 0.03 m/s (0.1 fps) at a distance
of 2.5 cm (1 in) from the pipes (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1.2.2). The staff finds these
values to be. within the representative range for such intake systems.

Larger fish can swim at speeds greater than the approach velocities discussed
above. For example, young sockeye and coho salmon may swim at speeds o'f from
five to seven body lengths per second (Refs. 17, 18); thus, a 4-cm (1.5-in)
fish is capable of 'swimming at least 0.2 m/s (0.7 ft/s). Juvenile chinook,
coho, and sockeye salmon spawned above Priest Rapids Dam will arrive at the
intake site as larger juveniles, and the hatchery-reared salmon and steelhead
trout released to the river by the state will also be larger juveniles. Thus,
these juveniles should be able to escape impingement.

I

Out-migration of Hanford-area chinook juveniles occurs during periods of
moderate to high river discharge during late spring and early sum'mer when both
flow rate past the intake and river volume available for migration will be
greater than during periods of lower flow. Therefore, the probabiUty of fish
i'mpingement will be lower during periods of out-migration compared to other
times. For this reason, the staff believes that impingement impacts will not
be serious during out-migration periods.

The staff also expects that large juvenile and adult fishes will "not be vulner-
able to impingement on the WNP-2 intake structures. This conclusion is based
on a consideration of fish swimming speeds discussed above and is supported by
results of intake inspection studies conducted by the applicant in December
1978 and Hay through December 1979 (Ref. 19), which showed that no fish were
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impinged during the inspection periods. During this test, the velocities at
the intakes were maintained at near operational levels.

Entrainment

Naturally spawned salmon juveniles, newly emergent from their gravel spawning
redds (nests), may be vulnerable to entrainment through the 1-cm (3/8-in)
intake pores. The potential for newly emerged juveniles to become entrained
by the WNP-2 intakes will depend upon. the distribution and habitat preference
of the salmon juveniles, discharge rates of the Columbia River, and makeup
water withdrawal rates. Although movement in the WNP-2 area of chinook juve-
niles spawned in the Hanford area is not well known, the fish are thought to
be more common in nearshore areas than in midstream (Ref. 20). If this is the
case, and because the intake structure is located in midstream, entrainment
impacts would be minimal.

Under maximum operating conditions, about 0.8 ms/s (12,500 gpm) of water would
be withdrawn from the river at each intake; this wou'Id be twice the volume
withdrawn under normal operating conditions, but still less than 0.2X of the
lowest regulated river discharge of 1020 ms/s (36,000 cfs). If, it is assumed
that all emergent salmonids would be at their smallest size and evenly distri-
buted throughout the river upstream of the intakes, then the proportion of the
young fish population that would be entrained would be equal to the proportion
of the .river discharge that was withdrawn. Thus, under such conditions, about
0.2X of the young salmonids, a negligible fraction, would be entrained. From
1961 to 1975, the number of redds between Priest Rapids Dam and the site
ranged from 728 to. 4508 per year for fall chinook (ER-OL, Table 2.2-2). (The
number of redds is proportional to the number of adult spawning salmon. ) If,
in a hypothetical situation, the number of redds was decreased by WNP-2 intake
operation by 0.2X (representing a loss of returning year classes), the number
of redds lost would range from about one (in a year when 728 redds were
present) to nine (when 4508 redds were present). From 1961 to 1975, an average
of 2391 redds was observed per year, with a standard deviation of + 1249 ,

redds. Thus, the maximum postulated effects of WNP-,2 presented here are two
to three orders of magnitude less than variations in salmon numbers caused by
other factors.

The staff is not concerned about the entrainment and/or impingement of plank-
ton and benthic drift during operation of the WNP-2 intake. Even if all of
such organisms in the makeup water perished, the impacts would be short-lived
because of the rapid reproductive rate of many plankton, the suspension of
benthic algae, and the recruitment of upstream benthic drift.
Based on the above, the staff concludes that entrai.nment effects will be so
small as to be immeasurable except by direct monitoring of the WNP-2 intake
water. This conclusion is supported by data from an entrainment study con-
ducted by the applicant. From May 1979 through May 1980, when pumps were
operated nearly at plant operation levels, no fish eggs or larvae were found
in 69 samples of makeup water (Ref. 19).

5.5.2.2 Discharge Impacts

Since the issuance of the .FES-CP, the design of the discharge port has been
changed from circular to rectangular (Sec. 4.2.2).
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Thermal

The staff has reanalyzed the thermal discharge using a contemporary thermal
plume model (Sec. 5. 3. 3) and has concluded that there will be no appreciable
change in the shape, extent, or thermal characteristics of the thermal plume
as a result of the design change. Hence, the discussion of thermal discharge
effects presented in Section V-C. 2. b of the FES-CP remains valid; i. e., there
will be no significant thermal plume impacts on aquatic biota.

F4

Chemical
1

f

A staff reanalysis presented in Section 4.2.4 indicates that although sulfate-
ion concentrations in the blowdown will.probably be somewhat higher than those
previously calculated by the applicant, the concentrations predicted by the
staff will, not significantly differ from those considered prior to issuance of
the construction permit. The analyses discussed in Section 5.3.3 indicate
that there will be no significant change in plume shape or extent due to the
revised discharge design. Taking these.„factors into consideration, the staff
concludes that the impact of chemical discharges on aquatic biota will be no
greater than that reported in the FES-CP (Sec. V-C.2); i.e., there will be no
detrimental effects.

Biocidal

The leth'al, sublethal, and chronic effects of chlorine and its degradation
products on the aquatic life in the area of the WNP-2 discharge were reviewed
in the FES-CP (Sec. V-C.2.c). Because Columbia River water has very low
chlorine demand, the disposal of chlorinated effluents in the river could have
significant -impacts on Hanford Reach biota if chlorine'ontent were not care-
fully controlled. The staff believes, however', that -if the plant is operated
in compliance with the effluent limitations (O...l mg/L total residual chlorine
at the discharge) set in the NPDES Permit, chlorine application will be con-
trolled to the extent that aquatic life „will be protected.

5. 5. 2. 3 Impacts on Listed Species

No rare, threatened, or endangered aquatic species are known to occur in the
vicinity of WNP-2 (Se'c. 4.3.4. 3).,

5.5.3 Ecolo ical Monitorin

5. 5.3. 1 Ter restrial

The staff recommends that aerial color infrared photography and appropriate
ground-truthing be conducted once per year during the -seasonal peak of plant
growth to reveal any long-term vegetation damage from cooling tower drift.
5.5.3.2 Aquatic

The preoperational monitoring program was described in the FES-CP (Sec. V-F. 1).
The program was curtailed in March 1980 with the concurrence of the Washington
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council (Ref. 21).
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An operational aquatic monitoring program will be conducted in accordance with
the .Environmental Protection Plan to be issued as a part of the Operating
License by the NRC.

5. 6 HISTORIC AND "ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

The operation of the station will not result in any significant impact to
known historic or archeological resources located either on or off the site.
The State of Washington Historic Preservation Officer has'ndicated that'he
Wooded Island Archeological District would not be affected by the operation of
the WNP-2 pumphouse and water intake facility (Appendix G). The archeological
sites not on the National Register which are located 120 to 150 m (400 to
500 ft) southeast of the pumphouse -will not be disturbed by the operation of
that facility.
5.7 Socioeconomic Impact

5.7. 1 Im act on Local Econom and Labor Market

5.7. 1. 1 Economy

During plant operation 104 employees will constitute the permanent operational
staff. * Since about 50 people who will be thus employed already live within
the tri-city area of Richland, Pasco, and Kennewick, an in-migration of 54 more
workers will be needed (Responses to NRC questions, dated September 6, 1977;
WPPSS, November 28,'977, p. 77). The applicant es'timates that the total
in-migration of new workers and their dependents will be 162 persons (based
upon an average family size of three persons) (Responses to NRC guestions
dated September 6, 1977; MPPSS, November 28, '1977, p. 77). The staff believes
that this estimate is reasonable and expects the ma)ority of the in-migrants
to reside in the tri-city area, representing less than 0.2X of the tri-city
population projected for the start of plant operation (see Sec. 4.3. 6. 1).
Because the number of people expected to move into the area is small, the
staff concludes that these in-migrants will not have a major impact on the
local economy.

The applicant estimates that over the 30-year operational period, the average
annual operational payroll will be about $2.4'million (ER-OL, Sec. 8. 1.2.1,
p. 8.1-4), or $200,000 per month. The total construction payroll over the
expected 7.5-year construction period will be about $300 million (ER-OL,
Sec. 8. 1.2. 1, p. 8. 1-3), or if averaged, about $3.3 million per month. Thus,
the transition from construction to operation will result in a net loss of

*The staff believes that the total work force could be conservatively estimated
to be as large as 130 if about 25 workers who will provide part-time support
services for WNP-2 were included; however, inclusion of these workers and their
dependents would not substantially alter the staff's conclusions in regard to
socioeconomic impact.
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payroll income in the local area, and since the local economy is expected to
continue to grow, the average annual operational payroll will represent a
smaller percentage of the local economy than did the construction payroll.
The staff believes that this loss will b'e mi'tigated to some extent by the
gradual nature of the transition from construction to operation and by the
taxes paid by the applicant to local agencies (Sec. 5.7.2); furthermore,
because the operational payroll income will continue over a substantially
longer period than the construction'ayroll income, it will act as a stabiliz-
ing force to the benefit of local economic conditions.

5. 7. 1. 2 Labor Market

It is not known at this time to what extent the construct'ion force will leave
the bi-county area with the completion of the WNP-2 project. The applicant
originally projected a net employment decline in the area between 1978 and
1980 because construction activities at both the WNP-2 and Fast Flux Test
Facility would be leveling off; the construction work force at MNP-2 was
expected to decrease by about 1100 persons (Responses to NRC guestions dated
September 6, 1977, WPPSS, November 28; 1977, p. 77). However, based, on its
most current assessment of proposed development activity, at or near the Hanford
Reservation, the staff believes that after the construction phase is completed,
most of the former MNP-2 construction workers will remain in the bi-county
area to work on other MPPSS projects, DOE-sponsored and other energy-related
projects, or industrial projects in the area.

Thus, it is likely that much of the WNP-2 construction force (and their fami-
lies) will be absorbed by the needs of the local labor market, that will exist
when construction ceases and operation begins. Taking this into consideration,
the staff concludes that the hiring of new workers to operate MNP-2 will
produce a small, incremental impact on the area labor market.

UI

5.7.2 Tax Benefits

Although no real estate taxes will be levied on WPPSS during the expected
30-year operation period (because WNP-2 is entirely owned by a joint operating
agency and public utility operating on Federal lands), WPPSS will be required
by law (RCM, Ch. 54.28) to pay a "privilege tax" of 14 on the wholesale power
cost (ER-OL, Sec. 8. 1.2.2). It is estimated that $72 million will be paid to
state and local taxing authorities over the life of the plant. , By law, half
of this amount will go to those local taxing districts withip a 56-Jm (35-mi)
radius of the most commonly used entrance of the Hanford Reservation. Sales
tax on fuel reloads will add about $7.2 million to tax,revenues during the
30-year operation period (ER-OL, Sec. 8.2.2.2).

The apportionment of tax revenues will depend on the legally defined location
of the Hanford Reservation entrance. The State of Mashington has not yet
determined which of the Hanford Reservation entrances will be legally consid-
ered the most commonly used entrance. However, if, as the staff assumes, the
south entrance will be so designated, Benton, Franklin, and other counties
will share in part of the revenues, as will the cities and villages within
their jurisdiction. The breakdown as stipulated by law is as follows:
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State General Revenue Fund
Cities
Counties
Fire Protection Districts
Library Districts

5.7.3 Im acts on Bi-Count -Area Land Use

50X
23M
22K"

3X
2X

Based primarily on the information provided in the ER-OL (Sec. 8.2.2. 1), which
the staff believes to be reasonable, and taking into consideration the rela-
tively small in-migrant operation work force compared to the large developing
population center of the tri-cities within the bi-county area (Sec. 5. 7. l. 1),
the staff believes that while the in-migration of as few as 54 new employees
and their dependents will have no discernable impact on area land uses, including
settlement patterns, housing markets, and road use, the mere presence of the
plant will continue to be a contributing influence'o offsite land use in the
bi-county area.

5.7.4 Im acts on Communit Services and Institutions

In itself, the in-migration of the additional operational personnel and their
dependents will have a negligible impact on community services such as schools,
water systems, sewage facilities, hospitals, public parks, and police and fire
protection; however, the newly arrived in-migrants will be one contributing
factor to the general increase in demand for such services in the bi-county
area, especially in the tri-cities. This increased demand is an expected
result of recent in-migration and population growth resulting from new indus-
trial, agricultural, and commercial development in the area., It is the staff's
opinion that local tax revenues provided by the applicant will assist in
alleviating any incremental increase in demand for services due to the
in-migration of the WHP-2 operational personnel and their dependents.

5. 8 RADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS
I

Regulatory Requirements

Nuclear power reactors in the United States must comply with certain regulatory
requirements and guidance in order to operate. The permissible levels of
radiation in unrestricted areas and the radioactivity in effluents to
unrestricted areas are spelled out in 10 CFR Part 20, Standards for Protection
Against Radiation (Ref. 25). These regulations specify limits upon levels of
radiation and limits on concentrations in effluent releases of radionuclides
in air and water (above natural bac'kground), under which the reactor must
operate. These regulations state that no member. of the general public in
unrestricted areas shall receive a radiation, dose,. due.,to Station operation,
of more than 0.5 rems/yr (or 2 mrems/hr or 100 mrems/7 days) to the total body.
These radiation dose limits are established to be 'consistent with considerations
of the health and safety of the public.

f h t h 8 g h 1dl H I hi h ~
affected counties.
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In addition to the Radiation Protection Standards of 10 CFR Part 20, there are
spelled out in 10 CFR'art 50.36a (Ref. 26) license requirements that are to
be imposed on licensees in the form of Technical Specifications on Effluents
from Nuclear Power Reactors to keep releases of radioactive materials to
unrestricted areas during normal reactor operations, including expected
operational occurrences, as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).
Appendix I of 10 CFR Part 50 provides numerical guidance on design objectives
and limiting conditions for operation to meet this ALARA requirement.
Applicants for permits to construct and licenses to operate an LWR shall
provide reasonable assurance that the following dose-design ob5ectives will be
met: 3 mrems/yr to the total body or 10 mrems/yr to any organ from liquid
effluents; 10 mrads/yr gamma radiation (air dose) or 20 mrads/yr beta radiation
(air dose) from gaseous effluents —and/or 5 mrems/yr to .the total body or 15
mrems/yr to the skin from gaseous effluents; and 15 mrems/yr to any organ from
the airborne effluents that include the radioiodines, carbon-14, tritium, and
the particulates.

Experience with the design, construction and operation of nuclear power reactors
indicates that compliance with such Technical Specifications, will keep average
annual releases of radioactive material in effluents at small percentages of
the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20, and in fact, generally below the
design ob)ective values of Appendix I. ,At the same time, the licensee is
permitted the flexibilityof operation, compatible with considerations

of'ealthand safety, to assure that the public is provided a dependable source
of power even under unusual operating conditions which may temporarily result
in releases higher than such small percentages, but still well within the
limits specified in .10 CFR Part 20.

In addition to the impact created by radioactive effluents from LWRs discussed
above, there are within the NRC policy-and procedures for environmental protec-
tion spelled out in 10 CFR Part 51, generic treatments of environmental effects
of all aspects of the Uranium Fuel Cycle. These environmental data have been
summarized in Table 5. 5 (S-3 Tab'1e) and are discussed later in this report in
Section 5.8. 1.5. In the same manner the Environmental Impact of Transportation
of Fuel and Waste to and from an LWR is summarized in Table 5.3 (S-4 Table) of
Section 5.8.1.

Recently an additional operational requirement fot Uranium-Fuel-Cycle Facilities
.including nuclear power plants has been established by the EPA in 40 CFR
Part 190 (Ref. 27). This standard specifies annual dose limits (excluding,

"radon and daughters) for member's of the public, of 25 mrems total body, 75 mr'ems

thyroid, and 25 mrems other 'organs from all fuel cycle facility contributions
that may impact a specific individual in tEe public.

Operational Overview
0

During normal operations of WNP-2, small quantities of fission products and
induced radioactivities will be released to the environment. In partial
fulfillment of NEPA requirements the staff has determined the dose estimated
to members of the public outside of the plant boundaries due to the radiation
from these radioisotope releases and relative to natural background radiation
dose levels.
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These very small environmental doses are the result of a series of successive,
conscious efforts to contain and control all radioactive emissions and effluents
from the plant. As mentioned above, highly efficient radioactive-waste management
systems are incorporated into the nuclear plant design and are specified in
detail in the Operating Technical Specifications for the plant. The effective-
ness of these systems is measured by process and effluent radiological monitoring
systems that permanently record the amounts of radioactive constitutents
remaining in the various airborne and waterborne process and effluent streams.
The amounts of radioactivity released through vents and discharge points to be
further dispersed and diluted to points outside the plant boundaries are
recorded and published semiannually in the Radioactive'Effluent Release Reports
of each facility.
The small amounts of airborne effluents that are released diffuse in the
atmosphere in a fashion determined by the prevalent meteorological conditions
and are thus much dispersed and diluted by the time they reach unrestricted
areas that are open to the public. Similarly, the small amounts of waterborne
effluents that are released are diluted with plant waste 'water and then further

1diluted as they are discharged into the Columbia River beyond the plant
boundaries.

Any radioisotopes 'originating in the WNP-2 facility that finally enter
unrestricted areas will produce dose effects through their radiations on
members of the general public similar to the effects from background radiations
(i.e., cosmic/terrestrial and internal radiations), which also include radiation
from nuclear weapons fallout. These radiation dose effects can be calculated
for the many potential radiological exposure pathways- specific to the environment
around the plant, such as direct radiation doses from the airborne or water-
borne effluent streams outside of the plant boun'daries, or internal radiation
dose commitments from radioactive contaminants that might have been deposited
on vegetation, or. in meat and fish products eaten by people or might be present
in drinking water outside the plant, or incorporated into cow's milk at nearby

farms.'hese

doses, calculated for the "maximally exposed" individual (i. e., the
hypothetical individual potentially subject to maximum exposure), form the
basis of the staffs evaluation of impacts. These estimates are in actuality
for a fictitious perpon, since assumptions are made that tend to overest'imate
the dose that would ~hctually accrue to members of the public outside the plant
boundaries. For example, if this 'maximally exposed individual were to receive
the total body dose/calculated at the plant boundary, he/she is, assumed to be
physically at that, boundary for 100X of the year, and outside (unshielded from
gamma radiation) 50K of the year, an unlikely occurrence.

Site specific values for the various parameters involved in each„ dose. pathway
are used in the calculations. These include calculated or observed values, for
the amounts of radioisotopes released in the gaseous and liquid effluents,
meteorological information (e.g., wind speed and direction) specific to the
site topography and effluent release points, and hydrological information
relative to dilution and ",flushing" of the. liquid effluents as they are
discharged.
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An annual land census, required by the Radiological Technical Specifications,
insures that as use of the land surrounding 'the site boundary changes, revised
calculations will be made to ensure that this dose estimate for gase'ous effluents
always represents the highest dose for any individual member of'the public for
each applicable pathway. The estimate considers, for example, where people

, live, where vegetable gardens are located, and where cows are pastured.

For WNP-2, in addition to the direct effluent monitoring, measurements will be
made on a number of types of samples from the surrounding area to det'ermine
the possible presence of radioactive contaminants which, for example, might
have been deposited on vegetation, or be present in drinking water outside the
plant, or incorporated into cow's milk from nearby farms.

The radiological effects of a nuclear power plant are well known and documented.
Accurate measurements of radiation and radioactive contaminants can be made with
very high sepsitivity so that much smaller amounts of radioisotopes can be
r'ecorded than can be associated with any possible known ill effects.
Furthermore, the effects of radiation on living systems have for decades been
subject to intensive investigation and consideration by individual scientists
as well as by select committees, occasionally constituted to objectively and
independently assess radiation dose effects. Although, as in the case of
chemical contaminants, there is debate about the exact extent of the effects
of very low levels of radiation, the limits. of deleterious effects are well
established and amenable to standard methods of risk analysis. Thus the upper
bound health risks to the maximally exposed member of the public outside of
the site boundaries can be readily quantified (the actual health risks for
very low doses and'dose rates may be zero). Further, the impacts on, and
risks to, the total population outside of the boundaries can also be
readily calculated and recorded.

5. 8. 1 Radiological Impacts from Routine Operations

5.8. l. 1 Radiation Exposure Pathways: Dose Commitments

There are many environmental pathway's through which persons may be exposed to
radiation originating in a nuclear power reactor. All of the potentially
meaningful exposure pathways are shown schematically .in Figure 5.2. When an
individual is exposed via one of these pathways, his dose is determined in
part by the amount of time he is in the vicinity of the source, or the amount
of time the radioactivity is retained in his body. The actual effect of „the
radiation or radioactivity is determined by calculating the dose commitment.
This dose commitment represents the total dose that would be received over a
50-yr. period, following the intake of radioactivity for 1 yr under the condi-
tions existing 15 yrs a'fter the"station begins operation (i.e., the mid-point
of station operation); However, with few exceptions, most of the internal dose
commitment for each nuclide fs given during the first few years after
exposure due to turnover of the nuclide by'hysiological processes and
radioactive decay.

There are a number of possible exposure pathways to man that can be studied to
determine whether the routine releases at the WNP-2 site are likely to have
any significant .impact on members of the general public living and working
outside of the site boundaries, and whether the releases will fn fact meet
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regulatory requirements. A detailed listing of these possibilities would
include external radiation exposure from the gaseous effluents, inhalation of
iodines and particulate contaminants in the air, drinking milk from a cow or
eating meat from an animal that feeds„ on open pasture near the site on which
iodines or particulates may have deposited, eating vegetables from a garden
near the site that may be contaminated by similar deposits, and eating fish
caught near the point of discharge of liquid effluents.

Other less significant pathways include: external irradiation from radionuclides
deposited on the ground surface, eating animals and food crops raised near the
site using irrigation water that may contain liquid effluents, shoreline
activities near lakes or streams that may be contaminated by effluents, and
direct radiation from within the plant itself. Note that for the WNP-2 site
there is no drinking water pathway of concern since the first drinking water
intake is ll miles down stream of th'e plant and radioactive decay and dilu-
tion of the plant effluent makes the effect negligible.

Calculations of the effects for most pathways are limited to a radius of 80 km.
This limitation is based on several facts. Experience has shown that all
significant dose commitments (>0. 1 mrems/yr) for radioactive effluents are
accounted for within a radius of 80 km from the plant. Beyond 80 km, the
doses to individuals are sma'lier than 0. 1 mrems/yr, which is far below
natural background doses, and the doses are subject to substantial uncertainty
because of limitations of predictive mathematical models.

The staff has made a detailed study of all of the above significant pathways
and has evaluated the radiation dose commitments both to the plant workers and
the general public for these pathways resulting from routine operation of the
WNP-2 Station. A discussion of these evaluations follows.

5.8. l. 1. 1 Occupational Radiation Exposure

Most of the dose to nuclear plant workers results from external exposure to
radiation from radioactive materials outside of the body rather than from
internal exposure from inhaled or ingested radioactive materials. The dose to
nuc'lear-plant workers varies from reactor to reactor; for environmental-impact
purposes it can be projected by using the experience to date with modern BWRs.
Recently licensed 1000-MWe BWRs are designed and operated in accordance with
the post-1975 regulatory requirements and guidance that place increased emphasis
on maintaining occupational exposure at nuclear power plants ALARA. These
requirements and guidance are outlined primarily in 10 CFR,Part, 20 (Ref. 25),
Standard Review Plan Chapter 12 (Ref. 28), and Regulatory Guide, 8.8 (Ref. 29}.

The applicant's proposed implementation of these requirements and guidelines
is reviewed by the NRC staff at the Construction-Permit and the Operating-License
stage of the licensing process, and the results of that review reported fn
the staff's Safety Evaluation Report for the WNP-2 Station. The license is
granted only after the review indicates that an ALARA program can be implemented.
In addition regular reviews of 'operating plants are performed to determine
whether the ALARA requirements are being met.

Based on actual operating experience, it has been observed that occupational
doses have varied considerably from plant to plant and from year to year.
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Average collective occupational dose information from 154 reactor years of
operation is available for those plants operating between 1974 and 1980. (The
year 1974 was chosen as a starting date for these data because the total average
rated capacity for reactors'or years prior to 1974 was below 500 HWe.) These
data indicate that the average reactor annual dose at BWRs has been about
740 person-rems, with some plants experiencing an average plant lifetime annual
dose as high as 1650 person-rems (Refs. 30 and 31). These dose averages are
based on widely varying yearly doses at BWRs. For example, for the period
mentioned above annual collective doses for BWRs have ranged from 44 to
3626 person-rems per reactor. However, the average annual dose per nuclear
plant worker of about 0.8 rem (Ref. 30), has not varied significantly during
this period. The worker dose limit, established by 10 CFR Part 20 is 3 rems/
quarter (if the average dose over the worker lifetime is being controlled to
5 rems/yr) or 1.25 rems/quarter (if it isn').
The wide range of annual doses experienced at U.S. BWRs (44 to 3626 person-rems)
depends on a number of factors such as the amount of required routine and
special maintenance, and the amount of reactor operations and in-plant surveil-
lance. Because these factors can vary widely and unpredictably, it is impossible
to determine in .advance a specific year-to-year or average annual occupational
radiation dose for a particular plant over its operating lifetime. The need
for high doses can occur, even at plants with radiation protection programs
designed to ensure that occupational radiation doses will be kept ALARA.

In recognition of the factors mentioned above, staff occupational dose estimates
for environmental impact purposes for WNP-2 are based on the conservative
assumption that the plant may have a higher-than-average level of special
maintenance work. Based on the staff's review of occupational dose data from
154 BWR operating years, the staff has projected that the occupational doses
for WNP-2 could average as much as 1650 person-rems/yr when averaged over the
life of the plant. However, actual year-to-year doses may differ greatly
from this average, depending on actual plant operating conditions.

In addition to the occupational radiation exposures discussed above, during
the period between the start of operation of WNP-2 and the start up of WNP-184,
construction .personnel working on WNP-184 will potentially be exposed to sources
of radiation from the operation of MNP-2. The applicant has estimated that the
annual dose commitment to construction personnel will be about 4.4 person-rems
per year. This radiation exposure will result predominantly from radioactive
nitrogen-16 in the steam passing through the WNP-2 turbine and penetrating the
turbine, the building and the air to where workers may be,'nd gaseous effluents
for plant. Based on experience with other light-water reactors, the staff-
finds that the applicant's estimate is reasonable.

- The risks of various occupations, including nuclear plant workers, are given
in the table below. (References and supporting text for this table are given
in the "Final Environmental Statment Related to Steam Generator Repair at
Turkey Point Plant, Units 3 and 4," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Report
NUREG-0743, March"1981). Based on the. comparisons in this table, the staff
concludes that the risk to nuclear plant workers from plant operation is
comparable to the risks associated with other occupations.
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Incidence of job-related fatalities

Occupational group
Fatality incidence rates

(premature deaths/10s person-year)

Underground metal miners
Uranium miners

Smelter workers

Mining
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries
Contract construction
Transportation and public utilities
Nuclear plant wor'ker

Manufacturing
Wholesale and retail trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate
Services

Total private sector

1275

422

194

61

35

33

24

23

7

6

3

3

10

5.8. 1.1.2 Public Radiation Exposure

~ Transportation of Radioactive Materials

The transportation of "cold" nuclear fuel to the reactor, of irradiated fuel
from the reactor to a fuel reprocessing plant, and of solid radioactive wastes
from the reactor to waste burial grounds is considered in paragraph a, 10 CFR
Part 51.20 (Ref. 26). The contribution of the environmental effects of such
transportation to the environmental costs of licensing the nuclear power
reactor is set forth in Table 5.3 from 10 CFR Part 51.20, reproduced below.
The cumulative dose to the exposed population as summarized in Table 5.3 is
very small when compared to the annual dose of 61,000 person-rems to this
same population or 26,000,000 person-rems to the U.S. population from back-
ground radiation.

~ Direct Radiation

Radiation fields are produced around nuclear plants as a result of radioactivity
within the reactor and its associated components, as well as a result of
radioactive effluent releases. Although these components are shielded, dose
rates observed around BWR plants from these plant components have varied from
undetectable levels to values on. the order of 100 mrems/yr at onsite locations
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where members of the general public were allowed. For newer BMR plants with a
standardized design, dose rates have been estimated using special calculational
modeling techniques. The calculated cumulative dose to the exposed population
from such a facility would be much less than 1 person-'rem/yr per unit,
insignificant when compared with the natural background dose.

Low-level radioactivity storage containers outside the plant are estimated to
make a dose contribution at the site boundary of less than 0. 1X of that due to
the nitrogen-16 transmitted radiation.

~ Radioactive Effluent Releases: Air and Mater

As pointed out in an earlier section, all effluents from the MNP-2 facility
will be subject to extensive decontamination, but small controlled quantities
of radioactive effluents will be released to the atmosphere and to the hydro-
sphere during normal operations.'stimates of site-specific radioisotope
release values have been developed on the basis of the description of opera-
tional and radwaste systems in the applicant's ER and FSAR and by using the
calculational model and parameters developed in NUREG-0016 (Ref. 32). This
has been supplemented by extensive use of the applicant's site and environmental
data in the ER and in subsequent answers to NRC staff questions, to, obtain a
complete picture of airborne and waterborne releases from the station.

These sma/1 amounts of effluents are then highly diluted by the air and water
into which they are released before they reach areas in which they interact
with activities of the general, public.

Radioactive effluents can be divided into several groups. Among the airborne
effluents the radioisotopes of the noble gases —krypton, xenon, and argon —do
not deposit on the ground or interact with living organisms;'herefore, the
noble gas effluents act primarily as a source of external radiation emanating
directly from the effluent plume. Oose calculations are performed for the
exclusion area boundary, and the Hanford Reservation boundary where the highest
external radiation doses to a member of the general public as a result of
gaseous eff'luents have been estimated to occur; these include the annual beta
and gamma air doses as well as the total body and skin doses from the plume at
that boundary location.

A second group of airborne effluents, consisting of particulates that remain
after filtration of airborne effluents in the plant prior to release, includes
fission products such as radionuclides of cesium and radioiodine.and corrosion
products such as radionuclides of cobalt and chromium. These radioisotopes
are deposited on the ground or vegetation, and in the human body during
inhalation. For this group of effluents,,estimates of direct external radia-
tion doses are made from deposits on the ground, as well as internal radiation
doses to total body, thyroid, bone and other organs from inhalation and from
consumption of vegetation, milk and meat. Concentrations of iodine .in the
thyroid are of particular importance in meeting the Appendix I design dose
objectives (10 CFR Part 50). E

A third group of airborne effluents consists of carbon-14 and -tritium (H-3),
which are released and are essentially unaffected by filtration in the plant.
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These nuclides do not deposit on the ground or on vegetation but are
incorporated into vegetation by physical and biological mechanisms such as
absorption of"water and'photosynthesis. The calculational models for these
radioisotopes consider, uptake into man primarily from inhalation and
consumption of vegetation, milk, and meat. These radionuclides contribute
uniform radiation doses to the entire body, and account for most of the total
body dose (and radiologic risk) to populations. Ooses from tritium and
carbon-14 are combined with those from the particulates for comparison to
one of the design objectives of Appendix I.

The waterborne effluent constituents could include fission products such as
nuclides of strontium and iodine; corrosion and activation products, such as
nuclides of sodium and manganese; and tritium as tritiated water. Calculations
estimate the internal doses (if any) from fish consumption, from water ingestion
(as drinking water), and from eating of meat or vegetables raised near the,
site on irrigation water, as well as any external radiation from recreational
use of the water past the point of discharge.

The release values for each group of effluents along with site-specific meteoro-
logical and hydrological data, serve as input to computerized radiation-dose
models that estimate the maximum radiation dose that would be received outside
the facility via a number of pathways for individual members of the public and
for the general public as a whole. These models and the radiation dose calcula-
tions are discussed in Regulatory Guide 1. 109 (Ref. 33) and in Appendix C 'of
this statement.

Examples of site-specific dose assessment calculations and discussions of
parameters involved are given in Appendix L. Ooses from all airborne effluents
except the noble gases are calculated for the location (e.g., site boundary,
garden, residence, milk cow, meat animal) where the highest radiation dose to
a member of the public from all applicable pathways has been established.
Only those pathways associated with airborne effluents that are known to exist
at a single location, are combined to calculate the total maximum exposure to
an exposed individual. Pathway doses associated with liquid effluents are
combined without regard to any single location, but they are assumed to be
associated with maximum exposure of an individual through other than gaseous-
effluent pathways.

5.8. 1.2 Radiological Impact on Humans

Although the doses calculated in Appendix L are based on radioactive-waste
treatment system capability, the actual radiological impact associated with
the operation of the MNP-2 nuclear power station will 'depend, in part, on the
manner in which the radioactive"waste treatment system is operated. Based on
its evaluation of the potentia'l performance of the ventilation and radwaste
treatment systems, the NRC staff has concluded that the systems as now proposed
are capable of controlling effluent releases to meet the dose-design objectives
of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 (Ref. 26).

The facility's operation will be governed by Radiological Effluent Technical
Specifications that will be based on the dose-desi n ob ectives of Appendix I.
Since" these design objective values were chosen to permit f exsbility of

e
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operation while still ensuring that plant operations are ALARA, the'actual
radiological impact of plant operation may result in doses close to the dose
design objectives. Even if this situation exists, the individual doses for
the member of the public subject to maximum exposure will still be very small
when compared to natural background doses'(~100 mrems/yr) or the dose limits
specified in 10 CFR Part 20 (500 mrems/yr - whole body).'s a result, the
staff concluded that there will be no measurable radiological impact on any
member of the public from routine operation of the plant.

Since December 1, 1979, the licensee has also been regulated according to
40 CFR Part 190, the Environmental Protection Agency's Environmental Radiation
Protection Standards for Nuclear'ower Operations (Ref. 27). These operating
standards specify that the annual dose equivalent must not exceed 25 mrems to
the whole body, 75 mrems to the thyroid, and 25 mrems to any other organ of
any member of the public as the result of exposures to planned discharges of
radioactive materials (radon and its daughters excepted) to the general environ-
ment from all uranium-fuel-cycle operations and radiation from these operations
that can be expected to affect a given individual: The staff further concluded
that under normal operations the MNP-2 s'ite is"capable of operating within
these guidelines.

5.8. 1.3 Radiological Impacts on Biota Other Than Humans

Depending on the pathway and radiation source, terrestrial and aquatic biota
will receive doses that are approximately the same or somewhat higher than
humans receive. Although guidelines have not been established for acceptable
limits for radiation exposure to species other than human, it is generally
agreed that the limits established for humans are also conservative for other
species. Experience has shown that it is the maintenance of population
stability that fs crucial to the su'rvival of a species, and species in most
ecosystems suffer rather high mortality rates from natural causes.

Mhile the existence of extremely radiosensitive biota is possible, and while
increased radiosensitivity in organisms may result from environmental interac-
tions with other stresses (for example, heat or biocides), no biota have yet
been discovered that show a sensitivity (in terms of increased morbidity or
mortality) to radiation exposures as low as those expected in the area sur-
rounding the MNP-2 station. Furthermore, at all nuclear plants for which
radiation exposure to biota other than humans has been analyzed (Ref. 34), ,
there have been no cases of expo'sure that can be considered significant in
terms of harm to the species,'or that approach the limits for exposure to
members of the public that are permitted by 10 CFR Part 20 (Ref: 25). The
1972 BEIR Report (Ref. 35) concluded" that the evidence to date indicates that
no other living organisms are very much more radiosensitive than humans;
therefore,. no measurable radiological impact on populations of biota is
expected as a result of the routine operation of this plant.

5.8. 1.4 Radiological Monitoring
C

Radiological'nvironmental monitoring programs are established to provide data
on measurable levels of radiation and radioactive materials in the site environs.
Such monitoring programs are conducted to verify the effectiveness of in-plant
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systems used to control the release of radioactive materials and to ensure
that unanticipated buildups of radioactivity will not occur in the environment.
Secondarily, the monitoring programs could identify the highly unlikely existence
of unmonitored releases of radioactivity. A surveillance (Land Census) programis established to identify changes in the use of unrestricted areas to provide
a basis for modifications of the monitoring programs.

These programs are discussed in greater detail in NRC Regulatory Guide 4. 1,
Rev. 1, "Programs for Monitoring Radioactivity in the Environs of Nuclear
Power Plants," (Ref. 36) and the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical
Position, Rev. 1, November 1979, "An Acceptable Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Program." (Ref. 37),

5.8. 1.4. 1 Preoperational

The preoperational phase of the monitoring program should provide for the
measurement of background levels of radioactivity and radiation and their
variations along the anticipated important pathways in the areas surrounding
the plant, the training of personnel and the evaluation of procedures, equipmen
and techniques. The applicant proposed a radiological environmental-monitoring
program to meet these objectives in the ER and it was discussed in the FES-CP.
This early program has been updated; ft is presented in Section 6. 1.6 of the
applicant's ER-OL and is summarized here in Table 5.4a. The NRC required
detection capabilities are shown in Table 5.4b.

The applicant states that the preoperational program has been implemented at
least two years prior to initial criticality to document preexisting levels ofdirect radiation and concentrations of radionuclides in the environment. The
preoperational program will continue up to the initial criticality at which
time the operational radiological monitoring program will commence.

The staff has reviewed the preoperational environmental monitoring plan of the
applicant and finds that it is generally acceptable as presented. However,
the current NRC staff position is that a total of about 40 dosimetry stations
(or recording dose-rate instruments) should be placed as follows: (1) an inner
ring of stations in the general area of the site boundary and an outer ring in
the 4 to 5 mile range from the site with 1 station in each 22.5 degree sector
(16 sectors x 2 rings = 32 stations). The remaining 8 detectors would be in
special interest areas such as population centers, nearby residences, schools
and in 2 or 3 areas as control stations. Because of the unique nature of the
WNP-2 site (adjacent to MNP-184 and its location on a highly monitored govern-
ment site) it is possible that the requirements have been met. That determina-
tion will be made before issuance of Radiological Monitoring Technical
Specifications.

5.8. 1.4. 2 Operational

The operational, offsite radiological-monitoring program is conducted to
measure radiation levels and radioactivity in plant environs. It assists and
provides backup support to the effluent-monitoring program as recommended in
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.21, "Measuring, Evaluating and Reporting Radioactivity
in Solid Mastes and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and Gaseous
Effluents from Light- Mater Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." (Ref. 38)
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The applicant states that the operational program will in essence be a
continuation of the preoperational program described above with some periodic
ad$ ustmeht of sampling frequencies in expected crftica1 exposure pathways.
The proposed operational program will be'eviewed prior to plant operation.
Modification will be based upon anomalies and/or exposure, pathway variations
observed during the preoperational program.

The final operational-monitoring program proposed by the applicants will be
reviewed in detail by the staff, and the specifics of the required monitoring
program will be incorporated into the Radiological Technical Specifications
for the Operating License.

5.8.1.5 Impacts from the Uranium Fuel Cycle

The Uranium Fuel Cycle rule (44 FR 45362) reflects the latest information
relative to the reprocessing of spent fuel and to radioactive waste management
as discussed in NUREG-0116, Environmental Survey of the Reprocessing and
Waste Management Portions of the LWR Fuel Cycle (Ref. 39}, and NUREG-0216
(Ref. 40); which presents staff responses to comments on NUREG-0116. The rule
also considers other environmental factors of the uranium fuel cycle, including
aspects of mining and milling, isotopic enrichment, fuel fabrication, and
management of low- and high-level wastes. These are described in the AEC
report MASH-1248, Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle (Ref. 4l).
The Commission also directed that an explanatory narrative be developed that
would convey in understandable terms the significance of releases in the table.
The narrative was also to address such important fuel cycle impacts as environ-
mental dose commitments and health effects, socioeconomic impacts and cumulative
impacts, where these are appropriate for generic treatment. This explanatory
narrative was published in the Federal Register on March 4, 1981 (46 FR 15154-
15175). Appendix K contains a number of sections that address those impacts
of the fuel cycle that reasonably appear to have significance for individual
reactor licensing sufficient to warrant attention for NEPA purposes.

E

Table S-3 of the final rule is reproduced as Table 5.5 herein. Specific
categories of natural resource use included in the table'elate to land use,'ater consumption and thermal effluents, radioactive releases, burial of
transuranic and high- and low-level wastes, and radiation doses from transpor-
tation and occupationa'l exposures. the contributions fn the Table for
reprocessing, waste management, and transportation'of wastes are maximized
for either of the two fuel cycles (uranium only and no recycle); that is,
the cycle that results in the greater impact is used.

Appendix K contains a description of the environmental impact assessment of
the uranium fuel cycle as related to the operation of the WNP-2 Nuclear Power
Station. The environmental impacts are based on the values given in Table 5-3
(Table 5.5) and on an analysis of the, radiological impact from radon, releases.
The staff finds that the environmental impact of WNP"2 on the U.S. population
from radioactive gaseous and liquid releases (including radon) due to the
uranium fuel cycle is inconsequential when compared to the impact of natural
background radiation. In addition, the non-radiological impacts of the uranium
fuel cycle are found to be acceptable.
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5.8.2 POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

5.8.2.1 Plant Accidents
If p

The staff has considered the potential radiological impacts on the environment
of possible accidents at WNP-2 in accordance with a Statement of Interim Policy
ublished by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on June 13,,l980 (Ref. 43).
he following discussion reflects these considerations and conclusions.

The first section deals with general characteristics of nuclear power plant
accidents includihg a brief summary of safety measures to minimize the prob-ability of their occurrence and to mitigate their consequences if they shouldoccur.'lso described are the important properties of radioactive materials
and the pathways by'hich they could be transported to become environmental
hazards. Potential adverse health effects and impacts on society associatedwith. actions to avoid such health effects are also identified.
Next, actual experience with nuclear power plant accidents and their observed
health effects and other societal impacts are then described. This is followed
by a summary revfew of safety features of the WNP-2 facilities and of the site

. that act to mitigate the consequences of accidents.

The results of calculations of the potential consequences of accidents that
have been postulated in the design basis are then given. Also descrfbed are
the results of calculations for the WNP-2 site using probabilistic methods to
estimate the possible impacts and the risks associated with severe accident
sequences of exceedingly low probability of occurrence.

5.8.2.1. 1 General Characteristics of Accidents

The term "accident," as used in this section, refers to any unintentional event
not addressed in. Sections 5.8. 1 that results in a release of radioactive materials
into the environment. The predominant focus, therefore, is on events that can
lead to releases substantially in excess of permissfble limits for normal opera-
tion. Such limits are specified in the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR
Part 20.

There are several features which combine to reduce the risk associated with
accidents at nuclear power plants. Safety features in the design, construction,
and operation comprising, the first line .of defense are to a very large extent
devoted to the prevention of the release of these radioactive materials fromtheir normal places of confinement within the'plant. There are also a numberof additional lines of defenses that are designed to mitigate the conseauences

. of failures in the first line. Descriptfons of these features for the HNP-2
plant may be found in the applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report (Ref. 43),
and in the staff's Safety Evaluation Report (Ref. 44). The most important
mitigative features are described in Section 5.8.2.1.3 below.

1

The safety features are designed takfng into consideration the specific
locations of radioactive materials witfifn the plant, their amounts, their
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nuclear, physical, and chemical properties, and their relative tendency to
be transported into and for creating biological hazards fn the environment.

5. 8. 2. l. l.j. Fission Product Characteristics

By far the largest inventory of radioactive material in a nuclear power plant
fs produced as a byproduct of the fission process and is located in the uranium
oxide fuel pellets in the the reactor core in the form of fission products.
During periodic refueling shutdowns, the assemblies containing these fuel pellets
are transferred to a spent fuel storage pool so that the second largest inventory
of,, radioactive material is located in this storage area. Much smaller inven-
tories of radioactive materials are also normally present in the, water that
circulates in the reactor coolant system and in the systems used to process
gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes in the plant.

These radioactive materials exist in a variety of physical and chemical forms.
Their potential for dispersion into the environment,is dependent not only on
mechanical forces that might physically transport them, but also upon their .

inherent properties, particu]ar ly their volatility. The majority of these
materials exist as nonvolatile solids over a wide range of temperatures. Some,
however, are relatively volatile solids and a few are gaseous in nature. These
characteristics have a significant bearing upon the assessment of the environ-
mental radiological impact of accidents.

The gaseous materials include radioactiv'e forms of the chemcially inert noble
gases krypton and xenon. These have 'the highest potential for release into
the atmosphere. If a reactor accident were to occur involving degradation of
the fuel cladding, the release of substantfa] quantities of these radioactive
gases from the fuel is a virtual certainty. Such accidents are very low fre-
quency but credible events (cf Section 5.8.2. 1.2). It is for this reason that
the safety .analysis of each nuclear power plant analyzes a hypothetical, design
basis accident that postulates the release of the entire contained inventory
of radioactive noble gases from the fuel into the containment system. If further
released to the environment as a possible result of failure of safety features,
the hazard to individuals from these nob]e gases wou]d arise predominant]y
through the external gamma radiation from the airborne plume. The reactor
containment system is designed to minimize this'ype of release.

k

Radioactive forms of iodine are formed in substantial quantities in the fuel
by the fission process and in some chemical forms may be quite volatile. For
these reasons, they have traditionally been regarded as having a relatively
high potential for re]ease from the fuel. If released to the environment, the
principal radiological hazard associated with the radioiodines is ingestion
into the human body and subsequent concentration in the thyroid gland. Because
of this, its potential for release to the atmosphere is reduced by the use of
special systems designed to retain the iodine.

The chemical forms in which -the fission product radioiodines are found are
generally solid materials at room temperature, however, so that they have a
strong, tendency to condense (or "plate out") upon cooler surfaces. In addition,
most of the iodine compounds are quite soluble in, or chemica]ly reactive with,
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water. 'lthough these properties do not inhibit the release of radioiodines
from degraded fuel, they do act to mitigate the release from containment systemsthat have large interna] surface areas and that contain large quantities of
water as a result of an accident. The same properties affect the behavior of
radioiodines that may "escape" into the atmosphere. Thus, if rainfall occurs
during a release, or if there is moisture on exposed surfaces, e.g., dew, the
radioiodines will show a strong tendency to be absorbed by the moisture.

Other radioactive materials formed during the operation of a nuclear power plant
have lower volatilities and therefore, by comparison with the noble gases and
iodine, a much smaller tendency to escape from degraded fuel unless the tempera-
ture of the fuel becomes very high. By the same token, such materials, if they
escape by volatilization from the fuel, tend to condense quite rapidly to solid
form again when transported to a lower temperature region and/or dissolve in
water when present. The former mechanism can have the result of producing somesolid particles of sufficiently small size to be carried'some distance by a
moving stream of gas or air. If such particul'ate materials are dispersed into
the atmosphere as a result of failure of the containment barrier, they will
tend to be carried downwind and deposit on surface features by gravitationalsettling or by precipitation (fallout), where they will become "contamination"
hazards in the environment.

All of these radioactive materials exhibit the property of radioactive decay
with characteristic half-lives ranging from fractions of a,second to many days.
or years (see Table 5.8). Many of them decay through a sequence or chain of
decay processes and all eventually become stable (nonradioactive) materials.
The radiation emitted during .these decay processes is the reason that they are
hazardous materials.

5.8.2. 1. 1. 2 Ex os ure Pathwa s

The radiation exposure (hazard) to individuals is determined by their proximity
to the radioactive material, the duration of exposure, and factors that act to
shield the individual from the radiation. Pathways for the transport of radiation
and radioactive materials that lead to radiation exposure hazards to humans
are generally the same for accidental as for "normal" releases. These are depicted'in Section 5.8. 1, Figure 5-2. There are two additional possible pathways that
could be significant for accident releases that are not shown in Figure 5.2.
One of these is the fallout onto open bodies of water of radioactivity initially
carried in the air. The second would be unique to an accident that results in
temperatures inside the reactor core sufficiently high to cause melting arid
subsequent penetration of the basemat under'lying the reactor by the. molten core
debris. This creates the potential for the release of radioactive material
into the hydrosphere through contact with ground water. These pathways may
lead to external exposure to radiation, a'nd to internal exposures if
radioactivity is inhaled, or ingested from contaminated food or water.

It is characteristic of these pathways that during the transport of radioactive
material by wind or by water, the material tends to spread and disperse, like
a plume of smoke from a smokestack, becoming less concentrated fn larger volumes
of air or water. The result of these natural processes is to lessen the intensity
of exposure to individuals downwind or downstream of the point of release, but
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they also tend to increase the number who may be exposed. For a release into
the atmosphere, the degree to which dispersion reduces the concentration in
the plume at any downwind point is governed by the turbulence characteristics
of the atmosphere which vary considerab1y with time and from place to place.
This fact, taken in conjunction with the variability of wind direction and the
presence or absence of precipitation, means that consequences of accidental
releases to the atmosphere would be very much dependent upon the weather
conditions existing at the time.

5.8.2.1.1.3 Health Effects

The cause and effect re'lationships between'radiation exposure and adverse health "

effects are quite complex (Ref. 45a) but they have been more exhaustively studied
than for any other environmental contaminant.

Mhole-'body radiation exposure resu1ting in a dose greater than about 10 rem
for a few persons and about 25 rem for nearly all people over a short period
of time (hours) is necessary before any physiological effects to an individual .

are clinically detectable. Doses about ten'o twenty times larger, also received
over a relative'ly short period of time (hours to a few days), can be expected
to cause some fatal injuries. At the severe, but extremely low probability
end of the accident spectrum, exposures of these magnitudes are theoretically
possible for persons in the close proximity of such accidents if measures are
not or cannot be taken to provide protection, e. g., by"sheltering or evacuation.

1

Lower levels of exposures may also constitute a health risk, but the ability
to define a direct cause and effect relationship between a known exposure to
radiation and any given health effect is difficult, given the backdrop of the
many other possible reasons why a particular effect is observed in a specific
individual. For this reason, it is necessary to assess such effects on a
statistical basis. Such effects include randomly occurring cancer in the
exposed population and genetic changes in future generations after exposure of
a prospective parent. Cancer in the exposed population may begin to develop
on'ly after a lapse of 2 to 15 years (latent period) from the time of exposure
and then continue over a period of about 30 years (plateau period). However,
in the case of exposure of fetuses (in utero), cancer may begin to develop at
birth (no latent period) and end at age~10 i.e., the p1ateau period is 10 years).
The health consequences model currently being used is based on the 1972 BEIR
Report of the National Academy of Sciences (Ref. 46)

Most authorities are in agreement that a reasonable and probably conservative
estimate of the randomly occurring health effects of low levels of radiation
exposure to a large number of people is within the range of about 10 to
500 potential cancer deaths per million person-rem (although zero is not
excluded by the data). The range comes from the latest NAS BEIR III Report
(Ref. 47) (1980) which also indicates a probable value of about 150. This
value is virtually identical to the value of about 140 used in the current NRC
health effects models. In addition, approximately 220 randomly occurring
genetic changes per million person-rem wou1d be projected by BEIR III over
succeeding generations. That also compares well with the value of about
260 per million person-rem currently used by the NRC staff.
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5.8.2. 1. 1.4 Health Effects Avoidance

Radiation hazards in the environment tend to disappear by the natural process
of radioactive decay. Where the decay process is a slow one, however, and where
the material becomes relatively fixed in its location as an environmental con-
taminant (e.g., in soil), the hazard can continue to exist for a relatively
long period of time—months, years, or even decades. Thus, a possible conse-
quential societal impact of severe accidents is the avoidance of the health
hazard rather than the health hazard itself, by restrictions on the use of the
contaminated property or contaminated foodstuffs, milk, and drinking water.
The potential economic impacts that this can cause are discussed below.

5.8.2.1.2 Accident Ex erience and Observed Im acts

The evidence of accident frequency and impacts in the past is a useful indicator
of future probabilities and impacts. As of mid-1981, there were 71 commercial
nuclear power reactor units licensed for operation in the United States at

'0

sites with power generating capacities ranging from 50 to 1130 megawatts
electric (MWe). (WNP-2 is designed for 1145 MWe.) The combined experience
with these units represents approximately 500 reactor years of operation over
an elapsed time of about 21 years. Accidents have occurred at several of these
facilities (Ref. 48). Some of these have resulted in releases of radioactive
material to the environment, ranging from very small fractions of a curie to a
few million curies. None is known to have caused any radiation injury or
fatality to any member of the public, nor any significant individual or
collective public radiation exposure, nor any significant contamination of the
environment. This experience base, is not large enough to permit a reliable
quantitative statistical inference. It does, however, suggest that significant
environmental impacts due to accidents are very unlikely to occur over time
periods of a few decades.

Melting or severe degradation of reactor fuel has occurred in only one of these
units, during the accident at Three Mile Island - Unit 2 (TMI-2) on March 28,
1979. In addition to the release of a few million curies of xenon-133, it has
been estimated that approximately 15 curies of radioiodine was also released
to the environment at TMI-2 (Ref. 49). This amount represents an extremely
minute fraction of the total radioiodine inventory present in the reactor at "

the time of the accident. No other radioactive fission products were released
in measurable quantity.

i ties
a few

l

It has been estimated that the maximum cumulative offsite radiation dose to an
individual was less than 100 millirem (Refs. 49, 50). The total population
exposure has been estimated to be in the range from about 1000 to 3000 person-rem.
This exposure could produce between none and one additional fatal cancer over
the lifetime of the exposed'opulation. The same population receives each year
from natural background radiation about 240,000 person-rem and approximately a
half-million cancers are expected to develop in this group over its lifetime,
(Refs. 49, 50) primarily from causes 'other than radiation. Trace quant
(barely above the limit of detectability) of radioiodine were found in
samples of milk produced in the area. No other food or water supplies
affected.
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0
Accidents at nuclear power plants have also caused occupational injuries and a

few fatalities but none attributed to radiation exposure. Individual worker
exposures have ranged up to about 4 rems as a direct consequence of accidents,
but the collective worker exposure levels (person-rem) due to accidents are a

small fraction of the exposures experienced during normal, routine operations=
that average about 500 person-rem per reactor year.

Accidents have also occurred at other nuclear reactor facilities in the United
States and in other countries (Ref. 48). Oue to inherent differences in design,
construction, operation, and purpose of most of these other facilities, their
accident record has only indirect relevance to current nuclear power plants.
Melting of reactor fuel occurred in at least seven of these accidents, includ-
ing the one in 1966 at the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Pl.ant Unit 1. This was a

sodium-cooled fast breeder demonstration reactor designed to generate 61 t@e.

The damages were repaired and the reactor reached full power in four years
following the accident. It operated successfully and completed -its mission in
1973. This accident did not release any radioactivity to the environment.

A reactor accident in 1957 at Mindscale, England released a significant quantity
of radioiodine, approximately 20,000 curies, to the environment. This reactor,
which was not operated to generate electricity, used air rather than water to
cool the uranium fuel. Ouring a special operation to heat the lar'ge amount of
graphite in this reactor, the fuel overheated and radioiodine and noble gases
were released directly to the atmosphere from a 405-foot stack. Milk produced
in a 200-square mile area around the facility was impounded for up to 44 days.
This kind of accident cannot occur in a water-cooled reactor like MNP-2, however.

5. 8. 2. l. 3 Miti ation of Accident Conse uences

In accordance with the Atomic energy Act of 1959, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is conducting a safety evaluation of the application to operate MNP-2.

Although the safety evaluation will contain more detailed information on plant
designs, the principal design features are presented in the following section.

5.8.2.1.3.1 Oesign Features

The design includes features that are for preventing accidental release of
radioactive fission products from the fuel and to lessen the consequences
should such a release occur. Many of the design and operating specifications
of these features are derived from the analysis of postulated events known as
design basis accidents. These accident preventive and mitigative features are
collectively referred to as engineered safety features (ESF). The possibilities
or probabilities of failure of these features is incorporated in the assessments
discussed in Section 5:8.2. 1.4.

. II

The ESF of the plant can be divided into four general groups. Containment
systems, emergency core cooling systems, habitability systems and fission
product removal and control systems. N

The containment systems consist of five subsystems: primary containment,
secondary containment (or reactor .buliding) containment heat removal system,
containment isolation systems and combustible gas control. These five sub-
systems can prvide a physical barrier as well as containment isolation for
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accidental radioactivity releases to the environment. They also assure contain-
ment integrity following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is designed to provide cooling water to
the reactor core during an accident to 'prevent or minimize fuel damage. The
system includes the high pressure core spray (HPCS}, low pressure core spray
(LPCS), low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) and automatic depressurization
system (ADS).

In the event of a LOCA, operating personnel within the control room are
protected from airborne radioactivity by the" control room habitability systems
which will pressurize the control room with filtered air draft from either of
two separate remote fresh air intakes. Redundant radiation monitors at each
of the two remote intake headers are provided.

The Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) is designed to establish and maintain
a negative pressure in the secondary 'containment following the signal for its
isolation in the event of release of radioactivity to this building in an
accident. Negative pressure, with respect to the outside atmosphere, would
prevent out-leakage of radioactivity from this building to the environment
except along'the release path controlled by the SGTS. Radioactive iodine and
particulate fission products would be substantially removed from the flow
stream by safety-grade activated charcoal and high-efficiency particulate airfilters.
The main steam isolation valve leakage control system is designed to control
the release of fission products through the main steam isolation valves. This
system directs the leakage through these valves to the area served by the
SGTS. The spent fuel storage pool is located in the secondary containment where
potential radioactive leakage from the stored fuel can be directed through the
STGS.

The mechanical systems mentioned above are supplied with emergency power from
onsite diesel generators in the event that normal offsite station power is
interrupted.

Much more extensive discussions of the safety features and characteristics of
WP-2 may be found in the applicant's Final Safety Report (Ref. 43}. The staff
evaluation of these features will be addressed in a forthcoming Safety Evaluation
Report. In addition, the implementation of the lessons learned from the TMI-2
accident, in the form of improvements in design and procedures, and operator
training, will significantly reduce the likelihood of a degraded core accident
which could result in large releases of fission products to the containment.
Specifically, the applicant will be required'o meet those TMI-related require-
ments specified in NUREG-0737. As noted in Section 5.8.2. 1.4.7, no credit has
been taken for these actions and improvements in discussing the radiological
risk of accidents in this supplement.

5.8. 2. 1. 3. 2 Site Features
I

The NRC's reactor site criteria, 10 CFR Part 100, require that the site for
every power reactor have certain characteristics that tend to reduce the risk
and potential impact of accidents. The discussion that follows briefly describes
the site for the MNP-2 reactor and how it meets these requirements.
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First, the site has an exclusion area as required by 10 CFR Part '100. The boundary
of the exclusion area is a circle with its center„at the reactor and a radius
of 1950 meters (6400 feet). There are no residents within the exclusion area.
Industrial facilities located in the site area are the H. J. Ashe Substation
and the Mashington Public Power Supply Systems (MPPSS) Nuclear Pro)ects No. 1

and 4. A highway and a railroad traverse the exclusion area. Other than these
facilities there are no activities unrelated to the operation of WNP-2 within
the exclusion area. Both WNP-1 and 4 and their respective access roads will
be owned and operated by WPPSS. The 1950 meter radius exlusion area extends
outside the plant property. All land outside the plant property but within
the exclusion area is owned'by the United States and i's managed by the U. S.

Department of Energy (DOE) as part of the Hanford site. The applicant has
obtained a long- term lease from DOE over this area which gives it the
authority, required by Part 100, to determine all activities in this area. In
case of emergency, the applicant has made arrangements with Federal and state
authorities to control traffic on the routes traversing the exclusion area,
including possible removal of personnel at the Ashe substation. Second,
beyond and surrounding the exlusion area is a low population zone (LPZ), also
required by 10 CFR Part 100. The LPZ for the WNP-2 reactor is defined as all
land within 4.8 kilometers (three miles) of the site. Within this zone the
applicant must assure that there is a reasonable probability that appropriate
and effective measures could be taken on behalf of the residents and other
members of -the., public in the event of a serious accident. There are no
residents presently within the'LPZ. In case of a radiological emergency, the
applicant has made arrangements to carry out protective actions, including
evacuation of personnel in the vicinity of the nuclear plant. For further
details, see the following section on Emergency Preparedness.

II

Third,, Part 100 also requires that the nearest population center of'bout 25,000
or more persons be no closer than one and one-third times the outer radius of
the LPZ. Since accidents of greater potential hazards than those commonly
postulated as representing an upper limit are conceivable, although highly
improbable, it was considered desirable to add the population center distance
requirement in Part 100 to provide for potection against exdessive exposure
doses to people in large centers.

The nearest population center is the City of Richland, Washington (1980 estimated
population of 33,512), located about 19 kilometers (12 miles) S to SSE to the
site. This distance is at least 1 1/3 times the low population zone distance,
as required by Part 100.

The nearest significant transient population is located at DOE area 400 (HEDL)
located about 5 to 6 kilometers (3 to 4 miles) SW of the plant. The employment
level at area 400 is currently 1187.

The safety evaluation of the WNP-2 site has also included a review of potential
external hazards, i.e., activities offsite that might adversely affect the
operation of the plant and cause an accident. This review encompasses nearby
industrial, transportation, and military facilities that might create explosive,
missile, toxic gas, or similar hazards. The staff has concluded that the hazards
from nearby industrial, military,-mining, pipelines, air transportation, waterways,
and highways are negligibly small. The evaluation of the DOE railway which
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passes through the site has not yet been completed. The results will 'be
reported in the staff's forthcoming Safety Evaluation Report or supplement
thereto.

5.8.2. 1.3.3 Emer enc Pre aredness

The applicant has submitted an upgraded Emergency Plan (Ref. 51) for Washington
Nuclear Project 2 (WNP-2) dated April 1981. The Emergency Plan represents a
consolidation of the three Emergency Plans for WNP-1, 2, nd 4 into one document
and is based on WNP-2 being in an operational status and WNP-1/4 under construc-
tion. Revisions will be made in the Plan as WNP-1 and WNP-4 become operational.
The WNP-2 Emergency Plan was developed in response to.the requirements of
Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for
Production and Utilization Facilities," which established minimum requirements
for an'cceptable state of onsite emergency preparedness, and 10 CFR 50.47
"Emergency Plans" which specifies standards which must be met for both onsIte
and offsite emergency response.

The staff has initiated a review of the Emergency Preparedness Plan for the
WNP-2 site. This review is part of a compreliensive staff effort to evaluate
,the overall adequacy and effectiveness .of the aplicant's total emergency
prepairedness progr'am. 'The review effort will include an onsite appraisal of
the emergency preparedness program and a fullscale exercise involving both
onsite and offsite response agencies.

NRC and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) have agreed that FEMA
will make a finding and determination as to the adequacy of State and local
government Emergency Response Plans. NRC will determine the adequacy of the
applicant's Emergency Response Plans with respect to the standards listed in
Section 50.47(b) of 10 CFR Part 50, the requirements of Appendix E to 10'FR
Part 50, and the guidance contained in NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP 1, Revision 1,
"Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response
Plans and Prepared in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," dated November 1980.
After the above determinations by NRC and FEMA, the NRC will make a finding
in the licensing process as to the overall and 'integrated state of preparedness.
In accordance with Section 50. 47(a) of 10 CFR Part 50, an operating license
will not be issued'nless the overall finding is such that the state of onsite
and offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency.

5. 8.2. 1.4 Accident Risk and Im act Assessment

5.8.2. 1.4. 1 Desi n Basis Accidents

As a means of assuring that certain features of WNP-2 meet acceptable design
and performance criteria, both the applicant and the staff have analyzed the
potential consequences of a number of postulated accidents. Some of these
could lead to significant releases of radioactive materials to the environment,
and calculations have been performed to estimate the potential radiolog'ical
consequences to persons offsite. For each postulated initiating event, the



potential radiological consequences cover a considerable range of values
depending upon the particular course taken by the accident and the conditions,
including wind direction and weather, prevalent during the accident.

In the safety analysis and evaluation of MNP-2,'three categories of accidents
have been considered by the applicant and the staff. These categories are
based upon their probability of occurrence and include (a) incidents of
moderate frequency, i.e., events that can reasonably be expected to occur
during any year of operation, (b) infrequent accidents, i.e., events that
might occur once during the lifetime of the plant, and (c) limiting faults,
i.e. accidents not expected to occur but that have the potential for signi-
ficant releases of radioactivity. The radiological consequences of incidents
in the first category, also called, anticipated operational occurrences, are
discussed in Section 5. 8. 1. Initiating events postulated in the second and

third categories for MNP-2 are shown in Table 5.6. These are collectively
designated design basis accidents in that specific design and operatinq
features as described above in Section 5.8. 2. l. 3.j. are provided to limst
their ootential radiological consequences. Approximate radiation doses that
might be received by a person at the nearest site boundary (1950 meters (6400
feet) from the plant) are also shown in the table, along with a characteri-
zation of the time duration of the releases. The results shown in the table
reflect the expectation that engineered safety and operating features designed
to mitigate the consequences of the postulated accidents would function as

intended.

An important implication of this expectation is that the radioactive releases
considered are limited to noble gases and radioiodines and that 'any other
radioactive materials e.g., in particulate form, are not expected to be

released. The results are also quasi-probabilistic in nature in the sense
that the meteorological dispersion conditions are taken to be neither the
best nor the worst for the site, but rather at an average value determined
by actual site measurements. In order to contrast the results of these
calculations with those using mo'e pessimistic, or conservative, assumptions
described below, the doses shown in Table 5.6 are sometimes referred to as
"realistic" doses. These dose calculations are still estimates, but the
doses are not of high concern, since the resultant risks are small compared
to the risks associated with the more severe "class 9 accidents."

Calculated population exposures for these events range from a small fraction
of a person-rem to about 3 person-rem for the population within 80 kilometers
(50 miles) of MNP-2. These calculations for both individual and population
exposures indicate that the risk of incurring any adverse health effects as
a consequence of design basis accidents is exceedingly small. By comparison
with the estimates of radiological impact for normal operations shown in
Section 5.8.1 we also conclude that radiation exposures from design basis
accidents are roughly comparable to the exposures to individuals and the
population from normal station operations over the expected lifetime of the
plant. ~

The staff has also carried out calculations to estimate the potential upper
bounds for individual exposures from the same initiating accidents in
Table 5.6 for the purpose of implementing the provisions of 10 CFR Part 100,



"Reactor Site Criteria." For these calculations, much more pessimistic
(conservative or worst case) assumptions are made as to the course taken by the
accident and the prevailing conditions. These assumptions include much larger
amounts of radioactive material released by the initiating events, additional
single failures in equipment; operation of ESFs in a degraded mode,* and
very poor meteorological dispersion conditions.

The results of these calculations show that, for these events, the limiting
whole-body exposures are not expected to exceed 9 rem to any individual at the
site boundary. They also show that radioiodine releases have the potential
for offsite exposures,ranqing up to about 120 rem to the thyroid. For such an
exposure to occur',. an ind1vidual would have to be located at a point on the
site boundary where the radioiodine concentr'ation in the plume has its highest
value and inhale at a breathing rate characteristic of a person jogging, for a
period of two hours. The health risk to an individual receiving such a thyroid
exposure is the potential appearance of benign or malignant thyroid nodules in
about 54 out of 100 cases, and the development of a fatal cancer in about 2 out
of 1000 cases.

None of the calculations of the impacts of design basis accidents described in
this section take into consideration possible reductions in individual or
population exposures as a result of taking any protective actions.

5.8.2. 1.4.2 Probabilistic Assessment of Severe Accidents

In this and the following three sections, there is a discussion of the probabil-
ities and consequences of accidents of greater severity than the design basis
accidents identified in the previous section. As a class, they are considered
less 'likely to occur, but their consequences could be more severe, both for
the plant itself and for the environment. These severe accidents, heretofore
frequently called Class 9 accidents, are different from design basis accidents
in two primary respects: they involve substantial physical deterioration of
the fuel in the reactor core, including over heating to the point of melting,
and they involve deterioration of the capability of the containment system to
perform its intended function of limiting the release of radioactive materials
to the environment.

The assessment methodology employed is that described in the Reactor Safety
Study (RSS) which was published in 1975 (Ref. 52)."* However, the sets of acci-
dent sequences that were found in the RSS to be the dominant contributors to, the

yt,h ,i dt p t1 kg i f
that which can be demonstrated by testing, as provided in 10 CFR Part 100.11(a).

"~Because this report has been the subject of considerable controversy,
a discussion of the uncertainties surrounding it is provided in
Section 5.8.2.1.4.7.
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risk in the prototype BWR (Peach Bottom Unit 2) have recently been updated
(Ref. 53) ("rebaselined"). The rebaselining has been done largely to incor-
porate peer group comments (Ref. 54), and better data and analytical techniques
resulting from research and development after the publication of the RSS.
Entailed in the rebaselining effort was the evaluation of the individual
dominant accident sequences as they are understood to evolve. The earlier
technique of grouping a number of accident sequences into the encompassing
Release Categories as was done in the RSS has been largely= eliminated.

MNP-2 is a General Electric designed BWR having similar design and operating
characteristics to the RSS prototype BWR. Therefore, the present assessment
for WNP-2 has used as its starting point the rebaselined accident sequences
and sequence groups referred to above, and more fully described in Appendix 0.
Characteristics of the sequences (and sequence groups) used (all of which
involve partial to complete melting of the reactor core) are shown ia Table
5. 7. Sequences initiated by natural phenomena such as tornadoes, floods, or
seismic events and those that could be initiated by deliberate acts of
sabotage are not included in these event sequences. The radiological con-
sequences of such events would not be different in kind from those which have
been treated. Moreover, it is the staff's judgment; based upon design require-
ments of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, relating to effects of natural phenomena,
and safeguards requirements of 10 CFR Part 73; that these events do not
contribute significantly to risk.

Calculated probability per reactor year associated with each accident sequence
(or sequence group) used is shown in the second column in Table 5.7. As in
the RSS there are substantial uncertainties in these probabilities. This is
due, in part, to difficulties associated with the quantification of human
error and to inadequacies in the data base on failure rates of individual
plant components that were used to calculate the probabilities (Ref. 54).
(See Sections 5. 8. 2. 1.4. 7 below. ) The probability of accident sequences from
the Peach Bottom plant were used to give a perspective of the societal risk
at WNP-2 because, although the probabilities of particular accident sequences
may be substantially different or even improved for WNP-2, the overall effect
of all sequences taken toqether is likely to be within the uncertainties (see
Section 5. 8. 2. 1.4. 7 for dsscussion of uncertainties in risk estimates).

The magnitudes (curies) of radioactivity releases for each accident sequence
or sequence group are obtained by multiplying the release fractions shown in
Table 5.7 by the amounts that would be present in the core at the time of
the hypothetical accident. These are shown in Table 5.8 for the MNP-2 plant
at the core thermal power level of 3468 megawatts.

The potential radiological consequences of these releases have been calculated
by the consequence model used in the RSS (Ref. 55) and adapted to apply to a
specific site. The essential elements are shown in schematic form in Figure 5.3.
Environmental parameters specific to the WNP-2 site have been used and include
the following:

(1) Heteorological data for the site representing a full year of consecutive
hourly measurements and seasonal variations.
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(2) Projected population for the year 2000 extending throughout r'egions of
80 and 563 kilometers (50 miles and 350 miles) radius from the site (the
latter 'region includes parts of Canada).

(3) The habitable land fraction within the 563 kilometer (350-mile) radius,
and

(4) Land use statistics, on a state-wide basis, including farm land values,
farm product values including dairy production, and growing season infor-
mation, for the State of Washington and each surrounding state within
the 563 kilometer the (350-mile) region.

(5) Land use statistics including farm land values, farm product values
including'dairy production, and growing season information for the
adjoining regions of Canada, within 563 kilometers (350 miles), based
on comparison with the values for the nearby states of the U.S.

To obtain a probability'istribution of consequences, the calculations are
performed assuming the occurrence of each accident release sequence at each
of 91 different "start" times throughout a one-year period. Each calculation
utilizes the site-specific hourly meteorological data and seasonal information
for the time period following each "start" time. The consequence model also
contains provisions for incorporating the consequence reduction benefits of
evacuation and other protective actions.. Early evacuation of people would
considerably reduce th'e exposure from the radioactive cloud and the contaminated
ground in the wake of the cloud passage. The evacuation model used (see
Appendix E) has been revised from that used in the RSS for better site-specific
application. The quantitative characteristics of the evacuation model used
for the WNP-2 site are estimates made by the staff and based upon preliminary
evacuation time estimates prepared by the applicant. Actual evacuation effec-
tiveness could be greater or less than that characterized but is not be expected
to be very much less.

The other protective actions include: (a) either complete denial of use (inter-
diction), or permitting use only at a sufficiently later time after appropriate
decontamination of food stuffs such as crops and milk; (b) decontamination
of severely contaminated environment (land and property) when it is considered
to be economically feasible to lower the levels of contamination to protective
action guide (PAG) levels, and (c) denial of use (interdiction) of severely
contaminated land and property for varying periods of time until the contam-
ination levels reduce to such values by radioactive decay and weathering so
that land and property can be economically decontaminated as in (b) above.
These actions would reduce the radiological exposure to the peo'pie from
immediate and/or subsequent use of, or living in, the contaminated environment.

Early evacuation within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone
(EPZ) and other protective actions as mentioned above are considered code
essential sequels to serious nuclear reactor accidents involving a significant
release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. Therefore, the results shown
for the WNP-2 reactors include the benefits of these protective actions.

1

There are also uncertainties in the estimates of consequences, and the error
bounds may be as large as they are for the accident probabilities. 7t is the
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judgment of the staff, however, that't is more likely that the calculated
results are overestimates of consequences rather than underestimates.

The results of the calculations using this consequence model are radiological
doses to individuals and to populations, health effects that might result from
these exposures, costs of implementing protective actions, and costs associated
with property damage by radioactive contamination.

5.8. 2. 1.4.3 Dose and Health Im acts of Atmos heric Releases

The results of the calculations of dose and health impacts performed for the
WP-2 facility and site are presented in the form of probability distributions
in Figures 5.4 to 5. 7 and are included in the impact Summary Table 5.9. All
of the six accident sequences and sequence groups shown in Table 5.7 contribute
to the results, the consequences, from each being weighted by its associated
probability.

Figure 5.4 shows the probability distribution for the number of persons who
might receive whole-body doses equal to or greater than 200 rem and 25 rem,
and thyroid doses equal to or greater than 300 rem from early exposure,* all
on a per-reactor-year basis. The 200-rem whole-body dose figure corresponds
approximately to a threshold value for which hospitalization would be indicated
for the treatment of radiation injury. The 25-rem whole-body (which has been
identified earlier as the lower limit for a clinically observable physiological
effect in nearly all people) and 300-rem thyroid figures correspond to the
Commission's guideline values for reactor siting in 10 CFR Part 100.

The figure shows in the left-hand portion that there 'is less than two chances
in 100,000 per year (i.e., 2 x 10-s) that one or more persons may receive doses
equal to or greater than any of the doses specified. The fact that each of
the three curves approaches a horizontal line shows that if one person were to
receive such doses the chances are about the same that several tens to hundreds
would be so exposed. The chances of larger numbers of persons being exposed
at these levels are seen to be considerably smaller. For example, the chances
are less than two in 10,000,000 (2.x 10-~) per reactor year that 10,000 or more
people might receive whole body doses of 200 rem or greater. A majority of
the exposures reflected, in this figure would be expected to occur to

persons'ithin

a 32 kilometer. (20-mile) radius of the plant. Virtually all would occur
within a 161-kilometer (100-mile) radius.

Figure 5.5 shows the probability distribution for the total population exposure
in person-rem, i;e., the probability per year that the total population exposure
will equal or exceed the values given. Most of the population exposure up to
200,000 person-rem would occur within 80 kilometers (50 miles), but the more
severe accident sequences or sequence groups such as the first three in Table
5.7 would result in exposure to persons beyond the 80 kilometer (50-mile) range
as shown.

ar y exposure to an individual includes external doses from the radioactive
cloud and the contaminated ground, and the dose from internally deposited
radionuclides from inhalation of contaminated air during the cloud passage.
Other pathways of exposure are excluded.
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O
For perspective, population doses shown in Figure 5.5 may be compared with the
annual average dose to the population within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of the
WNP-2 site due to natural background radiation of 26,000 person-rem, and to
the anticipated annual population dose to the general public from normal„station
operation of about 3.5 person-rem (excluding plant workers)--see Section 5.8. 1.

Figure 5.6 shows the probability distributions for acute fatalities, representing
radiation injuries that would produce fatalities within about one year after
exposure. All of the acute fataliti'es would be expected to occur within a
40-kilometer (25-mile) radius and the majority within a 20-kilometer 12.5 mile)
radius. The'esults of the calculations shown in this figure and in Table 5.9
reflect the effect of evacuation within the 16 kilometer (10-mile) plume exposure
pathway EPZ only. For the very low probability accidents having the potential
for causing radiation exposures above the threshold for acute fatality at"dis-
tances beyond 16 kilometers (10 miles), it would be realistic to expect that
authorities would evacuate persons at all distances at which such exposures
might occur. Acute fatality consequences would therefore reasonably be expected
to be very much less than the numbers shown. (Figure E-1 of Appendix E

illustrates the potential benefits of evacuation within 24 kilometers (15 mile
and within 32 kilometers (20 miles). Calculations predict zero acute fataliti
for complete evacuation within 40 kilometers (25 miles).

5.8.2. 1.4.4 Economic and Societal Im acts

As noted in Section 5.8.2. l. 1, various measures for avoidance of adverse health
effects including those due to residual radioactive contamination in the envi-
ronment are possible consequential impacts of severe accidents. Calculations
of the probabilities and magnitudes of such impacts for the WNP-2-facility and
environs have also been made. Unlike the radiation exposure and adverse health
effect impacts discussed above, impacts associated with adverse health effects
avoidance are more readily transformed into economic impacts.

The results are shown as the probability distribution for costs of offsite
mitigating actions in Figure 5.8 and are included in the impact Summary
Table 5. 9. The factors contributing to 'these estimated costs include the
following:

o Evacuation costs

o Value of crops contaminated and condemned

lk contaminat
'

co de nedo Value of mi ed an n m

o Costs of decontamination of property where practical

o Indirect costs due to loss of use of property and incomes derived therefrom.

Figure 5.7 represents the statistical relationship between population exposure
and the induction of fatal cancers that might appear over a period of many years
following exposure. The impacts on the total population and the population
within 80 kilometers (50 miles) are shown separately. Further, the fatal, latent
cancers have been subdivided into those attributab]e to exposures of the thyroid
and all other organs.
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The last named costs would derive from the necessity for interdiction to prevent
the use of property until it is either free of contamination or can be econom-
ically decontaminated.

Figure 5.8 shows that at the extreme end of the accident spectrum these costs
could approach ten billion dollars but that the probability that this would
occur is exceedingly small, much less than one chance in 100 million per reactor-
year.

Additional economic impacts that can be monetized include costs of decontamination
of the facility itself and the costs of replacement power. Probability distribu-
tions for these impacts have not been calculated, but they are included in the
discussion of risk considerations in Section 5.8.2. 1.4.6.

5.8.2. 1.4.5 Releases to Ground Mater

A pathway for public radiation exposure and environmental contamination that
would be unique for severe reactor accidents was identified in Section 5.8.2. 1. 1.2

bove. Consideration has been given to the potential environmental impacts of
his pathway for WNP-2. The pinciple contributers to the risk are the core
elt accidents associated with the rebaselined Boiling Water Reactor release

categories in WASH-1400. The penetration of the basemat of the containment
building can release molten core debris to the geologic strata beneath the plant.
The soluble radionuclides in the debris can be leached and transported with
groundwater to downgradient domestic wells used for drinking water or to surface
water bodies used for drinking water, aquatic food and recreation. Releases
of radioactivity to the groundwater underlying the site could also occur via
depressurization of the containment atmosphere or radioactive ECCS and
suppression pool'ater thro'ugh the failed containment.

An analysis of the potential consequences of a liquid pathway release of radioactivity
for generic sites was presented in the'Liquid Pathway Generic Study" (Ref. 56)
(LPGS). The LPGS compares the risk of accidents involving the liquid pathway
(drinking water, irrigation, aquatic food, swimming and shoreline usage) for
four conventional, generic land based nuclear plants and a floating nuclear
plant, for which the nuclear reactor would be mounted on a barge and moored in
a water body. Parameters for each generic land-based site were chosen to
represent averages for a wide range of real sites and were thus "typical" but
represented no real sites in particular. The discussion in this section is a
summary of an analysis performed to 'determine whether or not the 1'iquid pathway
consequences of a postulated accident at the WNP-2 site would be a unique problem
with respect to offsite contamination when compared to the generic "large river"
land-based site considered in the LPGS. The method of comparison consists of
a direct scaling up or down of the LPGS population doses based on the relative
values of key parameters characterizing the PGS large river site and the sub)ect
site. The parameters evaluated here include the amounts and rate of release
of radioactive materials to the ground, groundwater travel time and sorption
on geological media.

11 of the reactors considered in the LPGS were Westinghouse pressurized water
reactors (PWR) with ice condenser containments. There are likely to be signifi-
cantly different mechanisms and probabilities of releases of radioactivity for
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the WNP-2 boiling water reactor (BMR). The staff is not aware of any studies
which indicate the probabilities or magnitudes of liquid releases for boiling-
water reactors. It is unlikely, however, that the liquid release for a BWR

would be any larger than that conservatively estimated for similarly sized PWRs

in the LPGS. 'he source term used for WNP-2 in this comparison therefore is
assumed to be equal to that used in the LPGS.

Doses to individuals and populations were calculated in the LPGS without con- .

sideration of interdiction methods such as isolating the contaminated groundwater
or denying use of the water. In the event of surface water contafnmation,
alternative sources of water for drinking, irrigation and industrial uses would
be expected to be found, if necessary. Commercial and sports fishing, as well
as many other water-related activities could be restricted. The consequences
would, therefore, be largely economic or societal, rather than radiological.
In any event, the individual and population doses for the liquid pathway range
from fractions to very small fractions of those that can arise from the
airborne pathways.

The WNP-2 is located in the Hanford reservation about 5 kilometers (3 miles)
west of the Columbia River. Groundwater at the site exists in both a water
table aquifer and several confined, artesian aquifers largely in unconsolidate
alluvial and glacial sediments. The water table aquifer at the site fs about
18 meters (60 feet) below the surface and is 37 to 49 meters (120 to 160 feet)
thick. Flow in the unconfined aquifer,is toward the Colubmia River, which is
its sink. There is no recharge of the water table at the site.

The plant buildings are located on highly permeable glaciofluvial outwash sands
and giavels. Contaminated water released from the plant would travel vertically
until it reached the water„table, and would then move downgradient toward the
Columbia River. Although there are many wells on the site, they are closely
monitored and are not used for public water consumption. In the event of a.
core melt accident, use of water from affected wells would presumably, be
halted. Therefore, our analysis focused on potential contamination of the
Columbia River by way of contaminated ground water from the site.

Large releases to the ground of radioactive water resulting from chemical
reprocessing of reactor fuel have occurred at the Hanford reservation. From
1944 to 1972, over 490 billion liters (130 billion gallons) of waste water and
millions of curies of fission products have been discharged from seepage pits
to the ground. There have been extensive measurements of the ground water plumes
of s'everal radioactive isotopes and other chemicals released from the seepage
pits. Because of this large body of information obtained over the years, the
movement of radionuclides in groundwater at the site is relatively well understood.
Several constituents of leached waste have migrated up to about 24 kilometers
(15 miles) in the direction of the Columbia River in the timespan 1944 to 1975.
On the basis of the observed plume migration we have estimated the ground water
velocity in the unconfined aquifer under the site to be about 2 meters (7 feet)
per day toward-the Columbia River. Contaminated water released from the plant
in the event of'a core melt accident could migrate to the river in a minimum
of about 6 years. This compares to a minimum groundwater travel time of abou
0.6 years used for the LPGS site.
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For holdup times on the order of years the LPGS showed that the only significant
contributors to population dose to surface water users would be the isotopes
Cs-137 and Sr-90. Actual observation of the movement of CS-137 and Sr-90 in
site soil columns and in situ measurements at the seepage pits indicate that
these two isotopes are strongly bound to the soil (Ref. 57). While the plumes
of substances not easily sorbed, such as tritium and nitrate, can be seen to
extend tens of miles, most of the cesium and strontium has remained within a
few tens of feet =from the points of release. Based upon these data, the staff
has estimated retardation factors, which reflect the effects of sorption of
the radionuclfdes within the aquifer, to be about 8400 for Cs and 1400 for Sr.
Using these values of the retardation factors, we estimate that it would take
a minimum of 50,400 years for Cs-137 and 8400 years for Sr-90 to reach the
Columbia River. These travel times compare to 51 years for Cs-137 and 5.7 years
for Sr-90 employed in the LPGS. Because their half-lives are approximately 30
years, virtually all the Cs-137 and Sr-90 would decay in the groundwater beforeit could reach the Columbia River. Since nearly all of the population dose
for liquid pathway release can be shown to be due to these two isotopes, the
staff concludes 'that the liquid pathway consequences at the Hanford site,
resulting from a postulated Class 9 accident, would be significantly less than
that calculated for the LPGS large river site and would present no unique
contribution to risk.

Finally, there are measures which could be taken, if necessary, to isolate liquid
contaminants such as tritium before they could contaminate the river. The staff's
estimate of a 6 year minimum travel time would allow ample time for engineering
measures such as slurry walls and dewatering to isolate the radioactive
contamination near the source.

5. 8. 2. 1.4. 6 Risk Considerations

The foregoing discussions have dealt with both the frequency (or likelihood of
occurrence) of accidents and their impacts (or consequences). Since the ranges
of both factors are quite broad, it is useful to combine them to obtain average
measures of environmental risk. Such averages can be particularly instructive
as an aid to the comparison of radiological risks associated with accident
releases and with normal operational releases.

A common way in which this combination of factors is used to estimate risk is
to multiply the probabilities by the consequences. - The resultant risk is then
expressed as a number of consequences expected per unit of time. Such a quanti-
fication of risk does not at all mean that there is universal agreement that
people's attitudes about risk, or what constitutes an acceptable risk, can or
should be governed solely by such a measure. At best, it can be a contributing
factor to a risk judgment, but not necessarily a decisive factor.

In Table 5. 10 are shown average values of risk associated with population dose,
acute fatalities, latent fatalities, and costs for early evacuation and other
protective actions. These average values are obtained by summing the prob-
abilities multiplied by the consequences over the entire range of the distribu-
tions. Since the probabilities are on a per-reactor-year basis, the averages
shown are also on a per-reactor-year basis.
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The population exposure risk due to accidents may be compared with that for
normal operations. 'hese are shown in Section 5. 8. 1. The radiological dose
to the population from normal operation may result in about 3.5 person-rem per
year which may result in about 0.0005 latent cancer in the exposed population.
The comparison of 0.0005 latent cancer death for normal operation with about
0. 005 latent cancer death from Table 5. 10 shows that the accident risks are
comparable to those for normal operation.

There are no acute fatality nor economic risks associated with protective actions
and decontamination for normal releases; therefore, these risks are unique for
accidents. For perspective and understanding of the meaning of the acute fatality
risk of about 0.0003 per year, however, we note that to a good approximation
the population at risk is that within about 32 kilometers (20 miles) of the
plant, about 140,000 persons in the year 2000. Accidental fatalities pe'r year
for a population of this size, based upon overall averages for the United States,
are approximately 31 for motor vehicle accidents, 11 from falls, 4 from drowning,
4 from burns, and 2 from firearms (Ref. 45.b)

Figure 5.9 shows the calculated risk expressed as whole-body dose to an
individual from early exposure as a function of the distance from the plant
within the plume exposure pathway EPZ. The values are on a per-reactor-year
basis and all accident sequences and sequence groups in Table 5.7 contributed
to the dose, weighted by their associated probabilities.

Evacuation and other protective actions reduce the risks to an individual of
acute and latent cancer fatalities. Figures 5. 10 and 5. 11 show curves of
constant risk, as a function of distance, per reactor-year, to an individual
'living in the MNP-2 plume exposure pathway EPS, of acute death and death from
latent cancer, respectively, due to potential accidents in the reactor.
Directional variation of these curves reflect the variation in the average
fraction of the year the wind would be blowing into different directions from
the plant. For comparison the following risks of fatality per year to an
individual living in the U.S. may be noted (Ref. 45b); automobile accident
2.2 x 10-, falls 7.7 x 10-, drowning 3.1 x 10-s, burning 2.9 x 10-, and
firearms 1.2 x 10-s.

The economic risk associated with protective actions 'and decontamination could
be compared with property damage costs associated with alternative energy genera-
tion technoloqies'. The use of fossil fuels, coal or oil, for example, would
emit substantial quantities of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides into the
atmosphere, and, among other thinqs, lead to environmental and ecological damage
through the phenomenon of acid rain (Ref. 45c). This effect has not, however,
been sufficiently quantified to draw a useful comparison at this time.

There are other economic impacts and risks that can be monetized that are not
included in the cost calculations discussed in Section 5. 8. 2. 1.4. 4. These are
accident impacts on the facility itself that result in added costs to the public,
i.e., ratepayers, taxpayers and/or shareholders. These costs- would be associated
with decontamination, repair or replacement of the facility, and for replaceme
power.



No detailed methodology has been developed for estimating the contributions of
an accident to the economic risk to the- licensee for decontamination and
restoration of the plant. Experience with such costs is currently being
accumulated as a result of the Three Mi'1"e'sland accident. If an accident
occurs during the first year of the WNP"-2 (1984) operation, the, economic penalty
associated with'he initial year of the unit's operation is estimated at $1.0
billion for decontamination and $ 600 million for restoration, including replace-
ment of the damaged nuclear fuel. Staff considers the estimate as conservative
(high) in that the total costs are assumed to occur during the first year of
the accident whereas in reality the costs would be spread over several years
thereafter. Although insurance would cover $300 million of the $1600 million,
the insurance is not credited against the $1600 million because the $300 million
times the risk probability should theoretically balance the insurance premium.
In addition, staff .estimates additional fuel costs of $300 to $400 million for
replacement power during each year the plant is being restored. This estimate
assumes that the energy that would have been forthcoming from the WNP-2 unit
(assuming 60X capacity factor) will be replaced primarily by oil-fired generation
in California through reduced exports from the Northwest during part of the
year, and increased imports to the Northwest during other parts of the year.
The exact amount of displacement by oil and the distribution of the additional
fuel costs will depend, among other things, on the hydro condition during the
year, the contractural arrangements among the various electric utilities involved,
and the load growth throughout the Pacific areas. Assuming the high side estimate
of $400 million per year for replacement power costs and inoperation of the
nuclear unit for 8 years, the total additional replacement power costs would
be approximately $3.2 billion'.

If the probability of sustaining a total loss of the original facility is taken
as the sum of the occurrence of a core melt accident (the sum of the probabilities
for the categories in Table 5.7), then the probability of a disabling accident
happening during each year of the unit's service life is 2.43 x 10-s. Multiplying
the previously estimated costs of $4.8 billion for an accident to WNP-2 during
the initial year of its operation by the above 2. 43 x 10-s probability results
in an economic risk of approximately $117,000 applicable to the WNP-2 unit during
its first year of operation. This is also approximately the economic risk during
the second and each subsequent year of its operation. Although nuclear units
depreciate in value arid may operate at reduced capacity factors such that the
economic consequences due to an accident become less as the units become older,
this is offset by higher costs of decontamination and restoration of the units
in the later years due to inflation.

5.8.2. 1.4.7 Uncertainties

The foregoing probabilistic and risk assessment discussion has been based upon
the methodology presented in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) which was published
in 1975.

In July 1977, the NRC organized an Independent Risk Assessment Review Group to
(1) clarify the achievements and limitations of the Reactor Safety Study Group,
(2) assess, the peer comments thereon and the responses to the comments, (3) study
the current state of such risk assessment methodology, and (4) recommend to
the Commission how and whether such methodology can be used in the regulatory
and licensing process. The results of this study were issued September 1978
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.

(Ref. 54). This report, .called the Lewis Report, contains several findings
and recommendations concerning the RSS. Some of the more significant findings
are summarized below.

i

(1) A, number of sources of both conservatism and nonconservatism in the prob-
ability calculations in RSS were found, which were very difficult to balance.
The Review Group was unable to determine whether the overall probability
of a core melt given in the RSS was high or low, but they did conclude
that the error bands were understated.

(2) The methodology, which was an important advance over earlier methodologies
that had been applied to reactor risk, was sound.

(3) It is very difficult to follow the detailed thread of. calculations through
the RSS. In particular, the Executive Summary is a poor description of
the contents of the report, should not be used as such, and has lent itself
to misuse fn the discussion of reactor risk.

On January 19, 1979, the Commission issued a statement of policy concerning
the RSS and the Review Group Report. The Commission accepted the findings of
the. Review Group.

The accident at Three Mile Island occurred in March 1979 at a time when the
accumulated experience record was about 400 reactor years. It is of interest
to note that this was within the range of frequencies estimated by the RSS for
an accident of this severity (Ref. 45d). It should also be noted that the Three
Mile Island 'accident has resulted in a very comprehensive evaluation of reactor
accidents like that one, by a significant number of investigative groups both
within NRC and outside of it. Actions to improve the safety of nuclear power
plants have come out of these investigations, including those from the President's
Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, and NRC staff investigations
and task forces. A comprehensive "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of
the TMI-2 Accident," NUREG-0660, Vol. I, May 1980 collects, the various recom-
mendations of these groups and describes them under the subject areas of:
Operational Safety; Siting and Design; Emergency Preparedness and Radiation
Effects; Practices and Procedures; and NRC Policy, Organization and Management.
The action plan presents a sequence of actions, some already taken, that will
result in a gradually increasing improvement in safety as individual actions
are completed. The WNP-2 plant is receiving and will receive the benefit of
these actions on the schedule indicated in NUREG-0660. The improvement in safety
from these actions has not been'quantified, however, and the radiological risk
of accidents discussed in this chapter does not reflect these improvements.

5.8.2.1.5 Conclusions

The foregoing sections consider the potential environmental impacts from acci-
dents at the WNP-2 facility. These have covered a broad spectrum of possible
accidental releases of- radioactive materials into the environment by atmospheric
and groundwater pathways. Included in the considerations are postulated design
basis accidents and more severe accident sequences that lead to a severely
damaged reactor core or core melt.
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The environmental impacts that have been considered include potential radiation
exposures- to individuals and to the population as a whole, the risk of near-
and long-term adverse health effects that such exposures could entail, and the
potential economic and societal consequences of accidental contamination of
the -environment. These impacts could be severe, but the likelihood of their
occurrence is judged to be small. This conclusion is based on (a) the fact
that considerable experience has been gained with the operation of similar
facilities without significant degradation of the environment; (b) that, in
order to obtain a license to operate the WNP-2 facility, it must comply with
the applicable Commission regulations and requirements; and (c) a probabilistic
assessment of the risk based upon the methodology developed in the Reactor
Safety Study. 'he overall assessment of environmental risk of accidents shows

that it is roughly comparable to the risk for normal operational releases,
although accidents have a potential for acute fatalities,.and economic costs
that cannot arise from normal operations. The risks of acute fatality from
potential accidents at the site are small in comparison'with the risks of
acute fatality from other human activities in a comparably-sized population.

We have concluded that .there are no special or, unique features about the site
and environs that would warrant special mitigation features for the WNP-2

plant.

5.9 MEASURES AND CONTROLS TO MITIGATE ADVERSE IMPACTS

At the present time the staff foresees no impacts of a magnitude requiring
mitigating actions. However:

a 0 Before engaging in additional construction or operational activities
that'may result in a significant adverse environmental'impact that
was>not evaluated or that is significantly greater than that evaluated
in this statement, the applicant shall provide written notification
of such activities to the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation and shall receive written approval from that office
before proceeding with such activities.

b. The applicant shall carry out the environmental monitoring programs
outlined in Section 5 of this statement as modified and approved by
the staff and implemented in the environmental protection plan that
will be incorporated in the operating license for WNP-2.

C. If- adverse environmental effects or evidence of irreversible environ-
mental damage are detected during the operating life of the plant,
the applicant shall provide the staff with an analysis of the problem
and a proposed course of action to alleviate it.

5.10 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

0
The staff has reassessed the physical, social, and economic impacts that can
be attributed to operation of WNP-2. Such impacts, beneficial or adverse, are
summarized in Table 6. 1 of this environmental statement. Inasmuch as the
plant is currently under construction, many of the expected adverse impacts of
the construction phase are evident. The applicant is committed to an ongoing
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program of resto'ration and,redress, of the plant site, which will be completed
after the termination of the construction period.

5.11, IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

There has been no change in the staff's assessment of this impact since the
earlier review except that the continuing escalation of costs has increased
the dollar values of the materials used for constructing and fueling the
plant.

5. 12 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT AND
THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG"TERM PRODUCTIVITY

The staff's evaluation of the use of land for WNP-2 has not changed since the
preconstruction environmental review. The presence of this plant on the
Hanford Reservation will not influence the future use of other Hanford Reser-
vation land since that land is dedicated to energy research and development
activities, or is left in its unaltered state as a natural preserve. The
presence of the plant in Benton County will continue to influence land use of
the tri-cities area. of Benton and Franklin Counties, where there is a continui
removal of land from agricultural and grazing uses as a result of increasing
industrialization and commercial and residential development.

5.13 POSSIBLE CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED ACTION AND LAND"USE OBJECTIVES

The site is on the Hanford Reservation, which is federally owned and operated
by DOE. For reasons discussed previously, no conflict between this action and
Hanford Reservation land-use objectives is foreseen by the staff.

5. 14 DECOMMISSIONING

Decommissioning of a nuclear power reactor does not usually involve environmental
impacts which are unique „to a specific project. The technology for decommis-
sioning nuclear facilities is well in hand, and while technical improvements
in decommissioning techniques are to be expected, at the present time decommis-
sioning can be performed safely and at reasonable cost. Radiation doses to
the public as a -result-of decommissioning activities should be very small and
would primarily come from the transportation of decommissioning wate to waste
burial grounds. Radiation doses to decommissioning workers should be a small
fractin of the worker exposure over the operating lifetime of the facility;
these doses usual,ly will be'ell within the occupational exposure limits »

imposed by regulatory requirements'. Decommissioning costs are, at least for
the larger facilities such as reactors, a small fraction of the present worth
commissioning costs. A .full analyses of decommissioning is available in
NUREG-0586, "Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning
of Nuclear Facilities," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi'ssion, January 1981.

5. 15 EMERGENCY PLANNING

In connection with the promulgation of the Commission's upgraded emergency
planning requirements, the NRC staff issued NUREG-0685, "Environmental Assess-
ment for Effective Changes to 10 CFR Part 50 and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50;
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Emergency Planning Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants", (August 1980). At
this time, however; the staff does not:have sufficient information to determine
whether any environmental impacts will result from implementation by the
applicants of the upgraded emergency planning requirements in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E, such as construction of a near-site emergency operations facility
and the conduct of emergency preparedness exercises. Upon receipt of all
components of the applicants'mergency plan and implementing procedures, the
staff will be in a position to.determine whether or not such plan and
implementing procedures will result in any environmental impacts.
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Unit 2, Docket No. 50-397, Washington Public Power Supply System, March
24, 1978, as amended.

"Safety Evaluation Report for WNP-2, Docket No. 50-397 (to be published).

"Energy in Transition 1985 - 2010, "Final Report of the Committee on Nuclear
and Alternative Energy Systems (CONAES), National Research Council, 1979,
Chapter 9, pp. 517-534; also C.E. Land, Science 209, 1197, September 12,
1980.

45b.

45c.

45d.

CONAES Report., loc cit, p 577.

'ONAESReport, loc cit, pp 559-560.

CONAES Report, loc cit,* p 553.
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47.

"The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation,"
Advisory Committee on the Biological'ffects of Ioni'zing Radiations (BEIR),
National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council (November'972).

II

"The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation,"
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of Steam Generator Tube Rbpture Accidents,'" L. B. Marsh, NUREG-0651, March
1980.*

49. "Three Mile Island - A Report to the Commissioners and the Public," Yol. I,
Mitchell Rogovin, Director, Nuclear Regulatory Commission Special Inquiry
Group, January 1980, Summary Section 9, NUREG/CR-1250, Vol. I.*

~
~

~

~

~

~

50. "Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island,"
October 1979,'ommission Findings B, Health Effects.

51. "-Washington Public Power Supply System, Emergency Preparedness Plan Washington
* Nuclear Projects 1, 2, and 4, Revision 1, April 1981.

52. "Reactor Safety Study," WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), October 1975.**

53. "Task Force Report on Interim Operation of Indian Point," NUREG-0715,
August 1980.~

54. "Risk Assessment Review Group Report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission," H.W. Lewis et al., NUREG/CR-0400, September 1978."

55. '„'Overview of the Reactor Safety Study Consequences Model," NUREG-0340,
October 1977.~

56. "Liquid Pathway Generic Study," NUREG-0440, February 1978.*

57. D. J. Brown, "Migration Characteristics of Radionuclides Through Sediments
Underlying the Hanford Reservation," in Dis osal of Radioactive Wastes into
the Ground, IAEA, Vien'na, 1967, pp. 215-228.

vai a e or pure ase from the NRC/GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC 20555, and/or the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA 22161.

*+Available free upon written request to the Division of Technical Information
and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.



Table 5.1. Values Used for Staff's Thermal Calculations

Maximums~ Maximums~ Minimums~ Maximum aT (C )Wet-bulb River River Slowdown
Month Temperature ( C) Temperature ('C) Temperature ('C) Temperature ('C) Case Aj Case Bf4

January

February

March

Apr.il

May

June

July
August

September

October-
November

December

8.9
8.9
8.9

12. 8

17. 8

21. 7

23. 3

23. 3

20. 6

14. 4

10. 0

10. 0

6.1
5.7
6.8

10. 3

13. 5

15. 6

19. 1

20. 3

20. 0

17. 4

13. 6

9.5

3.4
3.3

4.1
6.5

9.8
12. 9

15. 3

18. 3

17. 0

13. 1

9.2

5.3

21. 7

21. 7

21. 7

23. 5

25. 4

27. 4

28. 7

28. 7

27. 2

23 ~ 9

22. 0

22. 0

18.3 15.6

18.4 16.0

17. 6

17. 0

14. 9

13. 2

15. 6 ll.9

14. 5 11. 8

13. 4

10. 4

10. 2

9.6

8.4
7.2

10.8 6.5

12.8 . 8.4

16. 7 12. 5

Extreme values estimated from Table 2.6-20 of the ER-CP, WPPSS 1 and 4.

Average of maximum and average of minimum for the years 1964-1974 at Richland, taken from FES-CP,
WPPSS 1 and 4.

Maximum blowdown temperature minus minimum river temperature.
f4 Maximum blowdown temperature minus maximum river temperature.
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Heat (per irradiatod fuel cask in transit) ..

Woight (governed by Fedoral or State restrictions)
Traffic density:

Truck..
Rail.

Loss than 1 per day.
Loss than 3 per month.

Table 5.'3. (Summary Table S-4). Environmental Impact of Transportation of
Fuel and Waste to and from One Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor~

t

NORMAL CONDITIONS OF TRANSPORT

Environmentetimpact
. 250,000 Btu/hr.

........................... 73,000 lbs. per truck; 100 tons per cask per rail car.

Exposed population
Estimatod
number of
persons

„exposod

Range of doses to
oxposod individuals

'porroactor year)

Cumulative dose to
exposod population
(per reactor yoar)

'ransportationworkers..
General public:

Onlookers ..

Afong Route..

200 0.01 to 300 millirem...........

1,100 0.003 to 1.3 millirem..........
600,000 0.0001 to 0.06 millirem .....

4 man-rem.

3 alan-fenl.

Radiological effocts..
h

Common (nonradiological)'causos ..

ACCIDENTS IN TRANSPORT

Envirorlmente/natr
Small
1 fatal injury in 100 reactor years; 1 nonfatal injury in 10 re-

actor yoars; $475 property. damage per roactor year.

'ata supporting this table aro given in the Commission's "Environmental Survey of Transportation of Radioactive Materials
to and from Nuclear Powor Plants," WASH-1238, December 1972, and Supp. I~ NUREG-75/038 April 1975. Both documents
are avahlable for inspection and copying at the Commission's Public Documont Room, 1717 H St. NW.. Washington, D.C. ~ and
may bo obtained from National Technical Information Servke, Springfiold, Va. 22161. WASH-1238 is availablo from NTIS at a
cost of $ 5.45 (microfiche, $2,25) and NUREG-75/038 is availablo at a cost ol $3.25 (microfhche, $2.25).

'Tho Federal Radiation Council has recomrnendod that the radiation doses from all sources ol radiation other than natural
background and medical exposures should bo limited to 5,000 millirem per year for individuals as a result of occupational expo-
sure and should bo limitod to 500 millirem per year for individuals in tho general population. Tho dose to indivkfuals duo to
average natural background radhation is about 130 millirom por year.

'Man.rem is an expression for the summation of whole body doses to indMduals in a group. Thus, if each member of a
population gr~ 1,000 people were to receive a doso of 0.001 rom (1 miilirem), or it 2 people were to receive a dose of 0.5
rom (500 ml ch, the total man-rem dose in each case would.bo 1 man.rem.

~ Alihol)L Dyirenmental risk of radiological effects stemming from transportation acddents is currently incapable of
being numericavy quantified, tho risk remains small rogardless of whether it is being appliod to a single reactor or a multireactor
site.



Table -5.4a MNP-2 Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

Sam le T e

Airborne Particulate
and Radioiodine

Direct Radiation~

River Mater

Location~

1.2 miles.S of MNP-2
1.5 miles NNE of MNP-2
2.0 miles SE of MNP-2
9 miles SSE of MNP-2
7 miles SE of MNP-2'

miles S of MNP-2
3 mHes MNM of MNP-2
4.2 miles ESE of MNP"2
30 miles MSM of MNP"2

1.2 miles S of MNP-2
1.5 miles NNE of MNP-2
2.0 miles SE of MNP-2
.9 miles SSE of MNP-2
7 miles SE of MNP-2
8 miles S of MNP-2
3 miles MNM of MNP-2
4.2 miles ESE of MNP-2
30 miles MSM of MNP-2
3 miles E of MNP-2
3 miles ENE of MNP-2.
7 miles NNM of MNP-2
13 stations at 22<'ectors

Intake MNP-1/4s
Discharge MNP-1/4s
Intake MNP-2
Discharge MNP-2

Sampling and~
Collection Fre uen

Continuous Sampling
Meekly Collection

quarterly, Annually

Composite Aliquotsg
for month

Type and Frequency~~
of Anal sis

Particulate:
Gross P2

Gamma isotopics
on quarterly composite
(by location)

Radioiodine:
Gamma for I-131
weekly

Gamma Dose

Gamma isotopics

Tritium7-



Table 5.4a (continued)

Sam le T e

Drinking Mater

Ground Matera

Sediment

Hilkg

Location~

7 miles DOE 300 Area
11 miles Richland Mater
Treatment Plant

01 well MNP"2
82 well MNP-2

well MNP-1
well MNP-4

~ 1 mile upstream
~2 miles downstream

Closest milk animal
Farm S&7 miles SE
Farm SE M miles ESE

Control, 30 miles MSM

Sampling and~
Collection Fre uenc

Composite aliquots6
for month

quarterly

Semi-annually

Semi-monthly
grazing season
Monthly at other times

Type and Frequency
of Anal sis

Gamma isotopica
Tritium7

Gamma isotopics
Tritium

Gamma isotopics

Gamma isotopic3

Iodine - 131

Fish 4 in vicinity of discharge Semi-annually
1 control Snake River

Gamma isotopic3

Fruit and Vegetables~ Mithin 10 mile radius Monthly during growing Gamma isotopic3
season

~evsatvon may be required if samples are unobtainable due to hazardous conditions,
seasonal availability, malfunction of automatic sampling equipment, or other legitimate
reasons. All deviations will be documented in the annual report.

2Particulate sample filters will be analyzed for gross Beta after at least 24 hours
decay. If gross Beta activity is greater than 10 times the mean of the control sample,
gamma isotopic analysis should be performed on the individual sample.

Gamma isotopic means identification and quantification of gamma emitting radionuclides that
may be attributable to the effluents of the facility.



Table 5.4a (continued)

4Thermoluminescent Dosimeter (TLG) badges which contain 3-5 chips will be used. Each
station will have two badges; one will be changed each quarter and one will be changed
annually. The badges in each 224'ector will be placed at the exclusion areas of the
plants (MNP-1, 2, and 4).

sSampling of the river water from the-intake and discharge of 'NP-jj4 will begin at
least 60 days prior to the fuel 'loading for WP-1.

eComposite samples will be collected with equipment which is capable of collecting an
aliquot at time intervals which are short relative to the compositing period.

~Tritium analysis will be performed on a quarterly composited sample.

Mells sampled will be those which are being used to provide drinking water for
construction personnel at each of the plants.

eHilk samples will be obtained from farms or individual milk animals which are located
in sectors with the higher'alculated annual average ground-level D/g's. If Cesium-134
or Cesium-137 is measured in an individual milk sample in excess of 30 pCi/1, then
Strontium 90 analys~s should be performed.

Fruit and vegetables will be obtained from farms or gardens which use Columbia River
water, if possible, for.irrigation and different varieties will be obtained as they are
in season. One sample each of .root food, leafy vegetables, and fruit should be collected
each period.

s g

~~Frequency of analysis will be* as collected or as stated in these footnotes for
special cases.

Note

In,addition to the above guidance for operational monitoring, the followihg material is
supplied for the preoperational programs.

The monitoring program defined will be instituted 2 years prior to the fuel loading of
MNP-2. The preoperational program should follow the duration specified in the schedule
below.

'0



Table 5.4a (continued)

Two Years One Year Six Months

direct radiation
fish
vegetation
sediment and soil

airborne parti cul ate
milk (except iodine)
river water
drinking water
ground water

airborne iodine
milk=(iodine)

The Preoperational Radiological Monitoring Program objectives are to measure background
levels and their variations along anticipated critical pathways surrounding the Supply
System site, to train personnel, and to evaluate procedures, equipment, and techniques.



Table 5.4b Detection Capabilities for Environmental Sample Analysis

Lower Limit of Detection (LLD)

Analysis
Mater
(pci/1)

Airborne Particulate
or Gas Fish Milk Food Products

(pci/ms) (pCi/kg, wet) (pCi/1) (pCi/kg, wet)
Sediment

(pCi/kg, dry)

gross beta

H

'"e
59F

58,6OC,

Zn

95Zr

Nb

131'34C

137C

2000,

30

30

30-'5

18

lx 102

130

260

130

260

7 x 10-'2

5- x 10-2 130

6.x 10-2 -150

15

18

60

60

80

'50
180

606014DB

140L 15 . 15

Note: This -list does not mean that only these nuclides are to be detected and reported.
Other peaks which are measurable and identifiable, together with the abo've nuclides,
shall also be identified and reported. I
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TABLE 5.4b

NOTES

Acceptable detection capabilities for thermoluminescent dosimeters used for
'erivfronmental measurements are given fn Regulatory Guide 4. 13.

Table 5.4b indicates acceptable detection capabilities for radioactive materials
in environmental samples. These detection capabilities are tabulated in terms
of the lower limits of detection (LLDs). The LLD is defined, for purposes of
this guide, as the smallest concentration of radioactive material in a sample

that will yield a n'et count (above system background) that will be detected
with 95X probability with only 5X probability of falsely concluding that a

blank observation represents a "real" signal.

For a particular measurement system (which may include radiochemical
separation):

LLD =

where

4.66 sb
~ exp-

LLD is the "a priori" lqwer limit of detection as defined above (as pCi
per unit mass or volume). (Current literature defines the LLD as

the detection capability for the instrumentation only, and the NDC,

minimum detectable concentration, as the detection capability for
a given instrument, procedure, and type of sample.)

sb is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of
the counting rate of a blank sample as appropriate (as counts pet
minute)

E is the counting efficiency (as counts per disintegration)

V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume)

2. 22 is the number of disintegrations per minute per pfcocurie

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable)

A, fs the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide

ht is the elapsed time between sample collection (or end of the sample
- collection period) and time of counting

The value of S used in the calculation of the LLD for a particular measure"
ment system shIIuld be based on the actual observed variance of the back-
ground counting rate or of the counting rate of the blank samples (as
appropriate) rather than on an unverified theoretically predicated variance.
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In calculating the LLO for a radionuclide determined by gamma;ray spectrometry,
the background should include the typical contributions of other'radionuclides
normally present in the samples (e.g., potassium-40 in milk samples). Typical
values of E, V, Y.and ht should be used in the calculation:"- "-

* ~

It should be recognized that the LLD is defined as an.a Driori (before the
fact) limit representing the capability of a measurement system and not as an
a osteriori (after the fact) limit for a particular measurement."

LLD for drinking water samples. ..
Wr

s

a

"~

~ vl

s '

pit di 6 ftt iLLB. d ih dt ti 1idt,
the following:
(1) HASL Procedures Manual, HASL-300 (revised annually): - " =" "
(2) Currie, L. A.; "Limits foa~ uaRtative Detection and Duantitative

'etermination - Application to Radiochemistry" Anal. Chem. 40,
586"93 (1968).

(3) . Hartwell; J. K., "Detection Limits for Radioisotopic Counting
Techniques," Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company Report ARH-2537
(June 22, 1972).
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Table 5.5 Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data~

[Normilized to nodal LWR ahnuel fuol roquiromont [WASH 1248) or reference reactor yoar (NUREG&t16]]

Envtronmen4d cdnsidoreti6ns
I

Total
Maximum offect por annual fuel
roquiromont or roforonce reactor
year of modol 1,000 MWe LWR

NATURALRS90uRcss Use

Land (acres): .

Temporarily cornfrtittbtf '.
Undiaturbed brea.
Disturbed area..

Permanently corhmitted .......i .i.............
Overburden m()ved (mittens Ot MT)..

Water (miltirins uf gallons):
Disch)rrgod to air ............. ~.

Dischargod td Water tNrfios.,;.....................
Dischargbd to gr'ound..............,.....,...u........

Total ~ i ~ ~ '

Fossit fuel:
Electrical energy (thousands of Mw.hour) ......

Equivalonl coal (thousands.ol MT) .

Natural ges (millions of scf)..

100
79
22

13
2.8

11,090
127

11,377

118

135

Equivalent to a 110 MWe coat.firod power
plant.

Equivalent to 95 MWe coat-fired
powor planL

2 porcont ol modol 1,000 MWe LWR with
cooling towor.

<4 percent of model (,000 MWo
LWR with once through cooling.

<h porcont of model 1,000 MWe LWR
output.

Equivalent lo tho consumption of a 45 MWe
coal prod power plant.

<0.4 percent of modol 1,000 MWo energy
output.

EFFLUErrTs-CHfLtcAL (MT)
Gases (incfrfding entrainment):

'O,.

~ l ~

Hydrocarbons

PerticLitates..
Other gases:

4,400
1,190 Equivafen} to omissions from 45 MWe coal-

firod plant for a yoar.
td

29.6
1,154

.67 Principally }rom UF< production, enrichment,
and 'reprocosslng. Concentration within
range of state standards-below lovel that
has offocts oh human health.

HC1 .............
L}quids:

SO'e ... ....i..
NO s.
Ffuo)fde ..
Ca"
Ct
Na'Hp

........,..........

Tailings solutidns (thousands ot Mt)...

.014

9.9
25.8
12.9
5.4
8.5

„1 2.1
10.0

.4

240

91,000

From endchment, fuel fabrication, and repro-
cossini} 'stops. Components that constitute
a potential for adverse environmental effect
aro presont in dilute concontrations and re.
coivo additio'nal difution by receiving bodios
of Water to levels below permissible stand-
ards. The constituents that roquiro dilution
and the flow of dilution water aro:

NH,-600 cfs.
NOr-20 cfs.
Fluoride-70 cfs.
From mills only-no significant effluents to

onvfrortmont.
Principally from mills-no significant offfuents

to onviro'riment.
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Table 5.5 (continued)
(Normakzed to model LWR annual fuel requirement (WASH-1248) or reference reactor yoar [NUREG-0116) )

Environmental considerations
Ul'

Total
Maximum effect per annual fuel
requirement or reference reactor
year ol model 1,000 MWe LWR

EFFLUENTs—RAoloLoGICAL(cuAIEs)

Gases (including entrainment):
Rn-222.

Ra-226..
Th-230
Uranium.
Tritium (thousands) ..
C-14
Kr-85 (thousands) .

Ru-106..
l-129.
,l-131.
Tc-99

Presently under reconsideration by the Com-
nlission.

.02

.02
.034
18.1

24
400
.14 Principally from fuel reprocessing plants.
1.3 P

.83
... Presently under consideration by the Com-

rnission.
Fission products and transuranics..

Liquxfs:
Uranium and daughters...

Ra-226...
Th-230..
Th-234..

Fission and activation products ..

Solids (buried on site):
Other than high lovel (shallow).

TRU and HLW (deep) ..

2.1

.0034

.0015
.01

5.9X 10 ~

11,300

f,fX to 1

Principally from milling-Included. tailings
liquor and returned to ground-no el-
fluents; therefore, no effect on environ-
ment.

From UF< production.

From fuel fabrication plants-concentration
10 percent ol 10 CFR 20 for total process-
ing 26 annual fuel requirements for model
LWR.

9,100 Ci comes from Iow level reactor wastes
and 1.500 Cf comes from reactor decon-
tamination and decomrn'ssioning-buried at
land burial facilities. 600 Ci comes from
mills-included in tailings

returned

to
ground. Approximately 60 Ci comes from
conversion and spent fuel storage. No 'sig.
nificant effluent to the environment.

Buried at Federal Repository.

Efftuents-thermal (billions of British thermal units) .....
Transportation (person-rem):

Exposure of workers and general pubhc ................
Occupational exposure (person rem}......................

4,063 <5 percent of model 1,000 MWe LWR.

2.5
22.6 From reprocessing and waste management.

'n some cases where no entry appears it is clear from the background documents that tho matter was addressed and that.
ir effect, the Table should be read as it a specific zero entry had been made. However, there are other areas that are no(
addressed at alt in the Table. Table S-3 does not include health effects from the elfluents described in the Table, or estimates
ol releases of Radon-222 from the uranium fuel cycle or estimates of Technetium-99 released from waste management or
reprocessing activities. These issues may be the subject of litigation in the individual licensing proceedings.

Data supporting this tab'le are given in the "Environmenlal Survey ol the Uranium Fuel Cycle," WASH-1248, Apnl 1974; the
"Environmental Survey of the Reprocessing and Waste Management Porbon ol the LWR Fuel Cycle," NUREG-0116 (Supp. 1 to
WASH-1248); the "Public Comments and Task Force Responses Regarding the Environmental Survey ol the Reprocessing and
waste Management Portions ol the LwR Fuel cycle," NUREG-0216 (supp. 2 to wAsH-1248); and in the record of the final
rulemaking pertaining to Uranium Fuel Cycle Impacts from Spent Fuel Reprocessing and Radioactive Waste Manag'ement,
Oocket RM-50-3. The contnbutions from reprocessing, waste management and transportation of wastes are maximized for
either of the two fuel cycles (uranium only and no recycle). The contribution from transportation excludes transportation of cold
tuel to a reactor and of irradiated fuel and radioactive wastes from a reactor which are considered in Table S-4 ot $ 51.20(g).
The contributions from tho other steps of the fuel cycle are given in columns A-E of Table S-3A of WASH-1248.

'The contributions lo temporarily committed land from reprocessing are not prorated over 30 years, since the complete
temporary impact accrues regardless of whether the plant services one reactor for one year or 57 reactors for 30 years.

'Estimated eflluenls based upon combustion of equivalent coal for power generation.
'1.2 percent from natural gas use and process.
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Table 5.6

Approximate Radiation Doses from
Design Basis Accidents

Infre uent Accidents

Radioactive Waste System Failure:

Equipment Leakage or Malfunction
Release of Waste-Gas Storage Tank

Contents
Release of Liquid-Waste Storage

Contents

mall-Break LOCA

~ ~

Fuel Handling Accident
(Fuel-Cask Drop)

~Lily F

Main Steam Line Break

Control Rod Drop

Large-Break LOCA

Duration
of Release""

< 2 hr

<2hr
<2hr
hours-days

< 2 hr

< 2 hr

hrs-days

hr s-days

Dose rem at 6 00 feet

N~hB d

0. 01

0. 04

<0.0005

<0.0005

0. 014

0.0015

0.0005

0.004

e neares s) e (or. exclusion area) boundary.

""< means "less than."



Table 5.7

Summary of Atmospheric Release in Hypothetical Accident Sequences in a BMR (Rebaselined)

cc> en
Sequence or
Sequel@
Grou

TCq'qUVq'EY'gE

B

S2Ey'robability
reactor r-~)

2.D x 10"6

3.0 x 10-6

3.0 x 10-7

Xe-Kr

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.45 0. 67

O.OS8 0.27

Te-Sb

0. 64

Ba-Sr

0. 73

0. 025

Ru(c) p (b)

0.052 0.0083

0.028 0.005

0. 95 0.3 0.36 0.034 0.027 0.005

'

-Fraction of Core Invento Released( )

TCy 8.0 x 10-e

1.0 x 10-s

1.0

1.0

0.07 0.14

0.003 O.ll

0. 12 0. 015 0. 01 0. 002

0.083 D.011 0.007 0.001

TgUVy
AEy
Spy
S2E

1.0 x 10-6 1.0 0. 02- 0.055 0.11 0. 006 0. 007 0. 0013

Background on the isotope groups and release mechanisms is presented in Appendix VII, MASH 1400 (Ref. 52).
See Appendix H for description of the accident sequences and sequence groups.

( )Includes Ru, Rh, Co, Ho, Tc.
(d) Includes Y, La, Zr, Nb, Ce, Pr, Nd, Np, Pu, Am, Cm.

NDTE: Please refer to 'Section 5.8.2.1.4.7 for a .discussion of uncertainties in risk-estimates.
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Grou /Radi onuc1 ide

Table 5.8

Activity of Radionuclides in the-WNP-2 Reactor Core at 3468 MWt

Radioactive Inventory
in Millions of Curies Hal f-Life da s

A. Noble Gases
Krypton-85
Krypton-85m
Krypton-87
Krypton-88
Xenon-133
Xenon-135

0. 61
26
51
74

184
37

3,950
0. 183
0. 0528
0. 117
5. 28
0. 384

B. IODINES
Iod>ne-131
Iodine-132
Iodine-133
Iodine-134
Iodine-135

92
130
184
206
163

8.'5
0. 0958
0. 875
0.0366
0.280

C. ALKALI METALS
Rabidium-86
Cesium-134

Cesium-136'esium-137

D. TELLURIUM-ANTIMONY
e lunum-12

Tel 1 uri um-127m
Tellurium-129
Tel 1 uri um-129m
Tel 1 ur ium-131m
Tellurium-132
Antimony-127
Antomony-129

E. ALKALINE EARTHS
Strontium-89
Strontium-90
Strontium-91
Barium-140

0. 028
8.1
3.2
5.1

6.4
1.2

34
5.7

14
130

6.6
35

102
4.0

119
173

18. 7
750
'13.0

11,000

0. 391
109

0.048
34. 0
l. 25
3:25
3. 88
0. 179

52. 1
11,030

0.403
12.8

F. COBALT AND NOBLE METALS
Cobalt-58
Cobalt-60
Molybdenum-99
Technetium-99m
Ruthenium-103
Ruthenium-105
Ruthenium-106
Rhodium-105

0. 85
0. 31

173
152
119

78
':27

53

71. 0
1,920

2.8
0. 25

39. 5
0. 185

366
1. 50.
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Grou /Radi onucl ide

Table 5.8 (Continued)
I

Radioactive Inventory
in Nillions of Curies " Half-Life da s

G. RARE EARTHS REFRACTORY
OXIDES AND TRANSURANICS
Yttrium-90
Yttrium-91
Zirconium-95,-
Zirconium-97-
Niobium-95
Lanthanum-140
Cerium-141
Cerium-143
Cerium-144
Praseodymium-143
Neodymium-147
Neptunium"239
Plutonium-238
Plutonium-239
Plutonium-240
Plutonium-241
Americium-241
Curium-242
Curium-244

4.2
130
163
163
163
173
163
141

92
141

65

1780'.62

0.023
0.023
3.7
0. 0018
0. 54
0. 025

2. 67
59. 0
65. 2

0. 71
35. 0

1. 67
32. 3
l. 38

-284
'3.7

11.1
2. 35

32,500
8.9 x 10e
2.4 x

10',350

1.5 x 10s
163

6,630

. ~

NOTE: The above grouping of radionuclides corresponds to that in
Table 5.7.



Table 5.9

Summary of Environmental Impacts and Probabilities

Probability Persons
Df Impact Per Exposed
Reactor-Year over 200 rem

XO-4

Persons
Exposed
over 25 rem

Acute
Facilities

opu at on
Exposure .

Nillions of person-
Rem 50 mi/Total

0/0

aten
Cancers
50 mi/
Total

0/0

Cost of Offsite
Mitigating Actions
Millions of-Dollars

10-s

5 x 10-6

10-8

10"v

10-8

Related
Figure

70

11,000

25,000

5.4

180

1,4000

23,000

53,000

88,000

5.4

.0

350

6,000

. 5/3. 1

1. 3/4.8

4. 8/9. 0

.11/20

20/36

5.5

27/170

93/270

440/660

1,920/21,000

3500/3500

5.7

130

480

1,100

1,100

5.8

*Includes cancers of all organs. Thirty times the values shown in the Figure 5.7 are shown in this column
reflecting the thirty"year period-over which cancers might .occur. Genetic effects might be approximately twice
the number of latent cancers.

NOTE: Please refer to Section 5.8.2.1.4.7 for a discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.
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Table 5.10

Average Values of Environmental Risk
Due to Accidents Per Reactor-Year

Population exposure
person-rem within 50 miles
person-rem total

Acute Fatalities

Latent cancer fatalities
all organs excluding thyroid
thyroid only

Cost of protective actions
and decontamination

25
77

0. 00032

0.0042
0.00067

$2,600

NOTE: Please see Section 5.8.2. 1.4. 7 for discussions of uncertainties in risk
estimates.



Figure 5.1. Columbia River 100 Year Floodplain
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6. BENEFIT"COST SUMMARY

6. 1 BENEFITS

The primary benefits to be derived from operation of WNP-2 include about
5.8 billion kMh of .baseload electrical energy that the plant will be able to
produce annually (this projection assumes operation at an average 60K capacity
factor) (Sec. 2. 2). The benefits will also include the improved reliability
of the applicant's generating system brought about by the addition of 1100 MWe

of generating capacity to the system, as well as the saving of about
4341 million in production costs per year (Sec. 2.4). Finally, because of
MGS's dependence on hydroelectricity, the operation of WNP-2 will increase the
diversity of energy supply of the WGS system.

Secondary benefits arising from operation of WNP-2 include wages paid to about
104 full-time operating personnel (about '$2.4 million per year) and taxes paid
to local political subdivision within 56 km (35 mi) of the plant (Sec. 5. 7. 1).
The taxes are estimated to be about $ 79 million over the 30-year operating
lifetime of the plant, including fuel reload sales-'tax revenues (Sec. 5. 7. 2).

. 6.2 COSTS

0

6. 2. 1 Economic

The economic costs associated with plant operation include fuel costs and
operation and maintenance costs, which for 1982, the first full year of commer-
cial operation assumed by the applicant, are expected to be'.7 mills/kWh and
2 mills/kWh respectively, fn 1978 dollars, (ER-OL, Table 8.2-3). The cost of
decommissioning is a small additional cost of plant operation. The staff's
eneral estimate of the maximum cost for decommissioning WNP-2 is about
35 million to $ 60 million in 1978 dollars.

6.2.2 Socioec'onomic

No significant socioeconomic costs are expected from either the operation of
the plant or the number of operating personnel and their families living in
the area (Sec. 5.7).

6.2.3 Environmental

6.2.3.j. Nonradiological

The nonradiological environmental costs of )and-use, water-use, and ecological
effects previously estimated in the FES-CP have been reestimated on the basis
of new information and have been found not to have increased (Secs. 5.2,
5.3, and 5.5).

6"1
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6.2.3. 2 Radi ol ogi cal

The radiological environmental costs resulting from MNP-2 operation have been
reestimated on the basis of new information in the following areas: dose to
the general public; occupational dose; dose to the 'public and workers due to
transportation of radioactive material; dose to biota subsequently consumed by
man; and dose associated with the uranium fuel cycle. These costs are summa-
rized below.

The risks to the general population due to radioactive effluents from MNP-2
are a very sma11 fraction of the estimated occurrence of cancer deaths fn the
U.S. 'population and genetic disorders in future generations of the U.S. popula-
tion due to each year of exposure to natural-background radiation. Therefore,
the staff concludes that the'health impact to the general public due to routine
operation of the plant will be undetectable (Sec. 5.8).

Assuming that the average annual dose commitment pet nuclear worker at MNP-2
will be in the same range as that at similarly sized BMRs, the staff estimates
that occupational doses for WNP.-2 could average 1650 person-rems/yr (Sec. 5.8).
In terms of job-related~fatalities, the staff concludes that the risk to the
average nuclear plant worker is within the range of risks associated with oth
occupations, and is acceptable (Sec. 5.8).

The transportation dose to workers and the public is specified in Table 5.3.
This dose is small and is not considered significant in comparison to the
natural-background dose (Sec. 5.8).

Based on studies of radiation exposure to biota other than man, there have
been no cases of exposures that can be considered significant in te'rms of harm
to the species or that approach the exposure limits to members of the public
permitted by 10 CFR Part 20. Evidence to date indicates that no other living
organisms are very much more radiosensitive than man. No measurible radio-
logical impact on populations of biota is expected as a result of routine
operation of MNP-2 (Sec. 5.8).

The data on the uranium fuel cycle provided .in Table S-3 (Table 5.5) include
maximum recycle-option impacts for each element of the fuel cycle. Thus, the
staff's conclusions as to acceptability of the environmental costs of the fuel
cycle are not affected by the specific fuel cycle selected (Sec. 5.8).

6. 3 CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the analysis and review of potential environmental, technical,
economic, and social impacts, the staff has been able to forecast more accu-
rately the effects of operation of MNP-2. No new information has been obtained
that alters the overall balancing of the benefits versus the environmental
costs of plant operation. Consequently,'he staff has determined that the
plant will most likely operate with only minimal environmental impact. The
staff finds that the prima'ry benefits'f minimizing system and/or regional
production costs and increasing baseload generating capacity by '1100 MMe
greatly outweigh the environmental, social, and economic costs. Benefits and
costs are summarized in Table 6. 1.



Table 6.1. Benefit-Cost Summary for WNP-2

Benefit or Cost

BENEFITS

~PHoa

Electrical Energy (Sec. 2.2)
Additional WGS Capacfty (Sec. 2.4)
Reduced Generating Costs (Sec. 2.2)
Diversity of Fuel Supply (Sec. 2.3)

~Sd
Taxes (Sec. 5.7.1)
Ecploynent (Sec. 5.7.1)
Payroll (Sec. 5.7.1)
Flood Control (Sec. 5.3.2)

Hagnitude or Referencets

5.8 x 10e kWh/yr

1100 HWe

$341 nfliion/yr
See Section 2.3

$72 nfllion/plant life ~

104 full-tfue jobs

$ 2.4 nillion/year
See Section 5.3. 1

Staf f Assesscent.
of Cost or Benefitle

Hoderate

Hoderate

Large

Moderate

Moderate

Snail
Hoderate

Small

COSTS

Econonfc

Fuel (Sec. 2.2 and 6.2.1)
Operation and Haintenance (Sec. 2.2 and 6.2.1)
Oecoerafssfonlng (Sec. 6.2.1 and Appendix E)

Socioecononfc

Historic and Prehistoric Sites (Sec. 5.6)
Labor Force Interaction with Local Infrastructure (Sec. 5.7.4)

Nonradfolo ical Envfronuental

Resources Coaaftted:

a. Land (Sec. 5.2; and FES-CP, Secs. II-C.I and II-E.1)
b. Water (FES-CP, Secs. II-E.3 and Y-8)

c. Uraniun (Fuel) (FES-CP, Sec. IX)

d. Other Materials and Supplies (FES-CP, Sec. IX)
Aquatic Resources

a. Consuaptfon
Surface Water (Sec. 5.3.1; and FES-CP, Sec. V-8)
Groundwater (Sec. 5.3.1)
Groundwater Level Drawdown (Sec. 5.3. 1)

b. Surface Water Contaninatfon
Thernal (Sec. 5.3.3)
Chenfcal (except bfocfdes) (Sec. 5.3.4)
Chenfcal-bfocides (Sec. 5.3.4)

5.7 ellis/kWh (1978 5)
2.0 ai11s/kWh (1978 $ )
$35 - $60 of i)Ion (1978 $ )

See Section 5.6
See Section 5.7.4

12 ha

36 ns/s

1451 netrfc tons of
2.58K U-235

See FES-CP, Sec. IX

0.8 ns/s
See Section 5.3.1
See Section 5.3.1

8.3 x 10e HI/hr
See Sectfon 5.3.4
< 0.1 ng/L TRC

Hoderate

Moderate

Moderate

Seal I

Small

Snail

Snail

Snail

Snail
Seal 1

Seal 1

Snail
Snail
Seall



TABLE 6.1 Continued

Benefit or Cost

c. Ecological

Magnitude or Reference
Staff Assessment

of Cost or Benefiti~

Comumbia River

Impingement (Sec. 5.5. 2)
Entrainment (Sec. 5.5.2)
Thermal Effects (FES-CP, Sec. V-C.2)
Total Dissolved Solids (Sec. 5.3.4)
Oischarge of Blowdown (FES-CP, Sec. Y-C.2)

Terrestrial Resources

See Section
See Section
See Section
< 850 mg/L
See Section

5.5.2
5.5.2
5.5.2

5.5.2

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

a. Fog (Sec. 5.4.2)
b. Ice (ec. 5.4.2)
c. Fugitive Oust (Sec. 5.4.1)

meteorology and Air guality

See Section 5.4.2
See Section 5.4. 2
See Section 5.4. 1

Small
Small
Small

a. Offsite air temperature and humidity (sec. 5.4.2) See Section 5.4;2
b. Combustion exhaust gases (Sec. 5.4.1) See Section 5.4;1
c. Fugitive Oust (Sec. 5.4.1) See Section 5.4.1

Radiolo ical Environmental

Small
Small
Small

General Population (Sec. 5.8.1.1.2)
MHP-2 Morkers (Sec. 5.8.1.1.1)
Transportation of Fuel and Maste (Sec. 5.8.1.1.2)
Biota Other Than Man (Sec. 5.8. 1.3)
Uranium Fuel-Cycle (Sec. 5.8.1.5)
Accident Risk (Sec. '5.8.2)

See Section
See Section
See Section
See Section
See Section
See Section

5.8.1.1.2
5.8.1.1.1
5.8.1.1.2
5.8.1.3
5.8.1.5
5.8.2

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

g~ - Mhere a particular unit or measure for a benefit/cost category has not been specified in the EIS, or'where
an estimate of the magnitude of the benefit/cost under consideration has not been made, the reader is
directed to the- appropriate EIS section for further information.

f~ - Subjective measure of costs and benefits are, assigned by reviewers, 'where quantification is not possible:
"Small - impacts that, in the reviewrs'udgments, are of such minor nature, based on currently available
information, that they do not warrant detailed investigations or considerations of mitigative actions;
"Moderate" - impacts that, in that the reviers'udgements, are likely to be clearly evident (mitigation
alternatives are usually considered for moderate impacts); "Large" - impacts that, in the

reviewers'udgments,represent either a severe penalty or a major benefit. Acceptance requires that the

large netagive impacts should be more than offset by othe riding project consigerations.
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APPENDIX C

NEPA POPULATION DOSE ASSESSMENT

Population-dose commitments are calculated for all individuals living within
80 km (50 miles) of the MNP-2 facility, employing the same models used for
individual doses (see Regulatory Guide l. 109, Rev. 1~), for the purpose of
meeting the "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix I.~ In addition, dose commitments to the population
residing beyond the 80-km region, associated with the export of food crops
produced within the 80-km region and with the atmospheric and hydrospheric
transport of the more mobile effluent species, such as noble gases, tritium,
and carbon-l4, are taken into'consideration for the purpose of meeting the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, 1969 (NEPA). Th'is
appendix describes the methods used to make these NEPA population dose
estimates.

1, Iodines and Particulates Released to the Atmos here

Effluent nuclides in this category deposit on the ground as the effluent
moves downwind, thus the concentration of these nuclides remaining in the
plume is continouously being reduced. Mithin 80 km of the facility, the
deposition model in Regulatory Guide 1. 111, Rev. 1,3 is used in con)unction
with the dose models in Regulatory Guide 1. 109, Rev. l.~ Site-specific data
concerning production and consumption of foods within 80 km of the reactor
are used. For estimates of population=doses beyond 80 km, it is assumed that
excess food not consumed within the 80-km area will be consumed by the

'opulationbeyond 80 km. It is further assumed that none, or very few, of
the particulates (excluding tritium and carbon-14) released from the .facilitywill be transported beyond the 80-km distance; thus they will make no signif-
icant contribution to the population dose outside the 80-km region except
by export of food crops., This assumption was tested and found to be reason-
able for the MNP-2 facility.
2. Noble Gases Carbon-14 and Tritium Released to the Atmos here

For locations within 80 km of the reactor facility, exposures to these-
effluents are calculated with a constant mean wind-direction model according
to the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Rev. 1, and the dose
models described in Regulatory Guide 1. 109, Rev. 1. For estimating the dose
commitment from these radfonuclides to the U.S. population residing beyond
the 80-km region, two dispersion regimes are considered. They are referred
to as the first-pass dispersion regime and the world-wide dispersion regime.
The model for the first-pass .dispersion regime estimates the dose commitment
to the popu'lation from the radioactive plume as it leaves the facility anddrifts across the continental United States toward the northeastern corner
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of the U.S. The model for the,'orld-wide dispersion regime estimates the
dose commitment to the U.S. population after the released radionuclides mix
uniformly in the world's atmosphere or oceans.

a. 'irst-Pass Dispersion

For estimating the dose commitment to the U. S. population residing beyond
the 80-km region due to the first pass of radioactive pollutants, it is
assumed that the pollutants disperse fn the'ateral and vertical directions
along the plume path. The direction of movement of the plume is assumed to
be from the facility toward the northeast corner of the U. S. The extent of
vertical dispersion is assumed to be limited by the ground plane and the
stable atmospheric layer aloft, the height of which determines the mixing
depth.'he shape of such a,plume geometry can be visualized as a right
cylindrical wedge whose height is equal to the mixing depth. Under the
assumption of constant population density, the population dose associated
with such a plume geometry is independent of the extent of lateral disper-
sion, and is only dependent upon the mixing depth and other nongeometrical-
related factors.4 The mixing depth is estimated to be 1000m, and a uniform
population density of 62 persons/km~ is assumed along the plume pa'th, with
an average plume transport velocity of 2 m/s.

The total-body population dose commitment from the first-pass of radioactive
effluents is due principally to external exposure from gamma-emitting noble
gases., and to internal exposure from'inhalation of air containing tritium
and ingestion of food containing carbon-14 and tritium.

b. Mor1d-Wide Dispersion

For estimating the dose commitment to the U.S. population after the first-pass,
world-wide dispersion is assumed. Nondepositing radionuclides with half-lives
greater than one year are considered. Noble gases and carbon-14 are assumed
to mix uniformly in the world's atmosphere (3.8 x 10 ms), and radioactive

. decay is taken into consideration. The world-wide dispersion model estimates
the activity of each nuclide at the end of a 15-year release period (midpoint
of reactor life) and estimates the annual population dose commitment at that
point in time, taking into consideration radioactive decay and physical removal
mechanisms (e. g., carbon-14 is gradually removed to the world's oceans).
The total-body population dose commitment from the noble gases is due mainly
to external exposui e from gamma-emitting nuclides, while from carbon-14 it
is due mainly to internal exposure from ingestion of food containing carbon-l4.

The population dose commitment due to tritium releases is estimated in a
manner similar to 'that for carbon-14, except that after the first pass, all
of the tritium is assumed to be immediately'istributed in the world'
circulating water volume (2.7, x 10 m ), including the top 75 m of the seas
and oceans, rivers and atmosphere moisture. The concentration of tritium in
the world's circulating water is estimated at the point in time after l5 years
of releases have occurred, taking into consideration radioactive decay; the
population dose commitment estimates are based on the incremental concentration
at that point in time. The total-body population dose commitment from tritium
is due mainly to internal exposure from the consumption of food.
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3. ~LI dd Eff1 t
Population dose commitments due to effluents in the receiving water within
80 km of the facility are calculated as described in Regulatory Guide 1. 109.It is assumed that no depletion by sedimentation of the nuclides present in
the receiving water occurs within 80 km. It also is assumed that aquatic
biota concentrate radioactivity in the same manner as was assumed for the
ALARA maximally exposed individual evaluation. 'owever, food consumption
values appropriate for the average, rather than the maximum, individual are
used. It is further assumed that all the sport and commercial fish and
shellfish caught within the 80-km area are eaten by the U. S. population.

Beyond 80 'km, it is assumed that all the liquid-effluent nuclides except
tritium have deposited on the sediments so that they make no further co'ntribu-
tion to population exposures. 'he tritium is assumed to mix uniformly in the
world's circulating water volume and to result in an exposure to the- U.S.
population in the same manner as discussed for tritium in gaseous effluents.

4. References

(1) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Regulatory Guide 1. 109:
Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor++
Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix I," Revision 1, October 1977.

(2) Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, "Domestic Licensing
of Production and Utilization Facilities," January 1980.

(3) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Regulatory Guide l. 111:
Methods for Estimating Atmospheric, Transport and Dispersion of
Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases from Light-Mater Reactors,"
Revision 1, July 1977.

(4) K. F. Eckerman, et al., "Users Guide to GASPAR Code", U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission report NUREG-.0597, June 1980.
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The results of the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) have been updated. The update
was done largely to incorporate results of research and development conducted
after the October 1975 publication of the RSS arid to provide a baseline
against which the risk associated with various LMRs could be consistently
compared.

D

Primarily, the rebaselined RSS results reflect use of advanced modeling*of
the processes involved in meltdown accidents, that is, the MARCH-computer
code modeling for transient and LOCA-initiated sequences and the CORRAL code
used for calculat'ing ma~nitudes of release accompanying various accident,
sequences. 'hese codes have led to a capability to predict the transient

'ndsmall LOCA-initiated sequences that is considerably advanced beyond what
existed at the time the Reactor Safety Study was completed. The advanced
accident process models (MARCH and CORRAL) produced some changes in the
staff estimates of the release magnitudes from various accident sequences in
MASH-1400. These changes primarily involved release magnitudes for the
iodine, cesium, and tellurium families of isotopes. In general, a decrease
in the iodines was predicted for many of the dominant accident sequences,
while some increases in the release magnitudes for the cesium and tellurium
isotopes were predicted.

Entailed in this rebaselining effort was the evaluation of individual dominant
accident sequences as we understand them to evolve rather than the technique
of grouping large numbers of accident sequences into encompassing, but
synthetic, release categories as was done fn MASH-1400. The rebaselining of
the RSS also eliminated the "smoothing technique" that was criticized in the
report by the Risk Assessment Review Group (sometimes known as the Lewis
Report, NUREG/ CR-0400).

In both of the RSS designs (PMR and BMR), the likelihood of an, accident
sequence'eading to the occurrence of a steam explosion (e) in the reactor
vessel was decreased. This was done to reflect both experimental and calcu-
lational indications that such explosions are unlikely to occur in those
sequences involving small size LOCAs and transients because of the high
pressures and temperatures expected to exist within the reactor coolant
system during these scenarios. Furthermore, if such an explosion were to
occur, there are indications that it would be unlikely to produce as much
energy and the m'assive missile-caused breach of containment as was postulated
in MASH-1400.

*It should be noted that the MARCH code was used on a number of scenarios in
connection with the TMI-2 recovery efforts and for post-TMI-2 investigations
to explore possible alternative scenarios that THI-2 could have experienced.
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For rebaselining of the RSS BWR design, the sequence TCy'described later)
was explicitly included into the rebaselining results. The accident processes
associated with the TC sequence had been erroneously calculated in MASH-1400.

In general, the rebaselined results led to slightly increased health impacts
being predicted for the RSS BWR design. This is believed to be largely
attributable to the inclusion of TCy .

In summary, the rebaselining of the RSS results led to small overall differ-
ences from the predictions in WASH-1400. It should be recognized that these
small differences due to the rebaselining efforts are likely to be far out-
weighed by the uncertainties associated with such analyses.

The accident sequences identified in the rebaselining effort which are
expected to dominate risk of the RSS-BMR design are briefly described below.
These sequences are assumed to represent the approximate accident risks from
the WNP-2 BMR design.

Each of the accident sequences is designated by a string of identification
characters in the same manner as in the RSS (see page 0-5 for key to sequence
symbols). Each character represents a failure in one. or more of the important
plant systems or features. For example, in sequences having a y't the end
of the string, it means a particular failure mode (overpressure) of the contain-
ment structure (and a rupture location) where a release of radioactivity takes
place directly to the atmosphere from the primary containment. In the sequence
having a y at the end of the string, the containment failure mode is again by
overpressure, but this time the rupture location is such that the release takes
place into the reactor building (secondary containment) before discharging to
the environment. In this latter (y) case, the overall magnitude of radioactivity
release is somewhat diminished by the deposition and plateout processes that
take place within the reactor building.

TC 'nd TC

These sequences involve a transient event requiring shutdown of the reactor
while at full power, followed by a failure to make the reactor subcritical
(i. e., terminate power generation by the core). The containment is assumed .

to be isolated by these events; then, one or the other of the following
chain of events is'assumed to happen:

(a) High-pressure coolant-injection system would succeed for some time in
providing makeup water to the core in sufficient quantity to cope with
the rate of coolant loss through relief and safety valves to the suppres-
sion pool of the containment. During this time, the core power level
varies, but causes substantial energy to be directed into the suppression
pool; this energy is in excess of what the containment and containment
heat-removal systems are designed to cope with. Ultimately, in about
l-l/3 hours, the containment is estimated to fail by overpressure and
it is assumed that this rather severe structural failure of the contain-
ment would disable the high-pressure coolant makeup system. It is
assumed that over a period of roughly l-l/2 hours after breach of
containment; the core would melt. This has been estimated to be one of
the more dominant sequences in terms of accident risks to the public.
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(b) A variant to the above sequence 'is one where the high-.pressure coolant-
in$ection system fails somewhat earlier and prior to containment over-
pressure failure. In this case, the earlier melt could result in a
reduced magnitude of release because some of the fission products dis-
charged to the suppression pool, via the safety and relief valves,
could be more effectively retained if the pool remained subcooled. The
overall accident consequences would be somewhat reduced in this earlier
melt sequence, but ultimately the processes accompanying melt (for
example, noncondensfbles, steam, and steam pressure pulses during
reactor vessel melt-through) could cause overpressure failure (y or y')
of the containment.

TM 'nd TM

The TM sequence involves a transient where the reactor has been shut down
and containment has been isolated from its normal heat sink (that is, the
power conversion system). In this sequence; the failure to transfer decay
heat from the core and'ontainment to an ultimate sink could ultimately
cause overpressure failure of containment. Overpressure failure of contain-
ment would take many, many hours, allowing for repair or other emergency
actions to be accomplished, but it is assumed that should this sequence
occur, the rather severe structural failure of containment would disable the
systems (for example, HPI, RCIC) providing coolant makeup to the reactor
core. (In the 'RSS design, the service water system which conveys heat from
the containment via RHR system to the ultimate sink was found to be the
dominant failure contribution in the TM sequence.) After breach of
containment, the core is assumed to melt.

T UV 'E '
E ' E 'nd T UV AE S E S E

Each of the accident sequences shown grouped into the two bracketed categories
above is estimated to have quite similar consequence outcomes, and these
would be somewhat smaller than the TCy',. y and TMy'equences described
above. In essence, these sequences, which are characterized 'as in the RSS,
involve'ailure to deliver makeup coolant to the core after a LOCA or a
shutdown transient event requiring such coolant makeup. The core is assumed
to melt down and the melt processes ultimately cause overpressure failure of
containment (either y'r y). The overall risk from these sequences is
expected to be dominated by the higher frequency initiating events (that is,
the small LOCA (S2) and shutdown transients (T)).
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KEY TO BWR ACCIDENT SE UENCE SYMBOLS

B

Rupture of reactor coolant boundary with an equivalent diameter of
greater than six inches.

Failure of electric power to ESFs.

C
- Failure of the reactor protection system.

D - Failure of vapor suppression.

E - Failure of emergency core cooling infection.

F - Failure of emergency core cooling functionability.

6 - Failure of containment isolation to limit leakage to less than
100 volume percent per day.

Failure of core spray recirculation system.

Failure of low pressure service water system.

J - Failure of high pressure service water system.

M
- Failure of safety/relief valves to open.

P - Failure of safety/relief valves to reclose after opening.

Failure of normal feedwater system to provide core makeup water.

S~

S2

T

Small pipe break with an equivalent diameter of about 2"-6".

Small pipe break with an equivalent diameter of about 1/2"-2".

Transient event.

U - Failure of HPCI or RCIC to provide core makeup water.

V - Failure of low pressure ECCS to provide core makeup water.

W - Failure to remove residual core heat.

e - Containment failure due to steam explosion in vessel.

p

Y

Containment failure due to steam explosion in containment.

Containment failure due to overpressure - release through 'reactor
building.

Containment failure due to overpressure - release direct to atmosphere.
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6 - Containment isolation failure in drywell.

c - Containment isolation failure in wetwell.

Containment leakage greater than 2400 volume percent per day.

q
- Reactor building isolation failure.

8 - Standby gas treatment system failure.
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APPENDIX E. EVACUATION MODEL

"Evacuation," used in the context of offsite emergency response in the event
of substantial amount of radioactivity release to the atmosphere in a reactor
accident, denotes an early and expeditious movement of people to avoid exposure
to the passing radioactive cloud and/or to acute ground contamination in the
wake of the cloud passage. It should be distinguished from "relocation" which
denotes a postaccident response to reduce exposure from long-term ground
contamination. The Reactor Safety Study (Ref. 1) (PSS) consequence model
contains provision foi incorporating radiological consequence r'eduction benefits
of public evacuation. Benefits of a properly planned and expeditiously'arried
out public evacuation would be well manifest'ed in reduction of'cute health
effects associated with early exposure; namely, in number of cases of acute
fatality and acute rad'iation sickness which would require hospitalization. The
evacuation model originally used in the RSS consequence model is described in .

WASH-1400 (Ref. 1) as well as in NUREG-0340 (Ref. 2). However, tPe 'evacuation
model which *has been used herein is a modeified version (Ref. 3) of the RSS((
model and is, to a certain extent, site emergency planning oriented. The
modified version is briefly outlined below:

The model utilizes a circular area with a specified radius (such as a 10-mile
plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)), with the reactor at the
center. It is assumed that people living within portions of this 'area would
evacuate if an accident should occur involving imminent or actual release of
significant quantities of radioactivity to the atmopshere.

Significant atmospheric releases of radioactivity would in general be preceded
by one or more hours of warning time (postulated as 'the time interval between
the awareness of 'impending core melt and the beginning of the release of
radioactivity from the containment building). For the purpose of calculation
of radiological exposure, the model assumes that all people who live in a
fan-shaped radiological exposure, the model assumes that'all people who live
in a fan-shaped area (fanning out from the reactor) within the circular zone
with the downwind direction as its centerline —'i.e., those people who would
potentially be under the radioactive cloud that would develop following the
release —would leave their residences after lapse of a specified amount of
delay time* and then evacuate. THe delay 'time is reckoned from the beginning
of the warning time and is recognized as the sum of the time required by the
reactor operators to notify the responsible authorities; time required'by the
authorities to interpret the data, decide to evacuate, and direct the people
to evacuate; and time required for the people to mobilize and get underway.

While leaving the area, the model assumes that each evacuee would move radially
out and in the downwind direction with an average effective speed" (obtained
by dividing the zone radius by the average time taken to clear the zone after
the delay time) over a fixed distance* from the evacuee's starting point.

t t l, hkh 1db th
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This distance is selected to be 24 kilometers (15 miles), which is 8 kilometers
(5 miles) more than the 16-kilometer (10-mile) plume exposure pathway EPZ radius.
After reaching the end of. the travel distance the evacuee is assumed to receive
no further radiation exposure. (An important assumption incorporated in the
RSS conseqeunce model is that if the calculated ground dose to the total marrow
over a 7-day period would exceed 200 rems in the regions beyond the evacuation
zone, then this high dose rate would be detected by actual field measurements
following the accident and people from those regions would be relocated
immediately. Therefore, the model limits the period for ground-dose calculation
to only 24 hours for those regions. Mhen no evacuation at all is assumed, this
manner of ground-dose calculations applies to all regions, beginning from the
reactor's location. CRAG code implements this feature irrespective of the
evacuation model used.)

The model incorporates a finite 'length of the radioactive cloud in the downwind
direction which would 'be determined by the product of the duration over which
the atmospheric release would take place and the average windspeed during the
release. It is assumed that the front and the back of the cloud formed would
move with an equal speed which would be the same as the prevailing windspeed;
therefore, its length would remain constant at its initial value. At any time
after the release, the concentration of radioactivity is assumed to be uniform
over the length of the cloud. If the delay time would be less than the warning
time, then all evacuees would have a head-start, i.e., the cloud would be
trailing behind the evacuees initially. On the other hand, if the delay time
would be more than the warning time, then depending on initial locations of
the evacuees, there are possibilities that (a) an evacuee will still have a
head-start, or (b) the cloud would be already overhead when an evacuee starts
out to leave, or (c) an evacuee would be initially trailing behind the~cloud.
However, this initial picture of cloud-people disposition would change as the
evacuees travel depending on the relative speed and positions between the cloud
and people. It may become possible that the cloud and an evacuee would overtake
one another zero, or one or more times before the evacuee would reach his or
her destination. In the model, the radial position of an evacuating person,
while stationary or in transit, is compared to the front and the back of the
cloud as a function of time to determine a realistic period of exposure to
airborne radionuclides. The model calculates the time periods during which
people are. exposed to radionuclides on the ground while they are stationary
and while they are evacuating. Because radionuclides would be deposited
continually from the cloud as it passed a given location, a person while under
the cloud would be exposed to ground contamination less concentrated than if
the cloud had completely passed. To account for this, at least in part, the
revised model assumes that persons are exposed to the total ground contamination
concentration, calculated to exist after complete passage of the cloud, when
completely passed by the cloud; to one-half 'the calculated concentration when
anywhere under the cloud; and to no concentration when in front of the cloud.
The model provides for use of different values of the shielding protection
factors for exposure from airborne radioactivity and contaminated ground, and
of the breathing rates for stationary and moving evacuees during delay and
transit periods.

It is realistic to expect that authorities would evacuate persons at distances
from the site where exposures above the threshold for causing acute fatalities
could occur regardless of the plume exposure pathway EPZ distance. Figure E-1
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illustrates, the reduction in acute fatalities that can occur by extending ev
tion to lar'ger distances., such as 24 kilometers (15 miles), and 32 kilometers
(20 miles). If'it is assumed that all people within a distance of 40 kilometers
(25 miles) are evacuated, the model predicts that there would be no acute fatal.i-
ties at any probability level for this site. It should be noted, however, that
the, evacuation model becomes more inaccurate as larger distances, and larger
numbers of people, are involved. Also illustrated in Figure E-1 is a pessimistic
case .for which no early evacuation is assumed and all persons are assumed to
be exposed for the first 24 hours following an accident, and are then relocated.

The model has the same provision for calculation of the economic cost associated
with implementation of evacuation as in the original RSS model. For this purpose,
the model assumes that for atmospheric releases of durations three hours or
less, all people living within a circular area of a 5-mile 'radius centered at
the reactor plus all people living within a 45'ngular sector within the plume
exposure pathway EPZ and centered on'the downwind direction would evacuate and
temporarily relocate. However, if the duration of release would exceed three
hours, the cost of evacuation is based on the assumption that all people within
the entire plume exposure pathway EPZ would evacuate and temporarily relocate.
For either of these situations, the cost of evacuation 'and relocation is assumed
to be $125 (1980 dollar) per person, which includes cost of food and tempor py~

'heltering for a period of one week,
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Permit No. WA-002515-1
Issuance Date: 9/8/80
Expiration Date: 9/8/d5

CREATIONAL POLLUTANT OIBCHARGE ZLIMINATION
SYSTEM WASTE DISCHARGE PERMIT

State of Washington
Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council

Olympia, Washington 98504

In Compliance With the Provisions of
Chapter 155, Laws of 1973, (RCW 90.48) as amended

and

The Clean Water Act, as amended
Public Law 95-217

WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
3000 George Washington Way

Richland, Washington 99352

Plant Location

Section 5, T.llN, R28E W.M.
North of Richland
Benton County, Washington

Industry Type: Nuclear Steam i
"Electric Generating Plan+

)WPPSS Ho. 2)j

Receiving Water:
A

Columbia River

Discharge Location:

Outfall 00l
Latitude: 46 2g'17" N
Longitude: 119 15'45" W

Water Segment No'.: 26-03-00

is authorized to discharge in accordance with the special and general
conditions which follow.

Approved: September 8, 1980

haxrmanNicholas D. Lewis, C
Energy Facility Site
Evaluation Council
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page 2 of 11
Permit No. WA-002515-1

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

S.l EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

During the period beginning with the issuance of this
permit and lasting until the expiration date of this
permit, the permittee is authorized to disc'harge
effluents from Outfall Discharge Serial Number 001
subject to the following limitations and monitoring
requirements:



A LOW VOLUME WASTE SOURCES PORTION OF DISCHARGE SERIAL NUMBER 001

PARAMETER EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS MONITORING RE UIREMENTS

Daily
Maximum

Daily
~veracue Minimum Fre uenc Sam le-T

Total Suspended,
Solids (lb/day)

pH

34

Between 6.5 and 8.5 at all
times

Weekly

Continuous

Grab

N/A

Oil and Grease
(lb/day)

Flow (GPD) 40,000

2.5

20,000

Weekly Grab

Continuous while :-, N/A
discharging

Compliance with these limitations shall be determined by monitoring all low volume
waste sources including liquid radwaste prior to their confluence with the recirculatedcooling water.

Note (1): Permittee is allowed on an intermittent basis to discharge subject
to the provisions of G.5 herein to a maximum of 285,000 GPD additional
flow originating from the liquid radwaste treatment system.
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B, RECIRCUIATED COOLING WATER BLOWDOWN PORTION OF OUTFALf DISCHARGE SERIAL NUMBER 001

PARAMETER EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS MONITORING REQtJIREMENTS

Daily
Maximum

Daily
Averacve Minimum Fre uenc Sam le T

Temperature

Total Residual
'Chlorine (mg/1)

pH

Note (3)

0.1 mg/1

Between 6.5 and 8.5 at
all times

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

N/A

N/A

N/A

Flow (GPD) 9.4 x 10 4.64 x 10 Continuous N/A

Note (1)

Note (2)

Note (3)

Note (4)

Upon initiating chlorination, permittee shall terminate all discharges
from the recirculating water system to the receiving water until the
total residual chlorine concentration has been at or below 0.1 mg/1 for
15 minutes. For compliance chlorine vill be measured at and vill be
characteristic of the unit being chlorinated.

Permittee shall include an alarm system for the pH control to provide an
indication of any variance from established limits.
The temperature of the recirculated 'cooling vater blowdown shall not
exceed, at any time, the lowest temperature of the recirculated cooling
water prior to the addition of the makeup water.

Continued recording of total residual chlorine during periods of active
chlorination and for two hours after recommencing discharge or until
chlorine residual reaches'n undetectable level. If continuous chlorine
monitor malfunctions, grab samples will be analyzed by amperometric
titration every 15 minutes until TRC reaches 0.1 mg/1 maximum prior to
discharge.
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Permit No. WA-002515-

GENERAL CONDITIONS

Gl. No discharge of polychlorinated biphenyl, such as transformer
fluid, is permitted.'o discharge of materials. added for cor-
rosion inhibition of recirculating cooling water blowdown is
permitted. I

G2. All discharges and activities authorized herein shall be con-
sistent with the terms and conditions of this permit. Permit-
tee is authorized to discharge those pollutants which are:
(1) contained in the raw water supply, (2) entrained from the
atmosphere, or (3) quantitatively and qualitatively identified
in the permit application; except as modified or limited by
the special or 'general conditions of this permit.

'owever,'heeffluent concentratio'ns in permittee's waste water shall
be determined on a gross basis and the effluent limitations inthis permit mean gross concentrations and not" net addition of
pollutants. The discharge of any pollutant more frequently
than or at a level in excess of that authorized by this permitshall constitute a violation of the terms and conditions of
this permit.

G3. The effluent limitation for the total combined flow discharged
from outfall No. 001 for any particular pollutant, excluding
pH, shall be the sum of the amounts for each contributing
inplant stream as authorized by the special or general con-
ditions of this permit.'I

G4. Permittee shall not discharge any effluent which shall cause aviolation of any applicable State of Washington Water QualityCriteria or standards contained in WAC 173-201, as they exist
now or hereafter are amended, outside the mixing zone whose
boundaries shall be:

a.

b.

C ~

The boundaries in the vertical plane shall extend from
the receiving water surface to the riverbed;
The upstream and downstream boundaries shall be 50 feet
and 300 feet, respectively, from the center line of theoutfall; and

The lateral boundaries shall be separated by 100 feet'
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permit No. WA-002515-1

r
'

G5 ~

G6 ~

G8.

G9.

Excess process water shall not be discharged to the river un-
less sampling and analysis has demonstrated that the water
complies with the applicable regulations on liquid radioactive
discharges. Excess process water not meeting these conditions
shall be processed in the liquid radwaste treatment system
prior to discharge to the river. The liquid radwaste treat-
ment system shall provide facilities with 24-hour retention
capabilities and liquids may be discharged only after sampling
and analysis demonstrate that all applicable regulations are
complied with. No other liquid radwaste shall be discharged
at the holding facilities.
The permittee shall provide an adequate operating staff which
is qualified and shall carry out the operation, maintenance,
and testing activities required to insure compliance with the
conditions of this permit.

permittee shall handle and dispose of all solid waste material
from any waste retention basins or any other source in such a
manner as to prevent their pollution of any ground or surface
water body. Further, permittee shall not pqrmit leachate from
such solid waste material to cause adverse. effect on ground or
surface water quality.
Whenever a facility expansion, production increase, or process
modification is anticipated which will result in a new or in-
creased discharge, or which will cause any of the conditions
of this permit to be exceeded, a new NPDES application must be
submitted together with the necessary reports and engineering
plans for the proposed changes. No change shall be made until
plans have been approved and new permit or permit modification
has been issued. If such changes will not violate the ef-
fluent limitations specified in this permit, permittee shall
notify the Council of such changes prior to such facility
expansion, production increase or process modification.
If the 'toxic effluent standard or prohibition (including any
schedule of compliance specified in such effluent standard or
prohibition) is established under Section 307 (a) of the
Federal Act for a toxic pollutant which is present in the
permittee's discharge and such standard or prohibition is more
stringent than any limitation upon such pollutant in this per-
mit, this permit shall be revised or modif ied in accordance
with the toxic effluent standard or prohibition and the per-
mittee shall be so notified.
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G10. If, for any reason, the permittee does not comply with or will
not be able to comply with,'ny daily maximum effluent limita-
tion specified in this permit, the permittee shall provide the
Council with the following information, in writing,. within
five (5) days of becoming aware of such condition:

a. A description of the discharge and 'ause of noncom-
pliance; and

b. The period of noncompliance, including dates and times;
or, if not corrected, the, anticipated time the noncom-
pliance is expected to continue and steps being taken to
reduce, eliminate and prevent recurrence of the noncom-
plying discharge.

Gll. The permittee shall at all times maintain in good working
order and efficiently operate all tr'eatment or control facili-
ties or systems installed or used by the permittee to achieve
compliance with the terms and conditions of this permit.

G12.'he diversion from or bypass of any discharge from facilities
utilized by the permittee to maintain compliance with .the
terms and conditions of this permit is prohibited, except (a)
where unavoidable to prevent loss of life or severe property
damage, or (b) where excessive storm drainage or runoff would
damage any facilities necessary for compliance with the terms
and conditions of this permit. The permittee shall promptly
notify the Council in writing of each such diversion or bypass
in accordance with the procedur'e specified in condition G13.

G13. In the event the permittee is unable to comply with any of the
conditions of this permit because of a breakdown of waste
treatment, equipment or facilities, an accident caused by
human error or negligence, electrical power failure, or any
other cause, including acts of nature, the permittee shall:
a. Immediately take action to stop, contain, and clean up

the unauthor,ized discharge and correct the problems.

b. As soon as reasonably practicable notify the Council so
that an investigation can be made to evaluate the impact

. and the corrective actions taken and determine additional
action that must be taken. '
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C ~ Promptly submit detailed written report to the Council
describing the breakdown, the actual quantity and quality
of resulting waste discharges, corrective action taken,
steps taken to prevent a recurrence, and any other

perti-'ent

information.

G14.

Compliance with these requirements does not relieve the per-
mittee from responsibility to'maintain continuous compliance
with the conditions of this permit or the resulting liability
for failure to comply.

Permittee shall install an alternative electric power source
capable of operating any electrically powered pollution con-
trol 'facilities; or, alternatively, permittee shall certify to
the Council that the terms and conditions of this permit will
be met in case of a loss of primary power to the pollution
control equipment by controlling production.

4'15.

Permittee shall comply with the Monitoring Program require-
ments set forth herein.

Monitoring results for the previous quarter shall be summa-
rized on a monthly basis and reported on a Discharge Moni-
toring Report Form (EPA 3320-1), postmarked no later than the
28th day of the month following the end of the quarter. Thefirst report is due by the 28th day of the first month fol-
lowing the end of the quarter in which the first discharge
under this permit occurs. Duplicate signed copies of these,
and all other reports required herein, shall be submitted to
EPA and the Council at the following addresses:

U ST EPA REGION X
1200 6th Avenue
Seattle, NA 98101
Attention:
Permits Branch M/S 521

EFSEC
Attention:
Executive Secretqry
820 East 5th Avenue
Olympia, WA 98504

G16 ~ The permittee shall retain for a minimum of three years all
records of monitoring activities and results, including all
reports of recordings from continuous monitoring instrumenta-
tions, record of analysis performed and calibration and main-
tenance of instrumentation. This period of retention shall be
extended during the course of any unresolved litigation
regarding the discharge of pollutants by the permittee or when
requested by the Council. All samples and measurements made
under said program shall be representative of the volume and
nature of the monitored discharge.
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',
Gll. The permittee shall record each measurement or sample taken

pursuant to the requirements of this permit for the following
information: (1) the date, place, and time of sampling; (2)
the dates the analyses were performedg (3) who performed the
analyses; (4) the analytical techniques or methods used; and
(5) the results of the analyses.

618. As used in this permit, the following terms are as defined
herein:

a. The ", daily maximum" discharge means the total discharge
by weight, during any calendar day.

b. The "daily average" discharge means the total discharge
by weight during a calendar month divided by the number
of days in the month that the respective discharges
occur. Where less than daily sampling is required by the
permit, -the daily average discharge shall be determined
by- the summation'f the measured daily discharges by
weight divided by the number of days during the calendar
month when the measurements were made.

e
c. "Composite sample" is a sample consisting of a minimum of

six grab samples collected at regular intervals over a
normal'perating.day and- combined proportional- to flow,
or a sample, continuously collected -proportional to flow
over a normal ope'rating day.

h/

d. "Grab . sample" is'n 'individual sample collected in a
period .of less -than 15 minutes.

619. All sampling and analytical methods used to meet the moni-
toring-.requirements specified in this permit shall conform to'.
regulations published 'pursuant 'to Section 304g of the Federal
Act, or,.if there. is no applicable procedure, shall conform to
the latest edition of the following references:

a. American Public,-Health Association, Standard Methods for
the Examination of Water and Wastewaters.

b. American Society for Testing and Materials, A.S.T.M.
Standards part. 23, Water, Atmospheric Analysis.

C ~ Environmental :Protection Agency, Water Quality Office
Analytical . Control Laboratory, Methods for Chemicals
Anal sis of Water and Wastes.
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'lternative methods may be utilized if approval pursuant to 40
CFR 136 or as amended is received by permittee. The Council
shall be notified of each such alternative method approval for
use.

G20. Except for data determined confidential under Section 308 of
the Act, all reports prepared in accordance with the terms of
this permit shall, be available for public inspection at the
offices of the Council and the Regional Administrator. As
required by the Act, effluent data shall not be considered
confidential. Knowingly making a false statement on any such
report may result in the imposition of criminal penalties as
provided in Section 309 of the Act.

Other Provisions

e G21. After notice and opportunity for a hearing this permit may be
modified, suspended or revoked in whole or in part during its
term for cause including but not limited to the following:

a. Violation of any terms or conditions of this permit;

b. Obtaining, this permit by misrepresentation or failure to
disclose fully all relevant facts;

c. A change in any condition that requires either a tempo-
rary or permanent reduction or elimination of the per-
mitted discharge.

.d. Verified information indicating that the permitted dis-
charge poses a threat to human health or welfare;

e. A change in ownership or control of the source; or

f. Other cause listed in 40 CFR Part 122.

G22. The permittee shall, at all reasonable times, allow authorized
representatives of the Council upon the presentation of cre-
dentials:

a. To enter upon the permittee's premises for the purpose of
inspecting and investigating conditions relating to the
pollution of, or possible pollution of any of the waters
of the State, or for the purpose of investigating com-
pliance with any of the terms of this permitt

b. To have access to and copy any records required to be
kept under the terms and conditions of this permit;
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G23 ~

G24.

G25 ~

G26.

c. To inspect any monitoring equipment or monitoring method
required by this permits or

d. To sample any discharge of pollutants.
Nothing in this permit shall be construed as excusing the per-
mittee from 'compliance with any applicable federal, state or
local statutes, ordinances, or regulations.

Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the
institution of any legal action or. relieve the permittee from
any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties to vhich the
permittee is or may be subject.

Permittee shall study-the use of chlorine for biofouling pre-
vention in cooling tower. operation for one. year. The purpose
of the study shall be to determine the minimum daiLy discharge
of free available and total residual chlorine which will allow
efficient plant operation. The results of this study vill be
evaluated by the Council for use in the potential modification
of this permit.

The permittee shall control wastevater discharge to achieve
80% survival-of salmonid test organisms-in a 65% concentration
of composite vastevater for a 96-hour period. Toxicity tests
shall be conducted and the results reported by the permittee
on a schedule and format approved by the Council. Survival
rates of less than 80% shall be investigated and reported to
the Council.

G27. There shall be no discharge of cooling tower maintenance
chemicals which contain the 129 priority pollutants listed
on 40 CFR 122,.Appendix D, Tables II, III and V.

Amend
Sept 8, 1f/
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Daniel J. Evans
Governor

State of- Wa,shington
II
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Arthur M, Skolnlk
State Historic

Preservation Officer

. Hr. R. A. Chitwood
Nanager, Licensing and

Environmental Programs
Mashington Public Power Supply System

.P.O. Box 968
Richland, Mashington 99352

Dear Hr. Chitwood:

In Reply Refer To:

MPPSS, Nuclear Prospect.
No. 2, Mooded Island
Archaeological Dfs'trict

40-1900-0220

Mr. Charles H. Odegaard, Director of Mashington, State Parks. 5 Recreation Com-
mission has referred your letter to me as the State Historic Preservation Officer,
responsible for the identification and protection of the cultural resources of the
State of Mashington, for coment.

Our records indicate that the Mooded Island Archaeological District contains six
known archaeological sites (45-BN-107 through 45-BN-112) which relate to the
Manapum Indian people who occupied the area historically. The condition of these
sites remains undisturbed and they preserve scientific date per tinent to botli
the cultural history and the environmental history of the area.

The MNP-2 pumphouse and water intake facility is at a distance from'he site and
on the west bank of the Columbia River. Primary impact to these significant non-
renewable resources does not appear eminent.

t

Thank you for your concern for these properties listed on the National Register
of Historic Places and for. the cultural heritag'e of the State- of Mashington.

Sincerely,

ARTHUR N., SKOL'NIK
State'istoric Preservation

Officer'anne

H., Melch,
Archaeologist

Pout Offiou Box 1188 0IfiruPia, lkxuhington 88S04 (808). 7SS - 4011
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH hND O'ILDLlFE SERVICK
LLOYD $00 OUILDINC. SUITC I 002

$ 00 N.C. MUL'TNOMAHSTRCCT

POIITLAND. OIRCOON 07R$ 2

February 29, 1980

In reply refer tos
AFA~, 41-3&~~9

Mr. DoaaIB E. Sells, Acth'hief
Eertroanmtal Projects Branch 2
Division of Site Safety and

Eertromental-Analysis
Q.S. Nuclear RsyQatary Ocamission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Sos:
As requested hy your letter, dated February 6, 1980, you will find
attached a list of listed endangered and threatened species (Attach-
ment A) that. may be present in the area of the proposed construction
by Washington Public Power Supply of a Nuclear Plant within the
Hanfard Reservation, Benton County, Washington. To the best of our
knowledge no proposed species occur within the area. The list is
intended to fulfillthe requirenent of the Fish and,WQdlife Service
to pmvtde a list of species under Sectian 7(c) of the Endangered
Species Act, as eaexhd. Please see AttachneIC B for your requiremnts.

Also far your assistance, m have included a list of species that are
carxIidate species. ~ species are presently being reviewed by this
Service far conI6deration tu propose and list as endanymd or threat-
ened. Zt ahctuld-be noted that the candidate species have m protec&an
under the Endangered Species Act ant are ix~xM for your consideration
as it is possible the candidates acaxM beaaaa forrnal pcoposals azd be
listed during the construction period.

Upon ocrnpletion of the kdological assessaent (see Attachment B), shout
you determine that a listed species is likely to be affect>6 (adversely
or beneficially), then year agency should request formal Section 7 con-
sultation through this office. Zf there are both listed and candidate
species (if included in the assesenent) that may be affected; then if
requestedi %R wL11 infQlmally consult on the candidate species during

0
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29i 1980

«U

the farmal acueultation. Bowers', should,,the assessment reveal that
only candidate species may be affected,,then„eau ahouM consider informal
consultation with our Area Office at the foDnuinp address:

L. A. Hehrhoff
4620 Overland Red, Rxxn 238
Boisei Idaho 83705
Phmec FK 554-1960

Am of the benefits of infaeael consultation to the censulting «gency is
to provide the nxessary planning alternatives should a candhhate species
hecara listed befare caaplet~ of a yea)ect. Itmay aim be used prhxr
to a written request for formal mnsultation to aschnnge h&xematfon and
re.silva conflicts with respect to listeR species.

m !69 I F $!U 1W H RQWB
under the Act, please contact the Area Manager listed above. Me tienk

far your interest in eednngered species, and we esprit your assessmen

Sincerely yes,

Attachm.nts

%TNfnra K cocci~ Regional Directar,

v ~

C
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LISTED AND PROPOSED ENDANOERED AND THREATENED
SPECIES'ND CANDIDATE SPECIES THAT MhY OCCUR

IN THE AREA OF THE PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION BY MASHINCTON PUBLIC POQKR SUPPLY
SYSTEM OF A NUCLEAR PLANT MITHIN THE HANFORD RESERVATION

,IN BENTON COUNTY
, NUMBER'-3-80-SP-49

LlhTL'D

Bald Eagle

PROI'l>S ED

None„

CA!iDIDATE

.K V tug'oblnsonli
k

I

k

k

k

k

k

~ k



".3ixs i.axx~s is inst i tlat by a t'udge:al aaiux~ in re)umting a list of
)~rcqesM and listed ~angered and eatctad s)acies t?at aey be within
tM area nf a constx~tion project.« ~ purpose of the assesstmnt is
to identify any pro)@cod ard/or listed species which are/is likely to be
.i'.faxtnl by a corwtracion project. 'th. assessnent should be cmpletod
within 180 days after initiation of the assessnent (ar within such a
t im puiod as is mutually agreed to by our two agencies) - Ih irre-
versible connivent of resaurccm is to be ttede during the biological
assessrent process which would result in violatice of your requiremmt
uah r a~tion 7(a) of the bet. Plam6ng, design,'nd administrative

h tU Ivy W~ I ., ~mewl
Your agency shoed camhmt an ca-site inspectice of the area to be
affected by the proposal which may include a detail survey of the area
to detentune if the species is present and whether suitable habitat
exists for either expanding the existing population or far potential
reintxoduction of the species. Remi~ literature and scientific data
to deterttune species distribution, habitat needs, and other biological
ra~ramnts. Interview eqoerts includiey those within Fish and Nild-
l~.''~ &'rvice, t4~tioral Yarine Fisheries Service, State cceservation
diw~~ts, universities ard others who ney have data rut yet published
xn scientific literature. Review and analyze the effects of the pm-
i~~ll vn the ~:ivies in turns of individuals aal pqxQstions, isaluding

i~nsideration of curaQative effects of the proposal on the species and
t'.s habitat. Analyze alternative actions that nay provide consermtion
".~assur~~. At the coimlusion of the asstmsnet as described above, the
Fe<eral agency shall prepare a report doctItenting the results. ":.be
t'~ort stall also include a discussion of stay ttl.thods used, any prob-
1~~ ereountmed, an3 other relevant information. The report ~d
be forwarded to this office.

"Wnstruction project" mens any ttILjor Federal action which signi-
.icantly affects the quality of the hen envtrommt designed pri-
marily to result in the building or erection of slain-ttade structures
su% as dbms, buildings, roads, pipelines, channels, and the like.
'1his alludes Federal actiosm stx:h as permits, grants, licenses, or
other forms of Federal authorization or approval which my result

'I n cwllstructlone
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APPENDIX I. LIMITING TEMPERATURE STANDARDS FOR THE COLUMBIA RIVER
AT THE LOCATION OF THE WNP-2 DISCHARGE

State of Washington limiting temperature standards for the Columbia River at
the location of the discharge and dilution (mixing) zones (Ref. '1) are:

~ Water temperatures shall not exceed 20'C (68'F) due to human activities.
~ When natural conditions exceed 20'C (68'F), no temperature increase

will be allowed which will raise the 'receiving water temperature by
more than 0.3 C'0.5 F ), nor shall such temperature increases at any
time exceed t = 34/(T + 9) where t represents the permissible temperature
change across the dilution zone and T the highest existing temperature
outside of any dilution zone.

The mixing-zone boundaries, are defined in the NPDES Permit (Appendix F).

The temperature rise allowable. at the edge of the mixing zone can be estimate .

from the above equation, with T being the minimum and maximum monthly ambient
temperature. The estimated values for the WNP-2 site are listed in Table I. l.
As indicated in the NPDES Permit, the allowable hT for August, when the
ambient temperature is 20.3'C (68.5'F), is only 0.3 C~ (0.5 F').

Table I. 1. Temperature Excess Allowable at
the Edge of the Mixing Zone

Month
Minimum River Allowable

Temperature ('C) hT ('C)
Maximum Ri ver Al 1 owab 1 e

Temperature ('C) hT ('C)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Octobe'r
November
December

3.4
3.3
4.1
6.5
9.8

12. 9
15. 3
18. 3
17. 0
13. 1
9,2
5.3

2. 74
2. 76
2. 60
2. 19
1. 81
l. 55
1. 40
l. 25
1. 42
1. 54
1. 87
2. 38

6.1
5.7
6.8

10. 3
13. 5
15. 6
19. 1
20. 3
20. 0
17. 4
13. 6
9.5

2. 25
2.31
2. 15
1. 76
1. 51
1. 38
1 21
0. 30
1. 17
1. 29
1. 50
1. 84
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1. "Washington State Mater guality Standards," State of Washington Department
of Ecology, Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Chapter 173-201 MAC-as

'amended, December 19, 1977.
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SUGARY AND CONCLVSIONS

This Final Environmental Stateaent ves prepared by the O. S. Atomic
Energy Comaissfon, Directorate of Lfcensfng.

l. This action is adainistrativc.

related to the proposed

HANFORD NUMBER TWO
NIJCLEAR POWER PLANT

WASHINGYC)N PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
DOCKET ko. 50 397

2. This statement is submitted in relation to the proposed issuance of
a construction peraic co the Vashfngton Public rover Supply System for the
constructioa of che Hanford No. 2 Nuclear Pover Plant, located in the'State
of Nashingcon, County of Benton. near the City of Richland. ~

(Docket No. 50-397)

Hanford No. 2 vill consist of a single-cycle, forced-circulation, boiling-
vater reactor as a source of steaa and a coupled turbine-generator unit,
vhich vill have a final pover level of 3458 Nt and a noainal net electrfcal
output of ll00 aegavatrs. Heat from the turbine-condensers vill be
dissipaced in an evaporative, forced-draft cooling tover syscem. Mater
makeup ro coapensate for evaporation losses and blovdovn vill be taken
from the Columbia River. Blovdova froa the cooling cover systea vill be
discharged ro the river.

3 . A summary of environmental iapact and effeccs of the proposed Hanford
No. 2 Plant follovs:

DECEMSER 1972

a) the use (for the life of '4he plant) of 30 acres of land not ocher-
vise used or intended for use in an area of thousands of acres of rela-
tively unproductive land;

b) the destruction of the habitat of saall mammals occupying the sfte
area.

UNITED STATES ATONIC ENERGY COMMISSION

~ IRECTORATE Of LICENSIR6

c) localiced temporary increase in turbidity of the river from dredging;

d) the consumptive use of 37 cfs (maximum) of Coluabfa River voter,
vhfch is about O.lg of licensed ainiaua flov;

e) a possibility of increasing fog in vinter on highvays a fev miles
from chc plant for 12 co 26 hours per year in an area vhere nacural fog

-occurs up to 38 days per year;

f) the discharge of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radio-
nuclides thee vill result in an increased exposure to the local population
of less than the normal variation of the natural radioaccive background;



g) the discharge of heat and cbenicals to the river in such anounts
as to cause no neasurable effect on the overall ecological balance in the
river;

h) the use of 480 acres of desert for transnission lines;

i) a very lov risk of accidental radiation exposure to the population;

4. Principal alteznatives considered vere

Abandonnent of the pro5ect
Alternative sources of pover
Alternative sites for this plant
Alternative cooling systens
Alteznative discharge configuration
Alternative transportation procedures

5. Coenants on the Dzaft Envlronnental Statenent issued in August 1972
have been received fron the following entities and have been considered
in this Final Statenent:

and considering available 'alternatives, it is concluded that the action
called for under hEPA and Appendix D to 10 CFR 50 is the issuance of a
construction pemit for the facility sub)act to the follouing conditions
for the protection of the envlronnent:

a) Constructs a ueteorology tover to provide data for use in
assessing potentially adverse environnental effects of a radiological
and nonradiological nature resulting fzon the construction and opera-
tion of the plant.

b) Irraobilises chenicals discharged to the soil by sons naans such
as earth cover so that residues cannot becone airbozne.

c) Incorporates three additional river nonitoring stations into
the radiological zsonitoring pzogran in order to more clearly discrininate
between liquid dischargei fron the plant and other sources. These noni-
toring stations are to be located approxinately one nile upstrean, 500
feet dovnstrean, and approxinately one nile dovnstrean of the plant
discharge point in the river.

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Departnent of Agriculture
Departxant of Amy (Corps of Engineers)
Depaztnent of Counerce
Departnent of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Environnental Protection Agency
Federal Pover Coxnission
Depaztxent of Health, Education, and Welfare
Departnent of Housing and Urban Developnent
State of Washington
Washington State Departnent of Coxnerce and Econonic
State of Oregon Nuclear and Themal Energy Council
Natural Resources Defense Council, Incorporated

Developnent

6. This final'tatenent vas nade available to the public, to the Council
on Environmental Quality> and to the other Covernueatal agencies in
Decenbsr 1972.

7. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this state-
zxnt, after veighing the envizonnantal, econonic, technical, and other
benefits of Hanfozd No. 2 Nuclear Pover Plant against environnental costs
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This final statenent on environnental considerations associated with the
proposed issuance of a constzuction pernit for the Banford No. 2 Nuclear
Power Plant was prepared by the Q.S. Atonic Energy Connission, Directorate
of Licensing (staff) in accordance with the Oraission>s regulation>
10 CFR Part: 50, Appendix D, fzpleaenting the requirenents of the National
Environnental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

NEPA states, ax>ng other things, that it is the continuing responsibility
of the Federal govement to use all practicable t>sans> consistent with
other essenrial considerations of national policy, to ~rove and cooz-
dinate Federal plans, functions, pzogrsns and resouzces to the end that
the nation nay:

~ Pulfill the responsibilities of each generation as tzustee of
the envirozc>ent for succeeding generations,

~ Assure for all Anericans safe, healthful, productive and
aesthetically and «ultuzally pleasing surroundings,

~ Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the enyironnent
without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other un-
desirable and unintended consequences,

~ Preserve iuportant historic> cultural and natural aspects of
our national heritage, and naintain> wherever possible, an
environnent which supports diversity and variety of individual
choice,

~ Achieve a balance between population and resource use which
willpernit high standards of living and a wide sharing of
life>s anenities>

~ Enhance the quality of renewable resources and appzoach the~ attainable recycling of depletable resources.

Furthez, with respect to najor Pederal actions significantly affecting
the quality of the hunan environnent> Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPh

calls for preparation of a detailed statenent on:

(1) The environs>ental inpact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environnental effects which cannot be avoided
should the pzoposal be inplmented>

(lii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local, short-tera use of zen's
environs>ent and the naintenance snd enhancenent of long
tern productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and irretzievable ccunitnents of resources
which would be involved in the proposed action should it be
ixplenented.

Pursuant to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50, the AEC Directorate of
Licensing prepares a detailed statenant on the foregoing considerations
with respect to each application for a construction pernit or full-
power operating license for a nuclear power reactor.

when application is nade for a construction pernit or a full~ower
operating license, the applicant subnits an environuental report to
the AEC. Th« staff evaluates this report and zay seek further infor-
nation iron the applicant, as well as other sources, in raking an
independent assessnsnt of the considerations specified in Section
102(2)(C) of NEPA and Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50. This evaluation
leads to the publication of a draft environmental stater>ant> prepared
by the Directorate of Licensing, which is then circulated to Pederal,
State and local governnental agencies for counent ~ Interested persons
are also invited to corn>snt on the draft stater>ent.

After receipt and consideration of connents on the draft statenent>
the staff prepares a final environmental statenent> which includes a

discussion of objections and questions raised by the cozz>ants and the
disposition thereof; a final cost-benefit analysis which considers and
balances the enviro~tal effects of the facility and the alternatives
available for reducing or avoiding advezse environs>ental effects, with
the environnental econonic> technical and other benefits of the facility;
and a conclusion as to whether, after weighing the environnental,
econonic, technical and other benefits against environnental costs and
considering available alternatives, the action called for is the issuance
or denial of the proposed pernit or license or its appropriate condition-
ing to protect environzuntal values.

Single copies of this statenent nay be obtained by writing the Deputy
Director for Reactor Projects, Directorate of Licensing, U. S. Atonic
gnarl ~salon> 'Mashington, D. C. 20545 ~

Mr. Ronald R. Loose is the AEC Environnental Project Manager (Area Code
301, 973-7220) for this statenant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Washington Public Pover Supply Systea> ~ joint operating agency of
the State of Washington> proposes to construct and operate the Hanford
No. 2 Nuclear Paver Plant on a site vithin the U. ST Atonic Energy
Cocnissfon Reservation in Benton County, Washington. The 1089-acre site
is presently unused barren land located approxinately 12 uQes north of

,the city of Richland and about 3 niles wear of the Colunbia River.
Figure I-l is a viev of the site.

The Washington Public Pover Supply Systen (also referred to: herein as
the Supply Systen) is a uunfcipal corporation cnpovered under the terna
of Chapter 43.52 of the Revised Code of Washington to acquire, construct,
and operate plants and facilities for the generation and transnission of
electric power. The Supply Systea consists of 18 Public Utility
Districts and the cities of Richland and Seattle, all virhin the State
of Washington. The output of the IIOO~egavatt electric plant vill be
distributed to 95 consunermvned utilities by the Bonneville Pover
Adninistratfon (BPA) vfthfn the Federal Colunbia River Power Systen.

Application for a construction pernit vas filed vith the U. S. Atonic
Fr>argy Cocnission by the Supply Systeu in August 1971. Docket
No. 50-397 vas assigned and copies of the application have been forvarded
to state and local agencies.

Public hearings have been held in connection with the Supply Systen's
application to the State of Washington Thernal Pover Plant Site Evalua-
tion Council (TPPSEC) ~ The council consists of the directors of the
various departnents of state government vhich have an interest in con-
struction or operation of thernal pover plants. By act of the 1970
Washington State Legislature> this council vas established to provide
a neans by vhich a utility proposing to build a thernal pover plant. of
capacity exceeding 250,000 kW can satisfy all„requlrcnents of state lav
through a single proceeding. On the basis of the Council's recomenda-
tion, the Governor entered into a Site Certification Agrees>ent dated
Hay 17, 1972, authorising the Supply Systc>a to construct and operate
the plant. This Agreenent is in lieu of any pernit required by any
other agency of the state.)

The Supply Systen owns and operates the 86(H% Hanford Generating Plant,
identified as Hanford No. 1, which generates electric pover frou by-
product steam produced by the AEC's Nev Production Reactor (NPR) ~ This
dual purpose nuclear reactor is located about 18 niles northvest of the
proposed site for Hanford No. 2.
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I-4

A. SITE SELECTIOM

The proposed Hanford Mo. 2 Plan-, now designated as Plant Mo. 4 in the
Hydro-Thermal Program (se» Section X)> was.originally scheduled for
completion in 1978 as Plant No. 5. It was to be locate! in southwes
kashington, partially because of transmission considerations. However,
the operational date of the plant was advanced to 1977 when the voters
of Eugene, Oregon, delayed the Eugene Water and Electric Board's Hydro-
Thermal Plant bo. 4.

B APPLICATIOMS AMD APPROVALS

Table I-1 lists the applications filed by Washington Publi.c Power Supply
System with governing bodies or agencies. The data of approval is
included for those which have been sanctioned as of this time (August
1972).

Because of this advance in schedule, it became important for the Supply
Syste to insure approval of a site for Plant Mo. 4 with a minis>um of
delay. Selection of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission>s Haniord
Resezvation as a site was motivated to a large degree by the know..
suitability of such a location for a large nuclear plant. Comprehensive
experience and data concezning environmental and ecological factors in
this vicinity are available, since the Hanford Reservation has served as
a nuclear center since-1943. It could be reasonably concluded from this
experience and data that the impact of a nuclear power plant on the sur-
roundings of the site would be minimal. In addition, the Hanford
Reservation is an area where public acceptance of nuclear operations
has been demonstrated and where ancillary nuclear facilities and skilled
nuclear personnel are available. As a result of these considerations.
the Supply System recozmended the Hanford Reservation as the plant site
to the Public Power Council> the Joint Power Planning Counci', and the
Bonneville Power Administration. These agencies subsequently endorsed
the-choice of this location.

Another advantage to a site on the Hanford Reservation is the convenience
of transmission facilities. A relatively short line would need to be
constructed to connecr. to the existing BPA system. This new line would
be entirely within the reservation.

A contract was concluded between the U. S. Atomic Energy Cccaission and

the Supply System on December 10, 1971, providing for the less« of two
contiguous parcels of land, one for 50 years and one for 30 years from
January 1, 1972, with option to extend the terms of the lease.2 The

ma5or structures will be located on the first parcel, and the intake and
outfall pipes to-the Columbia River will be on the second parcel.

r
Pinally, there are no competing uses for the land. It has never been in
productive use nor was any other such use planned.
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TARLE 1-1. Chronology of Applications Filed and Peraits Granted

Cov Body oz'gency
Date of

Applicatioa Action
Date

Approved 1. Revised Code of Washington> Chapter 80.50, Thezaal Pover Plants.-Sita Location.
STATE
State of Washington>
Thczaal Povcr

Plant'ite

Evaluatioa
Council

Jaa. 28, 1971 Site Certification Hay 17, 1972
Agrecaent

2 ~ Contract No. AT (AS-1)-2269 betvcea the Uaited States of Aaerica,Rcprescntcd by United States Atonic Energy Connission> and the~Washiagton Public Pover Supply Systca.

PED ERAL
U. S. Atonic Energy
Ccanissioa

Aug. 19, 1971 Application for coa-
stzuctioa pczait

V. S. Azay Corps of
Engineers

U. S. Aray Corps of
Engineers

(pending)

(pcadiag)

'Pernit to construct
river vater punphouse

Pezait to discharge
cooling tover blovdova
te river

V. S. Azay Corps of
Engineers

(pend fag) Pernit to accoaplish
dredging.
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II. THE SITE
RA N Y

Thc Washington Public Pover Supply System proposes to build Hanford No. 2
oa a site leased from the U. S. Atomic Energy 0~scion vithin the Hantord
Reservation in the southeastern part of the State of Washington. The Han-
ford Reservation has served as a nuclear center siace 1943 aad has not beca
opea to thc general public since its inception.

The proposed site is located in a sparsely populated region and consists
of a dcsert tract of land vhich has aot been used since access vas
restricted by the AEC. No other productive land use hss b'een planned
for the proposed site. The siting of Hanford No. 2 in the Hanford
Reservation is compatible vith AEC pleas for the reservation.l

TAKI

Comprehensive experience and data concerning eavlroamental and ecological
factors ia the viciaity of the site have been acquired by tbe AEC and its
contractors, and are available to the Supply System. According to the
applicant, this extensive compilation of baseline information vas oac of the
principal criteria considered ia thc selection of the Hanford Reservation
for the locatioa of Hanford No. 2.

B. LOCATION
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Hanford No. 2 villbe located in Section 5 of Tovaship 11 North, Raage 28
East, Will~ttc Ncridian, in Santon County> State of Washington, as shovn
oa the boundary map of the Hanford Reservatioa, Figure II-l. The site is
175 miles south of the Canadian border at the Okanogan River crossiag;
111 miles vest of the Idaho-'Washington border at Levistoa, Idaho; 38 miles
north of the Oregon Washington border at Umstilla, Oregon; and 226 miles
cast of the Pacific Ocean at Long Beach, Washington. Hanford No. 2 is
12 miles north of Richlaad, Washington, the nearest iacorporated community.

wstle adust tvss(st N1st
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The Columbia River crosses the Hanford Reservatioa and then flove south to
form che eastern boundary of the southern part of the reservation. The
site for Hanford No. 2 is about three miles veer. of this latter stretch of
the Columbia River. The closest approach of the Takima River is at Hora
Rapids Dam, eight miles southvest of the pleat, outside the reservation.

The applicaat has leased from the USAEC 1089 acres of vhich approximately
30 acres vill be modified by coastruction activities; of these, about 10
acres villbe used for plant structures aad auxiliary facilities. The
remaining 1059 acres vill remain in thc natural state.

tNnta starts stove tatasr caavtssKN
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8OVNDARY MAP

Fls. ll l. Roaadsrp Nsp of the ashford Reservstloa. Froa
Applltsatc'avlroaaeatslReport. Aaeadaeat l.



C. RECIONAL D'MOCRAPHY AhD TAND USE

The peak daytime vorking popularion on the reset»ation in June 1971 vas
about 3400 people. Of these, 460 vere located in the production reactor
xones adjacent to the Collxabia River in the northern portion of- the reser-
vation; 770 people vere in the irradiated fuel processing tones in the cen-
tral part o! the reservationt and 2200 others vere in the laboratory xonea
in the southeasr. corner. The Fast Flux Test Facility, 2-3/4 miles from the
Hanford No. 2 Site, vill employ abour. 250 to 275 people- vhen operation begins.

The nearest industrial facility outside the AEC Reservation boundary is
the Jersey Nuclear Company, located approximately eight miles south of the
plant site. It is expected to employ 100-200 people. The North Richland-
Port of Benton industrial area, vhich is located eight mtles south-southeast
of the site, provides Imployment for about 1200 people. There is a tulle
vide buffer xone betveen the AEC Reservation boundary and the City of
Richland.

The Trf&ities of Kennevick, Pasco, and Richland, vith a combined urban
population of about 60,000 people> are located 10 to 20 miles southeast
of the site.

There are no areas of dense residential population vithi& 10 miles of the
site. At the present ti(ae, there are approximately 480 people living vithin
10 miles of the site. The number of residents in that area is expected
by the applicant to increase to about 520 by the year 1980.

The centers of population vithin a 5(bafle radius of the site are shovn in
Figure II-2, vith populations given by tovn.x In the year 2015, there vill
be three population centers as defined in 10 CFR Pare 100 vith projected
populations of 25,000 or more vithin 25 (silas of the site; namely, Richland>
Kennevick> and Pasco. At present. only Richland's population exceeds 25,000.

Population distribution in 16 directions and for 10 incremental dist'antes
up to SO miles from Ha&ford No. 2 projected for 1980 is listed in Table Il-l.

2. Land Use
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The only present uses of the proposed site, are for (a) a short-term study
of desert rodents by staff members of the University of Idaho, and (b) a
study of vegetation regrovth after a fire originated by lightning in July
1970 that «overed over 19.000 acres including the site of Banford No. 2. Fig. II-2. Population Centers vithin 50~lie Radius of Stanford No. 2.

Revised from Applicants'nviron)ac&tel Report.-.
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Ad3acent'o the Hanford No. 2 Site, but noz. within the contLnes of the
plant boundazy,,is a nine-acre burial site containing zadioactive waste.
disposed of by the AEC. Rnown as the Wye burial ground, the area is
appropriately narked. The area is under the control of the AEC waste nan-
ageoont progzan and Ls not considered .a hazard to the public or to the
plant's operation. Neither the public nor the Hanford No. 2 operating
personnel will have access to this burial site.

The AEC has reviewed the Lnfoznation subnitted by the Supply Systen and
. has deteznined ttlat the design> construction, operation and naintenancc,

and use of the plant bg the Supply Systen villnot naterially interfere
with this burial site.

An area (the Arid Lands Ecology Reserve) of 120 square niles in the south-
west corner of the Hanford Reservation has been set aside for long-tern
ecological studiesa as shown in Figure 11-3.

Islands Ln zhe upper portion of the Colunbia River adjacent to the Han-
ford Resezvation are excluded by the AEC fron public use. They are
restricted for several species of wildlife and related uses.

To the north of the Colunbia River Ls a 32,000-acre area that will be
developed as a wildlife refuge by the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
'Wildlife~ Public access to this area Ls not peznftted.

Also to the north of the Colunbia River Ls-a 54,000-acre area where hunting
(shotgun and archery) villbe peznitted during daylight'ours. Fishing
and other recreational activities willbe deteznined by the Washington State
Departnent of Caos at a later date. In addition, there Ls a snaller
(4000-acre) area presently used by the Washington State Depaztnent of Cane
foz controlled hunting. It Ls located on the east sLde of the Colunbfa
River opposite,'the original townsite oi Hanford. All the above areas are
shown in Figure 11-3.

Ponds and narshes have developed recently in lands north and west of the
Colunbia River as the result of the installation of irrigation facilities
Ln the Colunbia River Irrigation prefect.
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Land uses vithin a 30~ile radius of the site include residential and
suburban, corporate city, agricultural, industrial or conaercial> scenic
oz recreational> general, and unclassifi'ed land areas. The predoninant
use of lands vithin 30 lliles of Hanford No. 2 fs agricultural, virh the
nearest ferns located about 3-1/2 551les east of the plant, along the east
beak of the Coluubia River in Franklin County. Principal crops are
alfalfa hay, sheet, potatoes, and sugar beets.

The Haaford No. 2 zeaccoz is located approxinately 1-1/2 Soiles frcla an
AFC~onstructed four-lane highvay connectiag to the public highvay systen
at Richland, Washington. This four.-lane highvay is part of a.netvork of
approxinately 270 oliles of AEC-constructed tvo- and four-lane prinary
roads, )75 uiles of secondary gravel roads and 225 niles of gzavel and
uniupzoved roads on the reservation.

The AEC-ovned railroad systen has a capability. of,noving approxixateiy
12,000 cars per year over 150 roiles of reservation tzack. The systeu
includes five nein lines, 195 subsidiary lines, and tvo classificacion yards.
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gorges vith capacities up to 3000 cons can navigate the Colunbfa River
frees the point ad)acent to the site to the point vhere it enters the pacific
Ocean.

The Hanfotd Resezvation, including the site for Hanford ho. 2, couprises
FAA Restricted Area R-6715> over vhich air travel is restricted at altitudes
belov 10,000 feet. Flighrs ac lover altitudes are occasionally authorised
for special purposes by the Richland Operations Office of the AEC.
The site is about 11 Ociles north of the Richland hizport and 18 oliles
northvest of both Vista Field near Kennevick and the Tri&iticsAirporc near
Pasco. Only the Tri&itles Airport has regularly scheduled coconercial
airliae service, vith the Douglas DC-9 series airplane the largest that
can be ace~dated. The site is 17 niles frou VOR hirvay V112W> and 13 niles
frocl VOR hirvay V298, both of vhich radiate frocl the TriWitfes Airport.e

The school nearest to the site of Hanford No. 2 is the K-12 Conplex in
Richland. The locacion of this school is 10.3 nfles south-southeast of the

,si'te.

D. HISTORICAL SICNIFICANCE
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There are no knovnlarcheological or historical sites located vithin the
site nor in proposed transnission corridors. Rattelle-Northvest Laboratories
has idencified.the knovn archeological sites on the Hanfozd Reservation.

tiS. II 3, Bsaford Reservation Lead VOSO, trOa Applicsacs'aviroaaoacal
Report> Aaoadaoat I



These aze not expected to be disturbed by the Haaford Ho. 2-Plant project.
A reviev of the 1971 Revision of the Rational Register of Historic Placesv
discloses no listed historical sites on the Hanford Reservation.

The folio>~ historic sites are vithin a radius of approxfmateIy fifty
miles of the site of Haaford Ho. 2:

(1) Whitman Hission Kational Historic Sfte, six miles vest of Walla
Walla, Washington.

(2) Lyons Ferry vicinity, Franklin County, one mile north of Lyoas
Ferry on vest side of Palouse River, State of Washington.

The primary historical features of the Hanford Reservation are the first
plutoni» production reactors, which were built during World War II. If
sometime in the future it vere decided to nake one of these original zeactors
(aone of which is operating today) into a national monument, the pzeseacc
of Hanford No. 2 vould not interfere vith such action.

The Supply Systc= vill retain the services of a competent archeologist,
vho villmonitor the pzo3ect for any significant azcheological or historical
findings. During the course of excavation and construction for the plant,
aux11iszy facflftfcs> an4 transmission lines) it will be determined vhcther
archeological or historical sites are being distuzbed. Any significant
artifacts discovered vill be preserved and reports on archeological find-
ings vill be made to the Washingroa State Thezmal Power Plant Site Evalua-
rioa Couacil during the course of work on the prefect. The Council vill
be «oasulted on arrangements for preservation of artifacts aad interpreta-
tion of the significance of any sites that are discovered. 8

E. ENVIROL.CURTAL FEATURES

1. General Terrain Characteristics

The site is situated on a relatively flat and unproductive plaia. This
portion of the plain is characterized by slight topical relief. with a
variation of approximately five feet. In general, the terrain slopes
slightly to the nozth«ast tovard the Columbia River. The average ground
surface elevation at the plant is 439 feet above mean sea level. Ihc
maximum variation in elevation within a 7~lie radius of the site is
about 200 fact. The dominant topographical features ia the area are:
Rattlesnake Hills, 8 to 10 miles vest-southvest, 3200 feet above the
elevation of the plant site; Gable Hountain, 8 miles north of the site
and about 670 feet above thc site grade; and the steep, river-cut bluffs
forming the east bank of thc Columbia River, approximately 3-1/2 miles
east of the site.

2. ~Ceolo

The surflcfal geology of the site fs charactcrizcd by a one- to three-foot
layer of Light browa, fiae, slightly silty eolian sand, spazsely covered by
vegetation. Although the soil is fertile, ic has no agricultuzal value
vithout irrigatioa. Underlying thc surface sands is a mixture of saad aad

~ gzaval ranging ia depth to about 100 feat, vhich is loose near the surface
and becca»s vezy dense vith depth. These soils are underlaia by hard
conglomczatcs, predominantly sand and gravel mixtures containing some
clay aad silt.
Geological studies vere conducted by Shannoa 6 Wilson> Iac» aad a charac-
terization of the site is found in the Preliminazy Safety Analysis Rcport
(PSAR), Section 2.6. An additioaal series of reports, which are 41zecte4
to the structural aspects of the area as they relate to seismic activity>
are also included ia this sect1on of the PSAR.

The Haaford Reservatioa lies in the Pasco Basin, a structural and topo-
graphic lov point of Eastern Washington and the Col>mf>ia River Basalc
Plateau. The region is uaderlaia by three ma)or geologic units: (1) the
basaltic lavas aad intercalated scdit»nts of the Coluzbia Rivez Basalt
Croup at the base; (2) the Pleistocene-age Ringold Formation; and (3) the
Pas'co (glacio-fluvial) gzavels and associated sediments of late Pleistocene
agc at the surface.

A generalized geologic.section which desczibes the Pasco Basin is showa in
Figure II<. The Columbia River Basalts are abouc 5000 feat thick under
the Pasco Basin and pzobably as much as 12,000 feet thick in some of the
foMed uplands. The basalts and their associated sedimentary iaterbcds
are overlain by the Ringold Formtfon sediments of late Pliocene,tn gleisto-
ceae age. This formation has baca arbitrarily divided into a lover> so-
called "blue clays," a middle conglomerate, aad an upper fiae saa4 and
silt. The "blue clays" aze knovn solely from drilled veua> but scyles
consistently shov that hey are largely coact aad calcium cazbonarc-
indurated silts.
The couglcmarates geaerally blanket thc silts, although they also iatez-
finger vith them in part. They arc ia turn overlafa by the silts and sands
of the uppermost part of the fozmation. Those slits and sands are known
only froa White Bluffs, for they or their equivalent vera ezoded from the
Hanford arcs. Where exposed to veathezing, as ia the White Bluffs> the
Ringold tends to soften an4 bc subject to sliding aad sloughing. However>
with appreciable cover and protectioa from weathering, the Ringold Fozmation
takes oa the aspect of bedrock.
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The Pasco Cravcls are the ccepact though unccnentcd deposits of late Pleisto-
cene and early Recent tines, which occur at the surface or under a thin
cover of loessial natcrials.

3. ~Hd I

a. Surface Water
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The Colunbia Rivet is the doninant hydrologic feature in the vicinity of
thc Hanford Ho. 2 Site. Other nore distant features are thc Yakina River
to the southwest and Rattlesnake Creek to thc west.
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The Hanford Ho. 2 Site is located iniandt approxfnatc)y three nQes west
of thc Colunbia River, with the proposed intake and discharge structures
adjacent to river nile 351.75 (distance upstrean froa the nouth of the
river) ~ River flow rates are influenced by water usage and upstrean
reservoir pro]acts. The nearest, Priest Rapids Dan at river nile 397,
contains about 45.000 acre-feet of active storage. The average flow rate
in the Banford reach is approxinatcly 115,000 cfa. The lowest nean nonthly
flow is about 62>000 cfs, while regulated flcws as low as 36,000 cfs
(ninicauI licensed release for Priest Rapids Dan) nay be ecperienced for
short intervals. Thc nean nonthly discharges below Priest Rapids Dan arc
shown in Table II-2, snd have been ad)usted to conpensate for upstrean
water usage.s The flow duration curves shown in Figure II-5 were derived
fron data collected over the period 1929 to 1958 (Table II-3) snd nodified
to represent water usage in thc year 1970.9
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The Colunbia River water telperatures in the vicinity of the Banford reach
average free 39'P to 64'F, with the low tcnpcratures occurring in Pebruary
and Harch and thc high in /dnguat. Inpoundnent has created a shift in the
seasonal tcnperature cycle, as well as a reduction in thc naxinun tenpera-
ture during the sunner and an elevation of the nlninun tenperature during
thc winter, but it hae not significantly changed the annual average water
tcnpcraturc.lo Table II-4 sunnaritcs the average and extreae nonthly water
tenperatures at Priest Rapids Dan over the period 1960 to 1968, as well as
the average and cxtrcne aonthly tcnperatures for 1969. h diurnal
variation in water tfeperature of about 2.2'F in the spring and suefcrt
and 1.1'F in fall cnd winter, can be ecpectcd to occur as a result of reser-
voir discharges.
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Table II-5 lists the na3or chelical constituents in the river at ~ point
upstrean of the Banford Reservation. The dissolved oxygen concentrations
range fron 9.5 to 14.0 ng/1, with 11.8 ng/1 the average.li The passage of
water over the spillways of upstreea dans has caused nitrogen supersatura-
tion in the river water. Values of dissolved nitrogen in excess of

120X'ig

11 4e CCOlogiC COluan Of the PCSCO aaain. FrOa PrelQdnary Safety
analyaia Rcport a
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TABLE ZI-3.'ependable Yield, Columbia Rivez belo» Priest Rapids Dsn TABLE II-5. Chenical Characteristics of Col~La River Hater*

Consecutive Years of
Louest Hean Plou

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
30

.Inclusive
Tears

1937
1930-1931
1929-1931
1929-1932
1937-1941
1937-1942
1936-1942
1937-1944
1937-1945
1936-1945
1929-1958

Lo»est
Hean Plou

(cfs)

86>600
89,900
92,900
95>800
96>400
97>300
98>400
99,000
97,900
98,600

114 >100

Percent of
1929-1958

Hean

75.9
78.8
81.4
84.0
84.5
85.3
86.2
86.8
85.8
86.4

100.0

Constituent

Cations, ppn as CaCOS

Calciun> Ca
++

Hagnesiun> Hg
+t

Sodiun, Na
+

Potassiun> K
+

Iron, Pe
++

Copper, Cu
+t

To'tal Ca'tions

58

17

5 (2)

80 „,", 45

28 8

0 (2) 0 (2)

0.07 . 0.4
0.01 0.08

80 (3) 108 (3)

0

0

53 (3)

Average - Haxinun . Hiniznns

Pron Prelininary Safety Analysis Report, Table 025.1c-2.
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Anions> ppn as C&C03

Bicarbonate> HCOS

Carbons'te> C03

59

4

66

10

41

0

Flo» Rata kcfs

1953- 1960-„
1969 1967 1969 1968
hvg hvg Avg Avg

T erature P

1969 1960-1968
Extzenes Extrer>es

High Lou High Lou

TABLE IZ-4. Col>zJ>ia River Tenperatures at Priest Rapids Dan

Sulfate, SO»

Chloride, Cl

Nitrate, N03

Phosphate, PO»

Total Anions

16

0.5

0.2

0.05

29

0.9

0.5

0.2

80 (3) 107 (3)

10

0.2

51 (3)

J 104
P 115
H 108
A 184
H 231
J 239
J 190
A 101
8 76
0 82
N 89
D 97

71
78
79

104
205
347
246
123

82
72
70
67

36.4 41,0
34.7 39.4
38.1 40.1
45 0 44,6
S1.4 50.5
58>3 SS.9
62.8 61.0
64.8 64.2
63.9 63.5
58.6 59.0
S2 ~ 7 52.3
45.7 4S.3

38. 8 32,0
36.3 32.0
42.1 35.4
47.1 41.5
55.6 46.6
60.6 54.1
66.2 59.7
67.4 62.8
66.4 61.3
62.8 56.3
58.1 47.5
48.6 42.8

45.7 35.2
43.2 36.0
44.4 35.6
50.0 39 '
55.4 45.5
59-7 51.8
66.6 55,6
67.8 60.4
67.4 59 5
65.7 54.1
57.9 46.8
50.9 36.1

~>t>

Total hardness as CaC03

AlkalinityH.O.; as CaCOS

AlkalinityP.; as CaCOS

pH
Silica> as Si02

74

63

2

8.7 (1)

6

88

76

9.1 (1)
9

41

0

8.0-8.5 (1)

3

Y 135 129 51.1 51.4 67A 32.0 67.8 35.2

Pron Prelininary Safety Analysis Report> Table 2 ~ 4W>



TRBLE II 5 (Coatd.)
of saturation have beea observed belov Priest Rapids Daa aad in the
Banford reach of the river.

Constituent

A I ~ > (> >d)

hverage Miafaua The water fn the Banford reach of the Colunbfa River is of excellent quality
and fs used for aunicfpal drfnking dovnstreaa at Richland aad Pasco.

b. Ground Water

Dissolved solids, ppa
Turbidity, 4PHA

87
10

115
170

72
2

(1)Calculation.
(2)By difference.
(3)By dfffereace aad rounded off:

*Saddles were takea tvice aoathly at Veruita Brfdge (upstrean froa
the Haaford Prefect) froa July 8> 1969 to June 16, 1970. Forty-
sfx smiles vere aaalyred. Froa hpplfcant>s Envfro~atal Report.

The ground water belov the Pasco Basin is fn an unconfined water table.
The aa5or source is fa the Yakfaa Ridge and Rattlesnake Hflls to the south-
vest, vith oaly a ninor coatrfbutfon fry precipitation. The water table
occurs, fn aost locatfons, fa the glacio-fluvial deposits Just above the
Rfagold surface. The principal dfrectioa of flov fs east>u>rd, discharging
to thc Coluabia River. The Colunbia River foras a base level of ground
water discharges, with a resultaat rapid response of the vater table to
river levels occurring in the glacio fluvial gravels. Figure II-6 illus-
trates the geaeral elevatfoa and configuration of the ground water surface
belov the site, as well as the wells fn vhfeh the water table was recorded.

4. I~ll
The clfaste of the Haaford No. 2 Site is classified as aild continental
steppe, aad fs controlled to a large extent by seasonal and synoptic varfa-
tfoas fn the posfrfoa and strength of the Pacific high pressure cell. Thc
site fs sub)eet to low huaidfties> large diurnal aad annual raages of
teaperaturc> and aodest anaual rainfall aaouats occurring nestly as rain
in winter. Iliad directioa fs strongly fafluenced by the tcrraia; vind
speeds are aoderatc, with occasional caine and gales. The prevailing vfad
direction fs northvest.

Host of the aetcorological data used fa this report, including all of the
vfad aad seabflfty data, vere collected at the Hanford Meteorological
Statfon (HHS), which is located approxfaately 14 ailes northvest of the
site. Teaperature and precipitation records vere collected>by a U. S.
Weather Bureau cooperative observer froa 1912 to 1944 at a site about ten
alias north-aorthvest of the Hanford No. 2 Site. Since 1945, HHS data are
used.

The average annual teaperature of the site (period of record, 1912-1970)
fs 53.1'F, vfth January being the coldest aonth (29.4'F) and July the
varacst (76.4'F). The aaxfaua tcaperature ever recorded vas 115'F (July
1939), the ainfnua -27'P (Deccaber 1919). Nsxfaua tmperatures above 90'F
eaa be expected 56 days per year; above l¹F> 13 days per year., belov
32'F, 24 days per year. Mfnfaua teaperaturea belov 32'P can be expected
on 119 days per year; belov O', 4 days per year.
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HANFORD PROJECT Precipitatioa ia the Hanford area averages 6.25 inches per year (period of
record, 1912-1970). January has the highest average anount of zaiafall,
vith 0.93 iaches, July the lovest vith 0.14 iachcs. The hfghcst 24+our rain-
fall vas 1.91 inches ia October 1957, vith 1.68 inches falling in 6 hours.
Rnnual zainfall ~unto vary froa 3.26 inches ia 1967 to 11.45 inches ia
1950. Oa the average. 24 days per year have precipitatioa equal to or
greater than 0.10 inches ~ Snovfall averages 12.? inches per year, the
naxinua recorded saov depth vas 12 iaches. 4 typical year has five days
with one inch or nore of saov.

Tornadoes are rare ia thc area, averaging less than one per year for, the
entire state. Pouzteca tornadoes have occurred vithia 100 niles of the
plant since 1916; no loss of life or vapor danage vas associated with
thea. Thunder aad lightniag stozns occur oa the average of 12 days per
year, rlstly ia the sunncr. Hail has been observed at the HHS on 16 days
in 12 years of record.

Dust hss been recorded at the HHS on 2Z of all days 'of observatioa (84
days ia 14 years of record), vith a distinct aaxfaua frequency during the
spring aonths. Hcasurcncnts of particulates oa the Hanford Reservation
average 100 ndcrograns per cubic aeter with vind ipeeds .less than 8 aph;
1000 units with winds of 12 nph, aad 3000 units with winds of 16 aph.

The relative hunfdfty of the arcs is lov, averaging 542 for the year (period
of record, 1946-1970), vazying iron 32Z ia July to SOT in Deceaber. Values
as lov as 6Z have baca recorded (July 1951).

i///i"
gag

//

Hcavy fog (visibflityOi25 niles or less). occurs on the average 24 days per
year, varying froa 9 days in 1948-1949 to 42 days (1950-1951) ~ He'avy fogs.
are nost frequent on the avcragc in Deccrhcr (8 days),.January (6 days),
aad Hovcnber (5 dayi), and have never baca obsezved in Juan or.July. Ihe
average duration of fog is 3.2 hours; however, a light fog (visibility less
thea sfx allen) persisted for 72.3 hours in Decenber 1947. The dcadnant
vind during fog periods is nozth-aorthvest vith speeds 0 to 3'ph.

GROUND VIATER CONTOURS

Mind aad stability data vere collected oa the 410-foot, HHS tover located
14 allen northvest of the site; 27.years of record arc availablc. R 20-foot
tower for vind. tenperature, aad huafdity fastruaents vas placed ia service
at the site on Harch 9, 1972. 4 245-foot'naterology tower vilLbe fastalled
in thc fall of 1972 at thc site.

/
Rs shown ia Table 11-6, vestworthvcst or northvest viads prevail cvezy
aonth of the year, aad,are caused ia part. by channeling of the air by

IN'

MAY l9?0

Reel aweary ~~ /
im~,SAH~ hlVtA

ee4s~~~ ~~
%LWCaek

pig. II-6. Craned water Contours of thc Pasco Rasfa. Proc
Applicants'nvtronncntalReport.



TABLE II-6. Monthly and Annual Prevailing Wind Directions
and Average Speeds (mph)

Prevailing Average Highest Lowest
Direction Speed Average Year Average Year

topographic features. The average annual wind speed is 7;5 nph> vazying
free> 9.0 nph in June to 6.0 nph.in Novezd>er. This unusual annual cycle
of wind speeds is caused by strong drainage winds fron the Cascade
Hountains during surs>er evenings and nights. The table also shows the
range of z>esn nonthly wind speeds.

Jan.
Feb.
Ksrch
April
Hay
June
July
Aug.
Sgpt.
Octa
Nov.
Dec.

NW

NW

&M
MNW-

M>>W

MHW

MNW

WNW

b"J

NM

WNM

'.1
9.6

6.8 8.4
8.3 10.2
8.7 10.3
8.6 10.5
9.0 10. 7
8.5 9.4
7.9 9.1
7.2 8.5
6.6 9.1
6.0 7.9
6.2 8 '

1953
1948
1955
1954
1951
1949
1946
1946
1945
1946
1945
1949

3.1 1955
5.1 1950
6.1 1957
7.9 1957
5.8 1957
7. 7 1950
6.8 '955
6.0 1956
5.4 1957
4.4 1952
2.9 1956
4. 7 1947

7.5 10.7 June'.9 Nov.
1949 1956

Seasonal and annual wind zoses fron the 200-foot level of the HHS to»ez
for the period 1950-1957 are shown in Figure 11-7. During the 8-year data
period used to prepare this figure. all winds in excess of 32 nph vere free>
the southwest quadrant, and r>ost of these (59 out-of 65 hourly observations)
occurred in the cool season (Hove=her through Harch). Custs of 40 uph or
t>ore occur on the average (1945-1970) 26 days per year..

The strongest winds ever observed at Hanford occurred on January 11> 1972.
A gust of 80 nph was recorded at the 50-foot level of the ES towez, 84 xph
at the 200-, 300-, and 400-foot levels. The average wind speed for the
hour ending st 0900 PST on this date was 51 nph at the 50-foot, level, 63 nph
at 200 feet, and 67 nph at-400 feet. At the:Wye Barricade, about thzee
naples north-northwest of the site, the naxinun integrated hourly wind speed
23 feet above ground on January 11 was 43 xph. The peak gust (as seen on
a dial recorder foz a sensor 25 feet above gzound) at, the FFTP Site, 2-3/4
niles southwest of the Hanford No. 2 Site, was 65 nph.

Pron Preliuinazy Safety Analysis Report. Caine (wind speeds 2 nph or less) are quite rare, occurring on 1.75Z of
all hours at the 200-foot. level. Calns are nost frequent in winter (4.122)
and fall (2.32Z) and are infrequent in sumez (0.23Z) and spring (0.48Z).
Table II-7 is a 5oint frequency distribution of wind speed, wind dizection
and stability class; this table shows that the dispersive properties of
the atnosphere at the site are satisfactory.

Atnospheric stability for the area is defined as the t~ezature difference
between the 200-foot and the 3-foot levels as n>assured at the ES tower.
Table II-8 shows the annual and seasonal variation of stability classes.

Because of orographic features> wind speed and direction az. any one tine
are known to vary fron place to place across the Hanford Reservation (see
Figure II 8). This figure, plus wind data of„liuited duration fron the
FFTF Site, 2.75 niles southwest, indicate that the Hanford No. 2 Plant
will have fewer northwest drainage winds than does the ELS tower, especially
in s~er, and will experience a greater frequency of south, southeast,
and east winds thzough the Yahina Cep near Benton City.
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11-26

lapse Rate
Classificatioa Minter Spring Suaaer Pall Annual

Very stable (VS)
(42 > 3.5)

Tfoderately stable (HS)
(3.5 > AP > -0.5)

Neutral (S)
(~.5 > AT > -1.5)

22

32

10

17 33 24

29 31 34

9 13 14

Unstable (0)
(42 c -1.5) 36 23 28

Pron Preliaiaary Safety Analysis Report.

TABLE II-S. Percentage Pretlueacy of Occurrence
of Various Stability Coaditioas

at the Hanford TIeteorology Totter

(Based on hourly observations foz the period
January 1955 through July 1961) AT (TROD - TS) P
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F. ECOLOCY OF THE SITE AND ENVIRONS

The Hanfoid No. 2 site is located inland in a relatively flat, desert
steppe. A large vildfire occurred July 1970 vhich encompassed an area of
over 19,000 contiguous acres of the Hanford Reservation, including the
Hanford No. 2 Site. Initial reports 2 indicated that the greater portion
of the shrubs, forbs, and grasses had been desttoyed and some populations
of the resident fauna severely r4duced. Fuither characterization of the
ecological consequences of the burn and the subsequent reestablishment of
the flora and fauna cornunltfes are currently under fnvestfgatfon.fc

1. Terrestrial Ecolo

The vildfire 4Hectfvely removed much of the surface vegetatfon and litter
on the Hanford No. 2 Site> leaving areas exposed to vind erosion and dune
formation. These burned areas are currently composed of fine; slighclysilty eolian sand'sparsely covered by annual type vegetatfon and arne rem-
nants of sagebrush and bitterbrush. Mind erosion has impeded to seas
extent the reeitablishment of ground cover.

,Initial revegetation has principally Lnvolved the encroachmenc and coloni-
zation of annual grasses and forbs, vith cheacgrass, Bronus cectorum, the
dominant plant. Bene flora, as cheatgrass, Russian thistle, and mustard
are usually associated vith soil discurbances and are eamon to the burned
4r444 ~

The pristine plant c~nicfes in this region are dominated by big sage-
brush and bitcerbtush> vith an underscozy of grasses and forbs. Cheacgrass
and sandberg bluegrass cypically dominate the understory plant comvnftfes.
Annual herbage production is escimaced to be approximately 100 gz~ of dzy
nectar per square meter.fs Studies on revegetation and plant succession-
in the deserc steppe after land dfscurbances , " indicate that for ex-
tended periods after a disturbance, the plant co~fries are cocposed'rincipally of annual grasses and fotbs, vith little or no invasion by the
perennial flora. An area studied eight years after a burn supported
predoninancly annual grasses and fozbs, vith little or no perennial plant
invasion> and chat vhich dfd occur vas donfnated by sandberg bluegrass.

The liniced vegecatfon on the site and environs is in early plant succes-
sional stages. Because annual plants originate each year from seed> thefr
abundance can be expected to shov pronounced fluctuation attributed to
yearly and seasonal changes in the environment. The development and pro-
duccivity of these cotzzunftfes> and likevise the food and cover avaflabl»
to vildlife, villdirectly influence the composition and abundance of vild-life on the Hanford No. 2 Sita.

Small maxnals connon co.the site include the pocket mouse and deer mouse,vhile Jackrabbit and coyote are found scattered throughout the area. During
productive seasons> portions of the site could be expected to attract most"of che larger and nore mobile vildlife species cotnon to the Hanford
Reservation (Appendix>A). Deer are found primarily near the Col>nf>fa
River and che islands, vith limited use of the nore barren, inland desert
steppe. In s>oner> the deer frequent the nore distant Rattlesnake Hflls.
During periods vhen food and cover are adequate, the site villattrict
rLngneck pheasant and other upland game birds from the surrounding areas.
The ~ority of che vildlife assocf4ted vith che site'resides in the

'iparianhabitats. If gezninacion and seed production of the annual plantsare restricted in the area, then marked fluctuation in the resident small
na >41 populations, particularly the desert rodent, vould occur vith the
larger, more mobile species expected to move to ad]scent, nore productive
habitats.

The most abundant birds in the area are the homed lark and neadovlark.
The region is a hunting ground for bLrds of prey, vith the Svainson'4 havk
prevalent in spring and s~r and the golden eagle in the vinter season. IS
The bald eagle has been cbsezved on the Hanford Reservation at various tires
and is the only vildlife specLes observed to frequent the area that is on
Che list of endangered species.fs

2. Ri arian Ecole

The areas bordering the Col>rd>fa River in the vicinity of the Hanford No. 2
Sfte are predominantly composed of the annual grass and fozb connunftfes>
vith smaller areas typified by shrub-steppe. The shoreline and islands in
this zeach of the river are heavLly utilized by the vaterfovl and shorebizds
described in Appendix A.

The islands in che fnmedfate vicinity of che site and dovnsttean have a
nfxed compositfon vich a substrate of either sand vich gravel or cobble'-
stone and gravel. Sagebrush communities and villovs are established on
the dunes of the larger islands. Approximately 200 pairs of nestfng geese
produce 700 goslings annually and an estimated 100 pairs of ducks also
nest on these islands.l7

The Col>nbfa River is a natural migration route foz th» Pacific Flyvay
vatezfovl. Several million ducks and geese use che Columbfa River Basin
during novement to and from the northern breidfng grounds. The vaterfovl
cotnon to the area are shovn in Appendix A. In 1969-1970> the vintering
vaterfovl populacion in the Hanford teach of che river vas about 220,000
ducks and 24>000 Canadian geese.
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Two islands, one near Ringold and another near Coyote Rapids> are used as
rookeries by colonies of California and ring-billed gulls. Approxfrdately
6000 nesting pairs produce 10,000 to 20,000 young annually.

A variety of upland gene bizda and other wildlife also use these riparian
habitats for nesting and feeding (see Appendix A).
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The nein channel in the reach of the river adjacent to the proposed Hanford
No. 2 Site is straight and relatively shallov vith an island located along

„ the opposite (east) shoreline. Thc nein channel is approxizdatcly 1500 teat
vide, and the vater is typically turbulent vith little or no stratification.
During periods,of low flow, the stree» velocity is about 3 feet per second
and approxirdately 6 feet par second during periods of norcjal flow. The cross-
sectional profile of the river is shown in Figure 11-,9.

The xain channel and shozcline, adjacent, to the site and in the vicinity
of the proposed intake and discharge facilities, are conposcd pzincipally
of cobble and gravel substrate; The riverbed along the island is pri-
narily cobble and gravel adjacent. to the t>ain channel, edging into sand
and gravel bars on the distal ends. These characteristics (cobblestone
and.gravel substrate and turbulent flovs) have restricted the establishnant
of rooted z>acrophytcs which are core cooly found in the sloughs and
slack vater.
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Qe plankton'populations in tha Hanford reach of the river arc predoninantly
phytoplankton derived in >x>st part tron azaas upstzean> vith sons'ontribu-
tion fron pcriphyton in the immediate arcs. Diatons are the principald,gthth I * 1 1 11,>1 t,~Ptt J,>*3 tt*L* d
~dd dL tit 0th PhptPtWt I& ldll 1 tht 4
of the river are shown in Appendix H. Thc abundance of diatoa populations
vazies in an annual cycle, vith the gzeatest density occurring. in late
spring (approxLuately 1800 organisns per cdlliliter in Hay) and the lowest
density in >xldwintcr (less than 100 organisns per nillilitcr). Total daily
plankton. transport ranges frou 3 x 103 kg to 4 x 10 kg.

Dicta>as are also docdnant in the pariphyton. The periphyton population
appear to be naintainad in a subclimax condition> i.c.> typically in a
constant state ot recolonization and grovth due to erosion by turbulent
flow and grazing of aquatic fauna.24 Froductivig of periphyton on arcS-
ticial substrate ranged free> about 0.07 z>g per cn pcr day in the spring
and fall, to less than 0.01 during the winter. 5
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Fig. 11-9 ~ Cross Sections of the Colunbia River near the Hanford Mo. 2
Site. Frau Applicants'nvironncntal Report, Auand»cnt 2.



Clark and Snyder l have characterised the populations of zooplankton for
the lower Columbia River and reported that the seasonal occurrence and

abundance of specific speciea wea similar to those populations collected
in HcNary Reservoir Qttver Nile 292). 2 The largest numbers of zooplankton
occurred in Sept~er> with. a low abundance in winter, which increased in
early spring with small peaks in Hay and July. Cyclopoids copepods and .

the cladocera go«nina were the two most abundant zoo7>lankters> with othez
d~ tf CW id,h~ht d~ttd hl. Alch thth \
no characterization of zooplankton for the section of the river adjacent
to the Hanford No. 2 Site, similar species c~osition would be expected
to occur in this reach of the river.

A survey of the benthic organi~ in the riffle areas of the river shows

insect larvae and calluses to be the most abundant fauna. Caddisf lies,
mayflies> and diptera are the ma)or insects present in the benthos. Other
benthic organisms which reside in the Hanford reach are shown. in Appendix B.
In the riffle«, the density of benthos ranges from 1.5 to 3.5 8'er
square foot. Ccomparative neasur~ts> using artifical substrates, indicate
that the density of benthos in deeper water was about one-half that of, the
riffles.ls

annually released about 145,000 ateelhead scc(lta all the past five years,
with, the total annual releases upstream of the proposed site about
700>000.34

Haximum nunbers of adult salmonid species found to migrate through the
Hsnford reach and over Priest Rapids Dam approach 67>000 chinook, 170,000
sockeye> 11,900 coho salmon> and 13,000 steelhead trout. The abundance
of migzating adult anadromous fish is shown in Table II-9. Although
adult salmonid rovement through the Hanfozd reach of the river occurs
throughout the year, the greatest users pass during spring and late
s(mmer-early fall. Studies on the routes of migration through this
stretch of the river indicate the preference for the east~rtheast
bank (across the river from the Hanford No. 2 intake), a pattern which
persists from Priest Rapids Dsm downstre'am to Richland.

TABLE II-9. Adult Anadromous Pish Passage at Priest Rapids Dam

and Estimated Chinook Salmon Spawning Near Hanfozd - 1966-1970

Species 1966 1967 - 1968 1969 1970

Anadromous species of fish in the Hanford reach of the Col(mf>ia River are
»t t » 0 h» ~h* ~ », h 0» (0. Dl »
~6 (0. t, t lh dt t*(tt >1*A 1 id 1,» 1

~h»! (Al ~ldi 1-, Alt ~ t (ddt ~C, d P lft
1»» y(l«c ~c*id . All 1th» Md! 0»t llf cyl
but each species and race natures at a different rate, with differences in
the timing and durarion of the life stages and activities; i.e., spawning

'nd'ncubation,rearing, ]uvenile migzation, growth at sea, and adult
migration.

Chinook salmon«
Sock«ye salmon«
Coho salmon«
Steelhead trout*
American shad*
Pall chinook«*

spawning near
Hanfozd

66> 915
170 >071

11>903
13>006 .

716
21,707

48>918
123,786

8,879
7,354

239
22,869

48,314
108> 308

13,212
10,524'00

24,920

40,786
39,240

1>351
6,650
3>440

31,556

43,934
77>422

4>$ 71
5',442
7>163

26>775

Dan construction has caused the majority of spawning grounds of the Col(mf>ia
River to be inundated, with a zeach approximately 50 miles downstream from
Priest Rapids Dan the only remaining unimpounded watez. This restriction
on spawning areas has necessitated artificial recruitment to the stocks;
in order to maintain the current populations of salmonids. At present,
it has been'estimated that about one&elf of the fall chinook and the
greater portions of the coho sais>on popularions of the Collie represent
hatchery stock. The Washington State Department of Pish«ries and

Depaztment of Came operate rearing impoundments and raceways for fall
chinook, .coho and steelhead trout at languid Springs (>river mile 355),
fsmediately upstream of tha proposed Hanford No. 2 site. In 1967, the
Department of Pisheries released approximately 322,000'coho and 1,800,000
fall chinook salmon from these facilities.zz The Department of Came has

«Priest Rapids Pish Passage Reports, Grant Co. PUD> Ephrata, Wash.
*«Based on a conversion factor of 7 Msh/redd.
Prom Applicants'nvironmental Report.

Ihe free flu(>lag stretch of the Col(zJ>ia River below Priest Rapids Dam,

between river nile 393 and 354, is a ma)or main atem spawning area for the
fall run of chinook salmon. Spawning in this area usually extends from "
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nid&ctober through the third veek in Novenber. A narked increase of
spavners has been. observed in this reach of the river; this is nost likely
relared to displacenent of fish due to inundation ot previously productive
areas. In recent years, the resident spavning chinook population has ranged
fron about 22,000 to 32,000 fish. This is abour. 1S percent of the Eall
chinook spavning escapcnent to the Colunbia River, and nearly 40 percent
of the fall run passing McNary Dan, the nearest dan dovnstrean. " An
estinated 10,000 steelhead trout also spavn in the Hanford reach of the
river. In recent years, up to 360 saluon redds have been observed betveen
river nile 349 and 354. In the area of Banford Ho. 2, spavning activity
is restricted to three redds at the lover end of an island adjacent to
the site while there are approxinately 85.redds at the upstrean end. The
closest spauning is approxfnately 3/4 nile fron the proposed discharge
structures. Spavning activity has not been observed in the shoreline area
adjacent to the proposed plant structures or in the area vhich vould be
influenced by the effluent nixing pllrae.

Young salnon hatch during nid to late vinrer and exerge froa the gravel in
February and March. Plankton and various forns of aquatic insects entrained
in the strean drift are the najor food source Eor juvenile salnonids. In
a recent study, it vss reported that aquatic insects fora a najor part of

. the diet of chinook fry in the Hanford reach of the Colunbia'River and of
all salnonid species nigrating through the lover Colunbia River in spring
and fall> vhereas zooplankton vere of na)or inportance in the lover river
frc>a July through October. In Hacker'sz tvo-year study> he observed that
during the tenths of March through July, over 95 percent of the diet of
juvenile salnon consisted of various force of insects, vith the order
Diptera conprising approxinately 80 percent of insects utilized. Larval
and adult Tendipedidae vere the najor food conponent of both the fry and
juvenile chinook salnon. Cladocera and Copepoda vere also utilized, bur.
these crustacea conprised less than 0.3 percent of the total diet during
the period under study.

The tining and nvnbers of juvenile sale>on and steelhead trout passing the
upstrean Priest Rapids Dan during the period 1965-1967 are shovn in
Table II-10. The peak enigration of all juvenile saLwnid in the lover
Collie River> including those produced in the BanEord reach, occurs during
nid-AprQ to aid-June. Hovever, the outnigration of salnonid produced in
areas upstrean of Priest Rapids Dan has in the past'een delayed apparently
by the reservoir conplex. During 1965-1967> approxinately 40-60 Per-
cent of the juveniles nigrated past Priest Rapids Dan in August. o Studies
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on the distribution and novexent of Juveniles indicate that the scalier
fish nigrate closer to shore (50-60 percent of the catch per unit effort
occurred within several hundred feet of the shoreline), with a preference
for a surface zone, while sons lazge fish and selected species are found
nore evenly distributed throughout the river and in midchannel.zz Migra-
tion occurs during all periods of the day, but the heaviest uov~nt occurs
at nigh't ~

While the saLuonid are the z>ajor species of concern, core than 30 other
species of fish have been identified in the Hanford reach of the Colu&ia
River. The other resident fish in the Hanford reach of the river are shown
in Appendix B.
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A. EXTERSAL APPEARANC!?

III. THE PLA!>T
0
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A plat plan of the Hsnford No. 2 site is shovn in Figure III-1 and an
architectural rendition of the principal site structures in FigureIII-2. The na)or buildings villbe clustered into a contiguous set,
vith the cooling tcvers approxinately 600 feet to the south. The
tallest structure is the 220-foot-high reactor building. Other
na]or stzuctures include a 140-foot-high tu*ine-generator building
and lover buildings, containing the reactor control console, process-~uter, critical svitchgear, heating and ventilating equipcent> and
facilities for processing radioactive liquids and gases.

The applicant states that all of the buildings will be constructed and
colored to be consistent vith the aesthetic standards previously esta-
blished during construction of Hanfozd No. 1; and that the landscaping,
like the buildings, vill serve both a functional and an aesthetic

purposely

The auxiliary p>cqt houses and two spray ponds for energency coolingvillbe located southeast of the nein building area.

The site will be graded and appropriate grasses, shzubs and treesvill be planted where required to control grass fires and erosion
and where appropriate to the enhancenent of the outvard appearance
of the plant.l

The applicant proposes to provide a visitors'nfoznation center.
Access to the center> hovever, vill be only by neans of passes issued
at the applicant's headquarters in Richland.

B. REACTOR AqD STEAN ELECTRIC SYSTEH

The nuclear stems supply systeto (NSSS) vill consist of a forced-circulation
boiling-vater zeactor and the auxiliary equipuent required to control>
contain> and service the nuclear core. The NSSS will be furnished by the
General Electric Conpany. The noznal reactor pover output vill be 3323 Wt
vith a stretch level of 3458 Wt and a gross electrical output of 1150 HVe.
Burns and Roe, Inc.> have been retained to provide engineering, nanagenent,
and quality assurance services for the design and construction.
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Ihe proposed Hanford No. 2 reactor is sinilar co other large boiling«Cater
reactors under construction snd in operation. The core consists of struc-

"tural conponents> approxinately 764 fuel asseublies, and 185 control rods.
The stean generated in the reactor is direcred to a turbine vhere the heat
energy is converted to r>echanical energy> vhich in turn is converted to
electrical energy by the generator.

The reactor-tu*ine systecc vill use the Rankine stean cycle vith a closed>
regeneratic>e feedvater heating cycle. Stean leaves the reacror vessel at
1020 psia and enters the turbine at 970 psia at the rate of approxinately
14>295>000 pounds per hour. The tu*ine-generator villbe supplied by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

C, EPPLUEHT SYSTEMS

l. Heat

The cooling systen is designed for a total vesta&eat discharge of 2309 YA>
or 7.88 x 109 Btu per hour. Cooling vater recluirenents for the turbine
condensers are 550,000 gpn, vith a tenperature rise of 28.7'F. The design
pressure of the turbine exhaust to'he condenser is an average of 2.5 inches
of t&rcury>

The vesta heat is dissipated by nesns of r>echanical draft cooling covers.
(A cooling tover utilizes the evaporation of a snail percentage of the con-
denser coolant vater, plus sons transfer of sensible heat to the cooling
cover air, to dissipare heat fron the vert> vater coning fron the condenser.)
The design values of the cooling tovers are:

Met-bulb t~erature 60'P
dpproach to vet bulb 16'P
Range 29'P
Cold-side tenperature 76'P

This nexus that vater at about 76'F enters the condensers vhere it is
heated about 29 to about 105'P. The hot vater goes to the cooling tovcr
vhere, in air vith a vet-bulb tenperatura of 60', it villbe cooled back
to 76'., vhich is vithin 16'f the vet+ulb tenperature. The 76 . vater
then returns to the condenser and the circuit is repeated.

Although the individual covers are designed for 60~ vet&ulb tenpera-
tures, engineers rust provide for plant operation at less favorable
conditions> so a conservative vorst-case value of 70'P vet-bulb
tenperature vas chosen for plant capacity design calculations.
This scene reasonable in terna of data published by the Harley C0.,3 a
large designer ot cooling tovers, vhich shov that the tenperature and
hunidity conditions for the Richland area are such that a vet-bulb
tenperature higher than 66'P vould not prevail core than 102 of che
tine and one higher than 71'ot nore than IX of the tine>
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The cooling tovers villbe arranged ia tvo banks of approxiaacely tventy
cells each, vith faa stack tops about 60 feet off che ground and exit
velocities of about 30 fps.

18

l6

EVAPORATION,
BLOWDOWN 8
DRIFT RATE

CONCENTRATION FACTOR = 5
DRIFT = 275 cIpm

Ia addition to vater lost by evaporation and drift, vater is discharged
froa the systea by blovdovn o! cooled vater to thc river. This blovdovn
is needed to Unit the coacentratioa of aaturally occurring river salts" ia the cooling vater as a zesult of evaporation. The design values used
for blovdovn are based on ~ dissolved solids concentration factor of
about five in the cooling tover-condenser vater as ccepared to river
vatcr,

Because of evaporatioa, drift, snd blovdovn> soae aakeup vater is needed.
This is taken froa the Colunbia River through three 502 capacicy puaps>
located in a puaphouse oa the river. It should be noted that blovdovn vater
does not constitute consuaptive use, as it is zetuzned to the river.
Therefore, not all the aakeup vater use is «onsunptive usc.

The noainal blovdcvn rates calculated for nomal operation vill vazy froa
about 1500 co 3700 gpa. h higher zate, i.e., up to 6500 gpa, aay be needed
on occasion to lover thc concentration of dissolved solids in the recircu-
lating, vater systca. The aaxiaua makeup rate for blovdovn and losses is
23,000 gpa; thc capacity of the punpiag systea is 25,000 gpa.

Ncainal expected values of evaporation plus blovdovn plus drift rates,
evaporation rates, blovdovn teaperatures> nomal river teaperatures, and
blovdovn rates are given in Pigure III-3, as a functioa of tine of year."
These cuzves each give an expected average over thc aonth. hccually, a
range of values above and belov the cuzves vould represent conditions
froa expcctcd aaxiaua to expected ainiaua. Por exanple, the blovdovn
vatcr ceaperature is shovn to be about 74'F in July. In July the range
on'blovdovn teaperature extends about. 8'P above the average, co a eaxiaua
of g2'P. This is thc aaxinua teaperaturc expected at vhich vater vould
be rctumed to the river. This next=un value is based oa the assuaption
that heat transferred ia the cooling tovers is entirely by evaporation,
vith ao trcnsfer of seasible heat froa the vam vater, since in s>m>er
che >ud>ient air dry-bulb ceapcrature could be high.
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The folloving cable gives both aaxiaua noainal values and annual average
values. Consuaptive usc is evaporation plus drift. Required aakeup is
evaporation plus drift plus blovdcvn. 0
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Fig. III-3. Nonthly hverage Races and Tenperatures. Pron Exhibit 54,
hpplicanc's "hpplication for Vashington State Site Cer-
cification" in hearings before Washington State Theraal
Pover plane Sice Evaluation Council, hpplication 71-1 ~

January 1972.



Maxinun
~VI

Annual
Average

~VI

Rvaporation
Drift
Consunptive use
Blovdovn
Required naheup

16,225
275

16,500
6,500

23>000

11,383
275

11>658
2,575

14.233

It can be noted. that the annual average cons>cTItive use is about 26 cfs.
The nininun licensed flov of the river is 36,000 cfs.

The greatest tenperature excess of blovdovn vater over river vater is ex-
pected to be about 25 F; otcurring in February. At ultinate naxinun blov-
dovn flov of 6500 gpn this represents about 24 ÃI of heat returned to the
river> or about one percent of the heat renoved fron the turbine con-
denser. After ccnplete nixing, this vould raise the average river vater
te=perature by about 0.01'F at the nininun river flov of 36,000 cfs.

The values of condenser flov> evaporation> blovdovn, and drift given here
are vithin the state of the art of present<ay cooling tover design, as
shcvn by sons published values.g Typical average values for a 100(HQa
nuclear plant vith a condenser cooling tover range of 25'F are a cooling
tover vater flov of 540>000 gpn> ~ drift of 162 gpn, evaporation of
10 ~ 125 gpc ~ and> for a concentration factor of five> a bleed or blovdovn
flov of 2538 gpn.

Mhen the blovdcvn is discharged to the river, the vater teuperature vill
be increased above the the tenperature of the river in an area near the
discharge. Calculations of the area> shape> and t«NIerature of this
theznal plme in the river have been prepared by the applicant on the
folloving basis:

Flov (blovdovn)
Tecperat ure differential
0ischarge vilocity
River flove

6,500 gpn ( 15 cfs)
22'F
7 feet per second
36,000 cfs (lov)
90,000 cfs (nean for

control period)

The horisontal distribution of the var>)vater tones in the thernal plutc
are shoe schenatfcaliy in Figures IIIA and III-5. Shoe are the hori-
sontal planes of the varned tones for river flove of 90,000 cfs and
36,000 cfs. Isotherns vere calculated for 2.5> 0 5 ~ and 0.05'F. Vertical
t«>perature distributions in the charnel pluoes are shovn in Figures III-6
snd IIZ-7.
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Makeup water vill be dravn from the Columbia River, using an infiltration
technique shovn in preliminary outline in Figure III-8. The principal
elements are as follovs:

(a) h filter bed along the shore> underlain by perforated colleccing
pipes. J

(b) Nonperforated standard pipes extending from the filter bed-area
approximately 400 feet to a pump structure, located at the high water bank
of the river, vali inland from tha normal river bank.

(c) h structure vhich vill contain only the pimps> associated electri-
cal equipment> and surge protection devices for the makeup vater pipeline.
There vill be no vater screens,'ince the filter bed will prevent all'ebris and fish Crom entering the system.

(d) h backflush system to clear the intake system if it should become
clogged.

Optimitation studies presently undezvay may result in changes in the de-
tails described here, particularly vith respect to the filter bed design.
A river bottom filter vill also be evaluated. The filter bed concept
vifl ba retained, however, and any rr>difications should not change the
environmental impact of the plant. The average intake velocity into the
filter bid is expected to be less than 0.02 fps.

The outfall structure is much simpler than the intake structure and its
approximate location is shovn in Figure 111-8. It consists of an 18-inch
diameter pipe, buried in a cocoon trench vith the makeup vater piping.
This pipe leads from the cold-vater side of the cooling towers to the
river south (dovnstream) of thi makeup vater intake. The intake and out-
fall are both near the pimp>house> about 3-1/2 miles from the plant. The
outfall flow villbe (a) nominal> 2000 to 3600.gpm; (b) ultimate maximum,
6500 gpm. A flow of 6500 gpm from an 18-inch pipe has an exit velocity of
7 feet per second.

The outfall structure for the blovdovn stream vill consist of a single—
port> 18-inch discharge with the point of release located 280 feet from
the shoiellne at licensed minimum river flow of 36,000 cfs. The locution
of the discharge is river mile 351.7 i0.05> the exact location to be
determined folloving final design survey results. Cross-sectional pro-
files of the river in the vicinity of the intake and outfall structures
are shovn in Figure 11-9.
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The discharge of the effluent streaa villbe perpendicular to the current
flow and directed upvard at aa angle of 150 above the horisontal ar. the
point vhcrc the pipe touches the streaa bottoa. The discharge velocity
of roughly 7 fps, or below, fs less thaa the river velocity duriag the
freshet, and no bottcNA displaceaent fs expecred beyond five feet. froa rhc
pipe's end.
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'Ihe aaxfaua stretched thcraal pover level estfaated to be reached over the
life of the plant villbe 3E>58 Wt> an increase of 6.52 over the fnftfal
plant rating. Under these conditfons the cooling systca vill rcaove a
rotal vaste heat discharge of 6.52 aors than 7.88 x 10 Btu per hour, or
a total of 8.39 x 10$ Btu per hour. The theraal fapacr.> however, vas
evaluated based on a blovdovn of 6500 gpa. This naxiaua possible blowdowa
fs auch greater than the noraal blovdovn range of 2000 to 3600 gpa, and
thcrcfore aost.probably would reaain unchanged under the sttetched operating
conditions. If this 6500~pa aaxiaua blovdovn fs aot changed> thea the
fapact evaluation reaafns valid, sfnce thc water temperature on thc cold
side of the cooling, tovcr, vhich is aabfent vet bulb plus approach to vet
bulb, wfl) not be appreciably increased by operating at a slightly increased
power level.

2. Radioactive Eraste S stags

During the operation of the Hanford No. 2 )Euclear Power Plant, radfoactfve
aaterial villbe produced by ffssioa and by neutron activation reactions of
ratals and other aaterial in the reactor cooling systea. Snail Naolslts of
gaseous and liquid radioactive vastes vill enter the efflucnr. stre~ and
then be processed within the plant to aiaiafse the radioactive nuclides
that vill ultfaately be released to the ataosphere and into the Colucbfa
River under controlled and aonftored conditions. The radioactivity that
aay be released during operatfon of the station vill be fa accordance with
the Cocaissfon's regularfons, as set forth in 10 CTR Part 20 and 10 CFR
Part 50.
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The vasre handling and treataent systeas to be installed at the station
are discussed fn thc Prelfainary Safety Analysis Report and in the
applicant's Environaental Report, both dated August 1971.
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Liquid vastes vhfch aay be subf act to possible radioactive contaainatfon
vill be collected in the liquid radwaste systea vhere they vill be
aonftored, stored, and processed for reuse or for discharge to the cooling
tower blovdova strcsa. The liquid radwastc systea vill be divided into
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Ptg. III-S. Infiltration and Dtschirgc Syscea. l'coc Applicant's Environ
acncal Report, Aacndcent 1, Section 2.3.6.A.



several subsysteus so that the liquid vastes Eron various sources can be
kept segregated and processed separately. Cross connections betveen these
subsystens vill provide addfrfonal flexfbflity for processing of vastes by
alternate nethods. The interrelationships of these systeus and their
interaction vith other conponents are shovn in Figure III-9. The liquid
zadvastes vf)1 be c)assified, collected and treated as high purity, lov
purity, chMcalI detergent, sludges or concentrated vastes. The terna
"high purity" and vlov purityv refer to the conductivity and not radio-
activity. Table 111-1 lfsts the principal ass~tions used in evaluating
the vaste treatnent systeus.

High purity (lov conductivity) liquid wastes villbe co)lected in the vaste
collector tank, principally fron the coolant piping and equipnent drains,
and processed through a filter and a nired-bed deufneralixer. After pro-
cessfng, the vesta villbe collected in a vesta a~le tank. Hornally, it
villbe transferred fran the a~le tank to the condensate storage tank
for reuse. HoveverI on infrequent occasions a poztion of this vesta vill
be processed through a vesta concentrator (10 gpn) and discharged ro the
cooling tovez blovdovn lf,ne. In our evaluation, the staff assuned that
10X of the annual volune vould be evaporated and released and the renaining
90X vould be recycled.
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purity (high conductivity) liquid vastes villbe collected in the floor
drain collector tankI principally fron the varfous floor drain s~s. Fzon
the floor drain tank the vastes vill be processed through a precoat type
filter and a ufxed-bed dsnfneralfser and collected in a a~le cank.
HoznallyI these vastes villbe routed to the condensate storage tanks for
reu'se. Hovevar, sons of these vastes nay be routed to the chenfcal vesta
tanks for processing through the vesta concentratoz before discharge.
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The staff analysis considered a daily input into the lov purity systeu of-

8300 gallons, at an activity equivalent to 35X of prinary coolant, and

thee 15X of this vesta vill be evaporated prfor to being released to the
circulating vater discharge canal. The raainfng 85X of this vesta vas
ass~d to be recycled.
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Hadfoactive high-conductivity oh~eel vastes fron a~ling, laboratory
drains, and chenical decontauf nation solutions. villbe collected in the
chenical vaste tanks. These chenical vastes are of such hfgh conductivity
as to preclude creatnent by ion exchange and villbe neutralized and pro-
cessed through the vesta concentrator. The condensate villbe routed to
distillate tanks fron vhere it villbe released to the circulating vater
dis charge. 0
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1. Thermal power

2. Plant factor

3. Failed fuel

3>458 Kdt

0.8

Equivalent to 100,000 uCi per
second noble gas mixture after 30
minutes holdup decay for a 3400-Mgt
reactor

4. Reactor building leak rate

5. Turbine building leak rate

6. Condenser air inleakage

480 pounds per hour - liquid

480 pounds per hour - steam

40 cfm - air.

7. Partition coefficients
(fo? iodine):

Steam/liquid in reactor vessel
Reactor building liquid leak
Turbine building steam leak
hir specter
Recombiner system
Charcoal bed

0.012
0.001
1.0
0.005
0.1
0.000001

8. Holdup times
hir specter gas
Xenon isotopes - delay .on

charcoal beds
Krypton isotopes - delay on

charcoal beds

10 minutes

17.9 days

24.4 hours

ThBLE III-1. Principal hssumptions used in Evaluation
of Hanford No. 2 Reactor The staff analysis considered a daily input ro this system of 4300 gallons,

including 10Z.of th» equipment drain snd 15Z of the floor drain vaste
volumes, and that 100Z of the condensate villbe released to the cirhu-
lating vater discharge.

Liquid vastes containing detergents or similar cleaning agents from fuel-
cask cleaning and personnel decontamination vill be collected in a

detergent'rain

tank. Processing. vill consist of passing the vaste through the
detergent drain filter to remove solids and concentrating it in one of the
two waste concentrators. Zn the staff evaluation, the potential effluents
from the detergent system were considered to be a small fraction of the
vesta from the other systems and vere not analysed separately.

hnnual releases of fission product radionuclides from Hanford No. 2 vere
calculated based on reactor operation at 3458 NHt (maximum pover) for
292 full-pover days. Corrosion product activities were based on operating
experience vith boiling vater, reactors. The applicant expects the normal
cooling tower blovdovn flow to be 3671 gpm. The staff accepted this dilution
flow estimate; and, therefore, rather than total curiae released, the annual
average concentration of radioactive material in the liquid effluents prior
to dilution vill be the limiting constraint for the annual liquid waste
discharges. Based on the assumptions shown in Table III-1, the annual
releases of radioactive materials in the liquid wastes vere calculated to be .

a very small fraction of those shown in Table III-2 (excluding tritium).
However> to include c>mTtensation for treatment equipmen dovntime and ex-
pected operational occurrences, the values shovn in Table III-2 have been
normalised to 0.25 Ci per year. This value vill limit the annual con-
centration in the discharge canal to less than 4 x 10 8 BCi per ml.
Based on its evaluation, the staff estima es that about 10 cuties per
year of tritium villbe released to the environment. The applicant esti-
mates that 0.16 curiae per year of mixed isotopes and 16 curiae per year of
tritium vill be released to the environment in the liquid effluent.

9. Decontamination factors:
Mixed-bed demineraliser
Evaporator

10. Removal factors:
Mo 6 Tc
Y

hnion
100

1 >000

100
10

~Cs Rb
10

10>000

Others
100

10>000

b. Caseous Haste

During pover operation of the plant, radioactive materials released to the
atmosphere in gaieous effluents include low concentrations of fission prod-
uct nobld gases (krypton and xenon), halogens (mostly iodines), tritium
contained in vater vapor, and particulate material including both fission
products and activated corrosion products.



IIZ-20

IZI 19

Nuclide Curiae Nuclide Cuties

TABLE ZZI-2. Calculated Noznalfmed Annual Release of Radfonuclides
in the Liquid Effluent fron Hanford No..2

The na$ or source of gaseous vastc activity during nozaal plant operation
will be the offgas fron the aafn stem condeoser air e3ector. Other sources
of gaseous vesta include turbine glaad seal stean exhaust> offgases froa the
tnchaaical vacuum puap> ventilatioa air released fron the radwaste, reactor,
and tuzbiae building exhaust systms> and purging of the'dzyvell md sup-
pression chmber. A scheaatic flow diagraa of the gaseous waste treatncat
systen fs shown in Figure III-10.

Rb-86
Sz'9
Sr 90
Sr-91
Y-90
I-91a
Y-91
Ez 95
hb-95
Mo-99
Tc-99n
Ru-103
RU-106
Rh-103n
Rh-106
Te-127a
Te-127
Te-129a
Tc-129
Tc-131a
Te-132
I-130
I-131
1-132

0.000045
0.0087
0.00057
0. 000031
0.00081
0.00002
0.016
0.0001
0.000096
0.0014
0>0013
0>000068
0.000024
0.000068
0.000024
0.00002
0.000022
0.00018
0.00011
0.000028
0.00095
0.000019
0.084 >

0.00098
Total (excluding tzitiua)
Trftfun

I-133
I-135
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137
Ba-137a
Ba-140
La-140
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144
Pr-143

* Pr-144
Nd-147
Cr-Sl
Ma-54
Fe-55
Fe-59
Co-58

'o-60
P-32
H-187
U-237
Np-239

0.015
0.000044
0.028
0.0064
0.019
0.018
0.012
0.012
0.00027
0.000037
0.000063
0.00011
0.000063
0.000028
0.0017
0.00013
0.0067
0.00027
0.017
0.0017
0.000033
0.000079
0.00002
0.00048

0.25 curie
10 curiae per year

Offgas froa the aafn condeaser afr specter vill flov through one of tvo
catalytic reconbiaers, vhere the hydrogen and oxygen reconbfne to fozn
stean, which is condensed and retuzaed for use in the plant. Thc waste
gas streaa will bc sent ro a holdup pipe, which vill be designed to delay
the full voluae of vaste gases for a period of at least 10 ainutes to per-
ait the decay of short-lived activity. Froa the holdup pipe the gases
vill flow through charcoal beds; after having the gas huafdfty reduced by
nofsture separators aad desiccaat drycrs. Xenon aad krypton activities
vill be selectively held up oa the charcoal beds. In addition, the>
charcoal vill also retain radioactive iodine sad long lived radioisotopes
in the particulate.fora> such as strontfun-89. strontiua-90, aad cesf>am-137

'heapplicaat estinated 42 days xenon sad 46 hours krypton holdup with
30 scfn air faleskagc. In thc staff analysis, ft vas ass>zfcd that the xenon
radLoisotopes arc delayed 18 days and that the kzypton isotopes are delayed
24 hours on the, charcoal beds with 40 scfn air fnleakage into the three-
shcll condenser. The charcoal delay systea vill consist of'- eight beds,
each containing about three toas of charcoal and will be operated at O'.

The stean air exhaust froa the turbine gland seal systca vfllpass'through
a gland seal condcaser vhere the stem villbc condensed and the aoncon-
deasibles exhausted to thc glaad seal holdup linc. Stem for the tuzbiae
glaad seal villbe generated using affluent fron the condensate deaiaeral-
Lter.. ~ Based on using this relatively clean stem for turbfae gland seal,
no radiofsotopic discharges vere calculated to be released through this
route.

All releases less than 10 5 curfcslycar have aot baca listed.

The nechanical vacuua pu~> used oaly during startup, vill exhaust air
and radioactive gases froa the naia condenser. Nozaally> operatLon of
the nechanical vacuua pump villbe necessity oaly after the reactor has-
beea shutdovn for several days. During these extended shutdovn periods,
the radionuclfdes fn the condenser villdecay to inall quantities of
Xe-133 md Xe-135. Therefore, offgases fron the ne«haafcal vacuua puapvillbe discharged vithout treataeat.

The prinary contafancnt (drywall) is nozaally a sealed volme. Hovever,
durfng periods of refueliag or aaintenaace it aay be necessary to purge
the dzyvell aad suppressLoa chazber md whea thLs occurs, the potentfal
exists for the release of aizbornc radioactivity to the enviroancnt.
Noraally, the purge releases willnot be treated before release to the
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environnent; however> the systen villbe designed so that the purge exhaust
can be directed to the standby gas tzeatnent systen Ln the event of abnornal
aLr activity levels. The staff evaluation assuned that no treatnent
occurzed before release to the envlronnent. The annual releases fron this
source are not expected to be a contributing source of activity.
Ventilation air flov villbe provided to the reactor building, turbine
building/ and the radvaste building. Most of the "ventilation sys tens
will utilize 1002 outside air with no recizculation. Exhaust air fron
the turbine building and the noncontaninated areas of the zeactor build-
ing villbe released thmugh their respective roof vents vithout treat-
ment. Air fron the potentially contsndnated areas of the reactor building
and the radvaste building vill be filtered thmugh HEPA filters before
being discharged to the enuirozznant. Because the applicant uses clean
stean Ln the turbine buildLng, the areated stean leak vas. assuned to be
equivalent to 1 gpn condensate in our evaluation.

Table III-3 shows the anticipated annual release of radioactive naterials
Ln the gaseous effluent calculated using the staff's nodel adjusted for
the conditions listed in Table III-1. The applicant has prepared an
analysis of hLs treatnent systen and has estinated the annual-.effluent
releases. The applicant estinated that betveen 300 and 580 curies per
year of noble gases and no iodine villbe released to the envirozznant Ln
the gaseous effluent based upon krypton and xenon holdup tines of 46
hours and 42 days respectively.
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c. Solid Vesta

Pour types of solid vasfes villbe packaged for offsite disposal. (1) Dry
vastes will be conpacted in 55-gallon dzuns. (2) Spent filter cartridgeswill be packaged Ln shielded druns. « (3) Evaporator vastes vL11 be accunu-
Iated Ln phase separators and sludge tanks and then punped into a solidifL-
cation nixture contained in dzuns. (4) Resins fron the spent resin tankvillbe discharged to a shielded. shipping container.

All solid vesta villbe packaged and shipped to a licensed burial site in
accordance vith AEC snd DOT regulatioris. Based on plants pzesently Ln
operation, it is expected that approxinately 900 druns of spent resin filters,flotation vastes and evaporator bottons vill be generated per year. The staff
estinates that each drun vill contain about 2.9 curiae after 180 days decay.In addition, it is expected that 600 dzuns per year of dzy vaste containing
less than five curiae per year villalso be generated.



3. Chemical aod Sanita Wastes

TABZE IIZ-3. Calculated Radioactive Releases in Caseous Effluents
from Ranford No. 2 Reactor, in curiae per year

Water dfschargei to the Columbia River are authorized and limits speciEied
in the Site Certification hgreement between the State of Washington and
the Supply System.s The chemicals which are added to the waters in
significant quantities come from two sources; sulfuric acid for the control
of pH in the cooling tower, and the raw water demfneralizer resin regeneration
operacion.

Kr-83m
Kr-85m
Kr-85
Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89
Xe-)31m
Xe-133m
Xe-133
Xe 135m
Xe-135
Xe-137
Xe-138

Total
I-131
1-133

10
10
34

17
15
60
50

0.13
0.59

1,500

215

11
3,240

760
1

1,190-

230
40

24 '00

13
3,240

760
11

1,200
34

230
40

17
230

60
50

32,085
0.13
0.59

Turbine and Mechanical Hain Total Eor
Reactor Vacuum Condenser Reactor

Radionuclide -- Buildin s p Air 8 actor Unit

sodium sulfate
calci~ sulfate
sodium carbonate
magnesium carbonate
sodium chloride
sodium nitrate

900
650
550
200

6
0.2

The amount of sulfuric acid added to control scale in the cooling ~ster is
estimated from data in the applicant's Environmental Reporc to average
about 2000 pounds per day, the maximum being 2400 pounds per day. This
should add very little to the total dissolved solids in the water because
sulfate ious will replace bicarbonate and carbonate iona in the river water.
Thus, the cotal,dissolved solids content of the river will not be increased
significantly. The sulfate content of the river will increase by about
0.01 parts per million if the river flow is as low as 36,000 cfs (the
minimum licensed flow) and the acid addition is 2400 pounds per day.
The applicant's Environmental Report gives a range of sulfate content of
the Columbia River of 10 29 parts per million, the average value being 16.
Therefore, the sulfate content is increased by less then 0.12.

The chemicals resulting from the regeneration of the resins used to demin-
eralize process makeup water are stated by the applicant to be less than
2310 pounds per month (less than 80 pounds per day), the maximum dlschargesg
of specific chemicals in pounds per month being:

The average values are 202 oE these maxizanz ones. The constituents of
these chemicals,are identical co those already in the river. These wastes
will be thoroughly mixed with the cooling water of the cooling tower before
reaching'he blowdown line. The 2310 pounds per month (maximum) discharged
to the river is negligible in comparison with the 4.5 x 10 pounds per
month of dissolved solids in the river water which pass the plant in one
month (at a mfnfmum Elow of 36,000 cEs), the ratio being 5 x 10 s.

The planned operation of the cooling towers is such that the concentration
of total dissolved'solids (TDS) of the water in the blowdown will be a
maximum of 12 times that of the intake water. The TDS concameration in
the Columbia River ranges from 75 to 115 ppms but the maximum TDS in the
blowdown water returning to the river will normally be less than 1000 ppm,



since bio»down rates caa be increased vhen the TDS fn the rl.ver fs high.
(The 1000 ppa facludas the TDS froa all sources including those originating
fa the regeneration of deafneralfcer resins.) AssMng che aaxfaua blov-
dovn rate of 6500 gpa> 1020 ppa TDS fn blovdova, and 75 ppa TDS fa che river
vater !neo vhich the blovdova fs discharged, the TDS of the river after
coaplete dilution o! the blovdova villbe increased by 0.52 at ainfaua
river flow (36,000 cfs) and 0.2Z at average river flov (115,000 cfs).

Chlorine villba added to the circulating water at the inlet to the con-
denser to control algae and elias. The chlorine will be added tvo or
three tir>ss a day for periods of about 20 ainutes ac a race of 7 ppa. The
cfrculacfoa rate of the vater fa che cooling cover and condenser circuLt
fs coastant at 2.75 x 10 pounds per hour.> Ass>xdng a on~our addition
of chlorfae per day at a 7-ppa rate, the daily addLcion of,chlorfne vill
be 1 ~ 9 x 10s pounds. Using the upper-lfaitfng ass>xption that a)1 of the
added chlorine (1.9 x IOS pounds per day) is converted eo chloride fon,ft Ls calculaced thac the bloelovn, after coaplete aixlng vfch the river,vill increase the chloride conteat of the river by 0.01 ppa ff the river
is at the rdnfaua licensed flow (36,000 cfs). 'Iherefore, Lf the river
fafcially contains 0 ' ppa of chorLde foa (the average value), the diluted
blovdovn vL11 increase che chloride conteat of che river vater by 2Z.

The applicaac states, "During the chlorfnatioa periods the chlorine con-
tent of the vater going to the cooling rover villbe about 0.5 ppa, but
cost of this villbe dispersed to the acaosphere during passage through
the tover." Pron this stateaent and the calculated daily use of chlorfne,
Lt follows that a quantity of chlorine approachfag 110 pounds fs dispersed
eo the aeaosphere daily. Hovever, Lc fs the opinion of the staff chat the
quantiey of chloriae dispersed co the ataosphere daily villnot be this
large, since this calculatLoa aad the applfcanc's stateaenc (above) have
not taken into account the cons>xq>tfon of chlorine through reactioa with
oxldfcable substances ia the cooliag tover portion of the circuic, nor of
the nonvolatile nature of hypochlorite, the fora in vhfch soae of the
"chlorine" catering the cooling tover vill be found,

Assuaing a chlorine conteat of the blovdova of O.l'pa (the upper lied.e
peraftted fn the site certfficatfon Agreeaeat)s and assuring the ~
blovdova rate of 6500 gpa, chlorine vould be added to che river at che r
rate of 7.0 pounds per day. After coaplete dLlutfon (ainiaua dflutioa
factor of 2.5 x 10'), the aaxfaua added chlorine burden oE the river
froa this source villbe 4 x 10 S ppa (that fs, 4 parts in 10lf parts),
assuafag no reduction of chlorine to chloride ioa by oxfdiaable substances
fn ths river. IE all of this chlorine vere reduced to chloride fon, the
chloride coatent of the river would be increased by 0.008!.

All of the vater that eaters the condenser snd cooling tower circuit ulef-
aately leaves the circuit as blovdovn, vater vapor, or drift. Water exit-
ing froa the circuit as vapor leaves dissolved substances behind; bue that
leaving as drift has the sane solute conceac as thac oE the circuit. On
the average, ehe coaceacracfon of river solids fn the drift vill be five
tines that ia the river. Assuafng a drift of 275 gpa, the applicant has
ca1culacedy chat fa the zone of aaxiaua deposition> established fn ehe cal-
culation as a regioa 2.5 ailes southeast of the cooling towers, the deposf-
tion of drffc is equivaleae fn vater content of 0.7 inches of rainfall per
year 'face che drfEc has a TDS coatent ffve tfaes that of the river, this
deposition rate is equivalent in TDS to 3.5*inches per year of frrfgatfoa
vfth river vater. This 3.5 inches per year is less than 10Z of the approx-
faately 4g !aches of irrigation per year used in local irrigation practices.
This additioa of cheafcals to the soL1 by drift depositLon villnot be
significant.

Certain specific discharges fnto che acaosphere are covered in the Site
Certification Agrees>ent fn che scateaenc, "The Supply Systea agrees to
construct and operate the project fn such a aanner as to noc discharge nor
cause to be discharged fato che aabfent air aacerials resultfag froa the
operation of aurfliary boilers and eaergency diesel engines which, r>assured
at the pofat of discharge, villdirectly result fn: (a) nitrous oxides>
aeasured as nftrogea dioxide> in excess of 0.3 pounds per 10 Btu;
(b) sulfur dioxide fn excess of 0.8 pounds per 104 Btu; or (c) ash fn
excess of 0.2 pouads per 104 Beu."

Concezniag the disposal of certain other cheafcal aad solid vasces (non-
radioactive) associated vith plane accfvfties, the applicant states:9

"Cheafcals froa'infcfal cleaning of installed piping systeas
and equipnent vill be discharged to the soil in che vicinity
of che plant. The cleaning checdcsl will be crfsodfua phos-
phace (TSP), of which approxfaately 4000 pouads (expected) or
8000 pounds (aaxfaua) at a concentration oi 500-1000 ppn vill
be discharged>e

SanLtary vastes during plant operatfons will be processed by septic tank,
aad fluids villbe disposed of by aeans of a tile field siaflar to cfle
fields preseatly fn operatioa on the Hanford Reservation. Chlorination
equipaent villbe provided if found accessary. During pleat construction
che sane tile field septic teak systea villbe utilfred suppleaented by
local indfvidual cheafcal toilets. 'Ihe entire systea vill confora to
Washingcon State and Benton Councy regulations applicable to the installa-
tion of sanitary facilities. DLsposal villbe in accord vith the
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Site Certification Agremnta vhich states that all sanitary vastes shall be
disposed of in such nanner as to prevent their entry into state vaters.

4. Miscellaneous Mastes

Concerning the disposal of niscellaneous vastes, the applicant states:9

"Sedinent vhich collects in the cooling tower basins and
cooling cover spray ponds vill be periodically r«soved snd
used as land fill."

(The sediment in the cooling tower basins will be windblown sand rezxved
fron the air as it passes through the cooling tower and ent'rapped in the
vater fron which it then settles.)S Disposal of such vastes nust confozn
to the Site Certification Agreeuent which states that solid vastes iron
the applicant's operations, including settled silts and sludges in the
cooling tover basins or other waste retention basins, shall. be disposed
of in such nanner as to prevent their entry into state vaters.a

The applicant further states:6

"Other vastes ace~lated at the sfte such as garbage and
trash villbe disposed of by burial in a sanitary land fill,
or whatever treatnent is necessazy to couply vith state and
local lava..."

"Tran'snission and sezvice lines vill be, located essentially according to
zoutings indicated in TPPSEC (Thermal Power Plant Site Evaluation Council)
Application No. 71-1> as anended and as supplemented; provided that the
Supply Systen uay adapt such lines to terrain vheze conditions indicate
that change or variance in location is reasonable or necessary." Cnder the
terna of this agreenent the applicant uust obtain approval fron the
Council before inpleuenting any proposed substancisl change in the routing

- or construction of these lines.

There is'no need for additional off-reservation transnfssfon lines because
those that served the production reactors, all now inactive except for the
one supplying stean to Hanford Mo. 1, aze available and adequate. The
portion of the transnission systen vhich is beyond the plant's transforners
will be under she control of the BpA.z~

D. TRANSNISSION LINES

The three transnission lines associated vith the plant and their rights-
of~ay are: a) a 500-kV single circuit prinary transuission line
(18.3 niles long, 135-foot rfghtwf~ay)7 b) .a 230-kV single-circuic plant
service transnissfon line (11 wiles long, 125-foot rightwf~ay); and
c) a 115-kV single-cizcuit "backup" power.supply (1 nile long, 90-foot
zfghtmfmay). It is currently planned that the Bonneville'Power Adninis-
tration (SPA) vill plan, locate, design, and construct these three lines
vhich villbe located entizely on the Hanford Reservation.f The cozbined
rfgbts-of vay torsi about 480 acres. Acquisition of the right-ofmay is
provided for in the Supply Systen agre«sent vith the AEC. 12

The na)or portion of these lines, scheduled to be constzucted during the
period 1972-1976, vill be supported on conventional latticed rectal towers.
The installation of these lines vill conply vith federallywdopted guid-
lines,is insofar as they are applicable to the site terrain and vegetation. ll
It nuat also adhere to the terna of the Site Agreenents which specifies thee,



IV. ENVIROh".1ENTA1 DG'ACI OF SITE PREPARATION
AND PlhNT CONSTR> TION

1. Applicaat's Environ=easel Report, hueadnsat 1, Section 2.3.9 h. 5lWQRY OF PIAMS AND SCHEDULES

2. Applicaas's Eaviroaneatsl Rcport, Anendaens 1, Secston 2.3.1.2.

3. "Cooling Tover Fuadanentals aad hppltcattoa Principles," the Harley
Conpany, 1969.

4. Exhibit No..54, the applicaat's "Application foz Washington State Site
Cerstftcattoa," heariags before the Washtagsoa State Thezaal Power
Plant Site Evaluation Council, January 1972.

Construction of the Hanfozd No. 2 Plant vill require preparation of the
site; erection of buildings, including a visitor's censer, cooling
towers, aad pover sransaissioa facilities; constructtoa of short spurs
fran exissing AEC nainltae railroad track; construction of sc«ess goads
and parking areas; construction of a river vater intake and of a vater
discharge systnal control of surface vater runoff and restozatton of
disturbed vegetation; and laadscaptng of gzounds vtthtn the fenced
perineter.

5. J. 0. Kadel> "Cooling Towers - A Technological Tool to Increase Plant
Site'otentials," Aacztcan Power Conference, Chicago, Illinois, hpztl 23,
1970.

6. Appltcaat's Eavtronnental Report, Section 2.3.4.1.

7. Appltcaat's Environ-easel Repozt, Aaendacnt 2, Question 10.

A suznary of the construction schedul», vith key dates, ts shovn tn
Table IV-l. The applicant states, "Superstructure construcsioa en«on-
passtag thc vork above the foundatioas and including . ~ ~ she circulating
water systcn> cooling tover ssiuctures> aakeup water puaphouse and dtesel-
generator building is scheduled for conpletton by Decenber 1975. Final

.grading and pavtag installation of roads and landscaping v111 be conpleted
by April 1977.»I

8. "Site Certification Agreeaent for Hanford No. 2 between the State of
'Washington aad the Washington Public Povcz Supply Systen>" Hay 17> 1972.

In all stse prepararion sad plant construction activ1ttes the applicant
vill conply vith all fcdcral and state safety aad healsh regulations.z

9. Appltcant's Eavtroanental Report, hncndnent 2 ~ cation 12.

10. Applicant's Envtronncatal Report, Section 2.3.5.

11. Applicaat's Envtronaental Report, Aaen<L+nt 1, Section 2&.1.4.

12. Contract Ho. AT(45-1)-2269, betveen the U. S. h., represented by thc
U. S. Atreic Eaergy Coanission, and the Washington Public Power Suppl'7
Systea.

13. "Eavt~atal Criteria for Electric Transatssioa Syssczn," U. S. Dept.
of Interior and Dept. of Agriculture, February 1970.

B. DPACTS ON LAND WATER AND HUKkN RESOURCES

Stte pzepazation and construction activ1ttes vill be confined to an area
of approxtnatcly 30 acres of which about 10 acres vill bc utilized for
the construction of plant structures and auxiliary facilities. Host of
the r~iatng 1059 acres vtthin the site boundary vill recta tn thc
natural state vtth construction aad cxcavatioa activity being as least
tvo rtles froa the river aad 2.75 ntles fron the nearest nanned facility.
the FFTF conssructton site, with three exceptions: (1) construction of
the site-access road passtag closer than 2.75 atlas to the FFTF Site,
(2) construction of the intake and outfall facilistes at thc river, and
(3) iastallation of thc underground pipes connectiag the intake and
outfall facilirtes with the plant.

Ihe lightaing-origtaated fire effectively renoved the greater portion of
the prtsttae vegetation oa thc site. The construction site has a sparse
cover of annual vegctatioa ta carly successtoaal stages, vhich ts insuf-
ficient so stabilize the soil and provides only a nargtnal habitat for
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TABLE XV-I. Construction Schedule for Key Itens
from an Environnental Standpoint

Approxis>ate
Start Dace

Approxtuate
End Date

Initial site prepararion, erect
ter>porary facilities and tenporary
power lines

Aug. 1972 Feb. 1973

,Consrruct reactor and turbine buildings

Construct cooling. towers

Construct intake and outfall facilities
and nakeup punphouse

Feb. 1973

Nov. 1973

Sepc. 1973

1976

Dec. 1975

Sepc. 1975

Construct energency cooling sprhy ponds

Construct tranmission lines

April 1974

June 1974

Sept. 1974

Dec. 1976

proc> Applicanc's Environnental Report> Anendnent 1, Section 2.3.8.1.

resident wildlife. The exposed area is subjected to wind erosion and
cense>{uentiy dust scorns occur fre>{uently.a Site preparation activities
will naterially increase the windblown dust burden of the air at and
downwind of the site> with the pred>x>lnant winds and particle deposirion
in the direction of the Colu=bia River. However, the applicant has stared
that neasures will be taken to control wind erosion ac the site>" and such
action is expected to negate possible turbidity increases in the river frau
this source, Since these construcrion activities will not be visible to
the general public, they csn have no aesthetic ix>pact with the exception
of an added dust burden in the air.

The construction site is in an early state-of recovery (free> the fire),
providing Iir>ited food and cover for resident wildlife. Construction
activities will descroy the habitats of mall nac>sale> of which the
pocket c>ouse is the doninant species, but are expected to have no c>easur-
able effect on the rransitory wildlii'e of the large desert steppe in that
the c>amor disturbance and displscment of fauna occurred as a result of
the fire. The nore productive shrub-steppe and riparian habitats are
rmote fron the site and construction is expected to have no influence
on the wildlife associated with these habitats.

Owing to the perneable nature of the surface soils and sparse rainfall,
natural surface runoff is >aintual. The ixpact upon the river of any addi-
tional runoff frox rains during site preparation and plant construction is
expected to be too mall to be ueasured, except in those areas at or near
the river affected by: (a) construction of intake and outfall facilities,
and (b) installation of the pipes connecting the intake and outfall
facilities with the plant. During all construccion work, the Supply
Systm will cake whatever accions are necessary to correct and avoid
runoff which c>ay detrinentally affect, water >{uality.

Dredging activities necessary for the placment of the intake and discharge
structures will disturb a mall portion of the strean bed and cause a
short-terr> increase in turbidity and sedfr>entation in an area downstreet>
of the excavation site.-

In the ares of the inta'ke and outfall structures. the strean bed is cmposed
principally of cobble, giavel and sand substrate. The staff anticipates
that excavation at a cine of low flow will cause only brief turbidity,
with the greatest particle deposition (cobble, gravel, and coarse sand)
occurring in the inc>ediate vicinity of the excavation site.



Studiess on the movement of sediments in the Columbfa'Rfver at Pasco shov
that the velocity and turbulence of flovs during lov water discharges vere
insufficient to transport sand (particle size greater than 0.062 mm) vhich
vas on or in near contact vith the stream bed while during periods of freshet
the river carries up to 20,000 tons per day of sediment. The spoils from
excavation are required to be removed from wetted areas. The sedimenta-
tfon fzon this one time excavatfon is expected to be negligfble fn this area,
as compared to the continual contribution from the watershed during
freshet,s and from fzrfgation.

Upon completion of constzuction, the applicant vflldispose of all temporary
structures not required for future use and of all used timber, brush, refuse,
and inflazr>able material resulting from construction activit'ies.S

The vater used during the construction period vL11 be pumped from two onsite
veils at a combined maximus vfthdraval rate of 500 gpm. This vithdraval
rate vill noc measurably efface the ground~ter profile> since ample re-
charge of the aquifer is available fzom adjacent sources. See Figurc II-6
for ground~ter contours as determined from data concerning more than
1500 wells fn the Hanford Reservation area, of vhich 22 are located vithfn
fLve miles of Hanford Ho. 2.

Because the construction actLvities are so far removed from any inhabited
area7 oz public road and from the nearest manned facility> the FFTP con-
struction site, there vill be no measurable noise impact (except from the
movement of trucks to and from the site) upon anyone other than the vork
force.

The vork force to be used during construction vill average 545 vith a peak
ployment of 900. The applLcant states that many of the men to be e"-ployed

already have their familfes living fn the Tri-Cfties area (Richland, Pasco,
and Kennevick) and other nearby c~unftfes.z The demand for additional
dvelling units and schooling facilities should not be large and can be
accommodated readily. The applicant quotes the Superintendent of the
Richland School District, Mr. S. R. Clark, as reporting that due to recent
school construction> the Richland schools can handle an addicional 500
students.y

C. CONTROLS TO REDUCE OR LBIIT IMPACTS

The mount of rav soil erosion in spoil areas vill be limited by protecting
the exposed faces from erosion by vind and water and through encouraging
the restoration of vegetation by natural means (or by reseedfng, where itis appropriate). The measures to be taken include grading and shaping of
spoil areas so as to minimize soil erosion by vfnd and by water. (Grading
and shaping wffl be such that the final topography vill conform reasonably

to natural topography.) Excess excavated material (spoil) vill be integratedinto the general landscape with provfsions for minimizing both wind and vatererosion of the soil.y

Hors specifically, the applicant states:"
'"Ihe folloving measures vill be taken to minimfse the envfroncentaleffects during the site preparatfon activfties:
l. Excavation for Reactor Buildi

SoLls removed durLng excavation for the Reactor Buildfng foundation vill
be placed in stockpiles for use in backfillLng operations. If the needis evident. sprLnkling of the stockpiles vill be done to control dust.
2. A r ate Stock flea

Sprinkling of the aggregate stockpiles vill be done to control dust ff
necessary.

~ 3. General Activities

Sprinkler trucks vill be used as necessary for dust control on roads and
parking lots. Any fine sand exposed cuts vill be stabilized vith gravelto prevent vind erosion."

In the same letter, the applicant points out that vith the desert region andsoil, zunoff from heavy rafns Ls not a problem. But if abnormal rainfall
should occur, a natural retention basLn existing at the site has ample storagecapacfty to prevent damaging runoff. The applicant concludes the treatmentof controls by stat~ that when construction has been completed> a land-
scapfng program vill be fmplemented for the purpose of inprovfng the
aesthetics and preventing erosion.y

Constzuction of facilities on the shore and fn the bed of the Columbia Riveris covered by the Site Cert'ification Agreement vfth the Thermal Pover PlantSite Evaluation Council.S-

Since the pipes connecting intake and outfall facilitfes vfth the plant are
part of the intake and discharge systeas and plans for both intake and dis-
charge systems must be approved by the Council prfor to fmplementation> theLnstallation of these pipes is also covered by the Sfte Certificatfon
Agre>ment.
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During construction of the vater intake systen the applicant vill be re-
quired to take neasures to keep tuzbidity Ln the river at a ninfma> to
leave no fish traps, and to prevent uaterials used Ln construction fron
being uashed avay.

The applicant vill be peznitted to construct outfall facilities after
obtaining the necessary lease fron the Departnent of Natural Resources
for use of the Colunbia River bed and consulting vith the Council and
its designated representatives in the developuent of plans foz con-

; struction of the discharge systen. The Council> in turn, agrees to
provide a suitable ueiver of the turbidity criteria of the vater quality
standards ot the State of Washington, Lf needed> during construction.
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V. RlVIROh".KhTAL IMPACTS OF PLkNT OPERATION

The- area occupied by Hanford No. 2 has not been open to the general public
since 1943 and has not had any significant utilization during this restricted
access peziod. The only present uses of the site are as locations for a
vegetation regrovth study and a short-tern study of desert rodents. It is
concluded that the land use of the sire and Lts Lnnediate environs villnot
be adversely affected by the presence and operation of the plant.

1. ~U>

Pover plants, by virtue of their nassLve structures, create a dLfficult
design problen uith respect to obtaining both a functional layout for effi-
cient plant operation and a pleasing facade for the public. The staff feels
that the Hanford No. 2 Plant has been designed vith the goal of attaining
both of these design ob]ectives. The various conponent structures have been
so arranged as to break up vertical and horizontal lines and create a step
effect leading up to the reactor building, uhich elands visual doninance.
The fluted natal fascL ~ of the reactor building tezninates these plain
geonetric shapes vith a band of color that Ls designed to be pleasing to
the eye. The entLre group of buildings villvisually doninate the flat
desert plain.

2. Fo Ln and Icin

L
A group of z>echenlcal-draft vet cooling covers villbe used to dissipate
nost of the condenser heat into the atnosphere. Envizonnental effects of
increased fogging and icing caused by the cooling tover discharge durLng
the cool season vere studied by the applicant. The cooling to»er vill
snit a plune, uhich Ls a volune of air uith a higher t~erature and a
higher c»isture content than the anbient air> thereby representing a snail
r>odification of the naturally occurring atnospheric conditions. Only when
excess uater vapor Ln the plune condenses to uater droplets vill the plune
be visible. The applicant reports conclusLons fron a study nade by
Battelle Nozthuest as folio»sc

{1) Under the clinatic conditions Ln the Hanford area, excess vater
vapor Ln the plune vill condense to fort> a visible pluce approxinately
fiftywixpercent of the tW during r>echanical<raft cooling touer operation.
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(2) Under nost weather conditions, the visible plune vill risg and
evaporate near (less than 0.5 kn) the cooling cover.

(3) However> under certain atnospheric conditions and in certain areas,it will persist at ground level vith a slight potential.to interfere vith
agricultural, industrial> and private activities in the area.-

It was concluded fron the above study that there would be no induced fogging
or icing in the basin area of Hanford and the Tri-Cities and that the
«ooling tower plunes would not restrict air traffic at the Pasco Airport or
at the Richland Airport. Hovever, at higher elevations (higher than the
basin area) where the condensed pl>see nay intersect the terrain. sons fogging
or icing could occur during the vinter nonths. Of particular concern vould
be induced fogging or icing conditions that could cause increased danger
or inconvenience tp the public or othervise interfere vith their activities.

In addition to transnission lines, four highvays and a railroad are located
at altitudes and distances such that they. could be intersected by the pinna.
Estinated annual occurrences for induced fog and ice fron the operation of
the cooling tovcrs are shovn in Table V-l. Por conparison, observed annual
occurrences of natural fog and ice at selected points or areas are shown
in Table V-2.

Intersection
Transrdssion lines
Highvay F240

(18 niles northvest of site)
Pasco-Spokane Highvay F395

(15 niles east of site)
Richland-Benton City Highway 912

(15 niles south of site)
Hanford project Highvay

(11 niles northvest of site)
Northern Pacific Railway

(15 niles east of site)

Occurrence
70 hours
12 hours

19 hours ~

26 hours

21 hours

19

hours'AELE

V-l. Estinated Annual Occurrences of Fog
'ndIce at P)>roe Intersections

Pron a conparison of Tables V-1 and V-2 it nay be concluded that, even if
none of the induced fog and ice coincides vith that vhich,occurs naturally>
the estizsated induced occurrences are snail conpared ro the fre>(uency and
variability,of natural togs. The density of tover-produced fogs could be
expected to be nuch less than that of natural fog.

Pron Applicant's Environnentsl Report>
Section 2.3.3.3, p. 4 ~

~ ~

The prinary recreational activities in the area are hunting, fishing, and
boating. No hunting is alloved on the Hanford reservation other than in
areas indicated in Figure II-3. Fog tran the cooling tovers villbe nosr.
frequent (although the occurrence is snail relative to the length of hunt-
ing and fishing seasons) fust before and gust after dawn and vill coincide
occasionally with natural fog and vith stean fog fron the river.= The area
covered by the induced fog will be very mall conpared to the area avail-
able for recreation. No interference wit+hase activities because of fog
fro>a the cooling tovers is expected.

3. Transuiesion Lines

The nev transnission lines associated vith the plant, all located on the
Hanford Reservation, vill be planned> located, designed, and constructed
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and drift losses will be in the range 7000 to 16;500 gpm,z the drift being
275 gpm.e Blowdown will normally be in rhe range 1500 to 3700 gpm, with
the maximum being 6500 gpm.z On the basis of maximum values of losses> the
water required for makeup will be 23>000 gpm (51.2 cfs). But since the
blowdown is returned to the Columbia River, it is not a consumptive loss.
Therefore, the maximum consumptive loss is 16,500 gpm (36.8 cfs)* The
minimum flow rate of the Columbia River in the vicinity of Hanford No. 2,
determined by the minimum licensed release of water from Priest Rapids Dam>
is 36,000 cfs and the average annual flow is,115,000 cfs.S Therefore,
the maximum consumptive diversion of water from the Columbia River is about
O.IE of the minimum flow or 0.0322 of the average annual flow.

The applicant states, "hs of 1967, active water, rights in rhe Upper Columbia
Subregion allow consumptive diversions of 6343 cfs of surface water and
1870 cfs of ground water. Essentially all of these diversions occur upstream
of Hanford No. 2."4 The staff has'concluded thar the additional depletion
of 36.8 cfs (maximum value) due to consumptive use of Columbia River water
for Hanford No. 2 will have no effect on present or currently pro)ected
uses of the Columbia River water resource downstream from the site.

Since water discharges, including blowdown, will be made directly to the
river into which the ground water flows and aII makeup watez is

obtained'rom

the river (not from wells or other sources). operation of Hanford No. 2
will nor. affect the'ground water table.

The temperature of the blowdown water will never exceed the river tempera-
ture by more than 25'P> and the planned 3et discharge provides for rapid
mixing of blowdown water with the river. So the maximum increase in river
temperature caused by the discharge of blowdown (assuming minimum licensed
riverflow of 36,000 cfs, maxi"um blowdown rate of 6500 gpm, and maxi=un
temperature differential of 25>F between blowdown and river) will be 0.01>P
~ fter total mixing.z

In the operation of an evaporative cooling tower system as a heat sink,
the aster which is evaporated leaves its content of dissolved solids behind.
Consequently, the concentration of dissolved solids in the tower water
increases as water is evaporated. The level to which the concentration of
dissolved solids rises is controlled by varying the blowdown rate. This
blowdown rate will be at lease 1500 gpm (ranging up to 6500 gpm). With
a maximum evaporation zate of 16,500 gpm, the maximum concentration factor
will be no more than 12.s In order to reduce the PH of the normally alkaline
river water to between seven and eight, sulfuric acid will be added to the
cooling tower water fozming soluble sulfate salts. The neutralization of
the alkalinity of the river water will morally increase the TDS of tower
water less than 102.9 The max~ TDS in blowdown water discharged to
the Columbia River will normally be less than 1000 ppm, a value to be
c>xrpared with the 75 to 115 ppm range of TDS in Columbia River water. Ihe
chlorine content of this blowdown will not exceed 0.1 ppm, in compliance
with the site certification Agieement.io The turbidity of the blowdown is

expected by the applicant to be less than 100 Jackson Turbidity Units, even
during severe dust storms.s since the ratio of blowdown discharge rate to
riverflow is such that the dilution of blowdown "by river water is always at
least 2400. blowdown with the maximum 'IDS (1000 ppm) diluted with rivez
water with the mini~ TDS (75 ppm) will raise the TDS of the river by
only 0.5X (from 75 pp>a to 72.4 ppm). The blowdown wiII have an average
TDS content five times that of the river.4

Periodically, aqueous solutions of chemicals acc>zsulated through regenera-
tion of demineraliser resins will,be in5ected into the blowdown lines and
discharged to the river. But the total monthly discharge of these chemicals
to the river (sodium> calcium, and magnesium cations and sulfate> carbonate,
chloride> and nitrate anions), when the plant is in normal operation, will
be less than 2310 pounds. (The monthly chloride and nitrate discharge will,
respectively, be less than 4 pounds and less than 0.2 pound.) Por compari-
son, dissolved solids initially present in the cooling water .withdrawn from
the river and returned to the river in the blowdown will be 360,000 pounds
per month> assuming 100 ppm TDS in the river.s Since the total quantity
of these demineraliser-regeneration chemicals introduced to the
river is less than one percent of the quantity naturally present in the
river and returned as blowdown to the river, the impact of these added
chemicals upon the iiver water will not be measurable.

It, therefore, is concluded that the combined blowdown discharges and dis-
charges of chemicals formed in demineraliser regeneration will have no
effect upon the porability of'the river water and of the ground water near
the shore.

The Columbia River is used for fishing, boating, waterskiing, and other
water sports. It has been opened foz'ublic use up to the townsite of
Hsmford. Harinas and waterfront parks are located in Richland and further
downstream on both sides of the river. Irrigation withdrawals are made
downstream of Pasco, both in Washington and Oregon.

The thermal and chemical releases to the river will have no effect upon
these uses of the river. In addition, releases will have no measurable
effect upon industrial use of the river, with respect to either quality oz
quantity of water.

Oregon'is the only other state where waters conceivably could be affected
by discharges from Hsnford No. 2. The Oregon Nuclear and Thermal Energy
Council states (in part) in a letter to the Nashington State Thermal
Power Plant Site Evaluation Council on January 4, 1972:

"Specifically, the Council agrees that the construction and operation of
the proposed Hanford-2 nuclear power plant appeazs to be compatible with
Oregon's desire to maintain high quality of environment in this state, and
to present no identifiable health hazards to Oregonians." It is noted by
the applicant that "Entry of the Yakima and Snake Rivers inczeases the
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TABLE V-2. Observed Anaual Occurrences of Natural
Fog'nd

Ice at Selected Locations

Location Fo **
Occurrence*

Ice
Pasco Airport
Haaford Meteorology Station
Haaford Meteorology Station
Richland
North Richlaad

63 hours (1)
101-hours (2)

38 days (3)
20 days (3)
20 days (3)

72 hours
23 days

20 days
20 days

'Occurreace: listed in hours means duratioa, listed in days means
"occurred at some tine during each of these days."

ee(1) Based on fogs with'isibility less than 1/2 mile.
(2) Based oa fogs. vith visibility less than 1/4 mile.
(3) Based on all fogs vith visibility 0-6 miles.

From Applicant's Environmental Report, Section 2.3 ' ', p. 6 ~

by BPA, which itself is required to prepare an environmental stateacntz
discussing the effects of constzuctioa, use, and maintenance of these
lines. Ia additioa, the staff hss made the folletwing assessaent of the
impact of these lines.

t
The area occupied by-these lines is entirely vithin AEC properry (vith
the accompanying restricbed access and restricted private land devel-
opaent), and it has no other projected use. The arcs is a generally flat,alluvial plafn vith the hig(>est order of'natural vegetation being sagebrush
intcrspcrsed vith descrc grasses. The lines villnot ezoss or othervise
interfere vith any areas which are considered to be scenic> recreational,
or historical in nature. Thc lines vill'void steep slopes, vill nor. be
near state highways, and vill aot cross any timbered areas or shelter belts.
To assisc in the recovery of indigenous plants disturbed ia the course of-
eonstruction of the traasaission liaes, reseeding of the affected areasvill be doae in late fall and early viatcr to provide vegetative cover.
It. Xs concluded that the construction of these liaes, folloved by the
restoration of disturbed vegetation, and their use and aaintcnance vill
result in a min~1 adverse effect upoa rhc surrouad1ng environment.

Construction of the transmission lines vill be in accord vith the.
Febzuazy 1970 "Eaviroazental Criteria for Electric Transmission Systems"
published by the U. S. Department of Interior and Department of
Agriculture as applicable to che cerrain aad vegetation of the arcs.
The Supply System vill rctaia an archaeologist if an archaeological site
is found to be disturbed by transmission line construction. In consulta-
t1oa vith the washington State Thermal pover pleat Sire Evaluation Council,

the consulting archaeologist villmake arrangements for preservation of
thc site if deemed necessary and for rerouting of the line 1f required.

The generat1on of ozone as a result of corona generated by transmission
lines has recently bcea expczimcntally investigated in the laboratory andfield. «6 These investigations indicate that for transmission liaes up
to 756 kV the maximum ground-level ozone concentration vXII be veil belov
Federal standards.47 The Natioaal Primary hir Qua)ity Standard for photo-
chemical oxidants as issued by the Environaeatal Protection Agency is
O.OS ppm-by volume maximum arithmetic means for a 1-hour coacentration
not to be exceeded once per year. Laboratory studies have indicated that
0.0193 ppm by volume of total oxidants might be expected at ground 'level.
Pield studies with equipment sensitive to 0.002 ppa by volume indicated
no measurable oxidaats at either ground or cransaission line vire level.

4. Roads and Traffic

Approximately 64 people vill be employed- at the site during normal operations.
This vill be a small fraction of the peak 900~a construction vork force.
The traffic resultlag froa the operational personael vill produce no impact
upon the existing Haaford Reservation traffic using the nearby (within one
mile) four-lane AEC highway or upon the public highvay system.to which the
AEC highvay connects.

The impact of the sdditioaal traffic load due to transportation of fuel and
wastes is discussed in Section V-E.

5. Other Effects
«

The nu=ber of permnent employees is small compared to the vork force in
the Tri&ities area. Eaployment on the Hanford Reservation is presently
substantially belov the peak year (1964), thus assuring adequate capacity
of public and private services to aceuemodate the added workers.

«
No known archaeological or historical sites are located vithin the pzoyosedsite or proposed transaissioa rightswf~ay; therefore there vill be no
adverse effect on such areas.

The dominant aoise emanating from thc site vill be that due to the operation
of the aechanicaldraft cooling tovers. Because of the isolatioa of the
plant, there villnot be aay offsite noise problems. The applicant vill bc
required to moaitor noise lcvcls as required by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration.

B. WATER USE «

Waste heat from Hanford No. 2 vill be dissipated to thc atmosphere by means
of aa evaporative-cool~ tover system using water froa thc Columbia River.
After startup> makeup vatcr equivalent in volume to the combined evaporative
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flov of the Columbia River about 43X between Haaford-2 and the Ozegoa
border, thus providing further dflurfoa." It fs concluded thar. operatioa
of Haaford ho. 2 vill produce no measurable effects upon the watei in che
State oE Oregoa.

The intake, in the Columbia River, for makeup water to be used fa thc
cooling-tovcr sysrcm vill involve an advaaced concept of filtration, em-
ploying perforated pipes buried fn the riverbed asar the shore. The
superficial velocity of the water fiowing faro this inEiltratfoa system
will be no greacer than 0.02 fps, so no'scouring effects should be
cxperfenced.

Since boch the intake and outfall proper have auxiliary cqufpment housed
ia buildfngs> these buildiags have also baca considezcd vith tcspcct to
their environmental impact. Vfth respect to the total effect of the
complete intake and outfall systems> the applicant states: "The method
of water removal and return has been designed to minimize vfsual impact and
avofd any disturbance of normal zccreational activities. 6

in the drift." The che foal deposition resulting from the operation of
the coolfa~ tovers is less than the acceptable levels in frrfgatfon
practices.

2. A»uatic

a. Effects of the Intake Structure

Thc intake for thc makeup of vater Eor thc cooling tovers and coadenser
cooling system vill bc aa iaffltratfoa-bed system along rhe shorcliae of
the Columbia River fn which the vater eaters the pumping system through a
sand and gravel bed overlain by cobble. The maximum makeup flov is 'expected
to be about 23,000 gpm (approximately 0.16I of the minimum licensed rfver-
flow and 0.05X of the average rfvcrflov), vith the velocity through the
filter bed less than 0.02 feet per second.f3 Specifications Eor the fa-
take system includes the requfzment for a downstream gradient in the
chaaael "so chas waterflov shall be free vfth ~ minimum of onc foot depth
throughout the channel."

Ic fs concluded by the staff chat ao calculable detrfmeatal eavironmental
efface will zcsult from the operacfon of the iatakc and ourfall or fzom
the prescncc of thc assocfaced physfcal scructures, including the pump
houses.

Since all liquid wastes which are discharged are diluted with blovdowa
water and are then discharged directly to che Columbia River, not to the
grouad, there fs ao possibility of ground vater contaminatioa by chemical
or radioactive vastes from thc plant.

C. BIOLOGICAL IMPACT

1. 'Terrestrial

The biological impact from the construcrioa of the Hanford No. 2 Plant on
, terrestrial species vill be confined to an area of approximately 30 acres

of vhich about 10 acres vill be utilized for plant structures and land-
scaping. The remaining 1059 acres will rmain in their natural state.
Coascruccion accfvftfes will destroy the hsbftats of some small mammals> of
which the pocket mouse is the dominant specfes, but are expected to have
no measurable efface on the vildlffe of the large desert steppe.

Thc more productive shrub-steppe aad riparian habitats of the site are
associated vith the Columbia River. The limited construction activities
ia this area vill cause oaly minor, short-term disturbances vithout meas-
urable impact on the wildlife.

Durfag operatfoa of thc plant> the cooliag covezs vfll cause slight
increases fa foggfag and the dispersioa of mall quantiries of chcmfcals

The design for the intake structure essentially eliminates entraiaaeat or
impingement of aquatic organisms. Although minute organisns may penetrate
the filter bed, the quaatitfes vill be less than 0.16X of the fnventory in
ia the river, assuming a unifozm dfscribution in the vater. The design
velocity of water through she inffltratfon bed is less than that reported
as the sustsfaed swfmafag capability of fish larvae and fry " ~ I and the
system fs expected to have no measurable effects on ffsh by fmpfngcment or
entrapment. The surface composition of the fnfflcratfoa bcd vill bc over-
laia by coarse gravel and large cobble and is not a substrate expected to
be sought out by spawning salmonids. In addicion, some authozfties believe
that spawniag salmon seek out areas of upvelling vhereas the vater flow ia
the filter system vill be dovnvard and> therefore> not attractive to
spavners. " (This point is not generally agreed upon by all authorities.) 66

b. Effects oE Elevated River Tem erature

hs a result of cooling-tovcr blovdovn, heated vatcr vill be >(fschazged into
the Columbia River with the temperature differential as the paint of dis-
charge approximately 17> to 25'F during thc months, of January to June and
approximately gs to 12>F duriag thc months of July through December
(Figure III-3). The maxfmum blovdovn race vill be 6500 gpm,and the maximum
temperature of the effluent 82'P.7

The affluent vill be tepidly diluted ia the initial mixing zoaes, vith the
thermal facremeac decreased by a Eactor of 5 vfthia 15 Eeet, and by a factor
of 10 vithia approximately 100 feet dovnstream of the outfall. Full vertfcal
mixing vill occur vithfn 200 to 300 feet of the outfall during periods of
minimum licensed flov, vith the temperature differential reduced by a
factor of appzoxfmately 50. During the most extreme conditions. (i.e» a
blovdowa of 6500 gpm and the maximum temperature differential of 25'F at



the point of dfscharge during ntntnun licensed flov) the charnel 1ncrenent
in the river vill be less than 0.2'F above the recciv1ng vater tenperature
750 feet downstrean and less than 0.01'F above anbtent after conplete
zdxfng fn the rtver. The configuration of the plune and expected charnel
increnents in areas dovnstrean of the dfscharge are shown in Ptgures

III'ndIII-5. The initfal nixing zone will be located in the natu channel ap-
proxfnately 280 Eeet froa the vest shoreline during periods of lov flov.

T«>perature differentials greater than 2 ''nd 0.5'F villoccupy approxi-
nately 4 and 72> respectively, of the crossmecttonal area of the natn
channel during periods of ntnt~ licensed flow and a discharge themal
increnent of 25'F. Because of ies direcc and/or indirect effects, tmper-
ature is a principal factor deternintng the sui.tability of a habitat Eor
aquatic- organtsns. The introducrfon of heated water fnto an aquatic eco-
systen vfll cause sons bfological changes vith effects on netabolisn,
developnent~ grovth and reproduction, and nortaliry docunented in the
lfterature. The toleran'ce of organisns to any thernal increnent is
species specific, dependfng upon the nagnttude of the thernal incr«>cue
and the duration of the exposuze, as vali as previous t«>peraeure
acclinaefon.

Periphyton cc«xuntttes in 'the Hanford reach of the river are typically at
a subclinax level of growth, vith turbulent riyerflov and seasonally lov
vatez tenperatures being factors liniting the bicaass in the nein channel.
In both. the periphyton and phytoplankton populations diatons are the dont-
nint fom. The dtschirge of heated water nay cause an increase in the
gzovth of pertphyton in the fnnedtate vicinity of ehe outfall in an area
vfthfn the 2.5'F tsoehem," but such an eEfecc is expected to be snail and
negated .by loss fron turbule'nt riverflov. In Colunbia Rfver studies by
Coutant and Ovens, thernal tnczenents of 18;F increased the standfng crop
of periphyton only during a shore period in winter, with the donination by
dtaton species. persisting. Patrick . reported that vater tenperaeures less
than 50"to 59'.P lintted the groveh and reproduction of phytoplankton popu-
larions„doninaeed by dtatoa fozns> while higher tenperatures increased the
bionass until the tenperature oE the vater reached 84.2> to 86'F. Tenpera-
tures exceeding 86> to 93,2'aused a neasurable decrease in the nunber of
species and population site as conpared to that between 64.4;F to 75.2'P.

The upper tenperature lintts for the nagortty of. benthic organtsns reportedeo'ccur in the'Hanford teach of the rivet >2 appear eo be in the range
of 85> to 92>F, vith tolerance dependent sonevhac on the species, stage of
developnent, and accltz>ation tenperature.ta Curry22 found the upper themal
tolerance of several fantlies of aquatic dipterfans to be .tenperatures
between 86 and 91.4>PE Ciddfsfly larvae, and stonefly and nayfly nynphs
acclin'seed to 50'F had a 96-hour nedian tolerance eo tenperatures ranging
fron 70'o 87'F, with nayflfes being the nose sensitive species.24
Backer reported that caddisfly larvae acclimated to a rfver t«perature25
of 67.1'P had a SOT nortaliey (IDSO) afcer a 68-hour exposure to an 18'P
increnent, vhereas nortalfty eo tenperatures 13.5'F above anbfent veretnsfgntficant. Thernal 1ncrease up to a tenperature differential of 18'F
resulted. in vali-defined increases in grovth for all of the specfes tested 2
and Courant has reported a tvo-veek earlfer energence in heated zones as

26
conpared to xsbtene tenperatures in the Colunbta River.

Although prolonged exposures to elevated texperaeures have been reported
to affect the grovth zate and species conposttton of phytoplankton and
zooplankton in the area of themal discharges> the tine interval in vhich
plankton will be entrained in the themal plune 1s considered too brfeE to
cause significant changes. During lov flov and a 25'F tenperature differen-tial at the point of blovdovn, the tine intervals in which organisns vould
be exposed to tenperatures greater than 5'nd 2.5'F above azbtent vould
be approxinately 5 and 35 seconds, respectively vhich are belov those
levels reported to have ness rable effects.ts 2

The ecological consequences of theznal discharges on planktonic and'benthtc
organisns are expected to be negligible, vith'lethal effects, if realised,
being restricted to sessile benthic organiscs in an area of the initial
nixtng, (vithin 15 feet of the outfall) and any sublethal effects2 ~ 2

to'n

area vithfn the 2.5 P isothern. Such changes would have no z>easurable
effect on the abundance and c~osttton of food organtsns in the streandrift, and no inpact on the fish .zesources.

Tenperature> through both direct and indirect action, is one of the
inportant paraneters influencing the fishezy resources in the Col>xd>ta
River, with the anadr<xx>us'ish, particularly the salnonid, the nose eco-
nonically inportant species. A zeviev on the tolerance and thernal require-
ments of fish indicates thar., in the Hanford reach of the river, salnonids17

are the species nost sensitive to and directly. affected by themal
discharges.

The Hanford reach of the Colunbia River is heavily utilized as a spavning
and rearing area by chinook salnon and steelhead trout> as vali as a na3oz
nigration route for other adult and Juvenile satnontds. A description of
the salmon activities.in the Hanford reach of ehe river is shovn in Table V-3.
Steelheads are essentially present throughout all periods of the year, vith
spavning activity cozs>anting fzon late Harch to June. The optic>un t«rpeia-
tures nost conducive to salnontd activities have been reported as: 45'o
60'F for ntgratton; 45'o SS'P for spawning areas; and 50'o 60'F Eor
rearing areas. 'Ihe anbient water eenperaeures 'tn the Hanford reach are.27
typically below,the preferred levels 'in Harch and April during the initial
energence of chinook fry, while teoperatures during Hay and June are.vith1n
those levels reported opttnun and the preferred taqezature of Juvenile
salzontds. The nose critical period ii during the zonths of July through
Septenber. vhen tenperatures rise into the upper zone of themal tolerance.

The themal pl~ fron the discharge of cooling tover blovdovn does noe
intersect vtth any. reported ipavntng areas. O The, nearest chinook and
steelhead spavntng,areas are approxinately 3/4 nile dovnstrean and the
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thezaal iacrenent in the river after afxiag is expected to have no aeasuzable
effect on spsvniag or oa the growth and developaent of egg and larval stages
fn these areas. Ia a study on the effects of tcapezasure oa varying
devclopaensal scages of salaon eggs and fry, no adverse effects vere aoted
vhcn the thczaal fncreaents veie less than 2.9'F and oaly ~ slight.fncrease
in aortality vas noted vhen teaperatures averaged-4.9'F above a 5-year aean
aabfent vater teaperature in the Hanford reach of the Coluabfa River.31
Under vorsc-case conditions>, a teaperature dfffcrential 'of 5'F would bc
ressrfcted to within 15 feet of the outfall and diffezeatfals of 2.5'P
would occur fa she aafn 'channel ac a distance vithia approxiaately 100 feet
downsszeaa of the outfall and in sn area where no spavning or rearing vould "
be anticipated because of vates turbulence and cobble substiate. The
thezaal inczeaenz. at the aearest reported chinook and steelhead zedds, as
vali as ia'azeas vfthia approxiaately 200 feat of the westeza shoreline, vill
be less'than 0.05'P.

During aoveaent fn thc aafn channel, juvenile salaonfd could be involuntarily
carried through the efflueat plane> with their dcwnssreca velocity assmed
to be essentia)ly that ot the rfverflov, e.g., 2.9 to approxiaately 6.0 tps
during afnfaua aad average flov rates. Pigure V-1 a~rises the average
aonthly thczaal increaent at the point of discharge and steer faitial aixing
vith respect to aabfent river scat>erasures and the chez>i requfreacnts and
tolerance ot juvenile salaonfds.2 >32 During the aonths of May through
Septeaber> thc tcapcrasures of thc zeceiviag water vill be above the upper
incipient.lethal teyeratuze (69.8'F) at the point of discharge. Hovever,
thesd tcaperature dittezeatials vould be reduced by BOI vfthfa 15 feet of
the outfall, and at afniaua flow the teaperature of the receiving vater
vould be vithfn she zone ot theraal tolerance for juveaile salaonfds after
a cise interval of 5 seconds froa the point of discharge. Duzfag, vorst-
case condftions {periods of lov flov and an aabfent river teaperature of
68'F) and a aaxiaua effluent teaperasure of 82'F, tecperaturcs above the
ulsiaate incipfeaz lethal teaperatuze,or greatez than 71'F fa the receiving
water vould persfst foz an interval of approxiaasely 5 seconds dowastresa
of the outfall and vould be less than shat reported as the upper incipient
lethal tecpcrasurc atter an iaserval of approxiaately 35 seconds.

The preferred teaperatures tor juvenile salaonids are reported as 410 to
62.6 P,27 te~eratures above 68'F are'onsfdered to be adverse tor juvenile
salaoafds,zz aad 69.8's the upper incipient lethal teaperasurc,32 f.e.,
that temperature vhfch villkill a stated fz'action of-the populatioa
vhca brought rapidly to ft fron a lower t~eratuze> vithin an indefinite
prolonged exposure. Brett reported that juvenile salaonids (5 species of
th I ~ta h, h 22 d t t» t I II' III'>..
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had a preferred tenperature range of 53.6'o 57.2'F and avoided tenperatures
above 59«F except under conditions of feeding stinuli.sr In the sane study,
the ultinate incipient lethal temperature was 74.8'o 77 ''F with juvenile
chinook and coho exhibiting the'greater thernal resistance. Pigure V-2
shows the geonetric nean tine for loss of equilibriun and death when juvenile
chinook are exposed to tenperatures above the ultinate incipient lethal
tenperatura. A nininun of 5.4'F below the ultinate incipient tenperature
has been recocnended as the naxinun allowable for juvenile salnonids
"to avoid significant curtailnent of activity," with tenperatures near
62.6'P considered the upper optinun-tenperature.27 Hean survival tine r
curves based on a review of experinental data on the thernal tolerance of
juvenile salnonid to variable tenperature increnents above the inctp1ent
lethal tenperature, as a function of exposure duration and acclination,
have been sucnarised in a recent report.27 Synder and Blahnt~ reported that
juvenile chinook salnon acclinated at 55'F exhibited no norcality within
a 72-hour observation period after being suddenly exposed to a temperature
of 70'P for ona hour, while fish exposed to 80'P exhibited tha first cor-
tality after 100 seconds of exposure. Juvenile thun sainon acclinated at
higher tenperatures (60'P) had no nortality when subjected to tenperatures
of 75'F; at a tenperature of 80'F the first nortslity was observed after a
44 ninute duration.

Although the t~erature increnenrs in the plune at the deterntned exposures
are less than those reported to cause direct lethal effects, indirect effecrs
have been reported to occur at sublethal thernal doses.

In prelininary studies by Schneidergg juvenile rainbow trout acclinated at
59«F were exposed to t~eratures ranging fron 68.8'o 86'P to deternine
the effect of sublethal thernal exposures on the vulnerability of juvenile
to predation. Exposure to an elevated t~erature of 69.8'F had no effect
on the susceptibility of juvenile to predation. At tenperatures of 71

''o

73.VF an exposure duration of 12 ninutes was required to increase the
vulnerability of juveniles above that of the-control, while exposures for
2.5 to 4 ninutes were required when tenperatures were 80.6'o 82.4'F. In

4 another study, the charnel dose (tenpersture and exposure duration) that
first initiated dk.fferential predation was about 10 to lit of that reported
for the nedisn dose for loss of equilibrfun.JL There was no evidence of
an, enhanced incidence or infecrion of C. colucnaris disease in fish in
~reas below the charnel discharges fron the early Hanford reactors as
conpared to areas not influenced by the thernal plunes.ss

Although juvenile salnontd would encounter potencially lethal tenperatures
if their route of passage coincided with the ares of. initial nixtng it
scene unlikely that the thernal discharges as a resulc of the operation of
the Hanford 'No. 2 Plant will have any nsasurable inpact.on the juvenile
salnonids in that the t~eratures and duration of exposure are less than
those reported to have any direct lethal or sublethal effects.
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Juvenile Chinook Salmon, l970
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During periods of aigration, adult anadrouous fish would be expected to avoid
the theraal pluae aad the potentially lethal teaperatures associated with
the areas of initial aixiag. Aabient vatcr tez>peratures which exceed 70'P
arc reported to iapede or block adult salaonid aigratioa-27 The theraal
iacreaeat is expected to be approxiuately 2.5!F above aaxiaua axbient
tcaperatuzcs (68'o 70'P). 15 feet downstreaa ot thc ourfall. During the
periods of peak adult salaoaid aigzation, the aaxiaua cross-sectional area
of thc river which vould be expected to evoke an avoidance response is less
than 7X of the aafn chaanel during vorst-case conditions, aad assures Eree
passage of adult aigraats. Teaperatures betveca 50'ad 70'F vere reported
to cause no avoidance or blockage of aigzation neat thc coaflucnce of the
Saakc and Collie Rivers, whereas, vhea the aabicnt t«yeratures exceeded
70'P, aigratioa-preference vas ia thc lowest t«g>erature zone.2 > ln a
study oa the Hanford reach of the river> adult salaonid d«>castrated a
general preference for a1gration along the eastern shoreline (across the
river froa the Haaford No. 2 outfall) froa Priest Rapids Dan dowastre«>
to Richland.56 The study also indicated that the theraal discharges troa
the early HanEord reactors had no sigaificaat effects oa aigzation.

c. Effects of Cheaical Releases

The priacipal coatribution to increased dissolved solids in the effluent
is attributablc to evaporation of thc river water ia the cooling towers.
The cheaical constituents of the river vater (Table 11-5) will be con-
centrated by a factor ot tvo to tvelve in the affluent> depeadin~ upoa the
rate ot blowdown>9 vith the planned iacreucnt ~ tactor oE five.5 Cheaical
additives cc«prise less than oac percent oE the cheaical constituents in
the efflucat aad> vith the exception of residual chlorine, all of the
chcaicals naturally occur in the river.

The chcaical affluent villbc diluted rapidly, vith the aix(ag aoaes and
dilutioa zatcs preened to be siailar co the theraal effluent- The
increased conceatzatioa of the aatural chcaical constituents ia the river
vater vithia thc efflueat pluae and at a poiat of appzoxiaately 300 feet
dovnstzaaa vould be less than 10 percent. hssuaiag a aaxisazn discharge
rata of 6500 gpa aad a rivcrflow of 36,000 cfs, the increased coacentration
of dissolved solids in the river after coaplete aixing frow a aaxiz>ua
coacentratioa of 1000 ppa would bc less than 0.5 ppa, vali belov the actual
variatioa in TDS-

lo
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Fig. V-2 ~ E4uilibriua Loss and Death Tines at Various Teaperatures tor
Juvenile Chiaoo'k Salaoa R> E> Nakataai, Exhib1t 69 ~

TPPSEC 71-1 hearings.

|(1th the exception of residual chlorine, the resultaat coaccntration of
chcaicals in'thc river after initial aixing villbc-at a level at vhich no-
ziiasurable changes or detrfs>ental effects have been reported.5 ~ 5



Internittent discharges of residual chlorine will have rapid dilution and be
reduced further by the chlorine denand of the water. During periods of
low flow, an effluent concentration of 0.1 ppn would be diluted to 0.02 ppn
approxinately '1S feet downstreet> froz> the point of discharge; while levels
of appzoxir>ately 0.01 ppn would occur in an area represented by the 2.5'F
isothern and less than 0.002 ppn in an area outside of the 0 ''F isothezn.

The tolerance of aquatic organisze to chlorine is species specific, with
the effective concentration causing uortality or detrinental effects som-
what dependent on the chenical forn and narkedly affected by the duration
of the exposure.. Arthur and Eaton'ound that the 96-hour nedian tolerance
1>M f >> >hi>>,G w >1> *, >.22» >>*1 id
chlorine. During chronic exposures (15 weeks) the survival of adult a~hipods
was significantly decreased at 0.035 ppn, with no apparent differences at
concentrations of less than 0.016. However, chronic exposure to concen-
trations of 0.0034 ppc> or greater resulted in a decrease in reproduction.
A concentration of 0.001 ppn chloranines has been reported- to cause 100Z
norrality of ~Da hnia ~na a after an exposure of 3 to 5 days."

In reconmndations based on a review of the literature and independent
studies, the Hational Water Quality Laboratory has stated that internittent
(2 hours per day) discharges not exceeding a concentration of 0.05 ppt>
residual chlorine in the receiving water "should not result in significant
kills of aquatic organisns or adversely effect the aquatic ecology.""I

It was also stated that continuous discharges with concentrations of
0.01 ppn in the receiving water "would probably not protect trout zepro-
duction, sons inportant fish food organisns, and could be partially lethal
to sensitive life stages of sensitive species," whereas, continuous levels
of 0.002 ppn residual chlorine "should protect most aquatic organism ."

Discharges of residual chlorine fron Hanford No. 2 plant are expected to
have no neasurable twpact on the plankton and aquatic invertebrates entrained
in the strean drift, in that xaxinun exposures to a concentration gradient
of 0.1 to 0.002 ppn will be for an interval of approxinately one z>inute,
and then only when passage coincides with the centerline of the pl>zse during
periods of low flow. Internittent zesidual chlorine concentrations of
0.1 ppr> my have an algistatic effect on periphyton"2>~3 and a lethal effect
on sensitive sessile benthic organisns in the ixmdiate vicinity of the
outfall, i.e., within an area 15 feet below the discharge, but less than
that represented by the 2.5>F isothern: with the area affected depending
upon the persistence of residual chlorine in the blowdown. Such losses

would be expected to have a negligible inpact,on the river population, and
cause no masurable change in the conposition or abundance of food organisnsfor fish. The abundance-of benthic organisns is known to fluctuate widely
depending upon the type of substrate and is lizdted in'areas of the t>ainchannel due to turbulent flow.

Harkens studied the suzvival of rainbow trout during exposure to varying con-centrations of residual chlorine and zeported that a 50Z zx>ztallty occurredafter a 7-day exposure to 0.08 ppn, and estinated fron the data a one-year
man period of survival at concentrations of 0.004 ppz>. It was concludedthat although free chlorine was found to be nore toxic than chloranines,toxicity aust be of the sane order."4 Holland et a1.45 reported thatfingerling saic>on were imediately distressed, e.g. ~ "head shaking and Sawsnapping," when exposed to 0.2 ppn "residual chlorine." The first loss ofequilibriun occurred in 2.97 hours, the first death in 3.18 hours, with a
76Z mrtality after an exposure of 19 hours. In the sam study the mxinun
concentrations of, chlorine tolerated by pink and coho salt>on in sea watezwithout rortality was 0.05 ppn. Caged rainbow trout held in receiving
streans below chlorinated waste discharges had a 50Z mortality after a
96-hour exposure to residual chlorine concentrations of 0.023 ppn."6 Sprague
and Drury found that rainbow trout were killed by levels of 0;01 ppn in
12 days and exhibited an avoidance response to residual chlorine concentra-
tions as low as 0.001 ppn."7 Exposure of brook trout to 0.35 and 0.08 ppnchlorine was found to cause an initial increase in activity which was
subsequently depressed after a two-hour exposure." The man periods of
survival at concentrations of 0.35, 0.08, and 0.04 ppn respectively, were
9, 18, and 48 houzs, with a level of 0.005 ppn reported as causing no nor-tality but a slow decline in activity.

Internittent concentrations of residual chlorine reported to have direct orindirect effects on fish will be restricted to an area of less than 7Z of
the cross-sectional area of the river and a distance of approximately
250 feet downstre>ns> with the area expected to be reduced nazkedly bythe chlorine denand of the water. The plum placemnt assures free passagefor fish r>ovemnt and although any potential effects could be negated by
avoidance during periods of chlorination, fish could be exposed when their
sovenent intersects the effluent plum. The naxis>un exposure to fish
passively swept through the centerline of the plum, would be an instanta-
neous exposure to 0.1 ppn residual chlorine, reduced to 0.02 ppn at 15 feet
and an interval of 5 seconds. The exposure duration to concentrations of
0 '2 to less than those reported to cause any direct or indirect effects
would be less than 1-1/2 ninutes. The concentrations and exposure durations
resulting frow interz>ittent chlorine discharges are less than those reported
to cause detrimntal effects> and appear reconcilable with current criteria
and a gudgnent of no masurable adverse ir>pact.
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3. Effects of Radionuclide Releases

The linitacions on the concentrations of radionuclides chat may be zeleased
to the envfzo~nc are based on levels establLshed for che protection of
man. These dose limits aze vezy conservative vhen applied to lover
organfsms>

The dose to the cerrestrial biota in the Hanford environs villbe vithin
the variance of natural background and much less than that at which
organisms are reported to have measurable radiosensitivity. A review of
the studies on the affects of irradiation on terrestrial flora and fauna
indicates that, vith fev exceptions> conclusive effects have been shovn in
terrestrial organisms only at doses approximately thzee or more orders of
magnitude above the dose limits for human population.4S

Aquatic organisms,vithin and downstream of the effluent plus» vill be
exposed to long term, Iow-level doses of radiation as a zesult of external
(immersion) exposure, absozption, and the bfoacc~latlon of ingested
radionuclides. Nevercheless> che calculated doses are belov those reported
to cause demonstrable radiation effects to aquatic organisms. ~ In a
recent zeviev Lt vas noted chat vhen long term doss rates aze no core
than one rad per day, other factors affecting aquatic organisms are
sufficient to obscura any effects attributable to zadiacion; and ar. long
term doses resulting Erma the maxima permissible concentrations of
radionuclides, possible, ecological effects vould be undetectable vith
the cuzrent methodology.SI

D ~ RADIOLOGICAL INPACT ON NAN

Durfng the operatfon of Hanford No. 2, small amounts of gaseous and liquid
zadioaccive vastes villbe released to tha aaespheze and to the Colucbfa
River respectLvely at lov concentracions under carefully controlled conditions.
The quantity of radioactivity that is released to the envizonment villbe
a small fraction of the Ifmfts set Eozth Ln 10 CFR Part 20.of the Commission's
regulations, and the amounts villbe kept as lov as practicable Ln accord-
ance vith 10 CFR Part 50.36a and proposed Appendix I.

1. Radvaste Treatment S stem

The vesta processing systems foz the Hanford No. 2 Plant. are designed to
collect, process, control, and dispose of liquid, solLd, and gaseous radio-
active vastes. The radvaste system is detailed Ln SectLon III.D-2 of this
Statement.

2. ~>>MB>1

The liquid radvaste system collects> monitors> treats, and recycles all
potentially radioactive liquids. A fraction of the processed liquids vill
be discharged from the plant only vhen necessary co maintain an overall
plant~ster Lnventozy balance.

The staff estLmates of the quantities of radionuclides thar. may be discharged
as liquid from the Hanford No. 2 Plant are listed in Table III-4. Based
on these estimated releases, the aver@a concentration of ffssion and
activation isotopes villbe 3.0 x 10 wCL/cc and the tritium concentration
villbe 1.3 x 10 uCL/cc Ln the discharge effluent. Based on these effluent
concentrations, the average concentration of fission and activation isotopes
villbe 2.3 x 10 uCL/cc and the tririum concentration vill ge 9.7 x 10 I
uCL/cc in the Col>mbfa River after total mixing. Actual isotopic concen-
trations may differ from the postulated values due to variation in plans
equipment, operating experience, and mode of operation.

3. Im act of I.L uid Releases

There are four pathvays of exposure that require consideration as a result
of the liquid radionuclide releases to the Columbia River. These azc
drinking vater consumption, fish consumption, swimming or other similar
exposure to the water, and exposuzes from shoreline activities. A daily
intake of 2200 cc (this rakes into account vater intake via fluids and
foodS2) vas used to estimate the dose that individuals are likely to receive
Erom drinking vater. The. dose from the cons>xq>tfon of fish grown Ln these
vaters is based on eating 55 g of fish p«z day. Appropriate bioaccunula-
tion factors for each of the importanc radionuclides vere used to calculate
the dose from fish cons>mT>tfons4 (Table V-4). The estimate of the vhole-
body dose from swiping Ls based on the assumption that an individual
spends 100 hours per year in the vater. The dose from boating, picnicking,
snd other shoreline activities is based on the assumption that an indi-
vidual spends a total of 500 hours per year at these activit'Les.

The dose to the CI tract and vhole body that can be expected for individuals
vho drink vater or eat fish from the Col>xd>fa River are listed in Table V-5.
Also included are the doses to the thyroid and bone vfa these pathways. The
dose estimates vere made by assunfng that a 24-hour delay occurs betveen
planr. discharge and the consumption of the vater and fish. No credit vas
taken, in the calculation of drinking vater dose, for removal.of any radio-
nuclides by municipal vater treatment plants.

The vhole-body dose from svlzaing in the Columbia River vas calculated to
be 3.9 x 10 nrem/yr, and results primarily from thc radioisotopes of
barium, cobalt, cesium> iodine, lanthanum, and ytcriun in the effluent mix
and also from the inhalation of HIO vapor. The dose from shoreline activities
and boating results'from the deposition of isotopes Ln the river vatez in
the sediment and beach sand; and, from estimates of the deposition rate,
the annual whole-body dose vas determined to be about 5.3 x 10 4 nrem.
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Cr-51
Hn-54
Pe-55
Co-58
Co-60
Sr 89
Sr 90
hb-95
Ho-99
Tc-99n
RQ-103
Ru-106
I-129
1-131
I-133
I-135
Te-132
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137
Ba-140
Ce-141
Ca-144

200
25

300
500
500

40
40

30000
100

1
100
100

1
1
1
1

1000
1000
1000
1000

10
100
100

2000
40000

3200
1500
1500

700
700
100
100

25
2000
2000

25
25
25
25
10

1000
1000
1000

200
1000
1000

4000
10000

5000
1000
1000

500
500

1000
100
100

2000
2000

100
100
100
100

1000
200
200
200
500

10000
10000

Heavy elenents 100
AII other 100
H-3 1

100
100

1

100
100

1
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4. Gaseous
Releasee'here

are five potcatfal sources of radioactive gas in the boiling-vater
reactor plant: cain coadenser off-gas (the ma)or activity source contziburfag
more activity thea all other sources combiaed), mechanical vacuum pump
off-gas, dry-vali and suppression chamber ventilation, turbine glaad-seal
steam exhaust, and ventilation air from miscellaneous exhaust systems. The
safety desfgn basLs for off-gas processing is to delay the gas uatfl a
sufficfcat fraction of the radioauclides has decayed.

Table III-3 lists the staff estLmates of the quantities of radfoauclfdes
which are expected to be released fn the gaseous efflueats from the pleat.

5. I sct of Gaseous Releases

The nearest poteatfal residence to Haaford No. 2 vould be approximately
4 mLles east of thc reactor buildiag. At this locarion the ~mum offsite
exposure from the gaseous efflueats vould be 0.2 mrem/yr to an individual
residing at thfs point for the satire year. In thc event that th» Hanford
Reservation should ever become opea for public occupancy, the maximum
offsitc exposure vould occur to an individual rcsfdeat at the exclusion
boundary (1950 meters); the calculated exposure (ground release, 1950 meters,
southeast ~ I/Q ~ I.15 x 10 sec/a ) for this point is approximately
3 mzem/yr. At the nearest school (R-12 Complex School fn Richland,
10.3 miles south-southeast) the dose fs esrfmated to be less than 0.05 nrem/yr.
The dose to the population living'near thc plant vas calculated with the
meteorological and population data supplied in the applicant's Envfroameatal
Report. Thc pro)ected 1980 population for the 50-mile radius fs givea in
Table II-1. Th» cemlatfve population, cumularive dose, and the average
dose from gaseous effluents for various radial disraaces from thc planr. are
prcseatcd fa Table V-6.

The aanual dose frca fodiac-131 fa the thyroid of a chLld vho driaks oae
liter of milk per day vas estimated to be about 2.1 nrem. This dose results
fzom milk that vas produced by cove grazing solely at the nearest likely
locatioa (~dfately across the river) for a 9 month period. The thyroid
dose due to.milk produced at aay other likely location would be below this
value.

6. Dose to the General Po ulatioa

The total aanual dose, from noble gases to the 213,700 persons vho vill reside
vithLn 50 miles of the plant fn 1980 fs expecred ro be about 2.2 man-rem.
This corresponds to an average dose to the iadividual of 1.0 x 10 2 mrem/yr.

The integrated dose from consumprfw;. of ffsh from rhe Columbia River,
assuming that the total 50~lie popul. tion consumes 15,000 kg/yr of
fish caught fa the Colu=bfa River (the total sport fish harvest fa the
dilutfon reach), is estimated to be about 4 x 10-4 aaa-rcm. Approximately
40,000 people (residents of Pasco and Richland) receive their drinking
water from the Columbia River. The integrated dose from drinking this
vater fs prospected to be 1.0 x 10 s man-rem.

In assessing the total radiological impact of the proposef Haaford No. 2
Plant, oae should make a comparison with the annual average radiatfon dose
from natural "background" souzces, which EPA lists as 135 nrem/yr to the
individual foz the State of Washington. These background sources result
in a total dose to the 50mile popularfoa of 28,000 aan-rc=. Thus, opera-
tfoa of the Hanford No. 2 Plant vould add only an extremely ~11 increment
(2.2 aaa-rem, primrily from rhe radfoactfve noble gas releases, since
the nan-rma incremeat due to liquid release fs effectively fasfgafffcant
as ceca ia the preceding paragraph) to rhe radiation dose that area resi-
dents receive from natural background (28,000 naa-rea). Siace 10.to 15I
fluctuatfons in the natural background dose at aay one location are to bc
expected it is evident that the imprecision in the value of natural back-
ground aan-rem greatly exceeds thc small dose facrement vhfch wougd be
contributed by the plant. Consequently, this increment vould be immeas-
urable and vould constitute no demonstrable risk.

E. TRANSPORTATION OF FUEL AND SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The nuclear fuel for the proposed Haaford No. 2 zeactor fs slfghtly enrfched
uranium fn the form of sintered uranium oxide pellets encapsulated in
Ifrcaloy fuel rods. Each year Ln normal operation of the reactor, about
180 fuel elements vill be replaced.

1. Transoort of Nev Fuel

The applicaat has indicated that nev fuel vill be shipped by truck in
AEC-DOT approved coatainers vhich hold tvo fuel elements per container.
About 15 truckloads vill be zequfrcd each year for replace ent fuel and
about 24 truckloads foz the initial loading. 'Ihe applicant has indicated
the aew fuel for the faftial loading vill come froa Wflnfngton, North
Carolina, a shipping distance of about 3000 miles, aad the replacement
fuel vill come from Richlaad, 'Washiagton, a distance of about 10 miles.

2. Transport of Irradfated Fuel

Fuel elements removed from the reactor vill be unchanged fn appearance and
will contain some of the original U-235 (vhfch fs recoverable) ~ As a
resulr. of the irradiation aad ffssfoning of the uranium, the fuel elemeatvill contain large amounts of fission products and some plutonium. As the
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TABLE V-6. Cunulative and Average Annual Doses to Populatiozz in
Regions Surrounding Hanford No. 2

as .a Result of the Plant's Caseous Releases"

radioactivity decays, it produces radiation and "decay heat." The anountof radioactivity renaining in the fuel varies according to the length oftine after discharge fron the reactor. After discharge froz> a reactor> thefuel eleuents are placed under water in a storage pool for cooling prior to
being loaded into a cask for transport.C>xn>lative

Radius
iles

1
2
3
4

5
10
20
30
40
50

C>xestive
Population

1980 Pro ection

0
0
0
0

20
528

56,320
107,000
140,000
213>700

Cunulative
Dose
n-Rex

0
0
0
0

2.3 x 10 3
3.0 x 10 2

1.0 x 100
1.9 x 100
2 ~ Ox 100
2.2 x 100

Average
Dose

(wren

0
0
0
0

1.1 x10 1

5.7 x 10-2
1.8 x 10 2

1.7 x 10-2
14x102
1.0 x 10 2

The applicant has indicated the irradiated fuel will be shipped eithez by.rail or truck, r>ost probably by rail. The staff assures the irradiated
fuel would be shipped to one of the reprocessing plants in the East, a
shipping distance of approxinately 3000 niles.

Although the specific cask design has not been identified> the applicant
states that the irradiated fuel elenents will be shipped in ipproved casks.
The casks will weigh about 30 tons for truck shipment to 100 tons for rail
shipnent. The applicant estinates 90 truckload or 10 rail carload shipnents
per year. An equal nunber of shipnants will be required to return the~ty casks.

3. Trans ort of Solid Radioactive Wastes

The applicant has indicated that spent resins and waste evaporator bottonswill be shipped in druns or truck-nounted shipping containers and soft,
solid wastes will be conpacted in druns for shipnent and disposal. The
staff has estinated about 50 truckloads of waste each year. The applicant
has not indicated which of the approved burial sites he will use. The staff
has assuned the applicant will use the burial ground in Benton County so
the shipping distance will be only a few niles.

4. Princi les of Safe in Trans rt
The transportation of radioactive naterial is regulated by the Depagtr>ent
of Transportation and the Ato&c Enezgy C~ssion. The regulations provide
protection of. the, public and transport workers frow radiation. This protec-
tion is achieved by a conbination of standards and requirenents applicable
to packaging, linitations on the contents of packages and radiation levels
fron packages, and procedures to linit the exposure of persons under nozz>al
and accident conditions.

Prinazy reliance for safety in transport of radioactive naterial is placed
on the packaging. The packaging must neet regulatory standardsS established
according to the type and fozz> of naterial for containnent, shielding,
nuclear criticality safety, and heat dissipation. The standards provide
that the packaging shall prevent the loss or dispersal of the radioactive
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contents, retain shielding efficiency> assure nuclear criticality safety,
and provide adequate heat dissipation under noznal conditions oi transporc
and under specified accident danage cast, conditions. The contents of
packages not designed to withstand accidents are linited. thereby lfniting
the risk fron releases which could occur in an accident. The contents of
the package also xust be If&ted so that the standards for external radiation
levels, tenperature> pressure, and containnent are net.

Procedures applicable co the shipnent of packages of zadioactive natezfal
require that the package be labeled with a unique radfoactive~~terials
label. In transport, the carrier is required to exercise control over
radioactivemterlal packages, including loading, and storage in areas separated
Eton persons and linitations on aggregations of packages to linit the
exposure of persons under nornal conditions. The procedures carriers nust
follow in case of accident include segregation of damaged and leaking
packages fran people and notification of the shipper and the Departncnc of
Transportation. Radiological assistance tem are available through an
fnteMvenaental progran to provide equipnent and trained personnel, if
necessazy> in such mrgencies.

Within the regulatozy standards, radioactive naterials are required to be
safely transported in routine co~res using conventional transportation
equipnent with no special zestzictions on speed of vehicle, routing, or
~faut tzansport conditions. Accozding to the Depaztr>ent of Transportacion
(DOT), the record of safety in the transportation of zadioactive naterials
exceeds that. for any ocher type of hazardous c~dfty. DOT estfnates
approxinacely 800,000 packages oE r'adioactive r>atezfals are currently being
shipped in the United States each year. Thus far, based on the best.
available fnforz>atfon, there have been no known deaths oz serious fn5uries
to the public or to transport workers due to radiation fron a radioactive
naterial shipnent.

5. I osures durin cornel Wo Accident Conditions

a.. New Fuel

Since the nuclear radiations and heat ~trad by new fuel are swell, there
will be essentially no effect on the envfronnent during transport. under
nornal conditions. Exposure of individual transport workers is estlnated
to be less than one nillizen (nzen) per shipnent. For the 15 shipnents,
with two drivers for each vehicle, the total dose would be about 0.03
nan-ren per year. The zadiation level'associated with each truckload of
cold fuel will be less than 0.1 nrenlhr at six feet fran the truck. A
me&sr of the general phblic who spends thzee nfnutes at an average distance
of three feet fron the truck night zeceive a dose of about 0.005 area
per shf~nt. The dose to other persons along the shipping route would
be extrenely snail.

b. Irradiated Fuel

Based on actual radiation levels associated with 'shfpnents of irradiated
fuel elenents, we estinate the radiation level at three feet iron the
railcar will be about 25 reer>/hr.

Train brakenen nfght spend a few nfnutes in zhe vicinity oE the car at an
average distance of three feet, for an average exposure oE about 0.5 nilljzen
per shipnent. With ten different brakenen involved along the route, the
annual cunulative dose is estfnated to be about 0.05 nan-ren for 10 trips.

The average exposure to the individual truckdriver during a 3000~le
shipnent of irradiated fuel is estinated to be about 40 nren. With two
drivers on each vehicle, the annual cuza>lative dose would be about
1.2 nan-rex for 90 trips.

Safety in transportation is provided by the package design and Iinitations
on the contents and external radiation levels and does noc depend on controls
over routing. Although the regulations require all carriers of hazardous
raterlals to avoid congested areas wherever practical to do so, in general,56

carriers choose;the most direct and fastest route. Roucing restrictions
which require use of secondary highways or other than the most direct route
nay increase the overall environnental fnpact of transportation as a result
of increased accident frequency or severity. Any attest to specffy routing
would involve continued analysis of routes in view of the changing local
condicions as well as changing of sources oE naterial and delivery points.

A nenber of the general public who spends three ninutes ar. an average
discance of three feec fron the truck or rsilcar, z>ight receive a dose of
as nuch as 1.3 nren. If ten persons were so exposed per-shipnent, the
annual cunulative dose for the 90 shfpnents by truck would be about 1.1 tLan-
ren and for the ten shipnents by rail, about 0.1 r>an-zer>. Appzoxinately
500,000 persons who reside along the 3000~le route over which the irradiated
fuel is transported night receive an annual cuz>ulatfve dose of about 1 ~ 3 nan-
ren if transpozted by truck, and 0.15 if transported by rail. The regulatory
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radiation level linit of 10 nrenihr at ~ distance of six Eeet fron the
vehicle was used to calculate the integrated dose to persons in an area
between 100 feet and 1/2 Ale on both sides oE the shipping route. It was
assed that the shipnent would travel 200 niles per day and the population
density would average 330 persons per square tdle along the route in the
East and 110 persons per square nile along the zoute in the Wear..

The baunt of heat released to the air fro>a each cask willvary fron abour.
ten kilowatts (kW) for a truck cask to 70 kW for a rail cask. This z>ight
be ccnpared to about 50 kW of waste heat which is released fron a 100 horse-
power truck-engine. Although the t~erature of the air which contacts the
loaded cask nay be increased a few degrees, because the anount of heat is
snail and is being zeleased over the entire transportation route, no
appreciable theznal effects on the environnent will result.

c. Solid Radioactive Wastes

Under normal conditions, the average exposure to the individual truckdriver
during the 10-z>ile shipnenc of solid radioactive waste is as~ted to be
about 10 area. If the sane driver were to drive 50 truckloads in a year,
he could receive an estinated dose of about 500 wren during the year. With
cwo drivers on each vehicle, the annual cuxulative dose for the 50 shipnents
would be about 1.0 nan-ran. A nenber of the general public who spends three
r>inutes at an average distance of three feec Eron the truck night receive
a dose of as nuch as 1.3 area. If ten persons were so exposed,-the annual
c>zx>lative dose would be about 0.01 nan-.rex. The dose to a person along
the route is extrenely snail and the amber of persons who reside along
the route is vezy snail so the cunulative dose to persons along the route
is extrenely snail.

F, MOMITORINC PROCRA".6

1. Biolo ical Monitozin Pro ram

The applicant,'s biological nonitoring prograz>> as specified in the Site
Certification Agzeenent, consists of three phases: (1). a literature
review and preoperational sanpling phase, (2) a preoperational survey> and
(3) an operational zz>nitoring progran.

a. The Literature Review and Prelinina Prep erational Sa lin
Phase

The literature survey will consist of waking a s~ry of past and current
published studies on the aquatic environnent of the stretch of the Col>xd>ia
River fron the city of Richland> through the Hanford Reservation, up to
and including Priest Rapids Dan, as particularly related to the plant.

This literature conpilation will,be kept up-to-date as publications are
issued throughout the history of the pro)ect. This literature survey> along
with linited prelininary preoperational sanpling, will be used as a base
for designing the prsoperational survey. To the extent that acceptable
base points nay be established by this work for the site area, subsequent
elements in this progran nay be deleted.

'

b. The Prep erational Surv

The following is a prelininary description of the preoperational survey.

(1) A bioassay progran utilizing sinulated tewperatures and concentrations
of river salts in the anticipated discharge shall be required. The bioassay
should sita>late tenperatures zanging fron 85'F downward, incorporating the
different concentrations of river salts that nay be found in the blowdown.
The bioassay will be perforz>ed on fish and invertebrate fauna.

(2) The two~ear preoperational survey will be of a qualitative and
seniquantitative nature and will include the aquatic organisns listed
below. The seniquantitative measurer>ants will include:

(a) Catch per unit of effort.

(b) The ncaa and variance of nunbers of organisns obtained in
conpatible sanples.. The organisns will include, but noz.
necessarily be linlted to:

3uvanile salnon - coho and chinook
(sanpled by gill net and beach seine);

juvenile steelhead trout
(gill net and beach seine);

whitefish (gill net, beach seine,
and hook and line);

squawfish (gill net and beach seine);

an onniverous-feeding fort>> such as carp,
.or possibly sturgeon;

benthic organisns (nanual renoval by
grab and dredge) would receive
particular attention as they may be
the best indicator organisns; and

plankton (natered plankton net).
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(c) The saxpling vould be perfozued at three sitesz

in an area above the intake;

at the discharge location outside the
dilution zone; and

in an area dovnstreaa of the plune.

(d) Pertinenc infoznation such as riuerflou, dau dis-
charges, counts of up and dovnstzean nigzsnts fron
other data-gathering souzces vould be incorporated as
is appropriate.

(3) Theznogzaphs villbe available at the intake and discharge locations
to zecord fluctuations in teqreratuze. These thernographs vill zexain for
an indetezxinate period of tfz>e as a part of the operational zNnitoring.

(2) erational Nonitozin S lin

(a) Sanples to be taken of the discharge in the blovdovn
line include:

Quantity, con inuous recording;

T~ezature> continuous recording;

Dissolved oxygen, once per day;

pH, continuous recozding;

Turbidity, contin~one recording>

Chlorine sazple> continuous recording;
t

Colifozz>> once per veek; and

(4) Seasonal SCUBA observations>- if possible, on typical discharge
situations villbe taken co record any unusual concentration or dispersion
of fishes fn che area anticipaced co be affected by che discharge plune.
Sinilazly> button observations cdght be zecorded by photograph, if necessazy. includez

Dissolved solids. once per veek.

(b) S~les taken at the diffusion zone boundary and upstream

(5) Saxpling villbe perforned initially at each location approxinately
eight tines a year, or as nay be required by spplicacion of the "gradient
concept,."

c. ezational Monitorin Pro zan

An operational nonitoring progzau villbe de>Ieloped based on the results
frou the preoperational nonitoring pzogran'his prograz> villbe developed
by the Supply Systeu and concurred in by the Council (and.the ABC).

d. Water li Smitorin Pro zan

That portion of the enuizonnental zmnitoring progran associated vith vater
quality villconsist of sanpling and analysis of vater being discharged
chrough the discharge syaten, ssxpling and analysis of river vater upstrean
of and'at the boundazy of the diffusion xone, and analysis of ground vater
vithdravals.

'his portion nay be codified vith the concurzence of the Council.

(1) Prep erational Honitorin Phase

No as~ling is required for this phase.

T~erature> once per month;

Dissolved oxygen, once per math;

pH, once per month;

Turbidity, once per zx>nth;

Chlorine, once per couth;

Colifozn, once per conch; and

Dissolved solids, once per z>anth.

Data villbe correlated vith riverflov and blovdovn conditions.

(c) Ground vater sa=>>ling'is to be cade of vali vaters
annually and includes z>easuzenents of:

Tenperatuze;

pH;



Colffora; and

Water table elevatfoa.

(d) Results of operational vater qualLty noaftorfng shall
be reported at the follovfng frequencies:

Blovdovn lfae discharge, monthly;

Diffusion tone boundary, quarterly;~ ~

Upstrcan, quarterly; and

Ground water, annually.

2. Radicle ical Honftozin Pro ran

Both Laplaat noaftorfng aad environneatal noaitorfng will bc cloyed La
accessing the effects of radioactive discharges. During pcrfods of lfnfted
discharge, surveys outside the plant nay shov fev or ao statistically
sfgnfficant levels of activity above background. Ia such cases. Lnplant
nonitorfng, vhich serves to assay the level of activity at or near the pointof release, yields data froa vhfch the envfromental Lnpact of the release
nay be assessed.

The applicant's inplaat aonftorfng syst«a and the envfromcntal nonftoring
systen arc described ia the Preliniaary Safety Aaalysfs Report aad the
ApplLcant's Envfronnental Report. S .

In brfcf, the iaplant radiation noaftorfng systen Ls designed to nonitor,
~t critical check points: (a) sources of air-borne radioactivity (stack gas,
reactor building atnospherc, waste gas, turbine building ventflatfoa air,
and auxflfary building ventilation air); (b) sources of water-borne radio-activity (service water,-radvaste liquids> stean, and blovdowa cooling
vater); aad,(c) sources of radiagfon to pleat personnel, especially gama
radiation but also including alpha and beta radiations (physical areas in
the plant Ln vhich ft is possible for operatLng personnel to be subjected
to radiation of oae or nore of thc above types). The functionfag of this
iaplaat z>oaftorfng progran aust eeet thc requfrenents of thc AEC's Safety
Guide 2I.Ss

The applfcant vill LaitLate a radiological eaviromental aonitorlag progranat least tvo years prior to comercfal operatioa oE Haaford No. 2. Ia theLnplmcntatfoa of this progran, Supply Systcn villobtain thc services of aqualified firn for radiological nonitorLag of the nuclear plant site Thesezvfces of the firn vill include:

a. Rcviev of existing radiological nonitorLng progzans and
preparatfoa of plans that vill conplencnt the existing
prograns >

b. Supcrvisioa aad training oE Supply Systen personnel for sanpling
and aaalysLs.

c. ProvLsioa for laboratory testing and aaalyses of the ssnplcs
taken at pre-established frequeacfes and fron the pre-
established aedLa.

d. Subnittal of quarterly reports for revfev by the Supply Syst«s

The fiaal progran vill be tailored to the prevailfag aeeds for envfronnental
radfologfcal aonftorfng aad nay be supplenented by fnfornatfon iron the
AEC contractors.

Thc Supply Systen's radLological nonftoring progran vill include aLrborne
particulate smplfng for alpha aad beta radioactivity, together vith beta
aad gama background levels taken oa dosfs>stere at, the sax locations. If
gama spectroanalysis fadicates a aced, specific auclide analyses villbe
perforncd.

Terrestrial and aquatic eagles vill be taken at a frequency deer>ed appro-
priate in each case, depending upoa veather, grovin'g seasoas, aninal and
fish activity or other considerations.

Thc goals of the radfologfcal nonftorfng progran will be to establish
preoperatfoaal radiation levels oE natural surroundiags, to deters>fne any
future effect on the environs>ent of operation of the plant, and to provide
a record to prove coaplfance vith regulatozy, public health, aad safety
requireneats.

The envfronaental radiological nonftozfng progran vilLbe coordfnatcd vith
a netcorologfcal surveillance progran to detezafnc sanplfng locations.
Denographfc> hydrologic> and geologic data vill likevise provide fnfornation
on necessary ca~ling locations. The radiological nonitoriag progran vill
be coordinated vLth aa area ecology progran.so Soling and nonftorfng vill,
be pcrforacd as described (by the applicant) below.ei

The area vfthia ten alias of the site vill be nonitored for radioactive
gases released to the atnosphere. Air sapling locations vill be established
oa sfte aad vfthfn population centers within ~ ten~&le radius of the site,
Lf aay should develop La the future. Special attention villbe given to
thc locations of afr ssnplers vithin five miles of the site. The soac fron
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five co ten ailes of the site vill be ~hasizcd vhere populatioas are nore
concentrated; especially chat porcion thar. is dovnvind. The tcn-aile radius
zone includes parts of Franklin aad Bentoa Counties. Air a~lars also will
bc dovnvind in these areas and ia areas of high popuiatfon densities.

Ia the terrestrial aonftoring pare of this prograa (vegetacion, soil, fata
produces) ~ the area vithin a tea-aile radius of the Hanford Ho. 2 Plantvillbc of priaary concern. Ia Pranklia County, the predoainanz. land use
is agriculture. The aa3oz crops are vheat, alfalfa hay. sugar beets>
pocatoes, aad sveet corn. The aa5or livestock for. > are beef cattle, hogs
and sheep. Ia this terrestrial aonitoring prograa particular eaphasfs vill
be placed on the collection of chc priaary food chaia coaponeats leading to
aan. Soil, native and cultivated vegetatioa> and dairy and poulczy products
(ailk aad eggs) vilIbe saapled. Also saapled vill be the Eleshy portions
(aeac) of doaestic aniaals nozaally consuaed by aan - such as chicken> beef
cattle, and hogs - and of wildlife - such as deer and pheasants (if available) .
The terrestrial aonitoring prograz> indicated here villbe conducted where
the thea current ABC-sponsored progress do not cover pertinent coaponents.

In the aquacic prograa, ca~ling vill include groundwater eagles as well
as surface~ster scales froa the Coluabfa River. There are ao towns
vithin tea ailes of the site, but the Col>abia River supplies aunicipa1
vatcr for the city of Richland and the intake is located approxiaately
11 alias dovnstre>zz. This supply, as vali as private well vater supplies,villbe routinely saapled aad analyzed for radioactivity. The aquatic food
chain conscituents iacluded ia this prograa vill be takea Eroa the Coluabia
River and vill iacludc the collectioa of bottoa scdiacnts, bottoa organisas
(benthos), plankton, periphyton, and fish.

The saapling frequencies vill depend upon the saaple being collected. For
exaapl», air-bozne particulates usually vill be collected and analyzed
vcekly; vhereas, vali vaters, surface waters > bottoa sediaents > bottoa
organisas, ailk and eggs usually vill be collected and analyzed aonthly or
quarterly. Host vegetation and soae sediaent and soil saaples villbe
collected aad analyzed seasonally or annually. The saaplcs villbe taken
frequently enough to guarantee that the 10 CFR Part 20 and thc proposed
10 CFR Part 50 Appendix I guidelines are adequately aet.

Radiocheaical aaalyses will be perfozaed using procedures and counting
aethods equal to oz beezer than those zeco~nded by the U. S. Public Health
Service> Bureau of Radiological Health (Radioassa Procedures for Bnvizonacntal
~Sa les, Januazy, 1967).

Various aspects of the proposed prograa, including saaple type, saaple
stations,-saaple frequeacy and type oE analysfs, are described in the
folloving sections. The exact station locations are described ia the
folloving discussion of sa"pie types.sz (Syabols and statioa a>zJ>crs
keying these listings to Figure V-3 have bcea added, usiag fnfozmtfon froa
the applicant's FZ>viro~tal Rcport.63)

(1) Background:

a) Canna Decectors: Triangles 1-3.

The ataosphere vill be continuously aonitored for g~a radiation,
using a gart>a detector and a scrip chare recorder. at'hree
stations located on the site boundazy.

b) Thezaoluainescent Dosiaeters: Triangles 1-3, Circles 4-10.
Background levels of external radiatioa villbe established by
exposing thermluninescent dosiacters (TLD) for various periods
oE tfz>e at 10 air-sa~lfng stations within a 10~le radius oE
the site. Four dosiacters villbe aaiataincd at each station,
onc to be changed and read aonthly and the zeaaiaing three
annually.

(2) Air-borne Particulates: Triaagle 1-3, Circles 4-10.

Air-borne particulates villbe collected on a veekly basis at 10
saapling stations> the filters being changed wack)y. The filter
housings villbe located 6 to 8 feet above ground level,to reduce
dust )oading of the filters and to ainiaize th» influence on saaple
activity of radon aad its daughters eaanatiag froa the soil.

(3) Cooling Water:

Cooling water blovdovn vill be aonitored continuously for gazzza
actfvity. A weekly saaple vill bc taken for nore dezafled analysis
and for calibration of the continuous g~ aonitor.

(4) River Water: Hexagons 1-5.

Saaplfng of the Col~is River vill be perfozaed on a quarterly
basis froa five locations extending froa 5 alias above the plant
intake to 15 ailes below the'lant.
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(5) crouad IIatcr aad Raiavatere circle vith center dot.

Sarpliag of ground vater villbe perforaed scaianaually froa veils
near the station. The veils are identified by the folloviag albert!
1MI 27-8, 24-1, 20-E12, aad S6-E14. Ra!avatar apples villbc
collected aad aaalyxcd.

(6) Vegetatioa aad Livestock St~ling!

a) Ilatural Vtgetation at Air-Saying Statioase Triangles 1-3,
Circles 4-10.
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S~lcs of thc leafy portions of aatural vegetatioa available
at-each of the tea if~sapling stations villbe collected
throughout the groving season.

b) Pood aad Feed Crops:

Edible portions of food and feed crops villbe smelled at
10 locations vithin a 10-ceile radius of the station. Pour
of the air-soling locations vill be used aloag vith the
nilk statioas. Three other a~les villbe. collected at raadoa
vithin the 1 calle radius. These staples should be collected
throughout the groviag seasoa.

c) Pood Aniaal Samples:

Pood aniaal sanplcs villbc collected asar five air-stapling
statioas. These food staples aced oaly be a snail portion 4! a
large animal aad can be obtained fron faraers and ranchers as
iacideatal to their personal or cccreercial butchering.

(7) Soil:

Soil sa~lts villbe collected quarterly at five sccTIling locations.

(8) Sad!nant Seapiece

Saaples of the Colunbia River bottoa sediatat villbe collected
annually at or near the Cole&it River vater collection stations
aad at plant locations as ney be required by pleat design.
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(9) Milk Sa plea: Circles M-l, M-2> M-3

Milkwill be as=pled aoathly froa the bulk cooling tanks of chree
ailk producers within 10 ailes of the plant. In the selection of
ailk saaple locations, an acteapc will be nake co selecc established
ailk producers who are likely to reaain in the business of ailk
production duriag succeeding years of plant operation. Infozaatioa
regarding sources of feed'ill also be collected.

(10) Aquatic Biota:

a) Aquatic Life.

Aquatic life will be collecred seaiannually froa the Coluabia
River ar. three locations and ar. any other plant efflueac
discharge locations as aay be required by plant design. An
atteapt will be cade to include fish species thee feed froa the
river bottoa and others that feed froa the river surface in
each as=pie.

evaluatioa of the Applicanc's proposed radiological maitotitoriag prograa
and considering che availability of iaforaation fron other federal and
state prograas (existing or planned), it is coacluded that the hpplicaat's
prograa will be adequate, sub)act to the following:

(1) In order to core clearly discriaiaate between liquid discharges
from Hanford Ão. 2 and other sources, chree additional "close-
in" river mnitoring stations should be included in the prograa
(as suggesced by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries aad Wildlife in
a letter to the AEC, dated May 31, 1972) —nar>aly> one-nile
upstreaa, withia 500-feet downstreaa and onemiie downstreaa
of the outfall.

(2) Coatinual re-evaluations of mnitoring locations aad analyses
should be aade during Planr. operation, based upon mnitoriag
results obtained. No changes, however, should be sade without
prior consultation with and approval of the AEC.

b) Aquatic Vegetation.

Rooced aquacic plants and alias growths on subaerged surfaces
in littoral locations will be collected seaiannually.

(11) Wildlife:

Five rabbits and five rcsideac waterfowl will be collected anaually
fran land ad)scent to tfie plane.

/
h. sumary of che proposed progran of saapling and analyses is provided ia
Table V-7.

Concentrations of several radioauclides in Coluabia River water at Vernita
and Richland, aeasured prior to and following shucdown on the last oace-
chrough cooliag producrion reaccor, are listed in Table V-8 ~

The AEC Hanford Reservation has been mnitored for over twency-five years
for effects froa th» pzoduccion, reprocessing, and waste storage faciliries
oa the 'reservation. The Supply Systea's survey prograas will build upoa
che surveillaace work of the AEC, AEC concractors, and other agencies,
such as che U. S. Ceologic Survey aad U. S. Public Health Service. The
Supply Syste>a, however, assunes responsibility for assuring che continuation
of those porrions of the AEC prograa of direct iateresc to Hanford ho. 2
in Che event of a discoatiauance by the AEC.43 Existiag radiological data
will be obtained fron those agencies as available. Based upon the Staff's
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TABLE V-8. Average Concentrations of Several Radionuclides in
Colunbia River Water (pCi/1)
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(Sr Po
(Cows Seas

(1 131
(Sr SO

(4 1)y
(1 tiaeacst 41ciw

(Cress l4cs
(tWD
(Sr-Po
(Cawa Sess

(Thyret4 1 131
(fewr - Sr-lo
(Cswe Seas
orvscte t )1, SCABS

H-3
Sc-46
Cr 51
Zn-65
Sr-90
C$ -137
PQ-239
Cross Alpha
Cross Beta

840

0.44

0.55 (2 tto)
0.59

1060

<0.35
<0.41
0.084
0.83

1150
43

302
34

0.50
<12 (4 to)*e
«0.008 (2 no)
0.58
3.1 (c/n/nl)

690
<6

109
<17

0.93
13 (6 to)

<0.002 (3 to)
1.0

<0.02 (c/n/nl)
* Average for 2/71 - 12/71 after last once-through cooling produc-

tion reactor tras shutdovn.
Average for only the nrntber of tenths shovn in parentheses.

NA Not analyzed for this nuclide.
NOTE: Vernita is upriver and Richland is dovnriver With respect to the

fotnerly-operated Hanford production reactors.
Pron Private Co~lcations J. P. Corlay to Washington Public Pover Supply
Systen, Feb. 3, 1972, as presented in Applicant's Environtscntal Report,
Ancndnent 2, Table 2.3.6.3-2.

tree treliaiaery Sefecy Aaslysis leport,-saea4aeac 1 ~ Sectioa T.l, Tells T.l l.
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VI. ENVIRCiMENTAL IMPACT OF POSTVLATED

ACCIDENTS

A. PLANT ACCIDENTS

Protection agaiait the occurrence of postulated dcsiga basis accidents
fa the Hanford No. 2 Nuclear Power pleat Ls provided through the defcase
ia depth concept of desiga, aanufacture, opcracLon and testing> and the
continued quality assurance pzogrea used to establish the necessazy high
degree of assurance for the integrity of thc reactor priaary systca.
These aspects arc being considered in the staff's safety evaluation for
the Hsnford No. 2 facilLty. Offdeslgn conditions that aay occur are
lfafted by protectioa systcas vhich place and hold the pover plant in
a safe condition. Notwithstanding this, the conservative postulate is
aade that serious accidents night occur, even though >xdlfkely; and
engineered safety features arc installed to aitigaze the coasequences
of these postulated evenss.

The probability of occurrence of accidents and the spectrua of their
consequences so be consLdered froa an envfroaacntal effects standpoint
have been aaalyzed using estiaates of probabilitfes and realistic fission
product release aad transport ass>aptfons. For site evaluatioa in she
staff safety review, extreaely conservative assuaptions are used for
the purpose of evaluating she adequacy of engineered safety features and
for coaparing calculated doses resulting froa a hypothetical release of
fission products froa the fuel against the 10 CFR Part 100 siting guide-

lines'~

.The coapuscd doses that vould be received by the populqsion and
environs>cnt froa actual accidents vould be significantly less thea shoes
to be presented in the staff safety evaluatfon.

The Ccuaission issued guidaace to applicants on Septal>er 1, 1971, rc-
quiriag the consideration of a spectrua of accidents vith assuaptions as
realistic as the state of knovledge pezaits. The applicant's rcsponsc
vas contained ia the Enviroaacasal Reporc Aaendaents No. 1, 2 and 4,
dated Jan. 14> 1972, Harch 24, 1972 and July 5, 1972.

Thc applicaat's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident
assuaptions and guidance issued by she Coaafssfon as a proposed awndaent
~ RPP dl* D 1 1D DPR 9 9>D *D ~ 1, 1911 19 9 ~Rpp 9

Vol. 36, No. 231). Nine classes of postulaced accidents and occurrences
ranging in severity froa trivial to vezy serious have been identified
by the Coaafssfon. In general, accidents in the high potential «onse-
quencc ead of the spectzua have a very lov occuirence rate, and those
oa the lov potential consequence end are chsracterLzed by a higher
occurrence rate. Thc applicant's exaaples for these classes of acci-
dents are shova in Table VI-1. The exaaples given are reasonably
hoaogeneous in tezas of probability vithin each class.

Cercaia ass>xzptfons aade by the applicant, such as the acception of an
iodine particion factor ia she suppression pool during a Iossmfmoolanc
accidcac aad thc efficiency assigned to the charcoal filters ia the scandby
gas rreasaent syssea, in the staff view, are optiaiscic; but che use of
altezaativ», assuaptions does not sigaificancly affecc the overall environ-
zantal risk.

Staff esciaates of chc doses vhich night be received by an individual
sssuaed to be standing at che site boundary in che do>dad>fnd directLon,
usiag the assuaptfons in the proposed Annex to Appendix D, are presented
La Table VI-II. Estiaates of the incegrated exposure in aan-rea chat
aLght.be delivered co the populatioa vithin 50 alias of the site are
also presented in Table VI-II. These aan-rea cstiaases were based on .
the projected popblatfon (about 214,000) around che site for the year
1980.

To rigorously establish a realistfc annual risk, the calculated doses
in Table VI-IIvould have to be aulziplied by estfaated pzobabi)ities.
The events La Classes 1 and 2 zepresens o«currenccs vhich are antfcf-
patcd during pleas. operarion sad their consequences, vhich are vezy
saall, are considered vithin she fraaework of routiae effluents froa
the plant. Excepc for a liaLted saount of fuel failures. the events
in Classes 3 through 5 are nos anticipated durfng plant operation; but
events of this cype could occur soaetiae during the plant lifetiae ~

Accidents in Classes 6 and 7 and saall accidents in Class 8 are of
siaLlar or lover probability chan accidents in Class 3 chrough 5 but
are still possible. The probability of occurrence of large Class 8
accidents is very snail. Therefore, when the consequences indicased
ia Table VI-II are veighted by probabilities, the cnvironaental risk
is very lov. The postulated occurrences Ln Class 9 involve failures
core severe than those required to be considered for the design basis
for protective systeas and engiaeered safety features. These
consequences could be severe; however, the probabflity of their
occurrence is so saall chac shefr environaencal risk is extreaely lov.
Defense in depth (aultiple physical barriers), quality assuraace for
design> aanufaccure, and operasfon, continued surveillance and testing>
md conservative design are all applied to provide and aaintain the
required high degree of assurance that potentfal accfdents in this class
are, and will reaain, sufficieatly snail in probabLlity that the environ-
mental risk is extrcaely lov.

The Laforaatfon given in Table VI-II Lndicaces chat the realistically
estiaated radiological consequences of the postulated accidents would
zcsult in exposures of an individual assuaed to bc at the site boundazy
co concentrations of radioacsive- aaserfals vithin the Haxiaua Peraissible



TABLE VI-I.
TABLE VI-2

4

SUMMARY OF RADIOLOGICAL CONS UENCES OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

AEC-
<DESCRIPTION APPLICANTS EXAMPLE S

CLASSIFICATION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS A'Q OCCURRENCES

Class Event

Est fasted Estiaated
Fraction of 10 CFR Doie to population
Pare 20 Lfait

1
vichin 50 nile

At Site Bounds radius aan-zea
1.0 Trivial Incidents

2.0 Misc. snail releases outside
Containaent

3.0 Radvaste Systea Failures

4.0 Events that Release Radio-
activity into the Priaazy
Systea

None

Reactor Coolant leaks (belov or just above
allovable each, spec lfaics) oucsfde pri-
aary containaent or reactor building

Any single Equipaent Failure or any single
operator error

Puel defects during cransfents outside the
normal range of plant variables but vfthin
expected range of protective equipaent and
othez par~ter operation

1.0 Trivial incidents

2.0 Snail releases outside

3.0 Radvaste systea failures

3.1 Equipaent leakage or aalfunction

3.2 Release of vesta gas storage'ank
contents

3.3 'elease of Ifqufd vases storage
tank contents

J2

J2

0.019

0.074

<0.001

J2

J2

0.8

3.2

<0.1
5.0 Events that release radio-

activity into secondary syscea

6.0 Refueling Accidents fnsfde
Contafnaent

7.0 Accfdents to Spent Fuel.

8.0 Accident Iniciation Events
considered in Design-Basis
evaluation in the Safety
Analysis Repozt

Priaary Coolant loop to auxiliary cooling
systea secondary side of heat exchanger leak

Droppfng of fuel asseably on reactor core,
spent fuel rack or against pool boundary

Dropping of spent fuel shipping cask in
pool or outside pool

Transpoicatfon incident involving spent and
nev fuel

Shipaent on site but outsfde Prfaazy Con-
tainaent or zeaccor bufldfng

a. Reactivity Transient

b. Loss of Reactoz Coolant fnside or
outside priaary contafnaenc

4.0 Fission products co priaazy systea (BUR)

4.1 Fuel cladding defects J2

4.2 Off-desfgn transients that induce
fuel failures above those expected

5.0 Pission products to prlaazy and
secondazy systeas (PNR)

0.001

N.A.

6.0 Refueling accidents

6.1 Fuel assenbly drop into core

6.2 Heavy object dzop onto fuel in coze

7.0 Spent fuel handling accident

<.001

0.003

7.1 Fuel assezhly drop in fuel storage pool 0.001

J2

0 ~ 1

<0.1

0.1

<0.1

9.0 Hypothetical Sequences of
failures acre severe than
Class 8

c. Offgas holdup failure or failure of
liquid radvasze tank

None

7.2 Heavy object drop onto fuel rack

7.3 Fuel cask drop

0.001

0.028

0.1

I 2



Class

8.0

8.1

TABLE VI contd.

Event

Estlnated Estinated
prection of 10 CFR ,Dose to populatio
Part 20 Liuit 1/ within 50 nile
At Site"Bounds radius nan-ren

Snail break

Large break

<0. 001

0.007 2.7

AccLdent LnLtiation events considered
in design basis evaluation in the
safety analysLs report

Loss-ofmoolant accidents
inside containnent

Concentrations (NPC) listed in Table II of 10 CFR Part 20. The tabulated
infornation also shows that the estinated integrated exposure of the popu-lation within 50 niles of the plant fron each postulated accident would be
nuch snaller rhan that fron the naturally occurring radioactiviry. The
exposure fron naturally occurring radioactivity corresponds to approxi-
nately 71 nan-ren per year within 10 niles snd approxinately 28,000 nan-
ren/yr within 50 niles of the site. These estinates are based on a
natural background level of 0.135 ren/yr. When considered within the
probability of occurrence, the annual potential radiation exposure of
the population fron all the postulated accidents is an even snaller
fraction of the exposure fron natural background radiation and, in fact,
Ls well within naturally occurring variations in the natural background.It is concluded fron the results of the realistic analysis chat the
environnental risks due to postulated radiological accidents at the
Hanford No. 2 Nuclear Power plant are exceedingly snail and need not
be considered further.

B. TRAMSPORIATION ACCIDENTS
8.1(a)

8.2(a)

8.2(b)

8.3(a)

8. 3(b)

Break in Lnstruxent line outside
reactor buildiig

Rod E5ection AccLdent (PNR)

Rod drop accident (ISR)

Steanline break (PWR-outside
containnent)

Steanline breaks (BWR)

Snail break

Large break

<0.001

0.001

N.A.

0.001

0.003

O.l

<0.1

0.1

Based on recent accident statistics,l a shipnent of fuel or waste nay be
expected to be involved in an accident about once in a total of 750,000
shipnent-ailes. The staff has estinared that only about one in ten of
those accLdents which involve Type A packages or one in 100 of those in-
volving Type 8 packages night result in any leakage of radLoactive naterial.
In case of an accident, procedures which carriers are requiredt to followwill reduce the consequences of,an accidenr. Ln nany cases. The procedures
include segregation of dsnaged and leaking packages fron people, and notifi-
cation of the shLpper and the Departnent of Transportation. Radiological
assistance team are available through an inter governnental progrsn to
provide equipped and trained personnel. These teens, dispatched in re-
sponse to calls for energency assistance, can nLtigate the consequences of
an accident .

1. New Fuel

Represents the calculated whole body dose as a fraction of 500 area (or1/

,the equivalent dose to an organ).
These releases will be or@parable to the design ob5ective indicated in2/
the proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 for routine effluents (L.e.,
5 nren/yr to an individual fron either gaseous or liquid effluent).

lhder accident conditions other than accidental criticality, the pelletired
forn of the nuclear fuel, its encapsulation. and the low specific activity
of the .fuel linic the radiological inpact on the environnent to negligible
levels.

The packaging is designed co prevent criticality under nornal and severe
accident conditions. To release a neer of fuel sssenblies under condi-
tions that could lead to accidental criticality would require severe danage
or destruction of nore than one package, which is unlikely to happen in
other than cn cxtrenely severe accident.



The probability that aa accident could occur under conditions that could
result ia accidental. criticality is extra»sly remote. If criticality vere
to occur in transport, persons vithin a radius of about 100 feet from the
accident might receive a serious exposure but beyond that distance, no
detectible radiation effects vould be likely. Persons vithin a fev feet
of-the accidenr. could receive fatal or neat-fatal exposures unless shielded
by intervening material. Although chare would be no nuclear explosioa,
heat generated in the rcactioa vould 'probably separate the fuel eleaents
so that the reaction vould stop. The reaction vould not be expected to
coarinue for more thea a fev seconds aad normally vould not recur. Residual
radiatioa levels due ro induced radioactivity in the fuel el~ate might
reach a fev roeatgens per hour at three feet. There vould be very little
dispersioa of radioactive material:

2 ~ Irradiated Tuel

Effects on the environment from accidental releases of radioactive materials
during shipaent of irradiated fuel have been estimated for the situation
where coaraainatcd coolaat is released and the situatioa vhere gases and
coolant are released.

a. Leaka c of contaminated coolant resulting, froa improper closing
of the cask is possible as a result of huaca error, even though the shipper
is required to follov specific procedures'hich include tests aad cxsmiaa-
tioa of the closed container prior to each shipment. Such aa accident is
highly unlikely during:the life of the pleat.

F

Leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 cc per secoad or about, 80 drops per
hour is about the smallest saount of leakage that can be dctccted by visual
observation of a large container. If uadetected leakage of contaaiaated
liquid coolant vere to occur> the amount vould be so small that the iadivid-
ual exposure vould not exceed a fev area and only a very few people would
receive such exposures.

b. Release of ases and coolant is an extremely remote possibility.
Ia the improbable evear. that a cask is involved in aa extremely severe
accident such that the cask conrad>mant is breached and the cladding of the
fuel assemblies peaetrated, some of the coolant and s~ of the noble gases
might be released from the cask.

the severe conditions which vould be involved> including a major fire. If
releases occurred, they vould be expected co take place in a shore period
of cine. Only a limited area vould be affected. Persons in the downwind
region snd within 100 feet or so of the accident might receive doses as
high as a Eew hundred aillirea. Uader average veather conditions, a fev
huadred square fact aight be contaminated to the extent that it vould re-
quire decontamination (that is, Range I coatamiaation levels) according to
the staadards3 of the Environmental Protection Ageacy.

3. Solid Radioactive Mastes

It is highly unlikely that a shfpmat of solid radioactive waste will be
iavolved ia a severe accident during the life of thc plane. If a ship-
ment of low-level vesta (in drums) becomes iavolved in a severe accident,
sons release oE vaste aight occur put the specific acrivity of the vesta
will be so lov that the exposure of personnel would not bc expected to
be significant. Other solid radioactive wastes vill be shipped in Type
B packages. The probability of release Erom a Type B package, in even
a very severe accident> is sufficiently small that, coasidering, the solid
form of the vaste aad the very remote probability that a shfpment of such
vaste would be involved in a very severe accident> the likelihood of
sigaificaat exposure vould bc exrreacly small.

Ia either case, spread of the contamination beyond che immediate area is
unlikely snd, although local cleaaup aight be required, no significant ex-
posure to the general public vould be expected to result.

4. Severi of Postulated Trans rtation Accidents

The eveats postulated in this aaalysis are unlikely but possible. Hors
severe accidents than those analyscd can be postulated and their conse-
queaces could be severe. Qality assuraace for dcsiga, aaaufacture, and
use of the packages, continued surveillance snd testing of packages and
transport conditions, aad conservative design of packages ensure that the
probability of accidents of this latter potential is sufficiencly saall
thar. the environmental risk is extremely lov. Por those reasons, morc
severe accidents have not been included ia the aaalysis.

In such aa accident, the amount of radioactive material released wouhd be
limited to the available fraction of the aoble gases in the void spaces in
the fuel pins aad some fraction of the low level contraction in «he cool-
ant. Persoas vould aot be expected to remain near the accident because of
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VII, ADVERSE EFFECTS QHICR CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Construction activities will distuzb approximately 30 acres and will
destroy the habitats of small ~ls, principally the desert. rodents
occupying this area. The limited area of construction and the 480 acres
utilized for transmission lines are expected to cause no measurable
impact on the wildlife of the large desertwteppe.

During periods in the winter months, operation of the cooling towers may
cause an increase in the occurrence of fogging by 12 to 26 hours p«'r year
on highways a few miles from the plant ~here the natural occurrence of fog
is up to 38 days per year.

Dredging activities within the river will cause a short-tezm increase in
turbidity and some contribution to the sedimentation in an area downstream
of the excavation site. The effects are expected to be localized and will
be mitigated by the tfmfng and procedures specified. Sedimentation will
occuz pzior to spa»ning activities in the downstream areas and is expected
to be negligible as compared to the continual contributions from the
watershed.

Although the introduction of heated water into an aquatic ecosystem con-
stitutes a significant environmental factor, the possibility of any thermal
effects is limited by the small quantity of the blowdo»n, rapid dilution at
the outfall, and the placement of the plume in a turbulent area within the
main channel. Chemical and thermal discharges wL11 have some localized
effects on sessile benthic ozganisms in the immediate vicinity of the out-
fall> but such changes are expected to be negligible and have no measurable
effect on the ecological balance of food organisms in this reach of the
river. Potentially lethal temperatures for salmonids are restricted to an
area within approxfmate1y 15 feet of the outfall, with the'final increment
in the river less than 0.01' aftez mixing. The chemical and thermal incre-
rmnts and resulting exposure durationi are less than those reported to
cause direct lethal or indirect effects, and it is unlikely that. effluent
discharges will have any adverse impact on 'the fishery resources. The
preopezational studies on the effects of chemical and thermal effluent on
fish and invertebrates, are expected to identify any possible interaction
or unanticipated effects.

The only consumptive use of river water is for the replenishing cooling
cover loss due to evaporation and drift, with the maximum loss about 0.12
of the minimum flo» and 0.032 of the annual average river flow.
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The operation of the plant. vill result in a snail increase in the radio-
activity to the environs>ent during noznal operation. The gaseous snd
liquid radioactive effluents, at the levels pro3ected, are expected to
cause no detectable radiological or biological inpact in that the result-
ing doses aze within the variance of natural background.

VIII. SHORT-TERN USES AND LOHO-TERN PRODUCTIVITY

The land to be occupied by the Hanford Ho. 2 Site has never, been used for
«>y productive purpose other than as habitat for wildlife. Only 30 acres
of the total 1089 site acreage wQI be disturbed by construccion of buildings
snd structures and by landscaping. These 30 acres nay be restored (dependent
upon the final decz««issioning procedures adopted) to their original condi-
tion after cessation of plant operations.

The z>axinun consmption of Col>«>>ia River water (by evaporation and drift)
during operation of the cooling to»ers will result in a loss of abou
37 cfs to downstrem river flu» (approxinately 0.032 of the average river
flow or 0.1I of the ninfnun licensed river flow).z This is not a pernanent
loss to the environnent but only i very mall change in water distribution.
After final teznination of plant operation, the river flow will return to

normal.

Discharge of heat, chenicals> and radioactive naterials to the Col>nd>ia
River during the Iifetfz>s of the plant will cease upon ternfnatlon of
plant operations, with residual accunulated chenical and radiological
activities gradually dissipating (due to degradation, decay andlor redis-
tribution) over a sonewhat longer period of tine. There will be no effete
on long tezn productivity of the river.

Additions of radioactivity to the atz>osphere also will cease at the end of
plant operations, although chere will be a snail increnental long-tern
inpact iron sons of these additions> due to the presence of soz>e long-lived
radionuclides, such as krypton-85 with its half-life of 10.8 years (Section IX).

The i«pact Iron increased fog (Section V.A) due to"the cooling tower systen
will cease at end of plant operation.

In s>««ary, the lz>pacts free> plant operation are short tern (nornally
coincident with operational lifetine) > except for the addition to the
inventory of long-lived radionuclides and a possible counitnent of a mall
anount of land.

VIII-2

1. Applicant's Znvironcental Report, A«endnent 1, p. 3.1.2-7.
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IX. IRREVERSIBIE A%) IRRETRZEVABIE COMMITS OF RESOURCES

Duzing the production of power by Hanford No. 2> son» of the fuel will be
irretrievably lost. Fuel nanagenent practices and the actual use nade. of
th«plant to meet power needs during the lifetine of the plant will deter-
nined the.anount of fuel used. Assuning the plant is operated for 35 years
at an 85X capacity factori (with a discharge fuel containing 0.625X U-235),
approxtuately 1600 tons of urani>ra enriched to 2.58X U-235 (corresponding to
approxinately 7200 tons of natural uraniun feed to a gaseous diffusion plant
operating with a tails assay of 0.2X U-235) will be required during thelifet~ of the plant. The nuclear fuel cycle is designed to allow for
recovery of both the unused uraniun in the fuel and the generated plutoniun.
'Ihus, even though a portion of the uraniun is irretrievably lost, at the
saz>e tine, a new product, plutoniun> can be recovered for subsequent use
in reactor fuels . The applicant has estinatedz that if the plutoniun
generated in the plant is recycled for use in the plant, the required
U-235 content of the fuel can be lowered to 2.2X U-235> resulting in a
22X decrease in requirenents for natural uraniun and for separation work.

Since so~ of the structural conponents of the reactor facilicies will
becone highly radioactive through activation (and contanination)> they
will not be salvageable. The storage of these conponents. as well as
other radioactive wastes (including those produced snd accunulated during
operation of the plant) will requize pezz>anent cozaitz>ent of sons land on-
snd/or off site, depending upon the decocnissfoning (disnantling) pro-
cedures applied to this plant.

fn sny significant environnental inpact.w Alternative decoct>isa&ning pro-
cedures (1) snd (2) would require long-tera surveillance of the reactor site.
b
After.a final check to assure that all reactor-produced radioactivit hy as

een renoved> alternative (3) would not zequize any subsequent suzveillance.

Zf it is decided that the area occupied by che reactor facilities should be
placed on peznanent or long-tezz> restrictive access, chat area (considering
the total area occupied by all the buildings snd stzuctures, a naxinun of
20 to 30 acres) would be unavailable for other uses; however, this does
not preclude conplete reaoval of contaninated naterials at a later date.
Nevertheless the nestor porcion of the site (including the transnission
line rights-of~ay) could be reclained for other purposes if desirable.
Up to the present, the land never has been used for sny productive purpose.

0
Sane naterials used in construction and the chenicals used in the.operatioon

1
f the plant nay be regarded as irretrievably «ocs>itted since there isittle or no chance of their recovezy or reuse. The anounts used, however,will be extremely snail in conpazison to available supplies.

Operation of the plant according to present plans will result in the addition
of a relatively snail anount (with zespect to quantity and resulting dose-
see Seccions IIZ.D snd V.D) of coderately long-lived radioactive naterial
to the environs>ent> such as Kr-85 and H-3.

According to a conpilatfon by M. Eisenbud, 116 U. S. reactors have been
shut dcwn oz disnantled> of which six were civilian nuclear power plants.
'Ihese six plants are: Hallet> Nuclear Power Facility> Cazolinas Virginia
Tube Reactor (CVIR), Boiling Nucleaz Supezheatez (BMUS) Power Station,
Pathfinder Reactor, Pique Reactor, and the Elk River Reactor.

'There are several alternatives which can be and have been used in the
decor>xissionfng of reactors: (1) Rez>ove the fuel (possibly followed by
decent>saination procedures); seal and cap the pipes; and establish (fencing)
an exclusion area around the facility. The Pique decor>aissioning operation
was typical of this approach. (2) In addition to the steps outlined in
(1), renove the superstructure and encase in concrete all zadioactive
portions which renain above ground. The Hallan dec~fssionlng operation
was of this type. (3) Renove the fuel, all superstructure, the zesctor

~ vessel and all contaninsted equipnent and facilities, and finally fillsll
cavities with clean rubble topped with earth co grade level. This last
procedure is being applied to the deconaissioning of the Elk River Reactor.
The Final Environnental Statenent" for the disnantling operation of the
Elk River Reactor concluded that the disnantling "is not expected to result
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X. THE NEED FOR PMER

Electric energy needs for the Pacific Northvest arc coordinated by the
Joint Pover Planning Council eocposed of four private utilities, 104
publically ovned agencies, and the Boaacville Pover Adninistration.
Studies cade of the West Croup Area> cccprising the states of Washington,
Oregon> Idaho, and part of Nontsna> shcv that loads are expected to
spproxiaately triple over the next 20 years. Part of this increase csa
be attributed to a gtoving population, but per capita increases ia eon-
sucption of electricity are also expected for several reasons Froa.1950
to 1970, the accbcr of residential consuaers grev by 85 percent vhile their
electric energy consuaptfon increased by a factor of five. This tzend is
expected to coatinue as personal iacoae rises and fapzoved living conditions
are realised, includiag greater use of electric heat for hoaes and the use
of aozc electricity-consuafng products. Siailarly, coccercial custoaers
are expected to iacrease aloag vith a rise ia use of electricity per
eocaercfal consuaer as has happeaed ia the past. Industrial use of
electric energy ia the Nozthvest neatly quadrupled betveea 1950 aad 1970,
priaarily because of greater usage of electrical equipacnt. By 1990, aa
iacrease of nore than 2-1/2 tines the 1970 eoasuaption is forecasted.
Although representing only a snail fractioa of the total .load> irrigation
zepzcsents a rapidly groving segaent of thc pover deaand. Irrigation loads
increased alaost 30 tines froa 1950 to 1970 aad ate expected to aultiply
threefold ia the next 20 years. Significant increases ia use of electricity
for pollutioa abateacat is also predicted. Table X-1 sumarises the actual
aad satiated paver rcqufreacats by coasuaer categories ia the 'West Croup
Area.

To neet the aaticipated deaaads for paver as required by INJ> the utilities
of thc Nozthvest, ia cooperatioa vith the Federal Coveraacat> devised thc
Hydro-Themal Pover Pzogzaa providiag, for integrated use of facilitics.
Under this plan> the Federal Covczaaeat vQl provide nese of the high-
voltage bulk tzaasaission facQities, hydroelectric peaking capacity, and
resezvcs. Non-Federal participaats vil) provide lov-voltage distribution
systeas and charnel geaerating plants. The Hydro-Themal Pover Prograa
vas approved by thc Secretazy of the Interior, aad thea by President Nixon
in October 1969. The Public Works Appropriations Act of.1971 provides
Congressional approval for the ptograa through 1981.

The Pacific Nozthvest region's pover requircacnts have been supplied alaost
entirely by hydroelectric generating plants. Within a fcv years, hovever,
alaost all ecacoafcally feasible hydro resources villhave been developed,
snd thezaal plants villbe requited to neet groving dcaands. "Host hydzo
plants vQ1 be operated continually; hovevcr, zest of the tine they vill
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pezfozn at less than full capacity. Theznal plants, on the other band,villnormlly b» operating at close to full capacity continuously to serve
base load except vhen they arc dovn for zu intenance or vhen surplus hydro
is available for fuel dfsplaccnent."1 Hanford No. 2 is the fourth thernal
plant designated under the Hydro«Theznal Pover Progrsn. The installation
schedule for thcrnsl projects under the Progran is shovn in Table X-2.

Plant
No. Nunc

Type of
Fuel Unit Hv

Dace +Scheduled Sponsor

TASLE X-2. Installation Schedule for ThczcuLL Projects, Vest Croup Areas

The contribution of the proposed Henford No. 2 Plant to the region's pover
resources is shown in Table X-3. The hydroelectric generation capability
shovn in this table is based on "critical hydro conditions," the historical
lov water flow, giving a ninizxcs assured value of generating capacity. The
cnount of water available at the dans for generating power is the czitical
factor, not the fnstahlcd generating facilitics. 1n 1977-1978 vhen
Hanfozd No. 2 is scheduled for operation, a surplus is. predicted for both
peak and average energy resources. Without Hanfozd ho. 2, the peaking
capacity vould still exceed needs, but energy supply would be deficient.
ln all subsequent years, energy resources arc deficient vith Hanford
No. 2 on linc, and peaking capacity falls below zequizcnents starting in
1980-1981.

An agrecnent snong najor systeas of the Vest Croup Arcs provides for
capacity reserves sufficient to protect against loss of load to the extent
that the probability of load loss in a Contract Year shall bc no gieater
than the equivalent oE one day in tventy years. Forced outage reserves
of 2,042 negavatts are needed in thc 1977-18 vintcr peak load period to
neet this rcquircnent. A gross reserve nargin to provide for errors in.
load forecasts, scheduled naintenance and other contingencies vill be
4,756 ncgavatts in the vinter of 1977-18 (including the forced outage
reserve) with Hsnford No. 2 Unit in operation. This is 18 ' per cent
of peak load. Vithouc Hanford No. 2. the gross reserve nargin vill be
3,656 megawatts oz 13.8 per cent of peak load.

1 Centralia Coal

2 Trojan Nuclear 1

2
.3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Hanford No. 2 Nuclear
Thermal
The mal
Theznal
The znal
Thernal
Theznal
Theznal
Theznal
Thezctal
Theznal
The zual
Thcznal
Thczctal
Theznal

" Thcrna1

3 Jfm Bridger Coal

700 Sept. 1971
700 Sept. 1972

PPSL Co. S

WVP Co.

500 Sept. 1975
500 Sept ~ 1976

PP&L Co.
PPSL Go,

1100 Sept. 1917
1100 Sept. 1918
1100 Sept. 1919
1100 Sept. 1980
1100 Pcb. 1982
1100 Sept. 1982
1200 Feb. 1984
1200 Fcb. 1985
1200 Feb. 1986
1500 Har. 1981
1500 Har. 1988
1500 Feb. 1989
1500 Feb. 1990
1500 Hay 1990
1500 July 1991
1500 Jan. 1992

VPPSS

1130 Sept. 1974 PCE Co

Cs
I

co

* All fnfornation for plants 5 through 17 is tentative.
e* Size of sons units nay vazy fron that forecast it a different type of

fuel and/or locacion is selected.
+ Schedules nay be rearranged between projects depending on needs of

sponsozing utilicics.
Pron the Hydro-Thezual Pover Progran: A Status Rcport, Bonneville Pover
Adnfnfstratfon, Dec. 1971.
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XI, ALTEL%LTIVES TO TEE PROPOSED ACTION h%) COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
OF THEIR ENVIRONNENTAL EFFECTS

1. The Hydro-Theznsl'ower Progzan; A Status Report> prepared by the
Bonneville Power Aduinistration, U. S ~ Dept. of the Interior,
Dec. 1971, p. 25.

A SIBOGGE OP ALTERNATIVES

1. Abandonnent of the Pro ect

An'lteznative to be considered in evaluating the is@act of plant construc-
tion end operation is abandoning the project.

Aspects of this aze the financial investment sunk in the facility, the
environnental iupacz of alternative power sources, and the costs of delay
ing the date of availability of paver fron alternative sources. Total un
recoverable investnents in the Hanford No. 2 project (up to Februazy 1972)
are g27,000 >000. I

2. Alternative Sources of Power

Pcwer supply alternatives to Hanford ho. 2 include purchase of power snd
fossil-fueled, geothezual, and uiscellaneous advsncedmoncept power
plants.

a. Purchase of Power
co

The applicant has investigated possibilities of purchasing power outside
the BPA service arcs and 'deteznined that only'a snail anount of power
(300 average z>egswatts) night be purchased in fiscal year 1974, but no
indication that any firn power would be available in 1978.2 Purchase of
power es an alternative to construction of the Trojan Plant, also part of
the Hydro-Themal Power Progrsn> was considered by BPA. "Bonneville has
canvassed the power systens in the westezn United States and British
Colushia with which it is interconnected to deternine'if any surplus firn
power would be available in 1974-1975 or 1975-1976. No firn power is
available for purchase'fzou eny such power systen oz systens- for these
years which could replete power not available fron the projdct (Trojan(
due to a delay."3 Projected growth of power deusnd in the Nest Region
indicates a continuing requirenent for new generating facilities for all
systens interconnected to BPA, and no reliable*firn energy iupozti to

BPA'en

be identified.

nd 1

At the present tine, the'bulk of the electric energy consuncd in the
Pacific Northwest is produced fran hydroelectric plants. However, nost
of the suitable hydroelectric sites have already been utilized> and ,
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"within a few years alnost all of the econonically feasible hydro energy
w5potential in the region villhave been built or villbe under construction.

The generating capacity to be installed at sons of the na5or hydro pro)ettavfll be fully utilized only occasionally to neet peak loads. The turbine
intake capacicy of soce plants vill exceed strean flow nost of the year. 6

The region has reached the stage in its developnent, hovever, where future
electric power plants will increasingly have co be thernal (stean-electric)
units. Additional lov-cost peaking power vill continue to be obtained fron
hydro resources by installing c>ore generator units at existing hydro pro)-
acts, but baseline power production aust cone increasingly fron thernal
plants.

c. Theznal Electric Ceneratin Plants Usia Fossil Fuels

An advantage of using fossil fuel for generating electricity is a higher
thernal efficiency than thee realised by Iightmater nuclear plants.
This, together vith the discharge of heat to the atnosphere through the
snokestack of a fossil-tuel plant, neans that the mount of waste heat
discharged to cooling vater is about 35X less for a fossil-fuel plant
than for a nuclear plant of the sane electrical output.

A serious disadvantage of fossil Euels, however, is the sulfur dioxide,
oxides oE nitrogen„and particulates discharged fron the stacks. Particu-
late renoval of nore than 99X can be acconplished «ith available technology,
although the cost is considerable. Techniques used are e>echanical or
eleccrostacic collectors> Blters, scrubbers, md baghouses. }lovever>
oxides of sulfur and nitrogen are another nattez. No effective full-scale
equipcent for use by utility generating plants has been denonstrated to
be efEective in reaovfng a high percentage of these enfssions. Sulfur
enissions can be nfninfzed by burning lov-sulfur fuels, but such fuels
are in short supply.

(1) Cas-fired

Natural gas is the Eossil-fuel resource with the sna)lest proven recoverable
reserves in relation to its use. "Ihe overa)1 net supply of natural gas
for the Nest Region is belov denand and the area is increasingly dependent
upon fnports fron Texas and Canada. In the Pacific Northvest, gas is little
used for electrical power generation and no significant additional use for
this purpose is expected because of declining supply anticipated in the
future." A gas-fired plant is not further considered as a viable alterna-
rive source of electrical power in the Pacific Northvesc.

(>) > >-1>

Of the eleven vestern states, only five have coal deposits of ixportance,
Nontana md Vyoning lying closest to the Pacific Northvest. The deposits
at Centralia, Mashfngton, are an exception to this and these are being
developed for the 1400-We Centralia pover plant, part of the Hydro-Theznal
Power Progrm. ". . . fossil fuels, prinarily coal, which are indigenous
to the states of the Pacific Northwest> azc likely to provide only a snail
part of the electric power developnent needed in the future."9 Delivery of
coal fron Montana or @young was assuned by the applicant to cost S5.15 per
ton to transport by unit trains of 120 cars each vith 100 tons capacity.
One train per day vould be required to fuel a plant of 1100-We output.

Fuel storage at the plant site nust also be considered. For a nornal
80~y supply, one reporc o estinates that.a pile of coal 100 feec high
and 8 acres in area vould be needed for an 1100-We plant.

In addition, storage, transportation, and disposal facilities would be re-
quired tor vesta ash. Assuning coal vith a typical ash content of 10X,
and assuaging the trapping of zest fly ash> the conbined furnace ash and
fly ash produced fron an 1100-)Ede fossil plant operating at a capacity
factor of SOX vould be roughly 330,000 tons per year. Disposal of this
on land would require 60 acres assuning an ash pile about 100 feet deep.

It is estinated, based on EFA standards, that 120 tons per day of 502>
70 tons per day of bO , and 20 tons per day of particulates vould be
discharged to the atz>osphere fron.an 1100-We coal-fired plant.

(3) Oil-fired

The supply "of lov-sulfur crude oil in the Pastern Doited States is linited>
although Alaska production is increasing. Low sulfur oil is available fron
Indonesia, Liberia, South Az>erfca> North*Africa, and (at higher prices)
fran the Culf Coasc of the Dnfted States.s Lov-sulfur oil delivered by
barge up the Colucbia River fron refineries in Seattle vas assuned by the
applicant to cost about 54.23 per barrel. 2 One barge load per day (a
total annual requirenent of 14,000,000 barrels) is required for an 1100»We
plant.

"It is anticipated that desulfurization of donestfc residual fuel oil,
although technically feasible, villnot be econonically attractive fn the
foreseeable future. Current estfz>ates indicate that this process would add
about S1.00 per barrel to the cost of the fuel oil to lover the sulfur
content to 0.5X by veight vithout any acconpanying zeduction in ash content."
Stack gas treatnent processes in pilot plant teats can renove about 90X of "
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the sulfur present in stack gases. Ifepending upon the pzocess ewployed.
fron $0.25 to $1.00 per barrel is added co the cost oE fuel oil buzned.

It was estinated, based on EPA standards, that 80 tons of S02> 30 tons of
NO > snd 20 Tons per day of particulates would be discharged daily Eron an
IIR-ISfe oil-fired plant.

d. Ceothernal
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The nafor sources of geothernal energy in the U. S. are in California;
however, the State oE Oregon plans co begin exploration Eor such resources.
Presently, none has been developed to the point where assessz>ant of ics
potential has been Taade. Forecasting this potential is uncertain because
of lack, of kncwledge of several influencing factors; nanely, availability
and extent of geotherual reservoirs; the cost of obcaining stean and
generating power froo.these sources; and resolution of the resulting
potential environnental effects such as land subsidence. disposal of che
hot ~ster containing chenicals> discharge of noxious gases, and noise
fzon escaping stean. These latter problens have been shown to be nansge-
able with present systens.ta

e. Other Sources
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Other power producing z>ethods, such as breeder reactors> nagnetohydro-
dynsnics > fuel cells,. solar power,. coal,gasification> snd thezzonuclear
fusion> are the subfect of current research but have not yet attained a
practical status for the construction of large power plants for ic=ediate
esca

Ile

c

3. Alternative Sites

An alc'sanative site which was investigated by the applicant is at Roosevelt
Beach En Grays Harbor County, Hashington. Studies at this site include
borings, observation wells, retraction satanic surveys, and geologic surEace
reconnaissance. Attractive Eeatures include zenote location, coolin~ater
availability, and a location in a zone of low satanic activity. This site =

zenains a desirable candidate for a nuclear plant. some tine'n the future.
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There aze a nlz>ber of possible sites for nuclear plants within the Hanford
Reserv'ation. Figure XI-1 shows the, location of nine which have been studied
for chis plant.- The-location selecied on the basis of, the original studyt"
was Site C in the above figuze. A nuzher of factors, anong which econontcs
and flood criteria were prontnent, were considered. Originally, a cooling

Ittat n al'I'ta

Fig. XI-1. Sites Studied for the Hanford No. 2 Nut)ear Plant. ~ Fzon
"Updated Site. Selection Report for Nuclear Profect No. 2"
by Burns and Roe,.Inc.



pond earned the cost econonical Deans of cooling. However, further studies
indicated that a cooling pond would be undesirable at Site C, as well as
at Dost'of the other sites on the Hanford Reservation because of possible
problens fzon rising ground water levels. The ability of a lining,
constructed at a reasonable cosc, to prevent seepage could not be assured.
The consequences of a raised water table under portions of the Hanford
Reservation include the potentially undesirable effects on buried radio-
active wastes. Zt was.therefore decided to use towers for cooling zather
than a pond.

By th» tlc>e chis decision was Dade, studies at Site C, including the
fnpoztsnt boring work, were substancially conpleted and consideritlon of
another site would require that the work be repeated. The best alternative
thezeEore appeared to be to renain at Site C, with cooling towers substituted
for the cooling pond. h decision co change to another site would delay the
start of coanercial operation and would require substantial interin financing
without any significant. econonic incentive.

The characteristics of the various alternative sites studied aze given
below. The suitability of each location for cooling ponds, based on
greed water considerations, is lisced first.
Site 4: Located 3ust souch of the Coluzbia River where it bends and reaches

its northeznnost posicion within the'Hanford Reservacion. Suitability
for a cooling pond is questionable. hlthough- it is nostly located ,within an AEC acceptable water discharge area, IS it appears that
the southern pare oE the pond would be outside this acceptable
area. 17 The plant could not be situated higher than elevation
460 feet at this site. The required plant elevation Eor a 50E
breech of Crand Coulee Dan is 473 feet, and for a 100X breech,
478 feet.l Using these flood criteria, the site is not acceptable>
and no econonic data were developed. However, iE the flood criteria
were only the Standard Pro)act Plood or the Maxinun Probable Plood,
this site's elevation would evidently be satisfactory.

Site B: Located approxinately two niles southeast oE Hanford No. 1. Unsuit-
able for a cooling pond because of potential ground water pzoblens.
.Substantial land areas are available. Highway, railzoad, snd
.c~ications facilities are available. Close to existing tzans-
Assion facilities (N-Plant). Pairly close to the river. Discance
fron city of Richland and source of eqIoyees nakes isolation pay
necessary.

Slee C: (Selected site). Located north of the 300 area, abouc six niles
fzon the southern Hsnford Resezvacion boundary. Unsuitable for a

cooling pond for sane reason as for Site B. Proxis>ity to city of
Richland nakes isolation pay unnecessary. Highway, railroad, and
cmmmications facilities available. Shortest tine to ~rcial
operation, based on work done to date (this is considezed sn
inportant advantage by the Supply Systen). Long distance fron
existing transnission facilities (N-Plant).

Site Cl: Located.approxinately one nile west of the stretch of the Colmbia
River which runs straight north~outh and fozns the eastern boundary
of the Hanford Reservation. Unsuitable for a cooling. pond for
saue zeason as for Site B. Substantially che sane as Site C,
excepc for the advantage of being c1oser to the river and for the
disadvantage of being further in tine fron cocDezcial operation
based on .work done to dace.

Site D: Located spproxinatcly nidway between the 100N location and the
100F location, in the northern poztion of the Hanfozd Reservation.
Unsuitable for a cooling pond for sane reason as for Site B. Close
to existing trsnsnission facilities (N-Plant) ~ Convenient to
transportation and coz>sunication facilitias. Site D was chosen as
an alternative to Site B in the original site study.34 Since Site B
proved to be nore aCtractive then Site D in this earlier study> no
further consideration has been given to Site D, and no econonic data
were developed for this site.

Site E: Located across the Colucbia River> north of Hanford No. 1. Probably
suitable for a cooling pond. Located in hEC acceptable water dis-

.charge area. Large expanse of flat land available. Substantial
highway, railroad, and cocnunications facilities required. River
crossing required to reach existing transnission facilities (N-Plant).
Pooz access to existing facilities on south side of river. Distance
fron population center nakes isolation pay necessary. Located
within the 54>000-acre area where hunting and fishing will be
allo»ed under the Mashington State Departs>ent of Cane.

Site P: Located west oi route 240> near Midway Substation. Ihe site could
probably acc~odate a cooling pond> considering the potential
ground water situation. By relocating sons transnission to»ers.
this pond could be set at elevation 440 feet. The plant site, ho»-
ever, rust be set at an elevation 500 Eeet or Dora to cceply with a
50E Crand Coulee Dan breech flooding criterion, or 504 feet for a
100X breech criterion. kn exanination of the contours in this area
reveals that cheze is insufficient level terrain to accoDsodate the
plant, except for an area on top of the bluff adust south oE the
substation. This would place the plant site at about elevation
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1000 feet, some 560 Eeet above the pond, which is not .practical.
There is, however. a fairly level area on the bluff about telo
miles. southwest of the pond, buc here the great distance co the
pond and the static circulating waterhead of 60 feet is- undesir-
able. In all, rihe site was considered unsatisfactory snd no
economic data were developed. However, ic is a possible choiceif used with cooling towers insCead of a pond.
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Site 0: Located about one mile southwest of the old 100F area. Dnsuftsble
for a cooling pond Eor arne reason as for Site B. Fafrly level area.
Highway, railroad, snd cocnImications facflities are available.

, Approximately at the center of the area set aside Eor ordnance and
explosives testing snd storage for the Department o! Defense..

Site H: Located in the south of the Hanford Reservatfon, west of a line
nmning approxfmacely along Cold Creek and the Yakima River.
Appears unsuitable for a cooling pond. Although there is a
possibility of locating a pond along the bed of Cold Creek,.
approximately four miles in length, the AEC accepcable water
discharge area extends only for about two miles. Other than
for this small area, the site is too hilly. Far from existing
transmission facilities (N-Plane). Some dfstance from the Columbia
River. Within the Arid Lands Ecology Reserve. Average slopes on
the hill appear to be about 100 feet veitical to 3800 feet
horicontal, or about 2-1/2 percent. This approaches the maximum
practical Eor railroad operatfon. The plant site would be located

- about 3-1/2 miles from the Ractlesnake Nallula Fault. Although
this is beyond the AEC requirement that a planr. cannot be placed
within I/O-afle of a known fault, the location could be exposed
to magnified seismic accelerations and a sfgnificant increase in
the cosr. of the scructures and equipment would result.

In view of the slope and seismic disadvancages, no further considera-
cion was given to .Site H, and no economfc data were developed.

I

Table .Xf-I gives a scxx0ary of some general characterfstics of each'ite.
These are: ground water sufcability for cooling pond; elevation versus
flooding potericial; distance.from existing transmission facilities (N-Plant);
distante to Columbia River for makeup and blowdown water piping; general
commentsa
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As stated in the above discussion, no economic data were developed for
Sites A, D, F, and H. For Sites B, C, Cf, and 0, cost studies were made.
In chase, it is assumed that heat would be dissipated by mechanical&raft
cooling covers. For Site El where the ground water situation is probably
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suitable, a value is also given for heat dissipation by cooling ponds, both
lined and unlined. Table XI-2 gives the results of the cost study. Capital
«ost esttuates for itens c>hich vazy c>ith site location are shoun.

d. Alternative Coolin S stens

As alternatives to nachanical&raft cooling to>cere selected by the applicant,
the folio>>ing techniques c>era considered: once-through cooling> natural-
draft cooling toc>azs> cooling yond> spray canal, and dry tovers.e In
addition, a ccltiport discharge instead of a singl~rt discharge uas
considered for the ble>doc>n into the river.

a. Once-throu h Coolin

Pe>er plants have cocconly used once-through cooling in c>hich vater is
c>ithdraan free ~ river to cool the condenser and then returned to the river.
Once-through cooling has nany advantages including 10>> cost> lack of fog
as night occur froc a cooling te>er, and a scalier consucptive vater usa
since the evaporation froc the theznal pinna on the surface of the ziver
is generally lass than the evaporation froc a cooling te>er.

However> once-through cooling results in nearly all the plant c>aste heat
being discharged to the river. This added heat load cosy have adverse
effects ou tha biota in the river. Tharnal standards included in tha
State of Nashington vater quality standard contain the follouing special
condition applying to the Colunbia River betveen tha.Washington~Son
bordaz (river nile 309) and Priest Rapids Dan (river nile 397).

"No neasuzable increases shall be pernitted c>fain the vaters
designated c>hich result in vater tecperatuze exceeding 68'P,
nor shall the cccajlative total of all such increases arising
fran nonwatural causes be peznitted in excess of dt 110/
(T - 1$); for purposes hereof adta represents the parcissive
increase and W'epresents the resulting c>ster tccqlaratureea

The 1960-1968.naxinun August tenperature of the Col>cilia River, as zjaasured
at the Priest Rapids Dan> c>as 67.8'P. Thus, on a hot day in the scceer-
tijoa> it can be seen that vezy little t~eratuze rise night be possible
vithout exceeding the 68'P lijait. Also, taking the river tecperatuze as
66'P, the naxinun tcnperature rise allo>>ed fron dt 110/(T - 1$ ) is 2'P.
Using 7.88 x 109 Btu/hr as the total vesta heat load snd taking as a
conservative assucption no heat loss by evaporation fran the thercal plex>a
on tha river, the average tecperature rise of the overall zivar in the
vicinity of Hanford No. 2 c>auld be 1.0'P at the cinicun licensed riverflou
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of 36,000 cfs, or 0.3'F at the average riverflov of 115,000 cfs. Also,
additional study would be required to nore conpletely evaluate the effect
of the tenperature rise on the river biota. In viev of the above con-
siderarions and adnfnfstrative directives>2$ once-through cooling has
been rejected in favor of cooling towers. Interin enviromental guide-
lines published by the Deparfu>ant of the Interior also opposed use of
on-strean cooling for nev facilities.ra

About the only atnospheric effect of once-through cooling on the Coluxbfa
River vould be a slight (few hours per veek) increase in stean fog near
the point of discharge, especially on cold,vinter r>ornings. This fog
vould be wispy> shallov, and not a hatard to navigation on the river.

b> NaturalMraft Coolie Towers

Natural-draft cooling towers are large, hyperbolic structures in which
the intake air is warned and h>xaidfffed ar. the botton of the tover by
conracr. with the condenser cooling water thus creating a chiwney effect
due to its buoyancy, i.e., lover density. This chinney effect causes
the air to flov upvard, cooling the vater cascading dovnward through the
tover by convection and evaporation. The air discharges Eros> the top
of the tower carrying a plm of entrained varer droplets (drift) fron
the tover. Experience with natural-draft cooling towers indicates that
ground-level fog and icing Eron such towers is extrenely rare, as the
plunes tend to rise to considerable heights (500-1500 feet) above the
elevated release level. Elevated plus can o'ccasionally extend'or
diitances of 10 or nore niles on cold, hunid days. A natural-draft,
cooling tower has about the sane cons>xrptlve vater use, by evaporation
plus drift> as a r>echanical-draft cooling tower.

The natural-draft cooling tower systen considered by the Supply Systen for
the Hanford No. 2 P)ant consists of tvo towers ~ each 430 feet in base
dianeter and 450 feet high. The additional capital cost vould be $ 8.5
nillion over the cost of a r>echanical&raft tower systen. However> this
systen vould fail to operate adequately about 20 to 30 days per year,
during periods vhen the tenperature vas very high and'the relative hunidity
vas very lov. This problen arises fron the generally arid geographical
area vhere the Hanford No. 2 plant is to be located. The lov hunidlty
causes r>ost of che cooling in natural-draft tovers to take place through
evaporation vith relatively little cooling, by conduction of heat to the air
to raise its tenperature and lover its density. Therefore, the difference
in density betveen air inside and outside tha rower is lov at tines,
resulting in poor draft and reduced cooling capacity. Consequently, since
natural-draft cooling towers would yield inadequate perfornance during thes~r and since there appears to be no incentive, econonic or othetvise,
for choosing then, a r>echanical&raft coo)ing tower systen vas chosen for
Hanford No. 2.
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A cooling pond is another possibility for Hanford No. 2. Condenser cooling
vater vould be taken fron, and returned to, the pond. The pond dissipates
vesta heat to the atnosphere by evaporation and convectfon. The pond would

~ require about 2000 acres of surface area.

The use of a cooling pond vould reduce the density and perhaps the extent
of surface fog vhen conpared to t>ochanfcal-draft towers> due prinarily to
the larger area of transfer of heat and vater to the atnosphere. Experience
at existing cooling ponds (Pour Corners, Dresden, Ht. Storn) shove that
stean fogs over cooling ponds are thin, shallov, and do not seriously reduce
surface visibilities at distances 500 feet or r>ore fron the pond. There is
no drift fron cooling ponds.

Icing near cooling ponds poses no,problen except vithin 100 to 200 feet of
the shore. The ice thar. is produced is friable and of lov density; lt is
alrost alvays observed on vertical surfaces, rarely on horitontal ones
such as roads.

A nsjor drawback to the use of a cooling pond for Hanford No. 2 fs the
problen that could result fron rising ground~ster levels. The integrity
of a lining of reasonable cost which vould seal the pond and prevent seepage
cannot be assured. The current nathenatical nodel'of the ground~ster
beneath the Hanford Reservation indicates that a significant increase in
vater table csn result Eron percolation of only a fev thousand ~r> of vater
fron the pond into the ground. IS Substantial tine and effort vould be re-
quired to assure the absence of any undesirable effect'ron a rise in the
vater table under the Hanford Reservation, including potential consequences
of a raised vater table on buried radioactive vastes. Por this reason, the
use of a cooling pond for Hsnford No. 2 has.been rejected.

d. ~S'

A spray canal, another possible approach, would require a large nusber of
nostles to spray water into the air. — Heat is dissipated by evaporation,
plus a snail anount of transfer of sensible heat to the air fron the vater
droplets. For Hanford No. 2, it is estinsted that a series of canals
approxinately tvo niles in total. length, 160 Eeet vide and 8 Eeet deep>
vith 256 floating spray nodules> vould be required.

The use of spriy canals for pover plant cooling is a relatively recent
developnent, and experience vith large system is quite linited. 'Ihe
drift fron a spray canal is estinated to be fron 1 to 52 of total con-
denser vater flow.f This is a nuch higher drift than iron a cooling
tower, so consunptfve vater use is so~hat higher than for a cooling
tower. The high drift tends to nfninfse concentration of dissolved



solids> so the need foz blowdowa to the river is reduced. However, the
high drift creates a potential problen of deposition of cheaical salts on
the ground azeas in the iaacdiate viciaity of the site.

Operational cxpcrience vith large spray systens ia areas of cold vintezs is
Ifnfted to one winter of data at the Dresden spray canal. Since the spray
nodules reduce the voluae oE air iato vhich heat and vater vapor (for a givea
pleat load) enter, sprays czeate nore aad denser fogs thea do cooling ponds.

The visible plus»s coatain nore drift (tiny droplets tora froa spzay drops
aad carried inland by thc winds) than do plunes fron poads aad tovers. In
vinter dense ice has been observed ac distances of the ordez of 500 Eeet
froa the canal.

The use of a spray canal has been re)ected Eor the ssz» rcasoa as use oE
a cooling pond, naaely the possible probleas czeated by a raised vater
table in the grouad.

A dzy cooling cower is csseatially a vater-to-air heat exchanger. Heat is
transferred coavectively to the air as it passes over the coils or heat
transfer surfaces vhich contain the condenser vater, ia a coapletely closed
systca. Consuaptive vater use aad gzound fog arc niaiaal with a dzy tovcr,
but the heat cransfer is very inefficient, zequiriag large and costly
heat-exchaage structures. Capital cost of a dzy tover is esciaatcd to be,
about three tines that of aa evaporative or vet tower.ri

In addition> a dzy tovcr causes the plant to be less efficient, since the
vatcr froa the condenser caa be asde to approach only the dzykulb tenperature
of the sabfeat air, rather thea thc lover vet-bulb t~eratuze. This neaas
that a dzy tower cools thc vater less effcctivcly than an evaporative tower,
vith resultaat higher coadcascr teaperatuzes aad thus higher turbine back-
prcssuzes and.lower pleat eEficieacies. A dzy rower vould therefore result
ia sfgnificaat pover loss coapared vfth aa evaporative tover.

Thus, the additional high cap1tal and operating costs of dzy cooling towers,
plus the pover loss, vas thc cause of their being refected for Hsaford No. 2,
especially in vicv of the very snail envizonnental i»pact expected iron
the use of nechanical-draft cooliag tovers.

Aa altezaative possibility vould be a nultiport jet dischazge, sonecines
called a aultiport 5et diffuser. Such a design night have a length oE pipe,

. perhaps 50 to 100 feet long, with snail holes in the pipe top oz sides>
to create snail discharge 5ets all along, the pipe length for rapid dilution
of the effluent vith the river. This desiga has the advaatage of very
rapid aad diffused nixing of th« vazn effluent vith the river vater.

Thc single-point discharge villnix by a factor of fron three to five within
four or five pipe disasters froa the outlet, at vhich point 1t vill be
fully bent and headed dovnstresa. Five pipe disasters vould be about seven
feet. arith a aultiport discharge, the dilutioa factor seven feet fron the
pipe would probably bc greater than three to five, depeading oa the length
of pipe and the designs aspects of the nultiport discharge. However> at
a distance of 200 fact dowastresn> there would be litcle essential difference
in tbcznsl or chcnfcal dilutioa regardless of vhethei a single~rt or,a
nultiport discharge vere used.

A disadvantage of a nultiport discharge pipe is the river botton distu*ance
ia the installation of such a pipe. For exsaple> if the pipe vere supported
above the river bottoa on anchor blocks. the installation of these anchor
blocks vould disturb tbe natural rivczbed during coastruction. The Supply
Systen has nadc aa agrcenent vith thc State of Mashlngton that it vill
ainfnize such construction effects on the river botton.

Therefore, because of, thc desire for nfafnun construction i»pact oa the
river botton for installation aad because there is little difference
200 feet dowastrcsn, a single~ort discharge vas chosen over a nultiport
discharge.

6. Alternative Trans ortation Procedures

Alternatives, such as special routing of shfpz»nts> providing escorts ia
separate vehicles> adding shieldiag to the containers> aad constructing a
fuel recovery aad fabrication plant oa the site rather than shipping fuel
to sad froa thc statfoa> have been exsnined by thc staff for the general
case. The fnpact oa the environs»nt of transportation under nornal or
postulated accident conditions is not considered to be sufficient to 5ustffy
the additional effort required to inplenent any of the alteznatives.

B COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

5. Alternative Dischsr Confi ration

Foz the discharge of bleed or blovdown vater to the river, the proposed
Hsnford No. 2 dcsiga is a singe-porc 5et dischazge. The discharge
coafiguracion villbe such as to discharge the effluent stzesn perpendicular
to the «uzrcnt flow and d1rected upwards at an angle of 15 degrees above
thc horizontal at the point vhere the pipe touches the screen botton. The
discharge ve)ocity villbe approxiaately 7 fps for rapid nixfng vith the
ziver.

1. S>s»>a of Cost-Benefits

A cost-benefit sun»cry is prcsentcd ia Table XI-3. Only tvo alternative
nuclear plant designs have been included, the proposed Hsnford No. 2 Plant
aod a siailar plant vith once-through cooling. All other cooling ncthods
have baca found unsatisfactory, not feasible, or of excessive cost to bc
reasonable alternatives. Tvo alternative foss11-fueled povcr sources are
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considered, coal- and oil-fired plants. Hatural gas is not in sufficient
supply to be considered a viable alternative for a baseload plant.- Cas-
turbine syst~ have operating costs too high to be considered for base-
load power generation. hll econom(cal hydro sites are planned for exploita-
tion, and other energy sources are not sufficiently developed to be Lncluded
for'urther analysis.

The primary benefit to be derLved from constructing a power'lant in the
Pacific Horthvest is the electrical energy of 8.18 billion kilovatt-hours
per year

There are a member of benefits that contribute to the local and state
economy. The construction of the Hanford Ho. 2 Plant villprovide peak
employment of nearly 900 persons with an average employment over the
4-1/2 year construction program of 545. h total. payroll of $65,000,000
and $25,000,000 to be spent for materials and services vill contribute to
the local economy during the construction period. hn operating staff of
65 villbe permanently employed.

State taxes estimated at $ 105400000 per year vLll be paid by the Supply
System. (This assumes that the pover generation tax presently'being
considered by the legislature of the State of Washington is asseised.= This
vould apply to all plant alternatives.)

The applicant. has estimated the capital cost of constructing the proposed
1100-M/0 plant to be $288 million; total financing required is $410 million.
The present value of the annual operating costs* of $ 19.1 million over
a 30~ear period is $ 263 million using 6I as the cost of capital. (This
interest rate is representative of the cost of rr)ney to rgunicipal agencies
and public utility districts. Washington Public Power Supply System, a
publLc agency, vill obtain all its financing by issuing revenue bonds.) The
total of these cost." is $673 million.

The estixmted capital cost of a similar nuclear plant using on'e-Through
cooling is $ 274 million. The staff estimated total fLnancingwequired
woold be approximately $ 394 million. This rxethod of cooling results in
lcxrer turbine back pressure and thus greater output from the system.
Operating costs (lesser vithout a cooling tover) vere estimated by the
staff to be $16.1 million vith present value over 30 years at 62 of
$ 222 million for a total cost of $ 616 million. The Supply System
chose not to pursue this design because of less vali-known environ-
)sental factors and administrative directives.23
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*Includes fuel, operation, maintenance, insurance, administrative costs>
and interim replacements. Excludes amortization, interest, and taxes.



The 30-year costs of both coal- and oil-fired plants (computed on the same

basis as for the nuclear plants) exceed the costs of the auclcar plants due
to higher fuel costs. Coal is ass~d by the appllcant22 to come from
Vyoming or.Hoatana at a aine cost of 13.3 cents per million Btu. Traas-
poreation cost of $ 5.15 pcr ton brings the cost on site to 43 canes .per
million Btu. Annual operating costs are estimated as $ 34.4 million. Estimated
cost for Euel oil is $4.23 per barrel equivalent to 66 cents per million
Btu delivered to the'ite. Anaual operating costs are estimated eo be
$ 50 million. Heat refection to the river is substantially lover for fossil-
fuel plants, but large amounts of S02, HO ~ aad parriculates are discharged
ro the air. x

Having sclectcd mechanical-draft cooliag tovers for ehe proposed design,
the applicaat investigated various modifications of these rovers to
zeduce the visible pl~ during winter months vhea fog may persist at ground
level. With the selected tovcrs as the base, iacremcatal capital costs for
these modified eovcr syseeas vere estiaated to be:

Y~chanical-draft cooling covers vith 60 foot. stacks-.- $ 3,000,000
Y~chanical-draft vet-dry cooling towers —$ 4,000,000
Hcchaaical-draft cooling tovers with lined poad —$ 30,000,000

The first of these design modifications incorporates 60-foot stacks in place
of the 20-foot standard faa stack co discharge he plex at higher elevation.
The second has provisions eo aix the moisture-laden air vith air heated
by hot inlet vater. The third proposes using a one-square-mile lined
cooliag pond ia thc vintcr months in lieu of the covers. The occurrence
of fog of sufficient density and frcqucncy as to create a predictable
hazard is so small, that thc additional expenditure to reduce ie is not
varraneed.

Land requirements for the nuclear plants do aot include the acreage needed
for an exclusioa area. Only about 30 acres villbe disturbed by consrruceioa
vith the reaainder esseatially untouched. Land requirements for the coal-
fired plant include that accessary for thc building's coal storage pile
and ash disposal, while fuel storage area only is included for the oil-
fired pleat in additioa to the buildiags. For the latter, a permanent
barge ofE-loading facility at the riverbank is assumed.

Enriched uranium fuel Eor thc nuclear pleats operating at aa 80Z capacity
Eactor requires the aiaing and processing of approximately 196 tons of
U30S per year. The initial loading of the reactor requires 770 tons of
UIOS. Plutoaiua produced through the fission process is also recoverable
for future use. The fuel burned ia the coal-fired plant (3.5 million tons/
year) is assumed to be delivered by traia; onc train load per day vould
be required. One barge load of oil pcr day (10.7 million bbl/year) vould
be aeeded to fuel the oil-fired plant.

Evaporative loss of vster from the proposed plant of 37 cfs maximum is
only about 0.12 of miaimua licensed flow (36,000 cfs) of the Coluabia River,
or 0.032 of the average annual flov (115,000 cfs). A smaller loss of
vater can be attzibuted to the ance-through cooled plant. Cooling tovers
are assumed for thc fossil-Eired plants which have only about 24 cfs
evaporated vater loss.

Alternative land uses are not evaluated because of the abundance of barren
land on the Hanford Reservation, and the face that there are no other plans
Eor use of thc land. Alternative radvaste systems have not been evaluated
because the proposed system meets the requirements of proposed Appendix I
of 10 CFR Pare 50.

2. Balencin of Coses snd Benefits

The eaviroameatal costs of constructing snd operating the Hanford No. 2

Plant. are the use (for the life of the pleat) of 30 acres of land noe other-
visa used or intended for use ia an area of thousands of acies of barren
lead; the destructioa of rhe habitat of small ~s occupying the area;
localized temporary increase ia tuzbidity ia the river froa dredging; the
consumptive use of 37 cfs (maximum) of Coluabia River water vhich is about
0.1Z of licensed minimum flow; a possibility of iacreasing fog ia vinter
on highvays a fev miles from the pleat for 12 to 26 hours per year in an

area where natural fog occurs up to 38 days per year; the discharge. of
gaseous and liquid efflucnts containing zadioauclidcs that vill result in
an increased exposure to thc local population of less than the normal
variation in natural background; the discharge of heat and chemicals to
the river in such aaounts as to cause no measurable effect on overall
ecological balance in the river; the use of 480 acres of desert. for
transmission lines.

These adverse effects must be compared to the benefits of supplying
electricity to the Pacific Northvest, a regioa dependeae upon this 'form
of eaergy for economic grovth aad ehe amenities of life. Thc alternatives
oE supplyiag pover from fossil-fueled plants vould involve incremental
present~orth costs of $ 96 million for a coal-fired pleat and $ 260 aillion
for aa oil-fired plant. Fossil-fueled planes vould contribute to air
pollution through thc eaissioa of 802, bOx, aad particulates to the
ataosphere. Aa alteraative of once-through cooling foz the plant vould
reduce cost by $57 million over the 3~ear life of the plant, vith
attendant unevaluated impact oa the Columbia River.

The staff concludes that the benefits from the Hanford No. 2 Plant outveigh
the environmental costs associated with it aad that the alternatives
coasidered are aot economically nor environmentally /ustified.
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XII. DISCUSSION OF GRMÃTS RECEIVED ON THE
DRAFF ENVIROhNENTAL STATENENT

Pursuant to paragraph A.6 of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50, the Draft Envizon-
mental Statement of August. 1972 vas transmitted, vfth a request for
connect, to:

this Final Environmental Statemcat and in part by the folloviag.dis-
cussion. The comments are included in this statement as Appendix C.

LIEF VALVE AU@ANTED BYPASS REVAB SYSTEM (EPA, C-18)

h c~t vas made that the sigaificance of the fodine source fzoa
the REVAB system should be preseated in the Final Statement.

Advisory Council oa Histozfc Prcscrvatioa
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Cocmerce
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Departaeat of Housiag and Urbaa Development
Department of the Iaterioz
Depaztment of Transpoztatfon
Federal Paver ~ssfon
Environmental Protectioa Agency
State of 'Washington
Chaizaaa, Benton County Board of ~ssfoners

Ia addition, the AEC requested c~ts on the Draft Environmental
Statement from interested persons by a notice published in the
Federal Register oa August 30, 1972 (37 F.R, 17578).

Ccxmcats in response to the requests referred to above vere received
from:

Advisory Councf1 on Historic Preservation
Departaeat of Agriculture
Department of the bray, Corps of Engineers
Departaeat of Grmrce
Depaztacnt of the Iaterior
Department of Transportatioa
Federal Pover Commission
Envfronacntal Protection Agency
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Develops
State of Washington
Washington State Department of 0~roe and Ecoaomic Development
State of Oregon Nuclear and Ihezaal Energy Couacil
Natural Resources Defease Council, Iac.

Thc REVAB system is expected to operate oaly on a turbiae trip or loss
of load. Each tine the REVAB system is activated, as much as 8 curiae
of noble gas cnd 0.06 curie of iodiae may be dumped into the suppression
pool. The release of saall amounts of primary coolant to the torus vith
subsequcat dilution, decay and treatment of any radioactive gases by
the Standby Cas Treatment Systea make such a source negligible.

As operating data become available from this plant and other operating
EWE's, the staff iateads to evaluate the potential effect these aon-
routine operations aay have on vaste treatment systeas and rccomacad
changes as aay be necessary.

B. NACNITUDE OR SOURCE EFFLUENTS RESULTINC FROW MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

(EPACT C 19)

As iadicated in the DES, the staff expects that releases of radioactive
aaterfals ia liquid effluents vill be a fractfoa of the'values shovn
fa Table III-2. Hovcver, to ctmpcnsate for equipment dovntfac aad
expected operational occurrences, including maintenance, the expected
values have been nozaalized to 0.25 curie per year.

Although there is some doubt that the vesta handliag aad treataent sys-
tem as installed is capable of handliag large voluaes of liquid vastes
such as that froa the suppression pool, the concentration of activity
ia thcsc large volumes is expected to be lov enough that releases to =

the environment villbe aegligiblc over the life span of the plant.

C. CRRITMENT TO PROPOSED APPM)IX I TO 10 CFR PART 50 (EPA, C-19)

The applicaat committed as a design oh)ective to the liaits of proposed
Appendix I to 10 CFR Pazt 50 (36 P.R. 11113). Our evaluation vas done
for normal operatioa of the plant and included expected operational
occuzrcaces, as vali as equipaeat downtime. The doses froa our evalua-
tion are vithia the proposed Appendix I liaits.

Consideratioa of comments received aad the dispositioa of the issues
involved are reflected in part by revised text ia other sections of
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D. EFFLUENT HNITORING (EPA, C-21)

A comment vas aade that the Final Statement should fnclude a discussion
of the estiaated amounts of radfoactfve material that could be released
from the plant undetected and the capability of the surveillance pro-
gram to differentiate betveea releases from the pleat and other sources.

The applicant states that the maximum amount of radioactive material that
could bc released from the plant undetected is 75 uCL. This is based oa
a minimum detector seasftivfty of 10 6 WCL/cc and a tank volume of 20,000
gallons. The maxim>- activity thar. could be discharged prior to actfva-
tioa of zonftoring alarms and before shutoff occurs fs about 90 nCL.
This fs based on an assumed aaximua conccntratioa of 3.93 x 10 3 pCL/cc,
a 180 gpa pump flov rate and' total tire of 2 seconds to coapletioa of
shutoff. (This includes a delay of 1 second before initiatfoa of shutoff.)

In,addition,'he capabilities of the effluent aonftorfng program vere
evaluated by the staff ia thc Safety Evaluation Report. issued on
September 22, 1972. The staff concluded that zr>nftoring equipment
that vill be installed to measure the radiation levels fa the plant.'s
efflucnts are acceptable.

Thc surveillance program vill differentiate betveea radioactivity re-
leases and consequences to thc cnvizonmeat from Banford No. 2 and
those resulting from previous aad current discharges of radioactive
materials from other sources by coatiauhl zz>nitorfng of Banford No. 2
potential release points. This information, together with the Banford
No. 2 radiological zonitorfng program and other cocplcncnting monitoring
programs on the Hanford Resezvatfon, should pinpoint any accidental
radioactive release.

E. METEOROLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS (CQRERCE> C-13)

The zatcorologfcal ass>mq>tfons used fa the evaluation of accident con-
scqucnccs are as stated in the proposed Annex to Appendf>L D of 10 CFR
Part 50 (36 P.R. 22851). Such assuaptfons approximate the dispcrsfon
«ondftfons vhich vould prevail az least 50Z of the tfae at the site.

P. ACCIDENTAL RADIATION RELEASES TO WATER (IÃTERIOR> C-34)

A c>xmacnt~suggestcd. that-"the environmental effects of releases to
water is lackiag. Nany of thcsc postulated accidents listed in Tables
VI-1 and VI-2 could result in releases to the Coluabia River snd should
be evaluated in detail." The doses calculated as consequences of the
postulated accfdents are based on airborne transport of radfoactive

aatczials, resulting fn both a direct and and inhalation dose. Our.
evaluation of the accident doses assumes that the applicant's environ-
cental monitoring prograa and approprLate additional aonftorLng (which
could be iaitiated subsequent to an incident detected by Ln"plant
monitoring) vould detect the presence of zadioactivfty in the eaviron-
aent in a timely manner such that remedial action could be taken if
accessary to limic exposure froa other poteatial pathvays to man.

G. PRINCIPLES OF SAFETY IN TRANSPORT (IhTERIOR> C-33)

h comment suggested that urgency procedures be developed for aaxinua
contaiaaent of lov-lcvcl radioactive vastes, as well as minimum per
sonnel contamination in the event of a spill of such wastes as a result
of a severe >ccidcnt.

Provisions fn tzanspoztatioa regulations assure aaxinum containmcnt
of wastes and mfniaua contamination froa wastes fn accLdents. Shfp-
meats of vastcs are likely to b» made by exclusive~ac truck, vhich
means that the vehicle is loaded by the consignor and unloaded by the
consigaee. Ia most cases the shipments are made fa closed vehicles.
Since the shipment is exclusive use, the shipper can provide specific
instructions to carrier personnel regardfng procedures fa case of
accidents.

Commission regulations rcqufze that. an applicant's Preliainazy Safety
Analysis Repozt coatafn a discussion of the applicant's preliainary
pleas for coping with emergencies. These plans vere evaluated by the
staff in thc Safety Evaluation Report issued on September 22, 1972.

Cocaissfon and Department of Transportation regulations provide specific
instructions zo carriers for segregating damaged and leaking packages,
keeping people sway from the scene of an accident, and notificatioa of
the shipper and the Department of-Transportation.

Each package coatafning radioactive aaterial fs labeled vith the radio-
active aaterial label> a distinctive label vhfch identifies the material
and provfdei a visual varnfng. The regulations specify placarding on
the outside of thc truck for identifyiag the presence of shfpaents of
large quantities of radioactive aaterLals. An extensive program has
been carried out over the past several'eats by vhich emergency per-
sonael> including police departments, fire departmcats, and civil-
defense offices, have been advised of procedures to follov fn accidents
involving radioactive materials and other hazardous materials. Specific
instructfons with regard to radioactive aaterials have been provided



through the AEC's efforts as vali as those of carrier organizations such
as the'Bureau of Explosives of the Associatioa of haerfcan Railroads>
the haerican Trucking Association, aad the hir Transport Association.
hs indicated ia Section V.E.4, aa fntergoveraeental prograa to provide
persoanel aad equipaeat is available at the request of persons (truck
drivers> police, bystanders or ocher persons) kt the scene of such
accidents.

The vaste itself is confined eithez ia the fora of solidified naterials,
such as concrete, or coapacted solids. The lov-level of coatanfnation
of the vesta together vith the fora of the vesta, serves to afniaize
che contaaination in the unlikely event that there is a spill in aa
accident.

The staff has concluded that exfsting applicable zegulatioas already
pzescribe adequace procedures to nftfgate the effects of infrequent
accidents vhich night occur involviag shipaents of vastes froa the
Statfoa.

H, HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (INTERIOR> C-31> ACHP, G-65)

The Atonic Enezgy Coaafssfoa is cognicaat of its responsibilities as a
Federal agency under Seccioa 2 of Executive Order 11593 of Hay 13, 1971.
Staff z>tubers have been officially designated to initiate and adafnfscer
those aeasures necessary to direct Coaaissioa policies, plans aad pro-
graas in such a vay that federally owned sites, structures, and objects
of historical, architectural.-or archaeological significance are pre-
sezved, rescored and nafatafned. Accordingly, steps vere taken to
locate and fnvenrory all sites, buildings and objects on the Hmford
Reservation that night qualify for noaination for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places. At the present tfae the Coa-
aission does not plan to subait acainations fron the Haaford Reservatioa.
If soaecfae in the future no&nations froa the Hanford Reservation are
subaitted, the presence of Haaford No. 2 vould not interfere vith such
actions.

The Liaison Officer for Historic Presezvation in the State of Washiagtoa
(Washington State Parks and Recreation Cession) has been given the
opportunity to ~ac on the Draft Eavfronaental Stat~at. No cormnts
vere received (see C-43).

I CONCRETE BATCHIÃC PLANT (EPA> C-28)

The concrete batching plant is recognised as a potential souzce of air
pollutioa aad tbe following equipaent aad procedures vill be used to
afafafce particulate release.

The applicant vill traasport ceaent to the sice ia enclosed tzucks.
Ceaenr. tzaasfer co the storage silo vill be aade urilisiag an enclosed
airlift. The silo itself is a sealed building provided priaarfly for
ceaent protection. Hovever, che silo serves effectively to prevent
ceaert eatraiaaent ia air. During batch plant operation, vater vets
dovn the dzua interior prior to the feed of the concrete coaponents.
Water spray concfnues throughout the period of material addition and
aixing aad serves to afniaise airborne particulates. Additional pro-
tection is received fzoa a rubber boot vhich serves as a chute through
which the aaterial travels froa the batch plant hopper into the truck
dzua. Folloving the aixiag operacioa, particulate release is aot con-
sidered a problea

J SANITARY WASTE (Eph, C 30)

Use of a septic tank aad draiaage field for the dfsposal facility was

based upon a nuaber of considerations. These iacluded good Boil drainage
characteristics, a site vali above the grouadvater table and reaote fzoa
habitation, aad satisfaccory operation of siailar systeas at other Haaford
facilities. The syscea was selected because it appears to neet the dual
zequireaents of sarisfactozy operation aad afnfaal inpact. Additional
beaefits are lov construction cost and aiaiaal aaiateaaace requlreaents.
Use of a package treataenc plaac of the activaced sludge, extended
aeratioa type vould have an iaitfal cost factor over five tines that of
the proposed systea and vould require substancial operating costs and
consequently, vould not be justified.

If sludge buildup becoaes a problea, excess sludge vill be disposed of
by a scavenger operator pursuant to contract.

K. ALTERNATIVE SITES (NRDC> C-57)

The discussion of alternate sites in Section 2.5.3 of the Hanford No. 2
Environ"eatal Report (ER) focused on the Roosevelt Beach and Hanford
sites. Hovever, this reflects" only the latter stages of the site
selection process. Refereaces 3, 4 and 5 of Section 2.5 of the Envfron-
aeatal Report provide further discussion of altezaate sites thar. vere
considered.

Reference 3 eacitled 'Final Report oa Nuclear Paver Plant Siting in the
Pacific Northvest", evaluated 16 typical sites throughout the Pacific
Nozchvest aad provided part of the basis for mze detailed studies of
sites.
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Site survey studies vere perfozaed for Washington Public Pover Supply
Systea in 1967.L >e These studies covered z7 potential sites for
nuclear pover plants./
Reference 4 is a detailed study of tvo poeeacfal sites by the Grays
Harbor Public UtilityDistrict, a aeaber of the Supply Systea. This
study fadicated a slight preference for the Roosevelt. Beach sfce over
the Saddle HLII site, based on studies of populatfoa distribution,
veather considerations, geological aad seisnological coasidera fons,
enviroaaeaeal effects, and costs.

Detailed site investigations vere then perforned at Roosevelt Beach and
vere reported in Reference 5. These investigations included 10 borings
at the site for evaluatioa of foundaeioa conditions, geophysical studies,
and geological reconnaissance vork.

Status reports by Bonneville Power fn aid-1969 fadicated that southvese
Washington vas the preferred locatioa, with sites under study ae Kalsaa,
Roosevelt Beach, and Sequin Bay..g

In sunaazy, the initial selectfoa of the site az. Roosevelt Beach vas
asde, in full consfderatica of all these studLes, and vork proceeded oa
that basis. The decfsioa to change co a Hanfozd site is discussed by
the applicant Ln the Environaeatal Report, and by the staff fn the
Draft and Final Bnrfroaaencal Stateaents. The Supply Systea considers
aaay of the alteznate sites as vfable candidates for future charnel
plants.

State of Washfngeoa agencies vere fully faforaed throughout the site
selection process, and their inpues vere a factor fn the final selectioa.
In addition, the Bureau of Gxxsercial Pfsherfes was kept fully inforaed.

L, ENERGY IRENENTS FOR IRRIGATION (NRDC, C-59)

Irrigation loads in the Northvest increased alaost 30 tiaeswfnce 1950.
Technological developaents have vade ft. econoafcal co life vater 800 to
1000 Eeet Eroa veils or streams to sprinkler irrigate lands never
before considered due to lift or distance restrfccfoas. The coa-
suaptioa of electric energy for irrigation is increasing because of
several factors including higher lifts, shift co sprfakler irrigation,
longer puaping systens, and tore acres irrigated.

M. CONSTRUCTION WATER (STATE OP WASHINCION, C-45)

The Draft Eavironaeatal Scatezant indicates that construction water
vill be secured froa tvo on-site wells. During constructfoa, vaeer is
necessary for boch soil stabflfzatfoa (to preveat vfnd erosion) sad
soil caapactfoa. Ic has been necessazy eo p>xzp directly froa the
river, sface vali vater fs not yec available. Thfs river water zequire-
aent fs coasidered teaporazy and will be phased ouc Eollovfag zhe soil
coapactfon work aad Che availability of vali vaeer. presently, the
punp capacity for river vater vftMraval is 800 gpa. Hovever, fc has
aoe baca necessary co use this capacity.

Necessary pernfts for this teaporary vicMraval of vater fron che
Colunbia River have baca obeaLned by the applicant's construction
contractor.

N OTHER ENERGY SOURCES —OIL (NRDC> C-56)

A consent vas sade speculating that the West Coast fs expected to have
a surplus of doe>escfc oil if the Alaska Pipelfae goes forvard aad that
possible mdfficatioas of the Oil Iaport Prograa could aake f>sported
oil available at lover cost or in greater quantities.

Although developaeat of the Alaskan oil fields has already begua, ft
does aoc appear likely that oil delfveries froa this area will have a
significant effect on ehe doaescfc supply prior to zhe operation of
Haaford No. 2. Also, cransporearion costs (tanker or pipeline) vill
be high, adding subseaatfally to the relatively high cost of pro-
duction in polar regions. Even if an adequate supply vere available
for use froa their source, it is hLghly unlikely that, costs vould be
reduced eo a eoupecfcive level vith nuclear fuel.

Residual fuel oil, as the naca faplies> is a residual reffnezy produce
aad fs used Eor heavy fuel uses, such as the generation of stean and
electric-pover. In the United States the yield of residual ofl fron
each barrel of crude has been steadily decreasing. It is reasonable
to expect that residual oil yields in foreign refLaerfes vill follov
the Uaited States trend as the vorld deaand for distillate products
concindes to increase. Therefore, che supply of resfdual oil can be
expected to becone tighter and iz. fs highly unlikely that aodiffcacions
to the OLI &port Prograa will aaterially reduce the price of residual
oil fn vfev of decreasiag supply relative to denaad.



0 GEOLOGY AÃD SEISMIC CRITERIA (INTERIOR» C 32 ~ STATE OF WASHINGTON>
C-45)

The functioa of this staseaent is so assess the effects of the Haaford
No. 2 Plant oa the envfroaaeat. Physical properties of fouadation
aaterials and seisaic consideratioas used for desiga criteria vere
evaluated by the staff in the Safety Evaluation Report issued on
Sepsecber 22, 1972.

P. HYDROPOWER NAVIGATION I «U 'T (AGRICULTURE» C 5» ARMY> C 8)

The proposed Bea Fran'klin hydroelectric site oa the Coluabfa River is
about four niles dovastreaa froa the Hanford No. 2 site. It has been
noted that the Corps of Engineers advised shat this is not a federally
authorised pro)act.S The present policy of the ~fssfon is to
evaluate the additive and/or interactive envlroacental iapacts of a
auclear facility vith other existing facilisies, but not speculate on
the possible additive aad/or interactive envfromental iapacts vith
proposed or possible future facilities.

It is agreed that in sosN instances coasidezation of regioaal effects
nay, be necessazy, especially vhere thc iapact of plant efflueats

'aynoc be linear vith coaceatration in che environaeat. Such is she
case vith theraal and cheaical effaces. On the ocher hand, radiatioa
effects on huasns are nov assuaed to be linear vith dose, and it is a
siaple aatcer to estiaate iapacc for a regioa by exaafnlng the individual
envfroaaeatal stateaents or siailar doc>zasats for plants ia the area.
It should be aoced that the Hanford No. 2 exclusion area does aot
overlap thee of the 1FTF.

T. TRANSPORTATION IPPACT OF SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTES (NRDC, C-52)

In the Draft Eaviroaacntal Scateaent the staff assuaed that the appli-
cant vill use a local burial ground ia Benton County for disposal of
solid radioaccive vastes. Therefore, the exposure iapacts preseated
in Section V.D.S.c vere based upon an average shipping distance of
10 ailes. Since disposal arraageaents are not final, it is coaceivable
that solid vastes night be shipped to soac other burial area nore dis-
tant than the one assuaed.

BARGE SLIP (COM»KRCE, C-ll; STATE OF WASHINGTON' 45)

hs indicated in the State of Washiagton cozaents, she applicant vill
not construct a barge slip. The applicant vill use a barge facility
to be ovaed aad constructed by the Porr. of Benton.e

R. DIRECT RADIATION DOSE ASSESSMENT (EPA, &20)

The- dose it she site boundary has been evaluated for all direct radiatioa
sources, including NIS turbiae shine aad coolant storage vessels. This
dose villbc less than 1 area/yr and the consequent population dose vill
be less than 0.1 aaa-rea/yr.

S — CUMULATIVE RADIOLOGICAL EPACT (EPA> C-20» INTERIOR> C-33)

The staff has chosen not to evaluate che regional icpact of aultiple
plant operation. This decision is related to the considerations upon
vhich proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 vas based. The proposed
site boundary dose of 5 area per year vas developed on the basis that,
froa the standpoint of radiation exposure to huaaas and U. S. pro)ected
pover needs to the year 2000, regional effects vould be ainiaal.

Under aozaal conditions> the average exposure to the individual truck-
driver during a 10~le shipaent of solid radioactive vesta is esti-
aated co bc abouc 15 area. If the sane driver vere to drive 50 truck-
loads ia a year, he could receive an estiaascd dose of about 750 area
during the year. With tvo drivers oa each vehicle, the annual cuaulative
dose for the 50 shipaeacs vould be about 1.5 san-rea. Approxiaately
100,000 persons vho reside" along a 1000 nile route over vhich the
solid vesta is transported night receive aa annual cuaulasive dose of
about 0.3 aan-rea.

U BACKFLUSHINC OF INFILTRATION-BED INTAXE SYSTEM (INTERIOR, C-33),

The applicant is presently studying che potencial fapacts of silting
vhich vill result froa the periodic backflushing of the intake syssca.
This study is expected to provide inpuc for a final intake stzucture
design vhich vill iaclude as aa ob)ective sdniaising the effects of
silting. ,The applicant states that the fiaal design vill be coordinated
vith both Federal aad State fishery agencies. The staff vill evaluate
che applicant's studies aad fiaal incake structure design in order to
deterafne the scope of an operational aonicoriag prograa, if required.
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V. CAS TURBINES (ARNE, C-9)

Despite the relatively lov capital cost> the very high fuel cost of
coabustioa (gas) turbines mkes their use for base-load power generation
expensive. Based on the data froa the Nev York State Deparment of Public
Services and assuning anaual fixed costs at 18 percent of capital costs,
for base-load operatioa at 80 percent of rated capacity> total genezating
costs indicate a cost penalty in the range of 30 to 45X for conbustion
turbines as base-load priac rovers.

Moreover, co>ustion turbines (vhich are vezy sinilar to sizcraEt 3et
~agincs) aze expected to offer fomidable aainteaaace difficulties ia
base=load service. "Both aizcraft aad industrial type gas turbines
require oa-liae inspection every 500-1000 hours of operation, snd a aa3or
overhaul after 2000-5000 hours operatiag tine if run at nozaal loads aad
reasonable capacity factors."9 Many coabustion-turbine plants have been
built for peaking snd reserve capacity in recent years but they are not
a ccepetitive alternative to stean plants for base-load geaeration.

W> HAND HAZARD (ABMT> C 7, COMMERCE> 0 13> INTERIORS C 32)

The potential for flood daasge at the site has been analyzed by the appli-
cant for the probable aaxizua flood on the Colunbia River, for the local
probable z>axixua flood, aad for floods duc to assuaed scisnically induced
failure of large upstrcsa dans. The cEfects of these assuacd floods
vere evaluated by thc staff ia thc Safety Evaluatioa Report issued on
Septcaber 22, 1972. The staff concluded that all plant facilities,
except thc river intake structure> are vcll above the consezvatively
ideatified seisaically induced flood levels aad that design criteria
exceed the flood hazazd rcquirczants as outlined by Executive Order 11296.

X ACCESS TO PROJECT (CQOEERCE> C-IO)

The Coz>aission has graated to thc Supply Systea, under the teias of a
lease agrccacnt, the general right to ingress snd egress to the site.
The Supply Systea, in tuzn, vill allow reasonable access to the site
sad to pro]ect data for the purpose of evaluating effectiveness of the
eaviroaacntal progrsa. Ihc river is open (up to the high vater nark) to
the general public up to the old Naaford town.site, approxiaately; eight
ailes north of the plane site.

T. CONTROL OP SOIL EROSION (AGRICULTURE> CA)

Because of the lov average annual rainfall (6.4 inches) and pemeable
surface soils, natural surface runoff is snail. Duziag construction snd
operatioa of the pleat, steps will bc taken to avoid uncontrolled zunoff

",i+1th night result fzoa disturbing the land. These include proper
grading> terracing or landscaping. To linit the erosion of rav soi 1 in
borrov pits aad spoil areas, exposed faces villbe protected to encourage
grovth of natural vegetatioa or, if necessazy, azeas villbe seeded.
Road cuts vhich expose fiae sands villbe stabilized vith gravel. Dust
'villbe contzolled by sprinkliag. In freezing vcather, dust is not
expected since the vcttcd soil vill-be stabilized by freeziag.

2 DISCHARGE DESIGN (EPA, C-24; CRSEECE ~ C-10)

The applicant considered a diffuscr type discharge as vali as a single
port hei for discharge of blovdovn into the river. The differences verc
found to be quite saall for a blovdova discharge of 14.5 cfs into the
river at ainima river Elov of 36,000 cfs and average river flow of
115,000 cfs..Consideriag all factors, the applicant Eound no essential
difference in perfoman«e of the various alternates fzoa that of thc
proposed design. The staff concluded that it is unlikely that the
proposed discharge systen villhave aay adverse iapact oa fishery resources
(see Section VII).

The staff also coasidcred the possibility of dilutioa airing o! the
cooliag tovcr blovdova water prior to discharge into the river and
coacludcd that it is highly unlikely that iacorporation of this concept
ia the systca desiga vould result in a neasurable reduction ia iapact on
the river biota.

AA IREDCINC ACTIVITIES (AREE > C 8 ~ CREEPIE ~ 0 1I)
The final plans for the proposed coastruction of the iafiltratioa intake
systea and the placeaeat of the discharge structure are sub)act to the
specifications defined in thc Site Certificatioa Agreeaent,~c and reviev
by appropriate Pederal aad State regulatory agencies prior to inpleacnta-
tion As proposed, constzuction of both facilities vould be accoaplished
duriag periods of low flov aad a tine.vhich would aiainise potential
effects on salaon and stcelhead spavning occurring ia downstream areas
of the river. The iatake systca villbe constructed in the dzy during
lcv vater levels, vith thc channel isolated fron the flowing streaa
and a settling poad utilized for devateriag operations, as accessary.



Pinal operations vill include the reaoval of the earthen plugs, vhich
contain a total volume of material estimated co be less than 100 cubic
yards. All spoils from this operation are to be reaoved, from the high
vater level vetted area and stabiliced. Excavation for the placemear.
of the discharge structures'involves the removal of an estiaaced 400

yards of material froa the stream bed. The excavated material aust be

zeaoved from the vetced area. Excavated material vill be subsequently
used as overburden for the discharge pipe.

Stability

Unstable

Neutral

Stable

0.11

0.14

0. 20

(0.15)P

0. 81

0.70

0.61

In che area of the proposed intake and outfall structures, the streaa bed

is composed of coarse subsrrate, and it is anticipated that dredging during
a period of lov flov vould have, greatest particle deposition in the
vicinity of the excavation site. It is difficult to accurately predicc
the level of turbidity and sediaentation resulting fzoa the construction
of both faciliries. However, it has baca estimated that any reasonable
amount of total spoils lost to the river vould be aegligible as co~ared
to continual coatributioa from the watershed.II Some short-tera
siltation and localized biological effects, e.g., displacecent, vill be
associated vith the excavatioa and disturbance of the river bed.
Studies on the effects of high level, chronic siltation conditions
generally indicate that streaa biota will be seriously affected. Hovever,
available datacc indicates that although short-tera episodes of turbidity
and siltation aay have some effect oa fauna, recovery is rapid, so long as
permanent damage is not done. Siltation severe enough to cause permanent
damage appears unlikely, and ia light of the vide fluccuatioa in the
continual contribution of suspeaded matter from the watershed aay silcatioa
effects should be comparatively saall.

BB. CHLORINE (EPA> C-25)

Chlorine vill be added to the circulating vater.at the inlet to the
coadenser tvo or three times per day for a period of about 20 ainutes each
time. The chlorine coatenr. of the vater entering the cooling tower has
been estiaated at 0.5 ppmis and ir. is expected to be substantially reduced
in passing through the tover. Blovdova to the river is taken from the
cooliag tover basin and this discharge is resrricted by the State Site
Certification AgreeaentIO to a chloriae content noc to exceed 0.1 ppa.
The chlorine concentratioa in the coolfng tower basia is expected to reach
a maximum value during or shortly after the actual chlorination period
and thea decrease rapidly vith time. If accessary, blovdovn can be
restricted during the relatively short period of aaxfchm chlorine concen-
tration in the tover basin to assure thar. the coacentration of free
chlorine does not exceed 0.1 ppa in the vater discharged to the river.

Very Stable 0.33 0.53

The ASME guide suggests p 0.25 for unscable and neurral conditions,
p ~ 0.50 for stable. These values are considerably higher than those
suggested by Succoa.

To apply a vind speed correctioa factor of 0.4 co the 200-ft vind data
require that p 0.50; this implies that the atmosphere is alvays very
stable ac che site. Table II-8 shove that stable conditioas are pre-
sent only 581 of the time.

Pasquilli9 states:

''Poz discances of 10 and 100 ka a speed is adopted mMvay,betveea
chis and the 'geostrophic'alue as estimated froa a chart of the
surface. pressure distribution. In this way a practical allovance
is made for che iafluence of che viad ac greater heights as the
vertical spread of che plume increases."

'Ibis indicates that a wind speed greater thea char. at the 200-ft level
should be used to measure dispersion rates out to 50 miles ia the
aan-rem dose calculations. Thus, the use of the viads at 200 fc would
be a conservative oae in the populaced areas surrounding the plant.

Pasquill also srates:

"Ihe axial concentrations aust chen be corrected so as to correspond
to the effeccive vind speed u. This is taken to be the 'surface
vind 'speed'f routine meteorological obsezvacion, for discances
of 0.1 aad 1 ka."

Thus, in viev of the conservative assumptions made ia the calculations
(no credit for building vake dilucion or elevated stack releases),
che staff feels thar, che use of che 200-foot vind speed is reasonable co
estimate doses at the exclusion bouadary (1950 meters).
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ED ~ OTHER ISSUES

Recognizing the virtually boundless range of considerations which could
conceivably be relevant to en environnental review of a nuclear power
reactor, the AvV, regulatory sraff has endeavored to apply a "rule of
reason" in deteznining the scope of its review. For ex>xT>le> this
statenent addresses the environnental inpact of only those activities
in the "nuclear fuel cycle" which are considered proxinate to the pro-
posed action. The inpact of activities such as uraniun nining and
ultinate disposal of high-level wastes - which are renote in tine and
place fron the licensed activity> beyond the licensee's control, and
to which the licensee contributes only fractionally - are not discussed.
This scope is consistent with current policy. See, e.g., Zn. the
Matter of Vernont Yankee Nuclear Power Co oration Docket No. 50-271
AIAB 56'n the Matter of Vernont Yankee Nuclear Power Co oration
Docket No. 50-271 ALAB-73. Sinilarly, the statenent discusses
the sub5ect of denand for energy fron the standpoint of actual antici-
pated denand, and not fron the standpoint, what the relevant denand
should or should not be upon consideration of the desirability or utility
of the uses of the energy produced by the planr..

EE. LOCATION OP PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THIS STATIME!>T IN RESPONSE TO

TOPIC CO%>!ENTED UPON

Salnon-Steelhead Rearing
Conplex

Radiological Monitoring
Progran

Reference to WPPSS as an
Agency of the State

Effluent System, Chenical
and Sanitary Wastes

Te=porary Barge Offloading
Facility

Radiological Inpact on Man.

Fogging and Icing

Need for Power

AGENCY COMMENTINC

Comerce C-ll

Connerce
Interior

C-ll
C-34

State of Wash. C&5

State of Wash. C-45

State of Wash. C-46

Interior C-33

C-39

State of Wash. C-45

SECTION WHERE
TOPIC IS ADDRESSED

II.F.3

V.F.2

III.C.3

IV

V.D.6

V.A.2

TOPIC COMMENTED UPON
SECTION WHERE

AGENCY COMMENTINC TOPIC IS ADDRESSED

Inpsct of Pernanent Fnployees HUD C-6 V.A.5

Effects of Intake Structure
on Salnon Spawning

Oregon C 47 V.C.2.a

Water Usage Tables and Curves Arny

Assunpt iona Used in Evaluation Arny
of Hanford bo. 2

C-7

C-7-8

II.E.3

XI.B.1

Bases for Stean and Water
Leaks into the Reactor and
Turbine Buildings

C-8 III.C:2.b

Transnission Lines C-28
C-51

V.A.3
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12. Cammon, James R.. "Ihe Effects of Inorganic Sediment on Stream
Biota," Water Pollution Control Research Series, 18050 DWC,

DeceJ>er 1970.

13. ASER 2 '.4.1, page 2.
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APPENDIX A. TERRESTRIAL PIANTS AND ANLVALS
IN THE ENVIRONS OF THE HANFORD RESERVATION

Plants (Contd.)

Ri rarian Ve station

Plants

Shrubs

Big sagebrush
Bitterbrush
Creen rabbitbrush
Gray rabbitbrush
Spiny hopsage
Snov Eriogonun

Aftenesia tridentata
Purshia tridentata
~CA h 1 tdlf1
C. nauseosus
~Cra ia ~s inosa
~tt Birds

Willou
Cottonvood
Sedges
Rushes
Hors e tail
Cocklebur
'Wild onion

~dtt* M * d th~ft ~th
Carex spp.
Juncus sp.
4 t P
Xanthiun sp.
Alliun sp.

Forbs

Longleaf phlox
Balsanroot
Sand dock
Scurt pe4
Lupine
Pale evening prinrose
Desert nallov
Cluster lily
Sego lily
Tansy nustard
Table tustard
Czyptantha
Russian thistle
Fleabane

Cresses

Sandberg bluegrass
Che4tgl'ass
Indian ricegrass
Squirrel tail
Six veeks fescue
Thickspike wheatgrass

Fron Applicant '4 Environnental Report.

Phl ~ttf 11
Bl hi
Rex venosus
Psoralea lanceolata
~Lu inus laxiflorus
Oenothera Eullida
~th 1

B dt ~dt ttCtd t
Descurainea Pinnate
~tt 1 11 \~CE 1* 1

Salsola kali
~tt fillf ll

P ~ab*f1
Bronus tectorun
~C! 1 ~ht d

Sitanion ~hskrix
Festuca octoflora
JAll d C

Hallard
CreenWnged teal
BlueWnged teal
Cinnanon teal
Cadvall
Baldpate
Pintail
Shovel ler
Canvas-back
Scaup
Anerican goldeneye
Buffle-head
Ruddy; duck
Ahnerican nerganser
Coot
Horned grebe
Western grebe
Pied-billed grebe
Canada goose
Snov goose
White-fronted goose
Whistling suan
Creat blue heron
White pelican
Cornorant
California gull
Ring-billed gullC~ tern
Foster's tern
Killdeer

Anas ~la h~chos
AVettion carolinense
gu~er uedula discors
g. ~anopTera
Ch 11
Nareca anericana
Dafila acute trittihoa

~Sd 1t~t
~roea valisineria
N. affinis
Cl 1 ~tt
Charitonetta albeola
EH- J 1 1 hid~E~ 1

Fu lice africans
~Col bus auritus
~A! h ld lt
~P&tt udt~
Branta canadensis
Ch h~b
Anser albifrons
~Cv us col~lanus
Ardea herodius
Pit ~hh C
Phalacrocorax auritus
Larus californicus
L. delevarensis

*Sterna hirundo
S. forster
Oxvechus vociferus
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Birds (Contd.)

Long-billed curlev
Chukar partzidge
California quail
Ring-necked pheasant
Sage hen
Mourning dove
Red-tailed havk
Svainson's havk
Sparrov havk
Colden eagle
Bald eagle
Osprey
Burroving ovl
Hozned ovl
Raven
Anerican nagple
Red-shafted flicker
Horned lark
'Western neadovlazk
Loggerhead shrike
Western kingbird
Eastern kingbird
White-crovned sparrov
Sage sparzov
Say's phoebe

Nunanius anericanus
hlectoris Hracta
~Lo ho~rt l califorlca
Ph 1 ld 1 ~tt
C 1 ~hi
Zenzidura nacroura
Buteo borealis
B. svainsoni
P 1

A~&I ~M d f~
S tf ~f* hi
Pandion haliaetus carolinensis
~S t I t
Sh ~ff f
Corvus corax
Pica pica hudsonia
~tf 1

Ct M ~1 ~ 1

St 11 ~f
Lanius ludovicianus

f lf~

~ranus verticalis
S id f ~1* h ~

M~ti 1 dl
K-K

~ls (Contd.)

Muskrat
Porcupine
Blacktail jackrabbit
Cottontail rabbit
Ground squirrel
Pocket unuse
Deer nouse
Hazvest muse
Grasshopper nouse
Pocket gophez

Reptiles- 1

Northern Pacific ractlesnake
Creat Basin gopher snake

(bull snake)
Western yellov-bellied zacer
Northern side-blotched lizard
Western fence lizard
Short-horned lizard
Creac basin spadefoot t'oad

Ondatza ribethica
Erethison dorsa
~Le us californicus
~fl tl* fl Id
Citellus tovnsendi
Pazo~scus parvus
P. naniculatus
R~fth d ~ff~

~IMM ~t

1llonont(s sp,

C 1 W* id

~Pit 1 I 1 d 1 I*
Coluber constrictor noznon
Ut* I 1 ' I 1

~ff Md *ll
~fh ~dt t
~th\ I t t

Mule deer
Coyote
Bobcat
Badger
Skunk
Weasel
Raccoon
Beaver

Odocoileus henionus
Canis latrans
~1 rufus
Taxidea taxus

1
Mustela frenata
Procron lotor
Castor canadensis
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Plants

APPENDIX BE UATIC PLANTS AND ANINALS IN THE ENVIRONS OF

THE HANFORD RESERVATION

Vascular Quatfc Plants (Contd.)

Prog's-Bit Fanily - Hydrocharitacae

Elodea spp.

Algae

Class Clorophyceae - Creen Algae

P~l PP
~dd l l PP ~

~CP d h pp ~P~dl pp ~

Ulothrix spp.
~S\ pl

Class Chrysophyceae - Golden-gree Algae

H drurus foetidus

Class Bacillariophyceae - Diatons

Melosira spp.
Tabellaria spp.

pp.
Asterionella fomosa
~Gh pp ~

Class Myxophyceae - Blue-Creen Algae

Ocillatoria spp.
Phomidiun spp.

Vascular Agnatic Plants

Hater Nunphs Fanily - Na]adaceae

PP

Props Applicant s Environmntal Report.

doninant planktonic toms

doninant sessile foms

Duckueed Psnily — Lmnaceae

Leans spp.

'uckvheat Fauily - Polygonaceae

PP

Hornvort Fauily - Ceratophyllaceae

,PChdl1 d

Phyl+a Porifera - Sponges

~ddhl pp.

Phyfdra Coelenterate

~Hdra sp.

Phylun Platyhelninthes - Plat Noma

~Du asia dorotoceohala

Pbylun Bryotoa

Plunatella sp.

Pbylun Annelfda

~01l h

Leeches
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Phylum I(ollusca

Clams

Anodonta nuttalliana
Cf L ft~

Snails

~A\ 1 pp.
~ph t 1 11 1

PL~ 1 1 *111
Fisherola nuttallii

Phylum - Arthropoda

Class Crustacea

Water fleas - Cladocera
C* tfl h - A ~bad 11

Class Insects

Mater boatman
)(ayflies

Stonef lies
Caddisflies

Aquatic moth
Whirligig beetle
Cranefly
Bloodworm midges

. Iiidges
Blackflies

Class Arachnida

~SI ara sp.
Parale to hlebia bicornuta
Baetis spp.
herono~fe x paralla
CIossosoma velonaH~dd pp
~Ch h pp ~

H~dt 1

~Bh id t 11~di met tt
~Crinus sp.
Tipulidae
Chironomidae
Orth ocladiinae
Simulium spp.

Pish

Pacific Lamprey
White Sturgeon
Chinook Salmon
Sockeye or Biueback Salmon
Coho or Silver Salmon
Steelhead or Rainbow Trout
Cutthroat Trout
Dolly Varden
Hountain Whitefish
American Shad
Hountain Sucker
Bridgelip Sucker

Largescale Sucker
Carp
Redside Shiner
Northern Squaw!ish

Chiselmouth

Peamouth
Blacknose Dace
Longnose Dace
Speckled Dace
Brown Bullhead

"'lackBullhead
Channel Catfish
Threespine Stickleback
Yellow Perch
Walleye
Bluegill
P(mVkinseed
White Crappie
Black Crappie
Largemouth Bass
Smallmouth Bass
Sculpin

Lm ttd tt (Ct& )
~nt ~ t (Rld d )~bh h ~th * h (H lb )
O. nerka (Walbaum)
O. kisutch (Walbaum)
Al ptd l(Rld *d )
S. clarki (Richardson)
Salvelinus malus (Malbaum)~fi Alii 1 (Ci d)
Al ~tdt 1 (till )
P ~lt h h (Cp)
Catostomus col(mhianus

(Eigentmnn 6 Eigenmann)
Catostomus macrocheiIus (Girard)
CEprinus caraio (Linnaeus)
Richardsonius balteatus (Richardson)
Ptl AAH ll

(Richardson)
Arocheilus alutaceus

(Agassit & Pickering)
Mvlocheilus caurinus (Richardson)
~tht ld h 1 (H )
R. cataractae (Valenciennes)
R. osculus (Cirard)
Ictalurus nebulosus (Le Sueur)
I. males (Ref inesque)
1 p 1 (llfl t 1

Casterosteus aculeatus (Linnaeus)
Parce flavescens (Mitchill)
Stisostedion vitreum ()fftchfll)
~Le onis macrochirus.(Rafinesque)
L. Plbb (Ll )
Pomoxis annularis (Rafinesque)
PP. ~t* 1 (L H )
~Ki * 1 1 d (Ld pld )
H. Dolomieui (Lfcep&de)
Cottus spp.

Mater mites Bydracarina
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~oARTMEffT OF TffAIlaOflTAT10..

UÃf~~ STANDS COAST GVAPfD I ~coast ovAAO(CNS)

—. ~ 5 4 OCT

Hr. Daniel R. Huller 8
Assistant Director fc-
Envfrantentsl Projects

Dfrectorate of Lfcensfng
U. S. Atasic Energy Cccnissfon
Nashfngtont D. C: 2054$

Dear Hr. Huller:

OCT25 572m. 2
SS sz Dnu

CZZggg

SO $ 97

This is in response to your letter of 28 August 1972 addressed to
Ya. John E. Hirten, Assistant Secretary for Envfrcczsent and Urban
Systeos, concerning the draft envfrlrnental fnpact statement and
anen~nts on Hanfard huclear Plant Number 2 located in Bentcn
County, Nash ington.

The concerned operating adnfnfstratfcns and staff of the Departnent
of rlransportatfan have reviewed the naterfai presented and we have
no clnnents tO Offer. It is our deteznfnatfcn that the inpact upon
transportation is nfnfsel. Ne have no objection to the ccnstruction
of this fscflity.
The opportunity to review and cccnent cn the draft statelent for the
power plant facility fd appreciated.

S incerely,

DKPARTNKNTOF HKALTN.KDUCATION. AND WKLFARK
Rcalow x

ARCAOC PLAZA SVILOIMO
lsal sccowo *vcwuc

CCATZLC, WASMIMOZON telal

. SEP 22 1972
ofrcs or TMC ttoooIL omtcTc4

Hr, Daniel R. Huller 50-39T
Asst, Director for Envfrolvtental Projects
U.ST Atcnlfc Energy Ccclsfssfan
Nashlngtoll ~ 0 ~ CD 20545

Dear Hr. Hullerl

SubJectl Draft Envfrolvoental StateoentI Hsnford No. 2 Nuclear Pawer
Plant (Docket No. 50-397)

The subJect draft staterscnt was sent to this Raglan Office by the Offfceof the Assistant Secretary for Health and Scfentfffc Affairs ln 'llashlngton,for review and ccasent. Ne are happy to have this opportunity to revfew ~

your statement.

.This office has no ccculent on the safety and health aspects of the statement.
The long established manf torlng and safety practices at, the site, lf contin-
ued to be enforced as described ln the statement, should provide a safe,
healthy, workfng clfmate. lie therefore have no objectfon to the suthorlzatfonof this proJect lnsofal as our inta'rests and rcsponsibllltles are concerned.

Thank yau for the opportunity to revfew the draft statement and to coordinateaur szltuaf envfrolsoental interests.

Ca
1

cn
Co

A

F hQ P I ~

cs

Sincerely'yours,

l.l'.jar"a~ ,j ~glr Ci.ulcc
/ig~ Bernard E. KO11y

Regional Director

S838

0
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURC

oss>cc os T»c sccecTAeT
WAS«IXGTON.O.C.tctSO

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTHENT OF AGRICULTURE

October 17, 1972

NT. Daniel R. Huller
Assistant Director for

EnviroIvotntal Projects
Directorate of Licensing
Attzzic Energy Coctzission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Hr. Huller:

RECEIVED

1772 KT.ln fQ 4 11

U.S ATC GC EINRGY COY%

HAILR RcLDnDS SECTION

CONHENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONHENTAL STATEHENT PREPARED BY ATONIC ENERGY

COHHISSION> DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING, FOR HANFORO NUNBER TMO NUCLEAR

POVER PLANT> 'MASHINGTON PUBLIC POMER SUPPLY SYSTEN.

Cosn>entS Pertaining to this project are confined to those impacts
which, through Jurisdiction by law or special expertise, this agency
Is authorized and qvallf>ed to offer comments.

Land within the area leased frc>a AEC,for the facility does not have
appreciable potenti ~ I for agricultural production «Ithout Irrigation.
With Irrigation and modern soil and «ater management techniques, the
potential of the land for agriculture ls moderately high. The state-
ment emphasizes the desert-I ike environment which presently exists
throughout the area, bvt ignores the long term potential for more
Intensive use for the land «hlch exists «1th the addition of «ater.
This consideration'Is significant since adequate ~ater supplies are
nearby.

We have had the draft envirotsnental Impact statement for the
Hanford Ntctber TTo Nuclear Po«er Plant of the Washington
Public Po«er Systea revie«ed in the relevant agencies of this
Departc>tnt. Cccttents froa the Soil Conservation Service. an

agency of the Department, are enclosed.

Sincerely,

T. C. BTERLT
Coordinator, E vironmental

Quality Activities

Enclosure

Control of soll erosion by «ind dur>ng and following construction will
require prior anticipation of control measures required to minimize
adverse Impacts. References to "sprinkling, If necessary,"

or,'If

the need Is evident," «ovid.seem to grossly underestimate the
real potently I for adverse impacts during the extended construction
period associated with this proJect. Mind erosion control during sub-
freezing periods, es «ell as at other times, may require the use of
mulching or other more complex measures to provide ~ reasonable level
of land protection, as well as control of air pollution. Vegetative
programs needed to stabilize residue burial grounds and other unpro-
tected land are not treated In the draft statement.

In view of the desert-like environment and permeable surface soils,
soll erosion, sedimentation, and associated ~ster pollution frcm
precipitation runoff Is unlikely. This situation will also minimize
the effects of any disruption of the natural drainage pattern on the
«ater regime of adJacent 'lands.

Since access to the area has been controlled since 1943, land develop
ments are nonexistent. The proJect will not impact on any existing

'onservationsystems or affect adJacent land vse significantly. Land
severance of existing enterprises Is not ~ factor.

No rare plant ccssn>unities are known to exist In the area. The bald
eagle, the only endangered «ildllfe species which has been observed
~t various times within the area, will not be affected. Habitat
significant to this species «Ill not be disturbed by the proJect.
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It Is noted that the Sen Franklin hydro electric site on the Coiunbia
River, about four alias dcncnstreaca (rcca the site of Nanford Nunber
Tcco, ls given only ninor consideration In the draft stacecaent and In
the Envlrocvsental Report.subnltted by Che Washington Public Poccer

Supply Systen.

The need for utilizing the potential of the Sen Franklin hydro-electric
site nay eventually arise. The Interaction at Nsnford Nunber Tuo
NIth this

potential

I site Mould be a pertinent factor. Perhaps the
Interrelationship of Nanford Nccsber Tuo and the Sen Franklin hydro-
electric developaent should be discussed In the environnentai
sta'tecsant ~

/WP Q

~g)
C-6

50 397

CCOION x
Office of Coecsunity planaing

~nd Manageneac

Mr Daniel R Muller
*esistant Direccor for Eavfronneatal Pro]acts
Dircccoracc of biceasiag
U. S. Atonic Eaergy Coecsissioa
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Mullerc

IIINCiLV ae ~ CA TOI

MS 307

OSPARTMSNT OP NOVSINO ANO LIRBAN ORVCLOPMCNT
AACAor rLACA wlcoeco IIII sccccco Avsnus

ITATTLC,vaueuococc NIII
Septecber 18, 1972

Sublectt Draft Eaviron.ital Inpact Docunentation> Nanford Nuaber Tvo
Nuclear Paver Plant, Seaton Couaty, Washington

Iie have revieved the statcaenc aad docuneacaclon subnitted uiCh your
August 28, 1972 letter uhich hss been seat to us fron the Chicago
Regional Office, since ve have Surlsdiction ln the states of Washington,
Oregoa, Idaho aad Alaska.

We believe you have adequately covered nose of our areas of concern.
Wa suggest, hovever, that che fiaal stateaenr. COvers the possible inpaccs
of the aunbcr and types of the percaancnt enployees on the housing, public
~ ervices and facilities of the tri-cities area. We also suggest thee
on the Cannery of environneacal inpscts and effects include also the
beaeficial inpa«ts aad effects.

Thanks for the opportunity co conneac oa your statenenc.

John R. Merrill
Assistant Regional Adnialscracor
for Coeccunity Planaiag aad Maaageaeac

2
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DEPARTMENT DF THE ARMY
>>ORCH «Acl>lc olvlslo«.coees oc c«ol«ccIIs

>I> CU»e««OU>>
>o>>>AI me>>oo« ~ »D>

50-397
HPDPL-1W
Mr. Daniel R. Muller 5 October 1972

5 October 1972

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for Environmental

Pzo)acts
Directorate of Licensing
UA. Atomic Energy Cdzzcfssion
Washington, DC 20545

Dear Mr. )L>lier

Acopyo cf h Atomic Energy ~scion>s draft environmental statement>
of"Environmental Considerations Related to thc Proposed Consczuccfon o

the Hanfor4 bomber Too Hvclcar Pover Plant by Washington Public Povcz
System> vas orvaS

"
~ focvazded by the Office of the Chief of Engineers for our

rcviev and torment. We have rcvieved the statement vith resp ecC Co

tbe impact the prefect vould have on areas of Corps of Engineers
responsibility and interest, and have the folloving cocments to offer
for your consideration.

The evaluation of flood hazard requirements as outlined by Executive
d 11296 "Evaluation of Plood Hazard Sn Locating Pederally Ovned or

Pinanced Buildings, Roads, and Other Pacilities, and in Disposi gn of
Pederal Lands an4 Piopertfes,« should be considcre4 during planning and
4 L f 11 proposed structures and fills adjacent to the Columbia
River. We feel a discussion of these requirements an4 resulting infor
nation should be included Sn Section IA, «Sfte Selection," or Seccion IZ,

The tat ment Sn the last sentence of the thSrd paragraph on pag» Z1-12,
«...and modified by che applicant to represent vater usage in the ye ear
1970>« is incorrect. The flove ac veil as the tables amd cuzves vere
developed in the Colunbia Horth Pacific Pramevork Study and vere not

difi 4 b the applicant. Tables IT-13 and 11-15 and Pigure 11-5
are taken from Appendix V, Volume 1, "Water Resources; AprL 11 970
of the franevork study and should bc so referenced.

nf rdZn Table 111-1, "Principal Assumptions Used in Evaluation of Hanfor
Ho. 2 Reactor," 0.8 or 80 percent is given as the assumed plant faced'r
for the proposed pro)ect. on page 111-18 the number of full-pover

days vas calculated on a basLs of 80 percent plane faccoc. Hovcver,
Table X-3 shove Han!Ord Ho. 2 as operating ac about 85 percenc plant
factor once the plant gets into full operacion (1980-1981) ~ In addition,
Table XI-3, "Cost-Benefic Summaty," comparing Che proposed plane vLth
ocher types of facilicies, uses an 85 percent capacity factor. T>e use
of 0.8 or 80 percenc in Table 111-1 and elsevhere iu the statement
conflicts vith chc 85 percent vhich Ss currently being used as the assumed
annual plant faccor for base-load the>mal planes in regional pover
planning studies, such as the Pacific Horthvest Utilicy Conference
COMttee load resource analyses. One of the un4erstatcd impacts of
the propose4 thermal nuclear facility as a result of using the smaller
factor Ss the outpur, of contaminauts.

We suggest that the dredging activicies on pages IV 3 and ZVA be
expanded co Sdcncify che quantities of materLal to be excavated and
the locatipn of-disposal area to be'sed for thc dredged material. The
statement recognizes Sn Seccion I thee Corps of Engineers permits vill
be rcquircd for the Lnscallation of che Lntake snd ovtlec scructure and
for discbazging cooling cover blov dovn to the river> but there ie no
mention of the need for a permit to accomplLsh the proposed dredging.
As presencly discusced, the statement gives the impression that the Sire
Cercfficacson Agreemenc vith the Thermal Pover Plant Site Evaluation
Council covers the dredging operations and the construction of the intake
and outlet scructures.

The Cozps of Engineers is studying a possible hydropover-navigation
pzo ezo)ecc at a site in the same area of che Columbia River ss the proposed
thermal nuclear pover facility. A brief discussion could be included
in che statemenc as co vhat effect the tvo pro)acts mifht have on each
ocher. The applicant's environmental report does discuss this possibility,
but no mencion is made in che drafc environmental stateoenc.

The concept of entirely foregoing the production of added pover is not
considered in the df.scussion of alccrnativcs in Section XI. The
abandonnenc alteznative only mencfons the unrecoversble ffnancial
Snvescnencs to dace vhich vould be lost. We believe the stat~mt
s ouhou14 bc expanded co address the more general alternative zelacive
to environmental conditions (curtailed paver use, etc.) resulcing fro~ cl
dclecion of the Sanford Hvmber Tvo pro3ected 1100MW of povcr from the
West Croup Area supply program.

the discussion ot che alcernacive of coal fired thermal plant onn
page XI-3, a plane factor of 80 percenc vas used to indicate vha thet
resulting contamfnants vould be. Table XZ-3 on page X1-16, «Cost-Benefit
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THE ASSISTATET SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
weaavutoh. Oc recco

sunmaryI uses a plant factor of ss percent. Altboush the plgnt factors
arc different, the estimated quantftfcs of chemicals discbarscd to the
air are thc same. These values should be abet'kcd out for all
alternative pover sources to be sure that the sane plant factor is used
for all computations.

On pate yf-7 a comment is made in thc first paratraph that Sas
turbines'peratinscosts are too bish to be considered for a base-load operation.

Cenerally spea'kins, this is true, but there are examples of sas turbines
opcratinS at fairly bfsb plant factors. The referenced co»sent vould be
more convfncfns if cost and benefit factors are cited for Sas turbines.
Another point to consider is that if Eanford Mo. 2 should be delayed for
a substantial period, sas turbines nay be the only real alternative left

The final statement should nake some effort to assess the indirect
~ffccts of thc paver installation. An asscsimcnt of the socfil and
economic effects of the additional povcr on population and industrial
srovth vould furnish a more complete understandfns of tbe total impacts
of the proposed project.

The opportunity to rcviev the draft environmental impact statement is
appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

X. ~ SAVyER
Major General SA
Division Ensineer

October 11, 1972

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for Environnental
Projects

U. S. Atonic Energy Corrnlssion
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr.-Mulier:

The draft environmental frspact statecant for "Hanford
Ntrnber Two Nuclear Power Plant, Docket No. 50-397»
which accompanied your letter of August 28, 1972, has
been repeived by the Departnent of Cor=erce for review
and c~ent.
The Departrcnt of Co~erce has reviewed the draft environ-
nental statenent and has the following counts to offer
for your consideration.

Because fishery biologists do not have access to Che
project site and are, therefore, unable to inspect the
facilities, it is rarher difficult to assess the adequacy
of the EIS in describing the project and its potential
environnental impact. In this regard, perhaps the.EIS
should mention the possibility of routine inspection by
fishery biologisrs of the project during its construction
and operation, especially when backflushing of the filtra-
tion intake systera occurs.

We also suggesr. that the EIS discuss the possibility of
constructing a mixing chanber to be integrated with the
intake and discharge systens, sinilar to that proposed
for the Trojan Nuclear Plant, to assure that the blow-
down water is raixed with the intake water prior to dis-
charge into the river.
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Page ZI - 34. Zt would seem appropzfate co make some
mention of the salmon-sseelhead rearing complex at
Rhingold Springs.

Page ZIZ - 12, item (c). It would be desfzable co provLde
assurance rhat she filter-bed sype oi intake structure
meets the criteria o~~ and has the approval of, appropzfate
State and Federal fishery agencf.cs.

Page IV - 6. We suggest that she ti e period for dredging
of barge slips be subject to approval by appropriate
fishery agencies, and that this te~ period be specified
fn the EIS to avofd conflfcss during future conscructLon.

Pages V-g, V-9. It would seem appropriate to include some
discussion to indicate that the design of the intake
structure will comply with State and Federal fishery
agency criteria.

Page V-17: In the first pazcgraph, it fs stated that the
cross-scctfonal area of discharge is less than 7 percent
of the main chanriel during worse-case conditions, and shat
most adult salmonfds generally migrate through this reach
along the shoreline opposite the pzoject site. We suggest
discussion be included regardLng tho effect the discharge
will have on those fish that do migrate through the plu=e.

Pages V-34:to V-42. The environmental radiological program
is quite extensive, but could be strengthened by the
addition of a few moze details. Poz instance, sampling
of aquatic life includes benthic ozganisms (p. V-36), but
the types are not mentioned. "On page V-40, proposed
collections of aquatic 1Lfe at thzee stations aze

mentioned,'ut

locations are not specified.

Page VZI-l. In the third paragraph, the impression fs given
thac che effects of dredging'activities will be negligible.

'nlessevidence to the contzazy can be presented, we suggest
that this paragzaph be revised to fndfcate that thc increased
turbidity and sedimentation caused by the project wL11
probably result'n a more than negligible adverse effect on
spawning activities in downstream areas.

The applicant employed a modified Gaussfan distribution &5
the mathematical model for calculating annual radfonuclfde
doses co the nearby populace contzfbuced by afr submersion
of izradLaced effluencs. For chfs purpose, zelatLonshLps
bccwecn the windspced at 200 feet above the ground and thestability class for che layer between the surface and the
200 foot level vere established. These relationships were
used co decermfne che dispersion characteristics Ln thc
vicinity~f the planr. under various meteorological regimes.
Wc question thc valfdfry of this approach and suggest chat
one cannot satisfactorily equate the sherif scabflfcy
wLshin a layer co the wLndspeed ar. thc top of chat layer.
Wish this in mind, ft is inferred rhat table 2.3.7.3-7
indicates an unrealistically high fzequency distribution
in the core unstable categories. Zf so, this would, of
necessicy, lead to higher diffusion est~res and

lower'xpecteddoses co thc individual and to the population.

The meteorological data presented in table ZZ-7 is the
relacionshfp between wind direction and wind speed at 200
feet as a function of a~spherfc stability. We have used
those data to estimate the maximum annual average site
boundary (1950 m) concencration, but have multiplied the
wind speeds by a factor of 0.4 in order to approxi=ate a
ground level (30 ft) release fnstcad of a 200-ft release.
Conecqucnsly with winds from che northwest which occur
21 percent of the time we estimate an annual concencrasion
of 3 x 10 6 sec m-3 as compared to. the ssaff's value of
1.15 x 10 6 sec m-3 (see page V-24).

In this regard, the estimated total integrated dose from
radioactive cffluents to shc population near the site of
Hanford Nu=ber Two docs noc include she contzfbucfon from
Hanford Number One. We have previously reported our in-
terest in having, EZS's aodress the c~latfve effect.
Should a model be developed to calculate the total effluent
concentracions, fnpur. data would probably have ro be space
averaged so that the cumulatfve effect to che area from
both plants could be properly evaluaced.
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-4- ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTION AGENCY
wASHIMCTQM.D.c. 2oaco

por the anal>sis of the environ=ental inpact'of postulated
accfdents nw are unable to evaluate the results because
specific Lnformtion on the neteorological asstrsptions,
the resulting concentration, and the frequency of occur-
rence of such a concentration is not presented in the
draft stat~nt. ,/
It is suggested that the section on postulated accidents
night address the probability of flooding and the Lrapact
of various flood crests on plant operation.

Me hope these co~nts Villbe of assistance to you in the
preparation of the final statcmnt.

Sincerely,

w < s ., r![[f</E)
Mr. L. Manning Muntsfng OCT 18 pe
Director of Regulation ct n r'ur
U.S. Atoaic Cnergy Coo»Lesion
Vasbfngton, D.C. 20343 c Ej I

Dear Mr. Munccing:
as%

The Environ»cecal Protection Agency'as revfcved the drafc
environmental statist for Sanford Xunber Tvo Muclear paver Plant,
and vc ara pleased to provide our c~nts co you.

The Envfronnental Protection Agency a~ends the applicant for
choosfng a closed cycle cooling systcn for vesta hcac refection to
the Col~la Rfver. Tt fs not certain, however, that the proposed
sfnge port discharge ncthod Ls the best alternative to assure thar.
there villbe no sfgniffcant adverse fnpact on the aquatfc bfota or
vatcr quality. based on su'bsequenc nonitoring data, ft nay gd nec'essary
co install an alcernate scans of discharge.

" Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environ"ental Affairs

The radfoactfve vesta treatnent systens as proposed by che applicant
and described Ln the drafc statcnent, appear to bc rcprescntative of
current "as lou as practicable" techrology. Ve encourage the applicant
to develop operating procedures and adnfnLstrative controls over the
use of the equfpnant uhich are consistent uith "as lou as practicabla"
concepts'ur

cor»ants fn«ludo several suggestions for addftfonal informtfon
especially vith regard to the fdentfficacion and ass~d nagnitudc of
potcncLal radioiodine releases vhfch, Lf Lnplencnted, should result fn a
t»rc cocplete final envfroncantal statesent.

Ve vill be pleased co discuss our con»ants vfth you or necbers of
your staff.

Sincerely,

g~ ~~i~r~~
Shaldon Meyers

Director
Office of Federal Actfvicics
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ENVIROL~KhTAL PROTECTION ACENCf

Washington> D.C. 20460

October 1972
P

ENVIROX~TAL IMPACT STATRKÃT CCOOERTS

INTRODUCTION rLVD CONCLUSIONS

The Enviro~ntal Protection Agency (EPA) has revieved the draft

environnental fnpact statencnc for the Hanford N~er Tvo Ãuclear Pover

Plane, prepared by the U.S. Atonic Energy Cemfssfon (AEC) and issued

on August 2B, 1972. Pollovfng are our no)or conclusions:I't is noc cercain that the proposed single port nechod for

Hanford Nunber Two Nuclear Paver Plant

TABLE OF CONTEÃTS
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Caseous Effluents
Liquid Effluents.
Dose Assessnent
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Thernal Effects
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discharging heated vater to the Collie River is the base

alternative to assure thee chere vill be no significant adverse

~ffecc on the aquatic biota or vater quality. Based on nonitoring

data, it nay be necessary to install an alternate aeons of dfscharge\

such as a diffuser.

2. The radfoactfve vesta treatnenc systens, as described in the

drafc sratenent, appear to be capable of liniting discharges of

radioactive naterial to vithin the guidelfnes of proposed Appendix

I 10 CIR 50. Hovever, addicional discussion regarding the assess-

neat of the halogen source tern is requested.

3, Since the Hanford N~er Tvo Pover Plane is one of several
4

nuclear facflities located on the Hanford Reservacion, the EPA

vould be interested in the direction of any AEC efforts directed

to the evaluation of the cunulative envfronnental inpacc of facilities
located on the reservation.
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RADIOLOCICAL ASPECTS

Radioactive Vesta Mana anent

If utLILxcd properly, it appeari that the radioactive vesta treat

sent systcas proposed fer Sanford So. 2 villbe capable of liaftfng
zeleases of radioactive eftlueats fron the facility to vithia the guide-

lines of the pzoposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Patt 50. Specifically,

cgufpaent capabilLties aad siting vithia tbc plant's gaseous and liquid

radioactLvc vesta treatncot systcns aad the use of dcutaaralfsed pziaazy

coolant vatcr as the source of stean for the turbine glsad-seal systca

are exaaples ot design inpleaeatattons vhich apply current "lov as

practicable" technology. Io addition, the plane villbe located vLthLa

the U.S. Atoat» Energy Coanfsston's Sanford Reservation about 4 atlas froa

tbe nearest boundiry. Location of the pleat vithin this large contzolled
f

area gives added assuraace that any radiological exposures to the public

villbe belov dose guidelines of chc proposed Appendix I. Ia the reviev
J ~

vhich follovs, suggescions are aadc for inclusions df additional aaterial

Ln the fiaal statcaent, and clsrifications are requested on certain
r tr

tnforaatfon presented La thc dratc atateoeac, the, applicant's Eavironnental

Report, and the Preliuinary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) ~

Caseous Etfluents

The draft stateasnt indicates thee the releases ot ao'tPe gas radfo-

activity froa the air a)actor otf gas systea and aechanical varuna pu=p

operatfon during starc-up could lead co vhole body exposures of 3 arealycar

at thc Saaford So. 2 site boundary (1950 aeters), and 0.2 areaIyear st thc

aeazest zeservatioo boundary. These calculated dose rates appear conservative

siacc they are based on the assuaption of lg doy an4 24 hour hokdup for

xenon and ktypton, tcspectively, in pascage through the Oep charcoal beds

ot the asia coadcnser ottgcs crestaeat systea.

Thc dratr. statcacoc also indicaces that a child's thyroid could

receive a poteacial dose ot 2.7 axealyear it the chi14 vere to 4rink

atlk fro. a cov grating vithLn 4 ailes ot the proposed plant. Prcsunably,

this dose results froa iodine potentially released tbzough stean and vatet

leaks into the reaccor sad turbine building ventilation systeus. The bases

for this calculacioa should bc presented. For cxaaplc, the 480 poundlhour

steaa leak to the turbine building given in,the draft statenenc is

about a tactor of 5 less thea leakage pzeviously accused ac other ~

~Lnflar BVR turbine buLldings. IC vas also outed io the applicaat's

response to qucstLoa 9.15 Ln the PSAR that the release of halogcns

durfng starcup Ls currently under study by the Ceaeral Electric Coapany.

If available, resulcs of this aaalysis should be included,in the final

statcwnt.

The dratt staceacnt did noc address the potential iodine

releases due to operation ot che Relief Valve Augoented Bypass (REVAB)

systea. Although any iodine duaped to the suppression pool froa such

operations vould aost likely undergo sigaificaac decay before contafa-

ocat puzging and the potential for trcamnt of thc purged air exists

vfa the standby gas treataent systca, this source aay still be significant

.relative to the proposed Appen4ix I iodine coocenttatioa Itafts'hezetoze,
the fiasl scatcnant should detezaiae the significance of chic iodine

source based oa (I) frequency of REVAS operatioa, (2) prfaaty coolant

iodine conceatzstions, (3). iodine partittoa factors, (4) tregueacy of

purgfng, and (5) aay adainiscracive procedure» vhfch vould result in the

control ot this radioiodine source.
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Thc derivation of the assumed 2/Q value, apparently based on

meteorological dsts taken at a 200 foot tover level, should be pre-

«anted in the final statement. Since the releases of gaseous vesta from

Hanford No. 2 villbc from plant vents, the,effluents villbe affected by

the building vake snd the releases should be considered ground level

sources. Thus, uind speed snd direction data characteristics of surface

conditions should be used to evaluate the dose consequences.

~LL ll Elll
The statement does not discuss the possible environmental effects of

affluent« resulting from maintenance operations such as those vhich may bc

performed on tbc suppression pool or the condenser. It Ls not clear hov

the large volume of liquids associated vith these maintenance operations

vould bc handled. Analyses should be included in the final statement to

indicate the magnitude of this possible source and the projected treatment

capability. A presentation of relevant details such as: (1) the expected or

potential maintenance operations resulting in very large volumes of

contaminated liquMs, (2) the concentration of rsdionuclfdes,

(3) the ability of the plant us«re cyst~ to receive and treat these

liquMs, (4) the resultLng environmental Lmp«ct, and (5) the frequency of

the events chould also bc included.

Vc have also noted chat, although the applicaat made a commitment

to tha Appendix I liquid radioactivity concentration limit, the limiting

concentration in the discharge canal as presented in thc statement

exceeds the proposed Appendix I value for average annual discharges by a

factor of tuo. Thc )ustfffcatfon for this change should bc included in the

final statcnent ~

Recent research conducted by isttelle-Northvest Laboratories hss

«hovn that tritated vster suppressed thc Lr une response of rsfnboM trout

to Chsndtococous column«vis. It is suggested that thc relationship

betwen the small tritium release from Hsnford No. 2 (10-16 CL/year) snd

the observed threshold for this effect be discussed in the final statement.

Dose Assessaent

Since the Hsnford No. 2 plant is dcsigncd vith above-turbine piping

tron the moisture separator to the lou pressure turbines and moisture

separator rehcaters located on the turbine floor, the direct radiation

source term for ISN Ln the generated stcam should be addressed. Although

this source term Ls refetred to Ln thc Environmental Report, details of

turbine shielding should bc presented snd the site boundary dose should

be calculated. SiailarLly, tbe possiblo additional direct radiation

source term for outdoor cool«nt storage tanks should be addressed. Such

evaluations are especially important at this design and preconstruction

phase of the station, because, should the evaluations indicate the need

for additional shielding or other protective measures, they can bc

included fn the design of the plant at relatively lou cost.

Interactions ufth Ocher Nuclear Facilities

From figure 1.4-3 of the PSAR and the applicant's an«ver to AEC

questLon 2.16, Lt appears that the expended H«nford No. 2 exclusion area

overlaps both the exclusion areas for the East. Flux Test Pscility

(FFTF) snd that proposed for the bfqufd Natal Fast Sr«ader Reactor. The

operating H«nford 1 reactor is also located at a distance of less than

20 miles from Hanford No. 2. Our Interest regarding these facilities
is to evaluate their cumulative environmental I=psst. Question 2.16 in

thc PSAR called for a "
~ . ~ «a(cry evaluation of the effect on the plant of
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nearby induscrial facilities, including AEC.facilities." The approach

of the applLcanc's response in discussing radiological consequences

at Hanford No. 2 from potential FFIF accidents, if applied to an

environmental impact evaluation, vould be a vorthvbile addition to the

final statements

The Environmental Report also states that "... the supply system vill
cooperate vith others in enetgency pla~ning and coordination for the

(Hanford Reservation) area." The extent of this effort should be further

delineated dn the final statement.

Effluent Nonitorfn

Ihe applicant is commended for formulating thc ln-Fiant sonicorLng

program in accordance vith AEC Safety Cufde 21. In the final stat~mt,.

tbe discussion of effluent. monitoring should include the estimated

amounts of radioactive material that could be released from the plant
r

undetected and.the amount of activity that could be discharged prior

to activation of monitoring alarms and before shutoff occurs. It is

also sugges'ted that the final statement expand the Lnforwtfon presented

zegardLng the capability of the surveillance program to differentiate

betveen radioactivity releases and consequences to the environment from

Hanford Ão..2 and those resulting from previous and curzent discharges

of. radioactive materials from other sources.

Trans rtation and Rea«tor Accidents

In L.ts reviev of nuclear pover plants, EPA has identifLed a

aced for additional infozmatLon on tvo types of accidencs vhich could

result in radiation exposure to the publfct (1) those involving

transportation of spent fuel and radioactive vastes and (2) in-plane

accidents. Since these accidents are comaon to all nuclear,pover

plants~ the environmental risk for each type of accidenc Ls amenable

to a general analysis. Although the AEC has done eonsiderable vork

for a number of years on the safety aspects of such accidents, ve

believe that a thorough analysis of the probabilicLes of occurrence

and che expected consequences of such accidents vould result. Ln a

better underscandfng of tbe environmencal risks than a less-decailed

examination of the questions on a case-by-«ase basis. For this reason

ve haw reached an understanding vith che AEC that chey vill conduct

such analyses vith EFA participation concurrent vith reviev of

impact statements fot individual,facilities and villmake the results

available in the near futute v« are taking this approach primarily

because ve believe that any, changes in equipment or opezatinz, pzo-

cedures for individual plants required as a result of the,investi-

gations could be included vithout apprscfpble change in the overall

plant design. If major redesfgn of the plants co. include engineering

changes vere expected or Lf an Lmdfate,public or environmental

risk vere beLng taken vhile these tvo issues vere being. resolved,

ve vould, of course, make our.concerns knovn.
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The statenent concludes "".tbst the environnental risks due

to postulated radiological accidents ... sre exceedingly snail." This

conclusion is based on the standard accident sssunptions and guidance

issued by the AEC for Light~ster-cooled reactors as a proposed

anendnent to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 on Decesbcr 1, 1971. EPA

c~nted on this proposed anen~nt in e letter to the ~scion
on January 13, 1972. These c~nts essentially raised tbe necessity

for a detailed discussLon of the technical bases of the assmptfons

involved in dcternfning thc various classes of accidents cnd expected

consequences. Me believe that the general analysis ncntioncd above

villbe adequate to resolve these points snd that the AEC vill apply

the results to all licensed facilities.

Ã0Ã-RADIOLOCICALASPI.M

Thernsl Effects

The Rsnford XMer Tvo Nuclear Pover Plant vill use vet

nechanicsl drafc cooling tovers in a closed-cycle cooling systen.

This vill prevent all but a snail portion of the plant's usste heac

fron reaching the ColWLa River. In this regard, tbe applLcanc has

received a certfffcaffon iron thc Thermal Pouer Plane Site Evaluation

Council of the State of Vashington. This certificate considers the

ther~1 dLscharge fron the plant and supercedes any ocher certificaticn

or co=parable pronourcenent fron the state.

It is not cortaLn, houever, that the proposed single port discharge

ncthod is the bear. alternative to assure that there vill bc no significant

adverse inpour. on quati c biota or vates quality Ln the Colcbfc River.

For exenple, our calculations shou that there vill frequently be a

2-3'F tenpcrature rise Ln tho surface bofl. Such a situation could

affe t nigtatory (anadrocous) fish. The final statccant should discuss
\

this and other possibilities in detail.

Should the planned thcrml and biologicnl nonLtoring reveal a

significant inpact on uatcr quality or aqua Lc biota, ue reco~nd that

an alternative ncans of dLscharge be considered. For exanple, the

outfall could bc titted uL h an approprLatc diffuscr systcn (such as

that used at the Trojan nuclear plant) that vould assure nore rapid

nfxfng of. the thcrnal efflucnc cnd the receiving uater.
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Biolo ical Effects

EPA bas recommended in the past, that for adequate protection

of aquatic biota, residual chlorine concentrations should be limited

to 0.1 mg/liter not to exceed 30 minutes per day or 0.05 mg/liter 'noc
0

to exceed 2 hours per day. The draft statement indicated, hoveuez, that

the maximum chlorine content of the Banfozd 2 blovdovn is cxpectcd to

be 0.1 mg/liter for 40 to 60 nfuutes/day. In our opfnion, such a

cftuation vould routfnsly result Ln chlorine levels near the poinc'of

discharge that are in cxccss of EPA rcc~ndatfons. As ~ consequence,

Lt Ls possLble that a significant impact. on aquatic biota nay occur.
*

In additLon, the scope and degree of possible impacts may be increased

shoubd occasional accidencal overuse of chlorine lead to higher conccntations

hand/or

longer exposure times.

It has been observed that many species can exhibit Increased

mortal'ity rates, impairment of spavning processes, changes in migration,

or other altcratfons in natuzal life patterns as a zesult of chlorine.

expwure. tyor example, rafnbov trout avoid a residual chlorine coi-

centratfon of 0.001 mg/1 under laboratozy conditions. Undcg field

conditions of continuous discharge, brook crout vere not found Ln

streams that had residual chlorine concentzations as hfgh as 0.015 mg/li

Also, the activity of brook eront vas reduced as a result of exposure

to ~ residual chlorine concentration of 0.005 mg/1 after 24 hours. In

addition, chinook salmon shou observable increase Ln mortality rates

at a resfdual chlorine concentation of 0.25 mg/1 for as little as 2.2

bours exposure. Apparently, lazval fish are rerc sensftfve than sdulc

fich and trout fry vere killed Lnstancly at a residual chlorine

concentration of 0.3 mg/l. In addition, Lt has been sbovn that residual

chlorine affects fish food organisms (c.g. those important to trout

and salmon). Although data on short exposure cimes is lfniced, Ln

longer tesc (L.c., 4-7 days) several important organisms vera as

sensitive Lf not core so than the tzout and salmon under similar

exposure condirions. Consequently ve may assume that under shore

exposure condicions there vould 'also be some fish food organisms as

sensitive or more scnsftLve to residual chlorine chan che trout and

salmon previously discussed.

Because, as irdicated above, many aquatic specLes are knovn to

shov sfgnificant effects from exposure to chlorine, ve reco~nd that

the final statement discuss Ln detail the possible impacts from the

use of this biocide at the Hanford plane. In parcicular, attention

should be given to crout and salmon since one of thc fev rcnaLning

undLsturbed spavning areas Ln thc Columbia,RLver system is located Ln

the vicinity of „thc plant site.

Although the draft staccment Indicates that chlorine discharges

villbe monitored, no details are provLded on the methods.and procedures

to be used.. Since this program, in confunctfon vith adequate biological

monftoring, is essencial to the determination of the relationship

betveen plant discharges and bLological Lmpacc, cbe final statement

should include such addLcional detaLls..

In addition, should post operational monitoring reveal that a

significant Lrpacr. from chlorLne Ls likely, vc race~cd that changes

Ln tbe methods of chlorination or alternate antLfouling techniques be

considered. 'For axe=pie, chlorfne could bc added during porfods vhcn

blovdovn is not occurrfng so that the maximum munt of tine is allovcd

for consumption of this biocide vithfn t'e cooling syscen before

discharge.
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Ve recognise that thc cnvfronnontal inpsct of airborne pollut'ants,

other then radioactive species, is relatively ainor; houcver, such fupacts

should be docunented. Although th~ sub)cct draft stateaent snd the

applicant's Environncntal Report cover several air pollution sources, other

pertinent infornation is tufttcd or not evaluated in sufficient 4ctail. In

our previous environncntal inpact statcncnt revievs, certain questions

pertaining to air quality have continually recurred. It is suggested

that ~ standard foznar, could be adopted in cnvironncntal state~ate for

all nuclear plants vhfch should include the folloufng general fnfornatfon>

requested, bolos in terna o! thc specific Sanford Ro> 2 Pouer Plants

(I) Axbfent Air Ncssurenents of Set I snd Set II Pollutants

The Envfromntal Report Ar>cndnent I indicates chat sulfur dioxide,

nitrogen dioxide, and suspended partfculates arc continuously neasured

at a site near Ringold by the Sanford Environnental Reslth Foundation.

The contentratfons of these air pollutants arc expressed in terse such

~s sulfur dioxide average quazterly values froa 0.002 to 0.01 ppn>

0.029 ppa naxfnun obscrv«d value duzing one 15~th period', or particulates

content averaging 1000 nicrogzans per cubic aeter vith vfnds of 12 npb>

etc. Ahfcnt air r>ccsurcncnts for set 'I pollutants (suspended particulates

and sulfur dfoxfdc) and sct II pollutants (nftrogcn dioxide, caibon

uonoxide, non-ncthcne hydrocarbons, end photochcai«al oxidsnts (ozone))

should be expressed in terna as published in the Federal Register,

Voluua 36 ~ Runber 84 ~ Part 11> Friday> April 30> 1971 ~ titled National

Priaaty and Secondary Anbiont Air 0uclfty Standards." Designation of

pollutant concentrations per tine unit and tine averaging according to

these guides is suggested. The concentrations of sulfur dioxide snd

nitrogen 4ioxide appearing in the Euvironnencal Repute ere fntezperted

to be bclou the Federal Air ~lfty Staaderds; hovcver> nore precise

values for suspended particulates should be presented.

(2) Contribution fron.Ãearb Facilities end I ui neat to

Lbfeat Air Concentrations for Set I cnd Sct II Pollutants

Throughout the draft inpact statenent, there are references co

thc Sanford 'Ao. 1, FPTF, trcnsafssion lines, and other nearby

facilities .The iapact statcaent should d'acunent the effect of these

~xfstfng fscilitics and their contribution to the background anbfent

air concentrations of set I and set II pollutants.

(3) Air Pollution Enission Release Psrsueters

The exfsting vents that nsy release,eir pollutants should be

4~ted> fn the statcnent. In addition other parawters should be

listed such as.release height, voluue flou rate. effluent tcxpirsture

rise, effluent velocity, etc., unless such fnfor~on can be shovn

not to be p~'rtinent,

(6) Ri h Volta ~ Transaission lines

The draft starcnent does noc 4iscuss the environnental fnpact

g«aerated by high voltage trensaission lines. Thc report. docuaents the

length of these lines> and it fs expected that ozone vfQ be produced.

The statcaent should ostinato ozone production snd its possible

~nvironnentsl effects.

(S) Concrete Betchinc Plant end Pourin Oo>rations

The draft fnpcct statenent reports that a concrete botching plant

villbe used during the consrrucrfon phase of tbe facility but there is

no discussion of chc eiz pollution potential fzon this tenporsry
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facility. Data provided particula. loading, volumetric flow rate
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and expected gas analyses of the total effluent should be given in
the inpatr. statement.
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ER-72/1052
);r,'," 872

Dear Mr. Mullez z

4'hisis in response to-your lettez'f August 28> 1972,
requesting ouz comments on the Atomic Energy Commission>s
draft statement, dated August 1972, on enviromental con-
sidez'ations for Hanford Number 2> Benton County, Washington.

Our coz>ments are presented according to the format of thc
statement.

During the reviev vc noted in certain instances that the draft

statcnent does not present sufficient information to substantiate the

conclusions presented. Ve recognize that ouch of tbis information is

not of major fnpoztance in evaluating the environnestsl icpact of tbe

Sanford Nunber Two Nuclear Power Plant. Thc cumulative effects, hovcvcr,

could be significant. It vould, therefore, be'helpful in detezmining the

impact of thc plant if the following fnfozmtfon vere included in the

final statcccntz

1 Thc final stat~et should include an evaluation of alternative

sanitary waste handling procedures snd indicate the basis for

the decision to employ the septic tank processing nathod.

2. Information should be provided in the final ststcmnt on thc

disposal of sludge from Pumpout of the septic tank.

Historical Si nificance

The proposed action would not affect any existing oz pro-
posed unit of the National Park System or any site eligible
fo. registration as a National Historic, Natural, or
Environmental Education Landmarks However> we. think that
the statement should include a discussion of steps taken
to comply with provisions of Executive Order 11593 of May 13,
1971, concerning Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural
Enviroment.

Genez al Terrain Chaz acteristics
The surrounding land area is referred to on pages i and II-9
as barren. We question the accuracy of this description
since grass and sagebrush support some fauna on this land.
According to the environmental statement, the land is fertile
and would be productive if sufficient, water were available.
We suggest that the words "relatively unproductive" be sub-
stituted for "barren land" on page i and foz "barren" on
page II-9.

~Geolo

The brief description of the geology of thc site is inadequate
foz an indcpendcnt assessment of the geologic environment
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relevant to the proposed construction of the plant. The
data presented in the draft statement are inadequate in
regard to the physical propez'ties of the geologic materials
on which the plant and its appuztenant structuzes will be
founded. There is no indication of how a knowledge of the
physical properties has been used in the design of the
facility. The seismic design criteria and the methods of
derivation of the criteria are not mentioned. A discussion
of these factors should be included in the final environ-
mental statement.

As a result of procedures previously established between
the Geological .Survey, of this Department, and the Atomic
Energy Cozmission, the geologic aspects of the site pre-
sented in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report are
pesently being reviewed. This review is bezng conducted
in terms of the AEC "Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria
for Nuclear Powez Plants" (10CFR> Part 100> proposed Appendix
A). — Since there are unresolved issues related to the geology
and the natural foundation materials> we do not have a basis
to cosment at this time on the geologic environment as related
t the proposed construction of the Hanford Numbez 2 Plant.
The Geological Survey's completed z eview and assessment o

0 e
~ f

the Safety Analysis will be zeleased as part of the public
record in keeping with established procedures of the Atomic
Energy Commission. The results of this assessment should
also be s~rised in the final environmental statement.

!~ld 1

Although the occurrence of flooding appears to be remote
since the location of the reactor is 3 miles from the river
and at an altitude neatly 100 feet above the present low
~ster level, an analysis of the maximum probable flood level
should be included in the statement.

Heat

Dissolved solids will be carried from the cooling to~era
in the dzift. Since the presence of these air-borne solids
could result in deposits on structures and corrosion and
effects on plant and animal life, an estimation of the
amount of solids to be released from the towers and their
effects should be given in the final environmental statement.

It appears that the uniquely designed infiltration-bed
intake system will protect aquatic organisms from sig-nificant entrainment and impingement losses duz ing project
opezations. If operating expezience proves it to be
satisfactory, similar intakes at other power plants using
closed-cycle cooling may also be considered. However, the
effects of periodic backflushing> which may be necessary
to clean the intake system, is not discussed. Our ma)or
concern is wit'h silting which will result. Therefore, we
think that a special operational monitoring study should
be conducted by the applicant for at least the first 2 years
of pro)act operation to determine the effects. We suggest
that the study plan and monitoring should be done in con-
cert with the Bureau of Sport Pisheries and Wildlife of
this Depaztment and the Washington Departments of Game and
Pisheries.

Solid Wastes and Pz'inci les of Safet in Trans rt
These two sections, beginning on pages III-22 and V-23>
contain a description o! the procedures for handling
radioactive materials and indicate that these procedures
are in accordance with AEC and DOT regulations- 'We

think that the environmental statement should also include
the emergency procedures for maximum containment of low-
level wastes and for minimum contamination of personnel
under the circumstances where a severe accident might
result in the spill of low-level wastes.

Fo in and Icin
The final statement should discuss the impact of fogging
caused by the cooling towers on hunting.and other recreational
activities. Also, the statement should give an estimate
of the numbez'f hours pez'ear that fogging is caused by
the operation of the towers.

Effects of Radionuclide Releases

Bioaccumulation of ingested radionuclides was mentioned on
page V 20, but it is not clear if the radionuclides dis-
chazged to the z iver from nucleaz facilities located on the
Hanford reservation and upstream from the plant were also



considered. The cunulative effects fro>z all sources of
radioactive naterials should be considered. The state-
nent should disclose the r>onitoring nethodo)ogy which
has been oz'ill be used to deternine such accunu)ations.
The naxizzuu radionuclide )eve)s> the cunu)ative iz>pact
on aquatic life, and the action which will be taken to
aneliorate unacceptab)e effects of radionuclide con-
tanination should be desczibed in this section.

We do not think that the stations listed on pages V-3
and V-39 are adequate to insure coup)eteness of saupling
and analysis foz aquatLc and other wildlife as related
to =adioactive releases. We suggest that three additional
stations be located 1 nile downstrean, 1 nile upstrean>
and 500 feet downstrean fron the coo)ing water outfall.
This. suggestion waS previously s>ade to AEC by lettez'f
May 31, 1922, fran the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife when they comented on the construction pert>Lt
application.

We hope these cc=ents wL)) be useful to you Ln the prep-aration of the final enviromenta) statenent.

&72
Secretary of the I erior

M.. Daniel R. Mullez
Assistant Director for

Enviromental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
Atonic Energy Comission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Plant Accidents

This section contains an adequate evaluation of inpacts
resulting fron plant accidents through Class 8 for air-
borne enissions. However, the environ-ental effects of
releases to water is lacking. Many of these postulated
accidents listed in tables VX-) and VZ-2 could result in
releases to the Colunbia River and should be evaluated
in detail.
We also think that Class 9 accidents resulting in both
air and water releases should be described and thei pacts on hunan life and the renaining enviroment
discussed as long as -there is any possibi)ity of occuz-
rence. C)ass 9 accidents resulting fron natuzal catas-
trophes, such as earthquakes and floods, should be
included: The consequences of a Class 9 accident could
havd far-reaching effects on land and in the Co)uubia
Rivez which could persist for centurLes affecting zzL))ions
of people.
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Nr. Daniel R. Huller
Assistant Director for Rnvfrorx»atal ProJtcts
Directorate of Lice sfag
U. S. Atodc Energy C'ondssica
Washfr~> D ~ C > 2051>5

ca lip

s(l'tI'/t8,
OOT30 1972~

sa >. n:igu> 1O~~
>cs> 7til7>n>>

Dear Yz. Huller:

This fs ia respcase to your letter ot August 28, 1972, requesticg
cocacntg on tbe AEC Brett Fsvfrormatal Statesent rela»ttd to the
issuance of a coastructfca,peraft to the Washington Public Po>wr Supply
Systcs for tl» proposed coastructioa ot the Hsntord Nuaber Tvo Nuclear
Pover Pleat (Docket No. 50-397).

These c~ats are sade fn accordaace vith the National Rnvfrcah.ntaf
P 1L A t t 1969 aad the GuMelines of the Coundl oa Ravfronntntal
Quality Cate4 Aprf1 23, 1971, cnd are CLrecteC to a reviev of ~ aee

o cy c o
d for

the facilities as coaoerss the adequacy ac4 reliabflfty ot the affected
bulk paver systtas aad related aatters.

Za preparing these connects> the Fcacral Po»er Cccofssfca's Bureau of
Paver staff has ccasidered the AEC Draft Envirosncatal Stateoea:, the
A li t's Rsvfrmatcl Reyort asd ascnf»sts thereta; related reports
cade fn respoase to the coacassfca's ststecent of policy ca Relfa y
anc Adequacy of Electric strvfce (Order No. 333-2); ara the staff's
analysis,ot these aocuncats together vith related infarnatioa frca other
FPC ports. Tw stat( ot the Bureau of Paver generally bases 'ts
~veluatioa ot the seed for a spedtic bulk Dewar tadffty uyon tht

rc
load

supply situatfca for b»» critfcal load perfof ~dfatefy follovfng >~»

avaflabilLty of the facility, as vali as oa lcag-tera coasfdcratfons.

Nee4 tor the Facil't

Washman Public Pover Supply Systen (WFPSS) fs a nurLdpal
elcctrfh utility corporatfoa of the State ot Was»hisgtoa cspovered to

. acquire> construct a& cp>rate electric gc erasLoa sad traassfssfoa
tacflities. The WPPSS o>ns acd operates tte Haatord Gcseratiag Plant,
a single 860-ncgavatt electric geaerating udt vhfch uses stein purchased

Thc Arcs s clcctrfc paver requfrtcents have bcca >» t b thc extensively
lectrf.c facLlities in the vister-peaking West Group Area ofdeveloped ce ec r c a

rcelectric poteatial is ao»tbe Wort~cat P~er Pool. Since the rcgf~l mrct --
~ 4afcost coop ete eve o) tt>r developed thersal generating tscflities are being p nae

oa4s.to yroviae the obulk ot the nev cspacfty aeede4 for aeetfsg,torecast loa
a=" desi ned to c»ctJoi t Power Pleasing Council's "Hydro-Thtrael Progra=, e g

Je expanding paver needs of tbe.area, Lacluaes aev the
a

raal bascloaa capacfty
as falls»sr

Date of
Cce»trciel OoerationGtneratfnc Pleat C

Centralfa I 1
Centralfa 8 2
Tro3an
JLa Bridger l71
Jfn BrMgtr le
Bastard 4 2

Co 1-Fired
Coal FLrea
Nuclear
C eel-Fired
Cca 1-Fired
Nuclear

7CO
700

L>730
500
500

1>100

Sept. 1971
Sept. 1972
Seyt. 1>7th
Sey'975
Un4er Study
Sept. 1977

tree. the dual pu"post KPR reactor locateC oa the AD."s F»rford
Reservatioa, Bentoa County, Washing.ca. Tne proposed HaaforC NMr

P Plaat is to be located os a site abou 18 silas south-
east of 0» Hantord Genera>ing Pmt an4 is sc'neduled to bc fn coen».rcial
opezatioa ia Septet>er 1977.

he A plfc st is a bulk electric Fever suyylier to utility systess
is the West Gr>x>p of the Northvest Paver Pool. »t output of e .
N&>cr Tvo Uaft villbe distrfbutca by tht Bonnevf lie P>Mer Adonis ration
(BPA), a paver nsrxetfng agency ot tie Deyartaeat ot the Znteric:> and
vL11 be available to all electric utLlity cyst fr. the area. he
NOrthveat POO1. COOrainateS the Oytratian Of t»» bulk yO>tr geaeratfan and
tranadssfca facikities of &» West Group Arcs vhfch is ccaprLsed of the
States ot Washfr~tca> Oregca, Idaho ana part ot Hostess.

Four prfvate u es,flftf '04 publicly-ovned egencits,. aad tl» BcnntvLlle
tonf tr tioa have .orced,the Joist Po>er Plan=fag Council, oPc»sr Adcf stra oa v 'si oelec ric resourcescoo aardi te planning tar existing asd turn»e thc:sa as

Cousci1 lsnred thef " the W st Group Area of th»t Northvest Paver Pool. Thc p
"Hydro-Theraal prograrv> a generation cxpaasioa progr

o." es
a- deaf ae4 to produce

tht aos sccathe t cede y»itr supplfts to eeet the area's antidpated Load grovth.
ogr vL)l coord'sate coastruction o. nev the~~1 genera o p

vfth txfstfng Federal aaa sos-Federal hydroelectrfc fac p'litfas and leased
akin capacity to provMe as eccaoafc and relish)e Dover supply a; the

Zt is ex cted that coor4isated pleasing, vhL)e obtafafrg
the ecoaccLes ot scale tron large thereof generating units a . ~s std ~ ffcfca't asd

caf of tl'xfstfag Federal Regional rant-'ssioa Systea, vill have
as a corollary benefit the preservation of the tnvfroasent as4 natura y
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ConCLticos vith Hentord No. Tvo 1100 Meacvatts
Net To«al Cayabiltty - N»gavatts
Rstiaated Net Peak Load - y»gavatts
Reserve Nrgia - Negavatts
Reserve margin - Percent of Peak Load
Cond'tions vi.haut Raatord Ão. Tvo
Net Total Capability y»gavatts
Ectimate4 '.let Peak Loa4 - Wcgavatts
Reserve Margin - v»gavatts
Reserve Razzia - Perceat ot Peak Load.

Vest Grcup of the
Nortbvcst Pa>er Pool

31, 178 jl
26,422 2j

4>756 g
18.0

30>078
26>422

3,656
13.8

The p.ogran has tentatively scheduled other aev units to pro>r'Ce 1100
to 1500 megavatts ot rev capacity annually duriag tl l978-1992 p«riod.
During the period ot 1971-72 to 198l42 oyerating years, t0dro generating
capacity villaccount for 25 percent and thermal generating capacity tor
75 percent of nev capacity additions totaling about 15>100 megavatts.
Host of tbc ~~oelectric pro„'ectc scheduled tor op«ration Curiag this
yericd am under coas ructL>x«. Duriag ~ succeeding period trca 1981-82
to 1991-92> hydro generating capacity villaccouat tor about 9 perceat v"'e
th«raal geaeratiag capacity villprovLde about 91 percent of the nev capacity
a441tions totaliag about 25>600 megavatts.

The folloving tabulation shovs the electric system loads to be serve4
by the Wegt Group Area ot the Harshest Po>er Pool. Zt eh«vs the relatioa-
shiy at the elect. ical output of the Haatord K>»mcr Tvo plant to t~»
available reserve capacity at the time ot the 1977-78 vinter p ak loa4
period. This peak lcc4 period occurs Curing the initial servic yerioC ot
tbe nev >tMt> but the useful life ot this unit is expected to be some 30
yiars or more, acd it is expected to contribute to the Applicant's total
geaeratirg capacity throughout that pericd. Tzwretore, the F~nfozd Number
Tvo Unit villbe Cepcaded upon to supyly paver to meet future &«wads over
a perio4 of many years beyond tr>e initial service seeds 41s«ussed in this
report.

FCRECAMi 1 -78 VIP% PAR LCAD Fv'PFLY SI'>>A IO

Northeast Paver Pool system serve ~ large geograyh'cal a=ca fcc
vhich no single ainLva reserve criterion has been formulated. Nador
systeas serving custcaers in the West Grcup Area are parties to the
Pacific NorW«st Coordination Agreement, hove«sr, and it provides for
capacity reserves term«4 "P'oread Gutage Reserve". Jl .be Agreement states'
~~t "The CcorCinate& System shall maintain reserve capacity at a level
sutficieat to protect against loss ot load to the exeat that the proba-
'bility of )oaC loss La a Contract Year a~all be no greater than the equiva-
lent of one day Ln tveaty yea"s. T>e determination of such probability
shall be based upon characteristics ot peak load variability aa& gen«zat'-ng
equips»nt Force4 Gutage rates". To m«et this requdreaeat> the Force&
Dotage Reserves needed tor the 1977-78 vinter peak Los& period have 'been

estimted by the ?acific Northvest UtilLtyCoaterence Cocmittee to be
2>042 c»gavatts

Zf the Haaford No. 2 unit is available> as currently plarteC, to meet
the 1977 78 v-'uter peak load, the reserve zargin ca >~> Vest Gzoup Area
syste- villbe 4,756 m«gavatts or 18.0 percent o. yeak lead. Z. the uaLt
is not ave&labia, the reserve nargin villbe reduced to 3,656 ncgavatts or
13.8 percent at peak load. This gross reserve margin is to provide tor
scheduled maiatcaaace aac such coatingencies as uacc'z>«culed (forced) outages
o equipm«nt aaC «rrors in load forecastiag.

l» estimated ret loa4 at the 1977-78 vinter peak includes some

2,049 acgavatts af firn pc»er sales but dc»s aot include 1,343 ncgavatts
of interruptible loads served ia the West Group Area. Capacity reserves
include seas 211 megavatts of paver imports. The capacity resources
available at the 1977-78 viater peck represent aa increase in capaci y of
8,774 c»gavatts over he estiaated capacity available Curing the cerning
1972-73 vlnter peck load pcrLOC. Peace> the adequacy and zelia'bi'lity o.
electric service far the Vest Group Area ot the Ncrthves Paver Pool systems
ia c»sting future leeds is depeadcnt upoa the timely comm«rcial operation
of a nQScr of Large nev units scheduled ia various ceo«'t uc'cion pzcgrws ~

Yudroelectric capacity accounts tor 5>053 megavatts ot the nev cayacity
additions.

jl Based upoa firm paver purchases of 211 YA> aad plans that Ratord Gee«ra 1>t

Plant vLQ. be shut Cava.
j2 Zacludcs firm paver sales of 2,040 Yl> but does not include interruytible

loads ot 1,343 >>>l.

Forced Outage Reserves requiremeat (see text) is estimate4 to
tots',042

FLf, an4 estimated schcdule4 lOdzo aaiateaance Ls 101 YA.

Data Sow«el ~g Ra ge ProL«ctica ot Pm>er Leads and Resources tcr Tbczml
Planning, Paci.ic Narthvest UtilLty Coazcrence C~ttee Rcport Date4
Xarch 24, 1972.

jl Forced outage reserve Ls 5 percent of hydro, cxistiag thermal an4
scheduled ccabustioa turbine capacity ylus 15 y«rcent, of installed
peak cayabilLty of nev large thermal planti.
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The vfnter-peaking Pacific Northeast and the suxnar-peakfng >"acf.fc
Southvest subregfons of the Vest Region are fnterconrected by a doubke-
cfrcu1t 500-kfkovok ac line and a 750-kflovol Cc transn'ssfon 11ne tnr
cxhhange cf ka:ge blocks of'easonal Cfversfty. T."z southern te—.2al
and conversfon facflftfes of the 750-kilovolt 4c systen located at Syknai,
Cakftornka> vere w>caged extensively fn t."» February 9, 1971 eartlvfuaR
but have recently been returne4 to full capacity service. Ko»ever> the
loss of this trarsnfssfon systen tor xany nonths through a natural
disaster enpl»sftes the fnportance of adeguatc baseload generating capacity
to eeet. Loa4 re>fufrec»nts fn any given area.

The Pacific Eorth»est Utilities Conference Ccccckttee's Vest Group
Forecast of Pc»er KoaCs aevi Resources elated February L> 1972, predicts
that fnterruptkble fndustrfaL loses will have to be curtailed Curing
1973-74 a4 1974-75 vfnter peak periods. Zt fs obvious, therefore> that
planned nev the.~k capacity vill be needs& to neet the Cenends forecast
for area systens and to provfCe a reasornble level ot capacity rbserves to
insure reliable electric service to area custccers. F.-ther> the nev
thernal capacity aCdftfons vill re>fufre larger cour'tnents tor reserve
capacfty than have been re>fukred for the predonfnantly l~oelectrkc
systen ot the gast to nafntafn the ade>luacy an4 reliability of the electric
service fn the Vest Group Area.

Transnfssfcn ?acflLtfes

Three overhead transnfssfon lines villbe 4esfgned, constructe4 and
operated by Bcnrevklle Parer A~cfstratkco to frtegrate the Y»ntordE~r Tvo Euclear Pcver Plant into the BPA Systen. One 18.3 nile
500-kilovolt line vill4elfver thc plant's>output to ti.e existing Federal
Regional Transafssfon Systen. Zn addition> cne ll-nile 430-kilovolt single
circuit plant service line an4 c»n 1-nLle single circuit 115-kilovolt alter-
nate plant povec'upply Lfne villbe constructe4 All lines vfllbe located
~ntfrely on the Sanford ReservatLon. Constructfcn fs scl»duled fn tl»
period 1972-1976 and the designs villutfkkse ~ gAdekknes contafred fn
tbc point publication ot the V. S. Depar~nt o. Tnterkor and U. S.
Departnent of Agriculture> hvfrmantal C.faerie !c. B1ectrfc Transcfssfon
~Sstens

Alternatives and Costs

fuels a% their environs.ntak effects end eccoonfcs., All econonfc hydro
sLtes fn the area are planned tor Cevelopoen and thernal generation vas
considered the coly available baseload alternative. Vfth respect to
fossf1-.ue?ed alternative plants, natural gas supplies vere ccnsfdere4
not available fn the >Luantktkes n>ceded, but coal and oil fuels vere
considered available altercatfves to nuclear fuel fo. thc proposed base-
losd plant. 1» econonfc studies vhfch resulted Ln the selection of the
nuclear-tucked plant indicated capital costs ot $288>000>000 .or tl»
nuclear-tueled plant, 8247,000,000 for the coal-fueled plant and $202,000,000
for the ofk-fueled plant> or costs of $262> $225 and $ 185 yer kkkovatt of
capacity respectLvely. Cn the basis of coal fuel costs ot 43 cents per ckk-
lfon Btu and oil fuel costs ot 66 cents per ukllion Btu, estfsated po»er
costs resolve to 7.01 oflie yer kflevel,t hour fcr a coal-tfred plant and
8.61 nfkks per k'Lovatt hour for an okk-fired plant. Con?arable pmr cos s
for >~ nuclear-fueled plant area/.88 nklls per kilo>att hour. ~>m staff
of th» Bureau ot Po»er finds tl»se costs to be vfthfn the range of sfnfkar
costs reporte4 by the industry.>

C onclusf ons

Although the forecasts ot tuture loads and generatfrg capacities indicate
that sons slippage Ln sc?»duke of the Esntord Ember Tvo Euclear Plant could
occur vfthout creating a serious paver supply problen, he staff of the Bureau
of Pover concludes that tie electr'c poser output of this ylant vill be needed
to neet future loads ot the l est Group ot M Eor>hves Po»er Pool and to

~ provi4e resecve cargfn needed for ade>funny and rekkabfkfty ot pc»er supply fn
the Pacfffc Eorthvest sub-area. Fur>rare, a saber ot other planned
large thernak and ~>'efectrfc units erst be cocpleted end fn service on
sct»duke ft the pro)ected reserve narg'ns are to be attakr»4> and ft has been
cannon experience fn recent years tor large nev units to be delayed scnetfces
for nany nonths fn achieving cconsrcfal operating status.

Very truly yours>
'>

Chief, Bureau of Pover

The Apylfcant, kn deterninfng the need tor additfooal generation to
c»et fts profected decands> consfdere4 yurchased yover and a nucber o.
baseload altcrcatfves including alternate locations> types of plant,
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October 24, 1972

Mr. Daniel R. iiuller
Assistant Directoz - Environmental Pro5ects
Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear idr. Hullert

My counts on your draft of an Environmental Statement
in respect to the Hanford 42 nuclear power plant have
been incorporated in the reply from the Washington Anermal
Pelter Plant Site Evaluation Council of which I am a mem-
ber.

It is my understanding that the State's ~nts on the
AEC Envizonzental Statement wfll be correlated by iiz. Light-
foot, Secretary of the Council, and forwarded through the
proper channels to your office.
In AEC nuclear matters involving other than pcscez plant
disciplines, such co~nts as are necessary will con-
tinue to be supplied from this off'ice.

Thank you vezy much for your courtesy.

Sincerely yours,

LBBI 17/10

/xLa~rance B. Bradley
Executive Di rector
Office of Nuclear Energy

Development

cct Paul Bensonr Office of Program Planning 4 Fiscal ir~gement
Joe Lightfootr TPPSEC

Daaiel R. Huller
Assi staot Director for Eavirocacotal Pro]sets
Directorate of Liccasiag
Uaitcd States dtcafc Energy Cooaissioa
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Hr. Nullert

Eacloscd arc the cocacats of the Tbcraal Pover Plant Site Evaluation Council
of tbc State of Washington oa tbe Haaford No. 2 Drafc Eaviroaacatal State-
acot. These cosrlcatc are rcferca«cd.to tbc section of the drafc caviroaacatal
stataocot vbich they concern.

The Council is cooposcd of state agcocics vitb respoasfbflftfcs for tbc raagc
of fapacts rcsultiog fraa coascruction aad operation of tbctaal paver facil-
ities. Ncabcr agencies are as follovsI

Dcpartacat of Ecology
Dcpattocat of Fisbcric4
Depattaeat of Case
Wasbiogtoa State Parks aod Recreatioa Cooaicsioo
Deparcocot of Social aod Health Services
Iotercgcacy Cceaittca for Outdoor Recreation
Dcparoseac of Coracrcc aad Ecoooaic Dsvalopoaat
Washington Utilitiec aad Traasportatioa Coaaissfoa
Office of Progrca Plaoaiog apd Fiscal Haoagcocot
Dcpartacat of Natural Resources
Plaaafog aod Coeouoity Affairs agcocy
Dcpartacat of Eewcrgcocy Sarvfccs
Deparcocat of Agriculture

In its role as the state cleariogbousc agency for federal cavfroaccataI iapact
~ tatcacats ~ the OfHce of Prograa Plaoofog aad Eiscal Naaagcocat acccpcs the
coaaeacs of the Tbcraal povcr pleat Site Evaluation Council as the foraal state
rcvicv of the Haaford No. 2 prefect aod conveys tbfs rcvicv to yout office as
tbe foraal 1'espoase of cbe State of Wasbiogtoa.

5205
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Daniel R. Nailer
Page 2
October 24, 1972

C-af
TNEZYAL PO'R PLANT SITE EVAXUATIONGWRCIL CO%RENTS

Thank you for the oppottunity to consent on the envfronnental ZNPact of this
na]or pover pro3ect.

Tours vezy truly,

STATE PZA'.LVINC DIVISION

~C~r 6 Vgu~c~
~ Paul T. Benson, Jr.

Assistant Director

cc: Joseph Lightfoot., Ezecutive Secretary
The~ Povcr Plant Site Evaluation Council

INTRODUCTION

Page 1-1. In the first paragraph, reference is nsdc to the Nashington Public
Paver Supply Systen as an agency of the State of Nashfngton. Rhile thc Supply
Systcn is a Nunfcfpal corporation authorized under Nashington State lau as
stated in the second paragzaph, it is no an am of state goveznnent as fnplied
by the statcnenz cited above. Thc Supply Systcn is often referred to as a Jofnt
operating agency, a phrase descriptive of its function, and perhaps it fs this
conccp that the referenced statenent intended to convey.

II, E ~ 2 ~ THE SITE E VIRONNViTALPEAIURES CEOLOCY

Page II-10. Reference is nade in this section to the geological studies con-
ducted by Shannon and Nilson, Inc. and their incorporation in the PSAR. Nbfle
cross-reference to the PSAR ufll disclose the subsequent "Supplenentazy Soil
Investfgagfon" by Shannon and 'Nilson dated June 30, 1972, it vould be helpful
to nabs reference to this supplcncnt in the Environaental Statcncnt and to pre-
sent a brief discussion of thc findings of this ctudy and thc design and con-
struction nodifications resulting tron these findings.

III, C. 3. TNE PLANT EFFLUENT SYS ENS CHDGCAL AND SAÃZTARY NASTES

Page IXX 24. Thc Depazznent of Ecology has pointed out that the description
of the linftations to liquid discharge could be strengthened by a refcrcnce
to the Site Certification Agzeenent, Section IV. B., Hater Discharge. Such a

reference is sade to atnospheric discharges in the second paragraph on Page
111-26 and a sinilar reference to liquid discharges vould serve to achnovlcdge
thc controls inposed by the Certification Agrcenent.

A

IV~ RiVIROÃlENTALIMPACT Oi SITE PREPARATION AND 'PLANT CONSTRUCTIOÃ

Pages IV-1, 3, 3 ~ This section contains nuncrous'references to a tezporazy
barge offloading facility vhich vas anticipated to inplenent the consfzuction
of Nanford No. 2. By letter of August 11, 1972, Mr. J. J. Stein, Nansging
Director of the Nashfngton Public Povez Supply Systcn, has advised the Council
as follows: "Ihe Supply Systca, and Nestinghouse Nanford Co., have entered

,-into an agzecnent for the use of ~ barge facility to be ovned nnd constructed
by thc Port. of Benton. 'Ihi's agzeenent ua1ces the provision of Section 111. P.
unnecessary because the Supply Systcn ufll not construct the barge slip."

Page IV%. The third paragraph on this page indicates that construction vater
villbe secured fron tvo on site veils. We have been advised that the water
requircncnt for thc re-coupactfng of foundation nat«rials found to be necessary
by the previously referered to suppleeeatal Shannon and Nilson report dated
Junc 30 ~ 1972 ~ ufll require that vater for this purpose be puaped directly fron
thc Coluabia River.
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Page V-27. Ibe Departaeat of Social and Health Servfces has observed that the
tfcle o! Table V 6 should be sspliffed to iadieace that che doses indicated are
atcributable to gaseous effluents only.

Page V-25. They have furcber consented chat cbe suscsary coatafae4 ia che seeon4
paragraph of this page purports co assess the total radiological fapaet vhile
referring to the 2.2 aaarea value actrfbucable to tbe expected total aaaual dose
frow noble gases only. This should be clarified.

VIII~ SNORT Tgroc USES AVD LONC TE'or 'PRODUCTIVITY

Page VIII l. Ihe Vashiagcoa Utilitfes aa4 Traaspottation Cocafssfon bas sug-
sce4 thee cbe Iapaet Staceaeac address cbe effect of che siting of Hanford

~ No 2 upon cbe future loeacioa of additional power plants ia tbe viciafty. It
is possible this subject aighc be nore conveniently addressed ia another section
0! tba Eavirowaeatal Stateaent such as Seetfoa XI'ut~ in aay event( it is aa
area of Public iateresc vhfch does not appear co be discussed.

Ia geaeral, tbe subject Draft Eavfronnencal Scataaenc fs aa accurace and tborough
coapilaeiga o! fnforaatfoa which parallels that developed by this Council earingits 14-aoath reviev of cbe proposed Haaford No. 2 project prior co stace eercifi-
«acfoa. Haay Couaefi neabers eooaeatad favorably on the qualfty of tbe subjeec
4rafc.

,%,-ip 'j
~%ra so

TCNIA SAcCALL

ec sncv roses

NUCLEAR AND
THE:BAAL ENERGY COUNC)L

4263 COMMERCIAL S.E. ~ SAKM, OREGON ~ 97310 ~ Phone 378496S

October 4, 1972

Hr. Daniel R. Ihlier
Assistant Director for Envirorcncntal ProJects
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atonic Energy Connission
Nashington, D. C. 20545

Dear Nr. Huller

Subjectt Draft Envirort."ental State nE by the
Directorate of Licensing. U. S. Atonic =
Energy Co~ission, on the Environaental
Considerations Related to the Proposed
CCnStrVCticn Of the Hanford Il~r:Twv
Nuclear Porrer Plant by Hashington Public
Power Supp!y Systes (Docket No. 50-397)

cot r(

~gr Auo p~r',

ge

cp/

Thank you for sending a copy'of the subject docuoent in
our request.

response to

The State of Oregon through its Nuclear and Theical Energy Council
has reviewed this report. The construction and operation of the
proposed Kanford No. 2 nvclear power plant appears to be cccpatible
with Oregon's desire to ctaintain high quality of environaent 1n this
state, and appears to present no identifiable health lizards to
Oregon1ans.

However, Oregon and Nashington share a ccrrron river boundary down-
streaa frccn Hanford No. 2, and portions of Oregon are with1n forty
criles of the proposed plant and are subject to potent1al atcospheric
contaaination. Hence. we have a continuing interest in the Hanford
No. 2 Nuclear Power Plant; will you please include the Nuclear and
Thecal Ene~i Council. State of Oregon, 1n the distrilrvticn of subsequent
publ1c doc~nts issued by the U. S. Atccric Energy Ccwsnission which re-
late to Hanford No. 2.

Page 2

Incidentally, we note in the last sentence of the discussion of 'Effects
of the Intake Structvre (Sect1on V.C. 2.a, page V-g) a statenent which
appears to be in error but rich does not affect the conclus1ons abovt
environ:Otal'effects. This sentence states that a substrate consisting



ffr. Oanfel R. Yarlfer
October 4, 1972
Page t«o

of coarse gravel and large cobble fs not expected to be sought out
by spa«ning salrnnids. On the contrary, spawning salron and trout
do seek gravel beds with gravel size ranging frocr 1/4 inch to 6 inches
fn dian.ter. The Envfrorocntal Report issued by the Washington Public
Power Supply Systen clafns that the filter systen «fll not be at-
tractive to spawning safcon for a reason different than that used fn
your report, Dare)y, because the «ater flow «ill be downward freer the
river into the fflter «hfle spawning salron seek out areas'of up-
«ellfng. You nay wfsh to clarify this point fn your final draft of
the Envfroraentaf Report for Nanford No. 2.

M. Kelly Moods
Nuclear and Thernal Energy

Coordinator

cc: lK Joseph F., Lightfoot
Executive Secretary
Thercal Po«er Plant Site Evaluatfcn Council
Olf~fa, Mashfngton 98501
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atural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1710 N Street. N.W.

x&TcxÃTTOLnoucÃTCO~xfcvcr
whsxrwcTON, D.c. Tooogc 10036

tot Sasxtfrrr 783
~ ''cw TNI Orsw

octa,er 13 1972 ~ 66rut44T IT ITT

Mr. Ronald R. Loose
Environmental Project Manager~»" "„~wc
Atonic Energy Conraission
Washington, D.C. "..f reer r
Dear. Mr. Loose:,o

Enclosed are connents of the Natural Resources
Defense Council-fNRDC) on the AEC's Draft Environ-

t tett t.c la *cD w tl ~II
Nurtner Two Nuclear power plant Docket No. 50-397).
As detailed in the comentsc NRDC finds the draft
statenent inadequate to fulfillthe purpose of the
Natipnal'nvironrcental policy Act. Therefore, the
AEC should issue a new draft ircpact staterent.

Sincerely yours,

E~p

TBS/ELS Iles

dd
ccr Hr. L. Manning Huntring

Mr. Hartin R. Hoffrarurn
Hr. Howard R. Shapar
Mr. John F. OILeary

~ Mr. Tinothy B. Atkeson
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Z ~ INTRODUCTION

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC) ~

'finds the draft-environmental statement deficient in Lts

Comments of the
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.,

on the
Atomic Energy Ccm+Lssion's

Draft Environmental Statement
for the

Construction of Sanford Number
Two Nuclear Power Plant

(Docket No. 50-397)

Ww veri ofpro
)4 vtcr clew $TREEt

l4WVOQC, N.Y. coo W

om oooono

discussion of both the environmental impact of *the pro-

posed plant and the alternatives to it. These defects

are so serious that the draft statement is not adequate

to fulfL11 its purpose as a vehicle for informed ~nt
and review of the proposed action by the public and de-

cisionmakers such as the president and Congress. Hence,

the AEC should issue a new draft environmental statement

in order to comply with the requirements of the National

EnvLronmental Policy Act (NEPA) .

ZZ ~ DISCUSSION OP ENVIRONMENTAI IMPACT

ThecDraft Statement's dLscussion of envLronmental

impact is serLously deficient in several respects. Nhile

the Statement discusses the environmental impacts which

villbe caused near the plant by the plant's construction

SubmLtted bye

Thomas B. Stoel, Jr.
Edward L. Strohbehn, Jr.
October 13, 1972

and operation. the. Statement simply mentions withou dLs-

cussing in detaL1 the envLronmental impacts associated

vith constructLng transmission lines and disposing of
radioactive wastes and ignores entirely the environmental

impacts of producLng the'nuclear fuel to be consumed in

the plant.
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The Statezent indicates that three transmission lines

willbe built as a result of constructing the proposed

plant and provides a one paragraph su~~ of their en-

vironmental impacts, apparently because the Bonneville

Power Administration (BPA) will prepare an environmental

statement discussing the effects of construction, use,

and maintenance of these lines. (p. V-2) The problems

and risks of disposing of the high level radioactive

wastes pzoduced by the plant are substantial, as evidenced

by the inability of the AEC to find a means more suitable

than surface storage. Decisions to operate additional

nuclear power plants exacerbate this storage problem. Zn

addition, the AEC has not required the applicant to indicate

where it pzoposes 'to bury lower level radioactive wastes

and assumes that a relatively close site will be used

(p. V-27). Whether this site possesses sufficient capacity

to handle all of the radioactive wastes which would be

geneiated by radioactive waste-producing facilities in

the area is not indicated, however. Finally, the environ-

mental impacts of producing nuclear fuel are considerable

and are a direct consequence of the proposal to build a

nuclear plant zather than no plant oz' plant using non

nuclear fuel. Unless the Statement includes a detailed

discussion of all of these impacts, it cannot serve one

of its main intended unctions: to provide a basis for

comparing the environmental impacts of the proposed plant

See h'RDCand the impacts of the reasonable alternatives.

V. Morton, 3 ERC 1558, 1561, 1562 (D.C. Cir. 1972)

IIZ. DZSCUSSZOH OF AITEINATZVES

A. Reduce Rate of Growth in Ener Demand

One alternative would be to build no power plant

and meet the 'need for electricity by reducing the rate
'

of growth in demand. The Statement does not discuss this

important alternative at all.
*

~
C

The President's Energy Message of June 4, 1971, cited

as a major cause of United States energy problems the

sharp increase in demand that began about 1967, and states

that the needs of a growing economy will further stimulate

this demand.'he Interior Department estimates that

during the period 1970-.1985, demand foz total energy will
increase at an average zate. of 4.5 percent per year, and

the dem'd for oil and natural gas at 3.2 percent and 3.8

percent, respectively. The Fedezal Government has never

publicly addressed the question whether long-tera growth

in energy demand at these high rates is socially desirable.

even though the Energy Policy Staff of the Office of Science

and Technology has stated that the question of reducing the
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rate of growth in national powez generation capaci.ty

zequize[s) a great deal of public thougbt and discussion,

for (the answers) will a'ffect both the econony md the

environs»nt for decades to co~. Electric Power and the

Environs»nt (1970) .

One z»thod of reducing energy consunption would be

for >he AEC to refuse to license this plant. The likely/
result would be a zise in the pzice of electric power, and

a consequent reduction in denand. As the President noted

in his Energy Message:

(The) accelerated growth in denand
results partly fzon the fact that
energy has been zelatively inexpen-
sive in this country. During ~De
last decade, the prices of oil, coal,
natural gas and electricity have in-
creased at a much slower rate than
consuz»r prices as a whole. Energy
has been an attractive bargain in
this country -- and denmd has re-
sponded accordingly.

It is noteworthy that electricity has traditionally been

cheap in the Pacific Northwest because of the abundant,

nonpolluting hydroelectric power which was available in

the past. Since increased denmd for electricity in the

Northwest is now and will in the future be supplied by

more environz»ntally hamful gems, it scans appzopriate

that prices increase. As noted above, one way of

acccxaplishing this would be to deny the proposed license.

Another nethod would be throuch federal legislation and

adninistrative action to assure that the price of energy

fully reflects the environmental costs of producing it.
As the Energy Policy staff of the Office of Science and

Technology has stated:

(I)t is highly desirable to include
as many of the external environmntal

"costs as possible in the price of all
fozns of energy . . . . )This) is the
nost straightforward nmner of afford-
ing each cons~r the oppoztunity to
recognize the costs of environs»ntal
protection and to pay his share of
these costs in accordance with thet f gy h . O~lt
~su z'a.

Another way of reducing electricity consunption would

bc through Federal legislation or adulnistrative action

banning pro~tional advertising by utilities. Still anothez,

longer-zmge way of reducing consunption was noted by the

President in'his Energy Message of June 4, 1971: Ne aust

get back on the road of increasing efficiency —both at

the point of production and at the point of consunption .
/

A nurser of possible governs»ntal actions to increase energy

efficiency are outlined in a recent staff study by the

Office of Es»rgency Preparedness titled The Potential for

Enercv Conservation (1972). All of these aust be discussed
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in detail —together with the other ways of reducing

demand outlined above —when this impact statement is

revised.

B. Other Enez Sources

The discussion of the alternative of an oil-fired

plant is inadequate. The nature of the authorities cited

in the footnotes -- documents dating back to 1969-70 and

prepared for other purposes —make it clear that the

AEC undertook no cuzzent research o'r consultation. with

respect to this alternative. The discussion of the avail-

ability of domestic oil ignores the fact that the West

Coast is expected to have a surplus of domestic oil in

the late 1970's if the Alaska Pipeline goes forward. Oil

cost figures ( about 64.23 per barrel, p. XI-3) aze

gi.ven without any explanation of their zelevance oz

comparison with nuclear fuel costs.

The Statement declares that tl)ow sulfur oil is

available fzom Indonesia, Liberia, South America, Nozth.

Africa..., but the alternative of an oil-fired plant

fueled by. imported oil is never discussed. There is no

discussion of possible modifications of the Oil Import

Program to make imported oil available at lower cost or

in greater quantities. NEPA requizes that the impact

statement include a detailed discussion of this alternative

and i.ts environmental impacts. See NRDC v. Norton, ~su za,

at 1561-63. There is no mention of the alternative of an

oi.l-fired plant fueled by Canadian oil, even though the

Canadian Energy Ninister stated in the House of Commons

on April 19, 1972, that Canada could make considerab1y more

oil available to the U.S. if we relaxed our quotas. These

alternatives must be discussed in detail in the revised

statement.

In addition, the Statement fails to discuss at all

the alternative of utilizing a combination of energy resources.

The energy that could be produced by the proposed plant

could be supplied by a combination of alternatives which

might involve less environmental impact than the proposed

plant. See NRDC v. Norton, supra, at 1563-64,

C. Alternative Sites

The Statement'.s discussion of sites outside the

Hanford Reservation is limited to six lines, devoted

to one site which was 'investigated by the applicant.

The reader is not told whether, the AEC believes this
Isite to be environmentally superior or inferior to the

one proposed, much less whether there are other sites

in the region which did not happen to be investigated

by the applicant where there would be less environmental

harm. This does not amount to the detailed discussion
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IV THE DECISIONHAKING PROCESS

of alternative site locations demanded by NEPA. One reason

for this inadequate discussion of site alternatives is the

decision o! the supply system to advance the operational

date of the proposed plant by a year which made it important

for the Supply System to insure approval oi a site for
Plant No. 4 with a minimum of delay (p. 1-3). 'The schedule

advancement was occasioned by 'the voters of Eugene
Oregon'elaying

the operational date of the originally proposed

Plant No. 4 (id.). Sites outside the Hanford Reservation

probably were not considered in detail because they too

might not meet with public approvald whereas'Hanford sites

are under federal control. These factors suggest that

persons living in the Northwest might approve of public

action to reduce the rate of growth of energy demand and

that the public utilities and the federal government are

not nece'hsarily acting in the public interest by constructing

power plants in order to meet their pro)ected demand re-

quirements. Thus the .pzoblems associated with constructing

the proposed plant at alternate sites and with reducing the

rate of growth of energy consumption must be discussed in
detai.l in the revised drai't envizomntal statement.

A. The H dro-Thermal Pro ram

Chapter X of the Statement notes that the proposed

plant is part of the Hydro-Thermal Powez Program, a co-

ordinated power-development sche~e devised by utilities
in cooperation «ith the Federal Covernment.'he need

for the plant is )ustified by demand pro5ections of the

Joint Power Planning Council, composed of pzivate and

public utility companies and the Bonneville Power Admin-

istration.

Nowhere does the Statement contain a detailed ex-

planation of these de~d projections. Table X-l, an

apparent attempt to do so, raises more questions than

it answers. What price assumptions underlie the demand

estimates? What would be the effect on demand of higher

prices? Why are energy requirements for irrigation ex-

9 t 9 tt -~312 21 -hy 1999, h th

currently experiences crop surpluses? Are utilities in
the region now carrying on promotional advertisirigy and

do they charge lower rates to bulk users? What would be

the effect on demand if these practices were stopped or

substantially modified? None of these important questions

are answered, yet they relate directly to the need for
this plant.



Even nore inportant, the Statenent no«here discusses

in detail the Hydro-Theznal Pzogzau of which this proposal
'k

is a part. The brief description which is included o:tlines

a past decisionnaking process in «hich emvizonnental con-

siderations appear to have been neglected. A gzoup of

private conpanies which profit fry power sales and govern-

rent agencLes charged with power development —including

at least one federal agency, the BPA —have gotten together

to coozdinate power developnent foz an entire region for

the next two decades. There is no evidence that the 20-

year Hydro-Thernal Progzau of these agencies and companies

was intended to enphasime energy conservation in the in-

terest of envizonnental protection. There is no evidence

that their 20-year Pzogzau was designed to nake sure that

environmental protection would be one of the foremost goals

at each Stage of its Lnplementation.

Despite the essential pazticipatLon of BPA Ln the

Hydro-Thernal Progran, there is no indication that the

enactnent of NEPA in 1970 had the slightest Lcpact on

that Pzogzan. Zt is certain that no environmental Lnpact

statement has ever been Lssued concezning the Pzograu,

though 3.t is plainly an ongoLng 'proposal(] for najor

federal action [] significantly affecting the hunan

environment with respect to which Section 102(2) (C) of

NEPA requires that an inpact stamenent be prepared.

Hence, the Progzan has not been opened up to public

sczut'ny and debate in the nanner contenplated by NEPA,

and has not been searchingly zeassessed in light of en-

viro~ntal values, as required by NEPA.

B. The Role of the AEC

The AEC has done little to remedy the neglect

of environnental values which appazently has char-

acterimed past decisionnaking .concerning this proposed

plant. The AEC has a duty, as the first agency to look

at this project fron the environmental viewpoint nandated

by NEPA, to view the proposal Ln the broadest possible

perspective mnd discuss in detail all reasonable alterna-

tives. See Greene Count v. FPC, 3 ERC 1595; NRDC v.

= Morton, s~u ra.. As pointed out previously, the AEC has

not fulfilled this duty but has acted as if Lts only

obligitlon~as to examdne the environmental Lmpapts oS

the plant itself. These obligations are adrLttedly

difficult to fulfillbecause the AEC arrived on the

scene after sore $27,000,000 had alzeady been invested

in the proposed plant. However, this is a natter within

the AEC's control and cannot excuse noncompliance with

NEPA any mere than the head-in-the-sand attitude so

severely cziticLmed by Judge NrLght in the Calvert Cliffs'
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case, 449 F.2d 1115 (1971).

Nothing in the AEC's statutory authorities prevents

it from assuring that construction permit applications

are received at a togae when rmaningful consideration of

alternatives required by NEPA can take place. See 42

U.S.C. 5 3 2131, 2133, 2235. Although applicants nay

lack Lnfornation which Ls required to be filed with the

incident to the decLsion to undertake construction of a

nuclear power plant. The relevance of such costs to AEC

'decisionr~ing is reflected in this draft statenent where

the alternatEve of abandoning the project is discussed in

three sentences in which principal focus is given to the

'financial investrent sunk in the facility'hi.ch is
"unzecoverable'p. XI-1) .

AEC prior to the issuance of construction pernlts at

the tine applicants decide to constzuct a nuclear power

plant, applicants could be zequired to fLle a notice of

intent with the AEC at the tire the initial decision to

construct a nuclear power plant is nade. This would

enable the AEC to examine the basLs of the applicant's

decision, particularly the electricity dexand and supply

forecasts, and consider alternatives prLor to coxuitmnt

of zdlllons of dollars towards constructLon of the project

by the applicant. See 10 C.F.R. 5 50.10, which delinea es

actions applicants nay. take prior to receipt of a con-

struction pernit. To insure tinely fLling of such notices

of intent by applicants, the AEC could refuse to consider

in its decision whether to license the plant any pre-

construction costs incurred by the applicant prLor to

filing of the notice of intent, except costs incident to

conpiling supply/denand forecasts and other basic data

V. CONCLUSZON

NRDC finds that the Draft Statexent's discussLon Of

the environmental Lnpact of the proposed plant and its
alternatives is so inadequate that it fails to fulfillLts

purpose of providing a basis for inferred count and re-

view by the public and decisionnakers. The AEC is there-

fore required to issue a new draft statenent which reredies

the deficiencies of this Statenent. See Natural Resources

Defense Council, Inc. v. Parton, 3 ERC 1623 (D.D.C. 1972).

NRDC believes that nany of the sezious deficiencies,

particularly the failure to dLscuss some alternatives and

the use of dated naterial as sources for the discussion

of other alternatives, is due to inadequate consultation

with other federal, state, and local agencies prior to

preparation of the Draft Staterent. Nothing in the

Statenent indicates that consultation took place, although

0
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many of the Itost important alternatives to the proposed

action are within the expertise of agencies other than

the AEC. NRDC believes that prior to issuing a new draft

statement, the AEC is obliged to consult with (1) govern-

ment agencies -- federal, state, and local —other than

the AEC which have 5urisdict!.on by law over any of the

reasonab)e alternatives to the proposed nuclear power

plant, and (2) federal agencies with 5urisdiction by

Hr. Daniel R. Huller
Assistant Director for Enviromolntel Projects
Directorate of Licensing
Atonic Energy Ctxceission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Hr. Rtllerl

Pursuant to its zesponsibiliries under Section 102(2)(C) of the
Hetional Envirotntentsl Policy Act of 1969, the Advisory Council
on Historic Presezvetion hes revieved the dzsfc environnental
steterent concerning the Hsnfozd tttmber Tvo Hucleer Power Plant
in Benton County, Washington.

el

,IP,'vK 2
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law or special expertise with respect to any
environmental'mpact

involved, including the environmental
impacts'f

reasonable alternatives to the proposed nuclear power

plant. See Council on Environmental Quality New>randuml

'Reccr~ndations for Zmproving Agency NEPA Procedures,

06ay 16, 1972), at pages 11-12.

We have consulted with the Liaison Officer for Historic Preservation
in the State of Washington and, provided that e co~stout azcheologist
is retained for possible salvage vortc ss you have stated, the Council
hes no fuzther connent. The final envizolmentei stat~ntI however,
should specify that your agency hss contacted the State Liaison
Officer, end e copy of his renazks should be appended to the docucent.

Should you have any questions or ret(cire additional assistance,
please conzecc lttr. Csnble of the Advisory Council staff.

, ncerely yours,

I'~fi;)I)5
Executive Secretary

teton',t wH eeet ~ .I»v &rr tu tete. eterttJ.e tet t~ e4c«w e tive w tttvww I
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~+ e er tewtw Irrr«e vw 4 ttt wVvee te ter I ~ fv rt r i+newt ee rreet e tkt 4trewt erwvt evte I tet xettrv tet~»
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APPENDIX K. IMPACT OF THE URANIUM FUEL CYCLE

The following assessment of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle, as
related to the operation of the proposed project is based on the values given
in Table S-3 (Section 5.8. 1.5) and the NRC staff's analysis of the radiological
impact from radon releases. For the sake of consistency, the analysis of
fuel cycle impacts has been cast in terms of a model 1000-Oe light-water-
cooled reactor (LMR) operating at an annual capacity factor of 80K. In the
following review and evaluation of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle,
the staff's analysis and conclusions would not be altered if the analysis
were to be based on the net electrical power output of the WNP-2 Station.

Land Use

The total annual land requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model 1000-
HWe LWR is about 460,000 m (113 acres). Approximately 53,000 m (13 acre
per year are permanently committed land, and 405,000 m~ (100 acres) per ye
are temporarily committed. (A "temporary" land commitment is a commitment
for the life of the specific fuel cycle plant, e.g., mill, enrichment plant,
or succeeding plants. On abandonment or decommissioning, such land can be
used for any purpose. "Permanent" commitments represent land that may not
be released for use after plant shutdown and/or decommissioning.) 'Of the
405,000 m per year of temporarily committed land, 320,000 m are undisturbed
and 90,000 m~ are disturbed. Considering common classes of land use in the
United States,~ fuel cycle land use requirements to support the model 1000-MMe
LMR do not'epresent a significant impact.

.Mater Use

The principal water use requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model
1000-fOe LWR is that required to remove waste heat from the power stations
supplying electrical energy to the enrichment step of this cycle. Of the
tota1 annual requirement of 43 x 10 m (11.4 'x 10 gal), about 42 x 10 m

are required for this purpose, assuming that these plants use once-through
cooling. Other water uses involve the discharge to air (e. g., evaporation
losses in process cooling) of about 0.6 x 10 m (16 x 10~ gal) per year and
water discharged to the ground (e. g., mine drainage) of about 0.5 x 10 m

per year.

On a thermal effluent basis, annual discharges from the nuclear fuel .cycle
are about 4X of the model 1000-NMe LMR using once-through cooling. The con-
sumptive water use of 0.6 x 10 m per year is about 2X of the model 1000-HMe
LMR using cooling towers. The maximum consumptive water use (assuming that
all plants supplying, electrical energy to the nuclear fuel cycle used cooling

A coal-fired plant of 1000-MWe capacity using strip-mined coal requires the
disturbance of about 810,000 m~ (200 acres) per year for fuel alone.



towers) would be about GX of the model 1000-NMe LMR using cooling tower's.
Under this condition, thermal effluents would be negligible. The staff finds
that these combinations of thermal loadings and water consumption are accept-
able relative to the water use and thermal discharges of the Station.

Fossil Fuel Consum tion

Electrical energy and process heat are required during various phases of the
fuel cycle process. The electrical energy is usually produced by the combus-
tion of fossil fuel at conventional power pl'ants. EIectrical energy associ-
ated with the fuel cycle represents about 5X of the annual electrical power
production o'f the model 1000-NMe LMR. Process heat is primarily generated by
the combustion of natural gas. This gas consumption, if used to generate
electricity, would be less than 0.3X of the electrical output from the model
plant. The staff finds that the direct and indirect consumptions of electri-
cal energy for fuel cycle operations are small and acceptable relative to
the net power production of the Station.

Chemical Effluents

The quantities of chemical, gaseous, and particulate effluents associated .

with fuel cycle processes are given in Table S-3. The principal species are
SO NO„, and the particulates. Judging, from data in a Council on tnviron-
mektal"guality report, (Ref 1), the NRC staff finds that these emissions
constitute an extreme1y small additional atmospheric loading in comparison
with these emissions from the stationery fuel-combustion and transportation
sectors in the United States, that is, about 0.02X of the annual national
releases for each of these species. The staff'believes such small increases
in'releases of these pollutants are acceptable.

Liquid chemical effluents produced in fuel cycle processes are related to
'fuel enrichment, fabrication, and reprocessing operations and may be released
to receiving waters. These effluents are usually .present in dilute concentra-
tions such that only small amounts of dilution water are required to reach
levels of concentration that are within established standards. Table S"3
specifies the flow of dilution water required for specific constituents.
Additionally, all liquid discharges into the navigable waters of the United

" States from plants associated with'the fuel cycle operations will be subject
to requiremqnts and limitations set forth in the NPDES permit.

I

Tailings solutions and solids are generated during the milling process. These
solutions and solids are not released in quantities sufficient to have a
significant impact on the environment.

Radioactive Effluents

Radioactive effluents estimated to be released to the environment from repro"
cessing and waste management activities and certain other phases of the fuel
cycle process are set forth in Table S-3. Using these data, the staff has
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calculated the 100-.year inventory environmental dose commitment* to the U.S
population.

These calculations estimate that the overall involuntary total-body gaseous
dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle (excluding reactor
releases and the dose commitment due to radon-222) would be approximately
400 person-rems per year of operation of the model 1000-MWe LMR. Based on
Table S-3 values, the additional involuntary total body-dose commitments to .

the U.S. population from radioactive liquid effluents due to all fuel cycle
operations other than reactor operation would be approximately l00 person-
rems per year of operation. Thus the estimated involuntary l00-year environ-
mental dose commitment to the U. S. population from radioactive gaseous and
liquid releases due to these portions of the fuel cycle is approximately
500 person-rems (whole body) per year of operation of the model'000-t@e LWR.""

At this time Table S-3 does not address the radiological impacts associated
with radon-222 releases. Principal radon releases occur during mining and
milling operations and as emissions from mill tailings. The staff has deter-
mined that releases from these operations for each year of operation of the
model 1000-MMe LMR are as given in Table K-l.

The staff has calcu'lated population dose commitments for these sources of
radon-222 using the RABGAD computer code described in Appendix A of Chap. IV,
Sec. J, of NUREG-0002 (Ref. 2). The results of these calculations for mining
and milling activities prior to tailings stabilization are listed in Table K-2.

When added to the 500 person-rems total-body dose commitment for the balance
of the fuel cycle, the overal'I estimated total-body involuntary 100-year
environmental dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle for
the model 1000-t%e LWR is approximately 640 person-rems. Over this period
of time, this dose is equivalent to 0.00002X of the natural background dose
of about 3 billion person-rems to the U.S. population."""

The staff has considered the health effects associated with the releases of
radon-222, including both the short-term effects of mining and milling, and
active tailings, and the potential long-term effects from unreclaimed open-pit
mines and stabilized tailings. The staff has assumed that after completion

The environmental dose commitment (EDC) is the integrated population dose for
100 years; that is, it represents'the sum of the annual population doses for
a total of 100 years. The population dose varies with time, and it is not
practical to calculate this dose for every year.

""A proposed narrative to Table S-3 has been published in the Federal Register
(FR 46, No. 42, pages 15129-15256, March 4, 1981) and comments have been
received. If approved by the Commission, the narrative will present
s1ightly higher estimates than shown here, but will not change the con-
clusion that the impacts are very small.

**Based on an annual average natural background'individual dose commitment of
100 mi'Ilirems and a stabilized U.S. population of 300 million.
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of active mining underground mines will be sealed, returning 'releases of
radon-222 to background levels. 'For purposes of providing an upper-bound
impact assessment, the staff has assumed that open-pit mines will be unre-
claimed and has calculated that if all ore were produced from open-pit mines,
releases from them would be 110 Ci per year per reference reactor year (RRY).
However,, because the distribution of uranium ore reserves available by conven-
tional mining methods is 66.8X underground and 32.2X open pit (Ref. 3), the
staff has further assumed that uranium to fuel LWRs will be produced by conven-
tional mini'ng methods in these proportions." This means that long-term
releases from unreclaimed open-pit mines will be 0.332 x 110 or 37 Ci per year
per RRY.

Based on the above, the radon released from unreclaimed open-pit mines over
100- and 1000-year periods would be about 3700 Ci and 37,000 Ci per RRY res-
pectively. The total dose commitments for a 100 to 1000-year period would be
as follows:

Time span (years) Releases (Ci) 0 a
body

one ung ronc ia
epithelium)

Po ulation dose commitments ( erson-rems)

100
500

1,000

3,700
. 19,000

37,000

96
480
960

2,500
13,000
25,000

2,000
11,000
20,000

The above dose commitments represent a worst-case situation in that no miti-
gating circumstances are assumed. However, state and Federal laws currently
require reclamation of strip and open-pit coal mines, and it is very probable
that similar reclamation will be required for uranium open-pit mines. If so,
long-term releases from such mines should approach background levels.

For long-term radon releases from stabilized tailings piles, the staff has
assumed that these tailings would emit, per RRY, 1 Ci per year for 100 years,
10 Ci per year,. for the next 400 years and 100 Ci per year'or periods beyond
500 years. With these assumptions, the cumulative radon-222 release from
stabilized tailings piles per RRY would be 100 Ci in 100 years and 4090 Ci in
500 years and 53,800 Ci in 1000 years (Ref. 4). The total-body, bone, and
bronchial epithelium, dose commitments for these periods are as follows:

Po ulation dose commitments erson-rems
Time span (years) Releases (Ci) o a

body
one ung ronc a

epithelium)

100
500

1',000

100
4,090

53,800

2.6
110

1,400

68
2,800

37,000

56
2,300

30,000

If risk estimators of 136, 6.9, and 22.2 cancer deaths per million person-
rems for total-body, bone, and lung exposures, respectively, are used, the
estimated, risk of cancer mortality resulting from mining, milling, and active
tailings emissions of radon-222 is about 0. 11 cancer fatalities per RRY. When



this risk from radon-222 emissions from stabilized tailings over a 100-year
release period is added, the estimated risk of cancer mortality over a
100-year period. is unchanged. Similarly, a risk of about 1.2 cancer fatalities
is estimated over a 1000-year release period per RRY. When potential radon
releases from reclaimed and unreclaimed open-pit mines are included,,the over"
all risks of radon induced cancer fatalities per RRY range are as follows:
O.ll to 0.19 fatalities for a 100-year period, 0.19 to 0.57 fatalities for a
500-year period, and 1.2 to 2.0 fatalities for a 1000-year

period.'o

illustrate: A single-model 1000-NMe LMR operating at an 80K capacity
factor for 30 years would be predicted to induce between 3.3 and 5.7 cancer
fatalities in 100 yr, 5.7 and 17 in 500 yr, and 36 and 60 in 1000 yr as a
result of releases of radon-222.

These doses and predicted health effects have been compared with those that
can be expected from natural-background emissions of radon-222. Calculated
using data from the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP) (Ref. 5)
the average radon-222 concentration in air in the contiguous United States
is about 150 pCilms, which the NCRP estimates will*result in an. annual dose
to the bronchial epithelium of 450 millirems. For a stabilized future U.S.
population of 300 million, this represents a total lung dose commitment of
135 million person-rems per year. If the same risk estimator of 22.2 lung
cancer fatalities per million person-lung-rems used to predict cancer fatali-
ties for the model 1000 Ne LMR is used, estimated lung cancer fatalities
alone from background radon-222 in the air can be calculated to be about
3000 per year, or 300,000 to 3,000,000 lung cancer deaths over periods of
100 to 1000 years respectively.

In addition to the radon-related potential health effects from the fuel cycle,
other nuclides produced in the cycle, such as carbon-14, will co'ntribute to
population exposures. It is estimated that 0.08 to 0.12 additional cancer
deaths may occur per RRY (assuming that no cure or prevention of cancer is
ever developed) over the next 100 to 1000 years, respectively, from exposures
to these other nuclides.

The latter exposures can also be compared with those from naturally occurring
terrestrial and cosmic-ray sources. These average about 100 millirems.
Therefore, for a stable future population of 300 million persons, the whole-
body dose commitment would be about 30 million person-rems per year, or
3 billion person-rems and 30 billion person-rems for periods of 100 and 1000
years respectively. These dose commitments could produce about 400,000 and
4,000,000 cancer deaths during the same time periods. From the above analysis,
the NRG staff concludes that both the dose commitments and health effects of
the uranium fuel cycle are insignificant when compared to dose commitments
and potential health effects to the U.S. population resulting from all natural
background sources.

Radioactive Mastes

The quantities of buried radioactive waste material (low-level, high-level,
and transuranic wastes) are specified in Table S-3. For low-level waste dis-
posal at land burial facil'ities, the Commission notes in Table S-3 that ther
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will be no signific'ant radioactive releases to the environment. The Commis-
sion notes that high-level and transuranic,wastes are to be buried at a
Federal Repository and that no release to the environment is associated with
such disposal. NUREG-0116 (Ref. 6), which provides background and context
for the high-level and transuranic Tab'Ie S-3 values established by the
Commission, indicates that these high-level and transuranic wastes will be
buried and will not be released to the biosphere. No radiological environ-
mental impact is anticipated from such disposal.

Occu ational Dose

The annual occupational dose attributable to all phases of'he fuel cycle
for the model 1000-MMe LMR is about 200 person-rems. The NRC staff conc'ludes
that this occupational dose will not have a significant environmental impact;

~Tt tl
The transportation dose to workers and the public is specified in Table S-3.
This dose is small and not considered significant in comparison to the natural
background dose.

~F

The staff's analysis of the uranium fuel cycle did not depend on the selected
fuel cycle (no recycle or uranium-only recycle), because the data provided
in Table S-3 include maximum recyc'le option impact for each element of the
fuel cycle. Thus the staff's conclusions as to acceptability of the environ-
mental impacts of the fuel cycle are not affected by the specific fuel cycle
selected.

'
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Table K-1 Radon releases for each year of operation
of the model 1000-lOe LMR

Radon source

Mining

Milling and tailings
(during active mining)

Inactive tailings (prior
to stabilization)

Stabilized tailings
{several hundred years)

Stabilized tailings (after
several hundred years)

guantity released

4060 Ci

780 Ci

350 Ci

1 to 10 Ci/year

110 Ci/year

Source

b'.

Milde, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission transcript of
direct testimony given "In the Matter of Duke Power Company
Company (Perkins Nuclear Station), Docket No. 50-488,
April 17, 1978.

P. Magno, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission transcript of
direct testimony given "In the Matter of Duke Power Company
{Perkins Nuclear Station)," Docket No. 50-488, April 17, 1978.
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Table K-2 Estima'ted 100-year environmental dose commitment
per year of operation of the model 1000-MWe LMR

osage person-rems -.

Radon Source Releases (Ci) o a o y . one ung ronc sa
epithelium)

Mining 4100 110 2800 2300

Milling and active
tail in s . 1100

Total

29

140 3600

620

2900
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APPENDIX.L..EXAMPLES OF SITE-SPECIFIC DOSE ASSESSMENT CALCULAT?ONS
p =)~ a

1. Calculational A roach

As mentioned in the text the quantities of radioactive material that may be
released annually, from the WP-2 Station are estimated on the basis of the
description of the radwaste systems in the applicant's ER and FSAR and by
using'he calculational model and parameters described in NUREG-0016 (Ref. 1).
These estimated effluent release values along with the, applicant's site and
environmental data in the ER and in subsequent answers to NRC staff questions
are used in the. calculation of radiation doses and dose commitments.

V

The models, arid considerations for 'environmental pathways that lead to
estimates of radiation doses and dose commitments to individual members of
the public near the plant and of cumulative doses and dose commitments to
the entire population within an 80-km radius of the plant as a result of
plant operations are discussed in'detail in Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 2).
Use of these models with additional assumptions for environmental pathways
that. lead to exposure to the general population outside the 80-km (50"mile)
radius are described in Appendix C of this Statement.

The calculations performed .by the staff for the potential'ly contaminated
atmosphere and hydrosphere provide total integrated dose commitments to the
entire population within 80 km of the Station based on the projected popula"
tion distribution in the year. 2000. The dose commitments represent* the total
dose that would be received over a 50-yr period, following the intake of

„ radioactivity for 1 yr under the conditions existing 15 years after the
station begins operation (i.e., the mid.point of station operation). For
younger persons, changes in organ mass and metabolic parameters with ag'e after
the initial intake of radioactivity are accounted for.

2. Dose Commitments from Radioactive Effluent Releases

Radioactive effluents released to the atmosphere and to the hydrosphere from
the MNP-2 Station will result in very small radiation dose commitments to
individual members of the public and to the general population. The NRC

staff estimates of the. expected gaseous and.particulate releases (listed in
Table L-1) and the expected liquid releases (listed in Table L-8) along with
the site meteorological and hydrological considerations (summarized in
Tables L-2 and L-9 respectively)'ere 'used to estimate radiation doses and
dose commitments.

Three years of meteorological data were used in the calculation of relative
concentrations of effluents. The data were collected onsite from April 1974
to March 1976. The long-term diffusion estimates were made using the pro-
cedure described in Regulatory Guide l. ill, Revision 1 (Ref. 3). Open ter rai
recirculation factors were used by the staff in the computer model.
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a. Radiation Dose Commitments to Individual Members of the Public

As explained in the text, calculations are made for a hypothetical individual
member of the public (i.e., the maximally exposed individual) who would be
expected to receive the highest radiation dose from all appropriate pathways.
This method tends to overestimate the doses since assumptions ar'e made that
would be difficult for a real individual to fulfill.
Individual receptor locations and pathway locations considered for the
maximally exposed individual are listed in Table L-3. The estimated dose
commitments to the individual who is subject to maximum exposure at selected
offsite locations from airborne releases of radioiodine and particulates,
and waterborne releases are listed in Tables L-4, L-5, and L-6. The maximum
annual beta and 'gamma air dose and the maximum total-body and skin dose to a
hypothetical individual, at the site exclusion boundary, also are presented in
Tables L"4, L-5, and L-6.

The maximally exposed individual is assumed to consume well above averagee quantities of the potentially affected foods and to spend more time at poten-
tially affected'locations than the average person as indicated in Tables E-4
and E-5 of Regu'latory Guide 1, 109 (Ref. 2).

b. Cumulative Dose Commitments to the General Population

Annual radiation dose commitments from airborne and waterborne radioactive
releases from the MNP-2 Station are estimated for two populations in the year
2000: (1) all members of the general public within 80 km (50 miles) of the
station (Table L-5) and (2) the entire U.S. population (Table L-7). Dose
commitments beyond 80 km (50 miles) are based on the assumptions discussed
in Appendix C. For perspective, annual background radiation doses are given
in the tables for both population's.
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Table L-1 Calculated Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous
Effluents from MNP-2 (Ci/yr)

Nuclides

Reactor Bldg.
8c Condenser

Offgas System
(Continuous)

Mechanical
Vacuum Pump
(Periodic)

Radwaste
Drywell Building

Purge Vents
(Periodic) (Continuous)

Turbine
Building
Vents

(Continuous) Total

Ar-41
Kr-83m
Kr"85m
KF-85
Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89
Xe-131m
Xe-133m
Xe-133
Xe-135m
Xe-135
Xe-137
Xe"138

a
80
270
6ll
a
17
a
560
92
68
a
14

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
2300
a
350
a
a

25
a
a
a
a
a
a
'a

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

10
a
45
a
a

a
a
68
a
130
230
a
a

250
650
630
a
1400

25
a
150
270
140
241
a
17
a
3100
740

1400

Total Noble Gases 7200

I-131
7-133
Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-59
Co"58
Co-60
Zn-65
Sr-89
Sr-90
Zr"95
Sb-124
Cs-134
Cs"136
Cs"137
Ba-140
Ce-141

0. 34
'1.4

b6("4)
6(-3)
8("4)
1.2("3) „

2(-2)
4("3)
1. 8(-4)
l(-5)
8("4)
4("4)
8("3)
6(-4)
1. 1(-2)
8.1(-4)
2(-4)

0. 03
a
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

a
a
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

0. 05
0. 18

3(-4)
l.5(-4)
4. 5(-5)
9(-4)
c
c
3(-6)
c
c
c
c
c
c
2. 6("5)

0. 19
0. 76
1.3(-2)
6(-4)
5(-4)
6("4)
2("3)
2(-4)
6(-3)
2("5)
1(-4)
3( 4)
3("4)
5(-5)
6("4)
1.1(-2)
6("4)

0. 61
2.3
1.4(-2)
6.9("3)
1.4("3)
1.8("3)
2.3("2)
4.2("3}
6.2("3)
3.3("5)
9(-4)
7(-4)
8.3("3)
6.6("4)
1.2("2)
1.2(-2)
8.3("4}

Total Particulates 2. 99

H-3
C-14

75
9.5

75
9.5



Table L.l (Continued)

Footnotes

" Less than 1.0 Ci/yr per reactor for noble, gases and carbon-14; less than
10-4 Ci/yr per reactor for iodine.

- Exponential notation; 5.2f+2) = 5.2 x 10~.

- Less than 3X of total for this nuclide.



Table L.2 "Summar of Atmos heric Dis ersion Factors X/ and Relative
e os on a ues or ax mum e oun ar an ece or

Locations Near the MNP-2 Nuclear Power Station

Location Source XIQ.(sec/ms)
Relative

Deposition (m-~)

Nearest Site A
Mater Bounday'
(5.6 km ESE) C

1;1(-6)
3. 4(-6)
4. 1(-6)

l.0(-9)
3 3(-9)
3. 9(-9)

Nearest Site A 7.5 ("6) 9. 6(-9)
Exclusion Boundary B 2. 1("5) 2. 7(8)
(1.9 km SSE) C 2. 5("5) 3.2(8)
Nearest Residence, A 8'.6 (-7) 7. 6("10) ",'-
Garden, Milk B 2.'8(-6) 2. 5("9)
Animal, and Meat

Animal (6.4 km SE) C 3.4(-6) 3.0(-9)

Source A is the continuous vent releases for reactor and radwaste buildings
and fan-house vents.

Source B is intermittent purge from mechanical vacuum pump (4 times/yr,
24 hrs ea.)

Source C is intermittent purge from drywell (2 times/yr, 2 hrs ea).

The doses presented in the following tables are corrected for radioactive decay
and cloud depletion from deposition, where appropriate, in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1. 111, Rev. 1, "Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport
and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases from Light Mater
Reactors," July 1977.

bw"Nearest" refers to that type of location where the highest radiation dose is
expected to occur from all appropiate pathways.

Exponential notation: 1. 1(-6) = 1. 1 x 10- .

d
To convert miles to km, multiply by 1.61.
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e

Table L-3 Nearest Pathwa Locations Used for Selectin
ax mum n lv ua ose omm tments

" Site Exclusion Boundary

Residence

Sector

SSE

SE

Distance km

6.4

Garden .

Milk Cow

Milk Goat

Heat Animal

Fisherman/Boater/Swimmer

SE

SE

SE

SE

ESE

6.4

6.4

8.0

Beta and gamma air doses, and total body and skin doses, from noble gases
are determined at the exclusion area boundaries.

Dose pathways, including inhalation of atmospher ic radioactivity., exposure
to deposited radionuclides, and submersion in gaseous radioactivity are
evaluated at residences.
To convert to miles, multiply by 0. 621.



Table L.4 Annual Dose Commitments to a Maximall Ex osed
n v ua ear e - an

Location Pathway Annual. Dose Commitment (millirem/yr per unit)

Noble Gases in Gaseous Effluents
o a o y n amma ir ose e a r ose

(mrad/yr per (mrad/yr per.
unit) ~ unit)

'Nearest Site
Land Boundary(1.9 km SSE)

Director Radiation
from Plume

2.3 1.9 3.5 '3 9

Iodine and Part'iculates in Gaseous Effluents
Total Body Thyroid

Nearest Residence, Ground Deposit
garden, and milk Inhalation
animals, at Milk
Taylor Flat
(6.4 km

SE)'.017 (T) 0.017 (C)
0.0036 (T) 0.47 (C)
0.19 (I) 6.'3 (I)

Li uid Effluents (Adults
Total Body Organ

C"
1

Co

.Nearest Drinking Mater Ingestion
Mater at Richland/
Pasco

Nearest Fish at Fish Ingestion-
outfall area

0. 00002

1.0

0. 0003 (thyroid)

5.0 (bone)

"Nearest" refers to that site exclusion area boundary location
gaseous effluents have been estimated to occur.

To convent ke to et'lee, multiply by D.62.

Doses are for the age group which results in the highest dose:
est" refers to the location where the highest radiation
ays has been estimated. To convert to miles, multiply b

where the highest radiation doses due to

A = adult, T = teen, C = child, I = Inf
to an individual from all applicable

. 621.
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Table L.5 Calculated 10 CFR Part 50 A endix I Dose Commitments to a Maximall
Ex osed nds v ua an to the o u1atson rom erat>on o t e

P-2 uc ear ant ~ r

Annual Dose Per Reactor Unit
nd v> ua

App rer . c 1 1 t d

Desi n Ob ectives Doses

Liquid Effluents
Dose to total body from all pathways 3 mrem
Dose to any organ from all pathways 10 mrem

1.0 mrem
5.0 mrem
(adult bone)

— Noble Gas Effluents (at exclusion area boundary 1.2 mi. or 1.6 km, SSE)

Gamma dose in air
Beta dose in air
Dose to total body of an individual
Dose to"skin of an individual

Radioiodines and Particulates

10 mrad
20 mrad
5 mrem
15 mrem

3.5 mr'ad
3.9 mrad
2.3 mrem
4.9 mrem

Dose to any organ from all pathways 6.3 mrem
(infant thyroid)

Po ulation Within 80 km 50 mi
erson-rem

15 mrem

Natural Radiation Background
Liquid Effluents
Noble Gas Effluents
Radioiodines and Particulates

Total Bo

26,000
<1
1.0
1.5

~Th roid

1.0
16

Design Objectives from Sections II.A, II.B, II.C and II.D of Appendix I, 10 CFR
Part 50, considers doses to maximum individua'l and population per reactor unit.

Carbon-14 and tritium have been added to this category.

Natural Radiation Exposure in the United States," U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, ORP-SID-72-l (June 1972); using the average Washington state background
Dose (106 mrem/yr),. and year 2000 projected population of 248,000.



Table L.6 Calculated RM-50-2 Dose Commitments to a Maximall
x ose n sv ua from erat>on o t e

Nuclear Plant

0

'iquid Effluents

Dose to total body or any organ
from all pathways

Annual Dose Commitment Per Site
-.2

b
Ca culate

Desi n Ob 'ectives Doses

5.0 mrem

Activity release estimate, excluding
tritium (Ci)

Noble Gas Effluents (at exclusion
area boundary 1.9 km SSE)

Gamma dose in air

Beta dose in air

Dose to total body of an individual

Dose to skin of an individual

Radioiodine and Particulates
(Infant at 6.4 km SE)

10

10 mrad

20 mrad

5 mrem

15 mrem

0. 32

3.5 mrad

3.9 mrad

'2.3 mrem

4.9 mrem

Dose to any organ from all pathways (thyroid) .15 mrem

I-131 activity release (Ci)

6.3 mrem

0. 61

An optional method of demonstrating compliance with the cost-benefit
Section (II.D) of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

Annex to Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

Carbon-14 and tritium have been added to this category.



.Table L.7 Annual Total-Bo Po ulation Dose Commitments in
t e ear

Category

0

Natural Background Radiation

MNP-2 Nuclear Plant Operation

Plant Morkers
,

General Public:

Radioiodine and Particulates
Noble Gas Effluegts
Liquid Effluents

Transportation of Fuel and Maste

U. S. Population Dose Commitment
person-rem/yr

~ 26,8000,000

1,650
54

52
1.8
<I
3

Using the average U. S. background dose (102 mrem/yr), and year 2000
projected U. S. population from "Population Estimates and Pro]ections,"
Series II, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Series P-25,
No. 704 (July 1977).
80 km (50"mile) population dose.'.



Table L.8 Calculated Releases of Radioactive Materials
n ul f uents rom NP-

Nuclide

Na"24
P"32
Cr"51
Hn-54
Mn-56
Fe-55
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60
Ni-65
Cu"64
Zn-65
Zn"69m
Zn-69
Zr-95
Nb-95
M-187
NP"239

Br-83
Br-84
Rb-89
Sr"89
Sr" 90
Sr-91
Y-91m
Y"91
Sr-92
Y"92
Y"93
Zr-95
Nb-95
Nb-98

Nb"99
Tc-99m

Ci/yr

0. 014
0'.00057
0.014
0.00019
0.018
0.0029
O.D0009
0.00062
0.0013
0.00011
0.043

. 0.00058
0.'003

'.

0031
0.00001
0.00002
0.00058
0.017

Fission Products
0. 0013
0.00019
0.00071
0.00029
0.00002
0.0048
0. 003
0. OOM6
0. 0038
Q. 0068
0. 005
0. 00002
0. 00002
0. 0003

0. 005
0. 02

Nuclide

Tc-101
Ru-103
Rh-103m
Tc-104
Ru-105
Rh-105m
Rh-105
Ru-106
Te-129m
Te-129
Te-131m
Te-131
I-131
Te"132
I-132
I"133
I-134
Cs"134
I"135
Cs"136
Cs-137
Ba-137m
Cs"138
Ba"139
Ba"140
La-140
Ba-141
La-141
Ce-141
Ba-142
La"142
Ce-143
Pr-143
Ce-144

All others

Ci/yr

0. 00036
0. 00006
0.00006
0.00068
0.0013
0.0013
0.00037
0.00003
0,00012

,
0.00007
0.00021
0.00004
0. 018
0.00002

'.

012
0. 047
0.0068
0. 0035
0. 024
0.0021
0. 008
0. 0073
0. 0084
0. 0016
O. 0011
0.00028
0.00008
0.00038
0.00009
0. 000D1
0. 001
0.00006
0.00011
0.00006

0.00006

Total, Exc'ept Tritium , 0.32

Tritium
1t

r
Nuclides whose release rates are less than 10- -Ci/yr are not listed
individually but are included in "all other."



Table L-9 Summar of H drolo ic Trans ort and Dfs ersion for
u e eases rom e - uc ear ower a on

Location Transit Tfme (Hours) Dilution Factor

Nearest Drfnking-
Water Intake (Richland)
(18 km S)

24 20,000

Nearest Sport-
$ fshfng Loca)fon (Columbfa River) 0. 1
(5.6 km ESE)

2

Nearest Shoreline (Columbia River 0. 1
(5.6 km ESE)

10

10

earest Irrfgated
ops'Columbia River Mater)
6 kmS)

10 20,000

See Regu'1atory Guide 1.113, "Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of Effluents from
Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the Purpose of Implementing

~ Appendix I," Aprf1 1971.

W

Assumed for purposes of an upper Ifmft estimate, detailed fnformatfon not available.

*US.GOVERNMENTPRINZING OFFICE: 1981-341 742:1222
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